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Networks are tying together expanded processor families,
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Cromemco accepts
your challenge,
Data General
Yes, Data General, we saw your
ad.
So we realize you hope to win
over some of our computer
business.
And we can see you have reason
to be pleased about your line of
minicomputers. They are MINIs
though.

But Cromemco produces stateof-the-art MICROcomputers.
Powerful ones.
And our micros have some
outstanding advantages.
For example, Cromemco is the

only microcomputer manufacturer
to support a broad range of
microcomputers with (a) 5-inch
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THE COMPETITIOK
BOARDS AGAIN.
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double-sided, double-density floppy
disk drives and with (b) 8-inch
double-sided, double-density floppy
disk drives AS WELL AS (c) 8-inch
Winchester hard disk drives.
That means, of course, that our
customers have a wide choice of
disk storage capability.
UNEQUALLED
SOFTWARE SUPPORT
OK. That was one point.
Here's another: our stunning
selection of software support.

Cromemco is the only micro
manufacturer to produce both
single-user and multi-user multitasking computers with software
like this:
SYSTEM SOFTWARE
•

CDOS (a CP/M-like operating

•

system)
CROMIX (a UNIX-like operating
system)

•
•

RPG-II (IBM-compatible)
COBOL

•
•

BASIC
FORTRAN IV

•
•
•

RATFOR
LISP

•

Macro Assembler

APPLICATION SOFTWARE

Reproduced from the
July 31, 1980 issue of
Electronics magazine.

•

Word Processing System

•
•
•

Data-Base Management
General Ledger
Accounts Receivable

•

Accounts Payable

•

Inventory

All of this is available now with
more coming all the time.
So there you are, D.G.
You can see why we know our
microcomputers will stand the test.

Cromemco logo on
computer board shown
in original ad
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Cromemco

eagerly

accepts

challenge.

Cromemco
Tomorrow's
incorporated
Computers Today

280 BERNARDO AVE MOUNTAIN VIEW, CA 94043
(415) 964-7400 •TWX 910-379-6988

Circle 900 on reader service card
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Low cost knife edge gold contacts

turn low energy into brute force.
Low cost gold? Yes! From Cherry. Where innovative engineers have cut
the gold content of crosspoint switches to about 4C worth... without
cutting their proven efficiency.
Brute force, too? 5,000 psi to be precise. That force assures
positive contact every time you push the button on aCherry
crosspoint switch. The knife edge contact area is so small
(9 millionths of an inch)... the force so great...the gold alloy
so pure and film free that contact closure interference is
virtually eliminated.
Gold crosspoint contacts (rated 0.1 amp) have proven
reliable in thousands of uses...where they usually outlast
the products using them. That's Cherry dependability!
CHERRY GOLD CROSSPOINT CONTACTS ARE AVAILABLE IN A FULL LINE OF SWITCHES.

I

rr
General Purpose

Miniature

Subminiature

Low Torque

Weatherproof

Panel Mount Pushbutton

GOLD CROSSPOINT
CHERRY

ELECTRICAL PRODUCTS CORP.

3608

Keyboard

4n

Line
Interrupt

SWITCHES

Sunset Avenue, Waukegan, IL 60085—Phone: 312/689-7700—TWX: 910/235-1572

Our worldwide affiliates and phone numbers, Cherry Semiconductor Corp., Cranston, RI, U.S.A., 401 463 6000 • Cherry Mikroschalter GmbH, Auerbach, Germany, 09 643 181 • Cherry Electrical
Products Ltd Harpenden (Herts1 England. 1058271 63100 •Cherco Brasil Industria EComercio Ltda., Sao Paulo, Brazil, 011 246 4343 •Hirose Cherry Precision Co ,Ltd., Kawasaki. Japan, 044 933 3511
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The most significant
price breakthrough in
DOUBLC-BALANCCD MIXCRSI
magockgoeg,
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.95

100 Pieces
54.50 (10 - 49)

Model SBL-I

,

For demanding industrial
and commercial applications,
where low-cost and high-performance
are critical: model SBL-1 will fill your need.
Don't let the low price mislead you. As the world's number
one manufacturer of double-balanced mixers, Mini Circuits'
has accumulated extensive experience in high-volume production
and testing, akey factor in achieving a successful low cost/high per-

Model St3L- I.
metal case, non hermeticseal
Frequency Range. MHz
LO

I500

OF

I-500

IF

Conversion Loss. dB

DC-500
Typ.

Max.

5.5

7.5

Total Range

6.5

8.5

Isolation. dB

Typ

Min.

One Octave from Band Edge

Lower Band Edge to
One Decade Higher

LO -RF
LO-IF

50
45

35
30

Mid Range

LO-OF
LO-IF

45
40

30
25

Upper Band Edge In
One Octave lower

LO -RF
LO -IF

35
30

25
20

formance line of products.
The tough SBL-1 covers the broad frequency range of 1-500 MHz with 6dB conversion loss and
isolation greater than 40 dB. Only well-matched, hot-carrier diodes and ruggedly constructed
transmission-line transformers are used. Internally, every component is bonded to the header
for excellent protection against shock, vibration and acceleration.
Here are some of the steps taken to ensure quality: Every SBL-1 is RF tested two times, every solder
connection is 100 per cent inspected under a high power microscope, all transformer leads are
double-wrapped, and all components are rated for more than +65 C operation.
Of course, our one-year guarantee applies to these units.

Signal IdB Compression Level .1c83,1Impedance All Ports 50 Ohms
Electronic Attenuation Min (20mA) 3dB

2625 East 14th Street Brooklyn, New York 11235 (212) 769-0200
Domestic and International Telex 125460 International Telex 620156
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Electronics gives its annual Award for Achievement this year to three men who had much to do
with making the fabrication of large-scale integrated circuits a reality. Perkin-Elmer's Abe
Offner, Jere D. Buckley, and David A. Markle
teamed up to produce the Micralign 1:1 optical
projection printer. Their machine offered a way
around inherently risky contact printing.
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Barely out of the cradle, the 1980s has already notched several notable
achievements, making it clear that the electronic technologies will not soon
slacken in their rush to bring about anew Industrial Revolution.
Semiconductors, 114. Though in electronics, new is usually better, in the
solid-state arena the standard technologies remain the technologies of choice.
But working their way out of the labs are two extremely fast challengers,
gallium arsenide and Josephson junctions.
Memories, 132. Designers have proved themselves up to surmounting the
hurdles of achieving denser —and faster —memories.
Microsystems & software, 150. To be successful in the marketplace, microprocessor makers are following the example of mainframe companies.
Components, 170. Data converters, displays, even discrete devices—all are
enjoying the benefits of integration.
Test & measurement, 184. Automation is akey word for what is taking place
in instrumentation, with such instruments as signal generators and oscilloscopes the main beneficiaries.
Computers & peripherals, 192. Local networks blossom to ease distributed
processing and office automation.
Communications, 206. A relatively recent discovery on the communications
stage, fiber optics has truly emerged into professional status.
Consumer, 214. Technology's part in the leisure explosion is marked by the
expansion of the television set as the center for developments in home
entertainment and in information distribution.
Packaging & production, 222. The laser is a new, multitalented star in the
production lineup.
The year in electronics: achronology, 230.
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And in the next issue
Two special reports: chip sensors and how electronics engineers view their
career ...a 20-bit digital-to-analog coverter ...realizing a low-cost
digital multimeter ...a64-K static random-access memory from Japan.
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Now Available...

RITAMPLIFIERS
0.054200 MHz from $1199
• Broadband ... each model multi-octave (see table)
• High linear output ... up to 30 dBm (1 W)
• Gain ... available from 16 dB to 27 dB
• Very flat gain response ... '1 dB
• Connectors ... BNC Std; SMA, TNC, N available
• Compact ... 3.75" X 2.60" X 1.92" (ZHL-A Models)
4.75"
2.60" X 2.22" (ZHL Models)
• Self-contained heat sink

ZHL-2-8

• One-week delivery

If your application requires up to 1 watt for intermodulation
testing of components ... broadband isolation ... flat gain
over a wide bandwidth ... or much higher output from your

frequency synthesizer or signal/sweep generator ...
MiniCircuits' ZHL power amplifiers will meet your needs, at
surprisingly low prices. Five models are available, offering a
selection of bandwidth and gain.
Using an ultra-linear Class A design, the ZHL is
unconditionally stable and can be connected to any load
impedance without amplifier damage or oscillation. The ZHL
is housed in a rugged ',/8 inch thick aluminum case, with a
self-contained hefty heat sink. BNC connectors are supplied;
however, SMA, TNC and Type N connectors are also available.
Of course, our one-year guarantee applies to each amplifier.
So from the table below, select the ZHL model for your
particular application now ... we'll ship within one week!

ZHL-1A

GAIN

MAX. POWER

NOISE

MODEL

FREQ.

GAIN

FLATNESS

OUTPUT dBm

FIGURE

NO.

MHz

dB

dB

1-dB COMPRESSION

dB

INTERCEPT
POINT
DC POWER
PRICE
3rd ORDER dBm VOLTAGE CURRENT $ EA. OTY.

ZHL-32A 0.05-130 25 Min

±1.0 Max.

+29 Min.

10 Typ.

+38 Typ.

+24V

0.6A

199.00 (1-9)

ZHL-3A

24 Min

±1.0 Max.

+29.5 Min.

11 Typ.

+38 Typ.

+24V

0.6A

199.00 (1-9)

0.4-150
2-500

16 Min

±1.0 Max.

+28 Min.

11 Typ.

+38 Typ.

+24V

0.6A

199.00 (1-9)

ZHL-2

10-1000

15 Min

± 1.0Max.

+29 Min.

18 Typ.

+38 Typ.

+24V

0.6A

349.00 (1-9)

ZHL-2-8

10-1000

27 Min

10 Typ.

+38 Typ.

+29 Min. •

+24V

0.65A

24 Min

±1.0 Max.
±1.0 Max.

+29 Min.

ZHL-2-12 10-1200

10 Typ.

+38 Typ.

+24V

0.75A

449.00 (1-9)
524.00 (1-9)

ZHL-1A

Total safe input power -20 dBm, operating temperature 0° C to -60° C. storage temperature
•+28.5 dBm rom 1000-1200 MHz

55° C to

100° C. 50 ohm impedance. input and output VSWR 2 1max

For detailed specs and curves, refer to 1980/81 MicroWaves Product Data Directory. Gold Book. or EEM
Worlds largest manufacturer of Double Balanced Mixers

2625 East 14th Street Brooklyn, New York 11235 (212) 769-0200
Domestic and International Telex 125460

International Telex 620156

Mini-Circuits
MINI-CIRCUITS LABORATORY
A DevIsIon of Sc.ent.fic Components Corp

C46 REV F
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Never before...
200 watts
of RF power with
incredible
versatility.
3200 Lspans
250 kHz to 150 MHz.

Now there's acompletely solid
state power amplifier that provides
200 watts of linear power over a
frequency range from 250 kHz to
120 MHz. And at 175 watts, the
range extends to 150 MHz.
Imagine the wide range of applications you can cover with this
single Class A linear unit All you
need is any standard signal or
sweep generator and you have
the ultimate in linear power for
RFI/EMI testing, NMR, RF
Transmission, and general
laboratory applications
And, like all ENI power amplifiers,
the 3200 Lfeatures unconditional
stability, instantaneous failsafe
provisions, and absolute protection from overloads and transients
The 3200 Lrepresents abreakthrough in RF power versatility
and packaging. Never before has
there been anything like it commercially available anywhere!
Contact us for ademonstration
of the 3200 Land our complete
catalog on the other amplifiers in
our wide line. ENI, 3000 Winton
Road South, Rochester, NY14623.
Call 716/473-6900, or Telex
97-8283 ENI ROC.

ENI
The advanced
design line of
power amplifiers
6
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Publisher's letter
One

of the first signs of autumn
around the Electronics editorial
corridors is the quiet that falls over
them as the technical editors retire
to their offices, review their past
year's work, and think about the
year to come. Yes, they're busy on
Technology Update, and the fruits of
their labors will be found beginning
on page 112.
Technical managing editors Al
Rosenblatt and Ray Capece see to it
that their reports pull together the
trends that predominated in 1980
and that will be important in the
year to come. Former technical editors themselves, they say it truly
takes a year to produce a satisfactory Update.
To begin with, our editors travel
extensively to keep up with the companies they cover—indeed, many of
our readers know that, for they are
accustomed to seeing Electronics
staff members come through the
door. In between trips, of course, the
telephone comes into play, with calls
being made to all corners of the
world. Needless to say, there's a
steady stream of visitors to our New
York offices, and our field editors
also play arole in industry watching.
So it is a year-long effort that
produces our once-a-year Technology Update—and, incidentally, it has
as much value for us as for you. In
sitting down to refine the year's work
and then to hammer out a view of
the year to come, we come up with a
truly precious alloy: a deeper, more
comprehensive understanding of the
forces at work in the industries that
we cover.
And what is the story that we have
wrought for you? Well, it takes better than 60 pages to set it forth, as
we focus on the developments that
we think most significant—and as
we spotlight some of the people that
have made these developments possible, both in our annual Award for
Achievement and in the profiles that
accompany the Update sections.
When Ray and Al talk of this
Update, some of the key phrases in
the conversation turn out to be: "networking," "smarter terminals,"
"more automation in instruments,"
"c-mos strength in memories and

microprocessors," "complex peripherals for the 16-bit processors," and
"fiber optics." All in all, it should be
another golden year.

ne

of the foundations of the
impressive record of progress in
the electronics industries is the production equipment that has made
possible large-scale integrated circuits. Where, in fact, would the LSI
industry be without the Micralign
projection mask aligner?
If you think about the answer, you
will realize why the 1980 Electronics
Award for Achievement is going to
the team responsible for Micralign:
Abe Offner, David A. Markle, and
Jere D. Buckley of Perkin Elmer
Corp.'s Microlithography division.
"It's the backbone of the IC industry," says packaging and production
editor Jerry Lyman, coauthor of the
profile of the winners. "There might
not have been any true LSI production without these machines, because
in replacing contact aligners, they
made it possible to achieve costeffective yields."
Together with coauthor Pamela
Hamilton, the New York bureau
manager, Jerry spent a day talking
with the team at their Wilton,
Conn., laboratory. Their story, covering the history of Micralign, how it
works, and the men who put it
together and how they worked
together, begins on page 104.
Since its optics are the heart of the
machine, it's interesting to trace its
provenance, which turns out to be
telescopes for aerospace and satellite
applications, notes Pam. "It's another case of adaptation of military
expertise to solve the problems of the
electronics industries," she notes.
This is the third shared Achievement Award in its seven-year history; however, it is the first time all
recipients were from the same development team at the same firm.
O
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a 100 watt switcher is shown on the shake table

we shake 'em down
before you do
that way we ensure that every Kepco/TDK switcher will
meet your reliability requirement

Shock testing:

Our switchers feature single card construction (coated for
moisture and fungus resistance) to eliminate vulnerable
intercard connections and harnessing. They're burned in

20g, 3 axes.
Pulse duration: 11 ms. ± 5ms.

for 48 hrs. at +55°C (while overloaded at the +50°C
rating) and then are 100% tested, twice! (You can get a
certified copy of our test report at no extra charge.)

Vibration testing:
5-10 Hz 10 mm. amplitude, 3 axes.
10-55 Hz 2g, 3 axes.

Kepco/TDK switchers have also been tested by the
Underwriters Laboratories and have won UL recognition.
The result? You can buy a really rugged, thoroughly wrung
out, UL recognized switcher at very competitive prices.
They're in stock, ask for a demo to power-up your system.

KEPCD®
KEPCO INC

For further information on our Switching Power Supplies write: dept. CR -14

• 131-38 SANFORD AVENUE • FLUSHING, N.Y. 11352 U.S.A. • (212) 461-7000 •TWX #710-582-2631 • Cable: KEPCOPOWER NEWYORK
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220
1001)
WIMA

1
-

0,01
63WIMA

10IM0-A11
W

0,015
63WIMA

170
100WIMA

0.022
63WIMA

330

IPCM

(printed circuit
module)

1

1500
100WIMA

2200
100WRIA

3300
100WIMA

4700
100WIMA

•
0,1347
63..j
WIMA

meAl

Complete
ranges
from 220 pF
to 1.0 pF
WIMA were first with
5mm pcm plastic film
capacitors — miniature
components designed
for semiconductor
technology.
WIMA plastic film capacitors show greater
reliability and should be
preferred to other types.
The uniform lead spacing
of 5mm for the complete
capacitance range is
ideal for automatic
component insertion.
WIMA have always been
in the forefront of
plastic film capacitor
technology.

FKP 2: 220 pF to 0.01 i(F:
FKC 2: 220 pFto 0.01
FKS 2: 1000 pFto 0.015 itF:
MKS 2: 0.01 iiFto 1.0
(Typical values at 1000 Hz)

D.
D.
D.
D.

F.
F.
F.
F.

2-4 x10
1-2 x10
5-6x 10
5-8x 10

4

WILHELM WESTERMANN

Spezialvertrieb elektronischer Bauelemente
P.O. Box 2345
D-6800 Mannheim 1
Fed. Rep. of Germany
U. S. Sales Offices:
THE INTERNATIONAL GROUP INC.
North Dearman Street •P.O. Box 23
Irvington •New York 10533 •(914) 591-8822

TAW ELECTRONICS CO.
4215 W. Burbank Blvd., Burbank
California 91 505 •(213) 846-3911
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Pyle will depend on
aFrench connection

660
080
313
100.WIMA • WIMA

1000
100WIMA

People
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On the face of it, the formation of
Alta Technology in Stamford,
Conn., looks rather risky. It is a new
company, 90% owned by a stranger
to American shores, Compagnie
Générale d'Automatisme (CGA), a
French subsidiary of Compagnie
Générale d'Electricité. And Alta's
initial goals are to take on the likes
of IBM, NCR, and Burroughs in the
bank terminal market and to try to
crack the near-exclusive fields of
automated fare systems and automated toll-collection systems.
But 41-year-old Alta president
James H. Pyle sees many advanages
in the setup. The biggest plus is the
availability of products from CGA
that are already designed and tested
in installations around the world.
For instance, Alta will be able to
take CGA'S branch-bank check-processing terminals, alter them for
U. S. applications, and go right to
market. Pyle's own contacts with
banks, gained as former president of
Periphonics, an Exxon Enterprises
Inc. affiliate in Bohemia, N. Y., are
also in Alta's favor.
A third advantage is timing.
"Within the next year and a half,
banks will have entered distributed
data processing and the CGA terminal fits this trend," Pyle says. American banks are starting what they
call "check trunkation," reporting
accounts without returning the canceled checks to the customer, a fact
of life in Europe for years. As a
result, Pyle feels that Alta is in the
right place with the right equipment.
He acknowledges, however, that
breaking into the transportation
business in the U. S. will not be as
easy. For one thing, not many mass
transit systems are being built. But
Pyle believes that he can impress
authorities by showing them reliable,
working fare systems installed by
CGA in Europe and South America.
Similarly, he is confident that Alta
can open a wedge with turnpike
authorities eager to upgrade aging
toll-collection systems by showing
them the ones CGA has installed.

Nouveau venu.

Alta's Pyle expects his new

company to win with CGA products.

Pyle is quick to point out that the
equipment sold by Alta will
have 70% to 80% U. S. content. The
microprocessors, for example, will be
supplied by Intel. And he stresses
that the cross-licensing agreement
with CGA is a two-way street. The
French company expects to acquire
knowledge in the use of U. S. technology from Alta.
The new company actually
came into being during Pyle's previous tenure at Periphonics. Near
the end of 1977, feeling that the firm
was underfinanced and finding that
Exxon's purse strings were pulled
tight, Pyle began negotiating with
CGA. Then Exxon abruptly decided
to gas up Periphonics and picked up
the 20% of shares owned by Periphonics' executives. Pyle, however,
remained intrigued with the potential for CGA'S products in the U. S.
and sold the French on forming Alta.
He expects to start shipping bank
terminals in the first quarter of 1981
and to reach the break-even point by
the end of 1982.
El

CGA
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A FLIP OF THE SWITCH
CONVERTS FROM
115V *TO 230V

,

*\

SE Series Switches
Pat. Applied For

THE ALL AMERICAN SWITCH WITH

UL » ° VDE
APPROVAL
SHELF STOCKED FOR IMMEDIATE DELIVERY!
Designed to meet the needs of manufacturers throughout the world, these
sophisticated switches are designed to
meet requirements of UL, VDE, CEE,
OSA. SEMKO and DEMKO.

This new series offers achoice of actuation either by screwdriver slot or
raised handle, available with a wide
variety of terminal styles.

Contact Walt Dinneen, Switch Product Manager
For Engineering Information & Sample

A.revi
Electro-Components Division

2713 Gateway Drive. Pompano Beach, Florida 33060
Tel.: 305 973-8620
TWX -510/956-9400

AME Electro -Components Division manufactures RCL Resistors, Delay Lines, Switches & UlD Switches
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Choosing a16-bit MPU is no easy job. We
know. We went through it ourselves back in '78.
We chose the Z8000 because we believed
you'd choose the Z8000. Because it's better.
Here's why:

or keep it separate.
As if all that weren't enough, the AmZ8000
has awhole series of string-oriented instructions to move, translate or compare up to 64K
bytes of data in asingle instruction.

"The AmZ8000 has
abetter architecture:'

"The AmZ8000 has
abetter future!'

It has 16 registers. All general. All for you. Use
them for data or addresses. Use them to write
more efficient software
with less code and faster
execution.
The AmZ8000 has gobs
of address space: 8M bytes
of direct addressing in each
of four possible address
spaces. It has memory
management with sophisticated relocation and protection features. It has arich
instruction set that operates
on data types from quad
length words right down to
single bits. You can even
map the I/O into memory

Sven Simonson, Vice President
and Technical Director.
Advanced Micro Devices

The AmZ8000's architecture and instructions fit perfectly with today's computation,
communications and instrumentation markets. So do
the peripherals. And all the
popular existing parts for
the 8080A/8085A, including the Am9511A and
Am9512 floating-point
processors and the
Am9517A DMA circuit,
work great with the
AmZ8000.

id

"The AmZ8000 is better
for your application?
10
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There's aCPU that's just right for you. For
imbedded controllers, where 64K of memory is
enough, there's acompact 40-pin CPU that
uses less memory for programs. For addressing
large memory spaces, there's a48-pin CPU
that's software compatible.
But best of all, we're getting ready to introduce abunch of new bipolar and MOS
peripherals. There's an I/O device with a
built-in FIFO, achained DMA controller, error
correction circuits and an editing CRT controller, just to name afew.
As technology develops, newer and better
software-compatible CPUs and extended processing units will allow you to increase throughput many times over.

"The AmZ8000 has
better support
11111
•

We know you need supporting documentation. And we've got it. Ask us for our Data
Book, our Processor Interface Manual and our
Processor Instruction Manual.
We know you need software development
tools. And we've got them, too. There's our
macro assembler with powerful high-level
constructs, aC compiler for efficient oper-

ating systems and real-time software, and a
PASCAL compiler. Cross-software is available, too.
If you need ahardware development system,
our AmSYS8/8 with in-circuit emulator was
designed just for the AmZ8000. So was our
Am96/4016 Evaluation Board. (To learn all
about them, come to one of our field seminars
or take one of the courses offered by our
Education Department.)
And soon, you'll need parts. With the
AmZ8000 you've got two major U.S. manufacturers with amask-exchange agreement. We
have international partners, also. When you
need parts, we'll be there.

"The AmZ8000 is better
because were better."
Advanced Micro Devices didn't become the
nation's fastest growing IC company by accident. We did it by design. We only manufacture high-quality, high-volume parts. And from
the day we opened for business, we've thrown
in afreebie with every order: MIL-STD-883.
If you want your application to be better,
get the MPU that's better. Get the AmZ8000.
It's the best 16-bit family for you.

Advanced Micro Devices CI
901 Thompson Place •Sunnyvale, CA 94086 •Telephone (408) 732-2400
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Editorial

A vote for the engineers
The engineer in the U. S. has traditionally
been pictured in film and fable as the good,
gray, uninspired, and uninspiring technician
laboring along steadily at the workbench.
The scientist, on the other hand, has been a
romantic figure: given to fits of inspiration
and attacks of enlightenment, he or she has
been the one to discover, invent, and perfect
marvels ranging from radium to the telephone.
But the worm is turning.
Focusing their discontent on the role of
Lhe National Science Foundation, engineering
groups are lobbying for passage of aproposal
in Congress for aNational Technology
Foundation. The bill, H. R. 6910, started
undergoing hearings last month. Its chief
sponsor is Rep. George E. Brown Jr. (D.,
Calif.), chairman of the House subcommittee
on science, research, and technology, the
body that holds the purse strings for the NSF.
Basically, what the Brown measure would
do is take the technological functions from
some Federal agencies, like the NSF and the
Commerce Department, and reorganize them
as aseparate agency. The Institute of Electrical
and Electronics Engineers and the American
Association of Engineering Societies, the two
largest engineers' groups, have adopted
resolutions offering three options: creation
of an NTF, major changes in the NSF to
enlarge the role of engineering and engineers
in that body with the changes reflected by a
name change that includes engineering, or
establishment of anew engineering foundation.
When the NSF convened ameeting to look
at itself and come up with some sort of
recommendations for changes, the engineer's
cause was advanced most forcefully by Karl
Willenbrock, who is the dean of the School
of Engineering and Applied Science at the
12

Southern Methodist University in Dallas.
The matter of establishing an NTF raises
afundamental issue, he said. Engineers feel
that they have been treated as second-class
citizens by the NSF and thus have little
confidence in it, he went on. "What they're
saying is that the NSF has not made a
contribution to engineering comparable to
that which it has made in other areas," he
concluded.
And Bruno O. Weinschel, at the time the
IEEE's vice president for professional activities
and now the institute's secretary, pointed out
earlier this year that agreater issue is at
stake: basic research, he noted, contributes
little to the U. S. balance of payments. The
key to increasing productivity is technology
derived from that research. Weinschel notes
that "bite-sized interim solutions to the
productivity problem ...have been
suggested." Among those bills and resolutions
introduced in Congress are measures dealing
with:
• Investment tax credits for research and
development.
• Accelerated depreciation.
• A mandatory balanced Federal budget.
• Various schemes to relax capital-gains taxes.
• Establishment of atechnology division in
the Department of Commerce.
• Patent law reforms.
Willenbrock, Weinschel, the IEEE, and
others pushing for an engineering or technology
foundation are on the right track. The
recognition of engineers and their contributions
to technology as equal to that of scientists is
an idea whose time came quite awhile ago.
A National Technology Foundation to fund
and nurture engineering is necessary as well
as desirable—now.
Electronics/October 23, 1980

Use the microprocessor you like.
Some card manufacturers would
have you believe you must use the
Z80 microprocessor if you want the
'simple-to-design' STD BUS system.
Not true.
Pro-Log builds 8085, Z80 & 6800
CPU cards.
Our STD 7000 CPU cards feature the
three most popular microprocessors.
But we don't force them on you. All
our peripheral cards work with any
8-bit microprocessor you choose.
And they're all totally unbundled,
so you can buy one card or the
whole system.
Modular by function. ..pick what
you need.

PRO-LOG STD 7000 CARDS
CPU Cards:
8085 •Z80 •6800
Memory Cards:
EPROM •Static RAM •Batterybacked CMOS RAM
Digital I/O Cards:
TTL input •TTL output •TTL I/O
Line driver/receiver
Industrial I/O Cards:
Relay output •Driver output •AC/DC
opto -input •AC/DC opto -output
Peripheral Controller Cards:
Dual LJART •Programmer interface •Floppy disk •Keyboard/
Display •Display

with extra functions either. That way

Special Function Cards:
Counter/Timer •Interrupt control

you pay only for the functions your

Support Cards and Accessories

We don't load our STD 7000 cards

job requires. When you want to expand or change your system, just
add or swap the 4.5 by 6.5-inch
cards. What could be easier?
We build them to our own
high standards.
Every part on every Pro-Log card is
or soon will be a second-sourced industry standard. All components are
100% tested and burned-in. We're
proud of our high quality and back
it with a full one-year warranty.
Get the facts. Send for our new
12-page STD 7000 Card brochure.
Write or call Pro-Log Corporation,
2411 Garden Road, Monterey, CA
93940, phone 408-372-4593.

OpOd PRO-LOG
CORPORATION
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Readers' comments
Taking issue

Expanded
Textool
ECONO ZIP
Production
Socket Series
New inexpensive ECONO ZIP socket
series features easy, safe zero
insertion and extraction pressure for
"end-user" production requirements.
Textool's expanded new low cost
ECONO ZIP production socket series
is especially designed for those
applications where initial loading and
field replacement of expensive IC 's are
anecessity and socketry is an
absolute requirement.
ECONO ZIP sockets now are
available in 16, 24, 28, 40, 48, and 64
pin models. They are designed for
mounting on standard .100" centers on
either axis.
The ECON O ZIP socket is, designed
for the most simple mechanical action.
A device can literally be dropped into
the socket. Rotation of the cam to a
built-in stop firmly retains the device
with exceptionally good electrical
contact. Counter
rotation of the
cam releases
the device,
thus providing
zero pressure during
both insertion and extraction.
The economical (
U.
L.approved
plastic) production sockets offer
additional device protection features
including wide entry holes to accept
bent or distorted leads that don't have
to be reformed prior to insertion, a
screw driver operated metal cam for
easy operation and prevention of
accidental unloading, and extremely
long life (hundreds of actuations).
Detailed technical Information on
new low cost ECONO ZIP
production sockets I
savailable
from your nearest Textool sales
representative or the factory direct.
Textool Products Department
Electronic Products Division 3M
1410 W Pioneer Dr, IrvIng, TX 75061
214/259-2676
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To the Editor: The article "Transparent memory ends conflicts over
CRT control" by Lorne Trottier and
Branko Matic [July 5, 1979, p. 136]
offers an interesting approach to
dual-port memory design for cathode-ray-tube displays. However, it
contains several statements that
could mislead the casual reader.
The article states that "the CPU is
never hampered. And the method is
entirely general: it does not rely on
peculiar timing characteristics or a
particular CPU ." Buried in the next
to last paragraph is the admission
that the central processing unit must
be able to provide wait states. In
fact, under worst-case asynchronism,
a wait state could occur for every
CPU access to the CRT memory.
Ifind it hard to believe that this
does not constitute "hampering" the
CPU throughput. Furthermore, not
all processors provide ready/wait
circuitry (for example, the 6800),
nor are the timings of those processors that do provide ready/wait at all
similar. Some cPus are in fact
extremely sensitive to ready/wait
timing. Thus the claim of being "entirely general" is exaggerated.
The next to last paragraph also
states, "With 80 characters per line,
this waiting time is equivalent to an
access time of only 500 ns." Assuming 40 ,us of active video per 63-us
horizontal line gives a CRT cycle
time of 500 ns. Thus the randomaccess memory's cycle time will be
250 ns. If the RAM chips access in
250 ns, the RAM must use at least
one full memory cycle (one-half the
cell time) to serve the CPU . But
under worst-case asynchronism, the
CPU memory cycle start could
always "just miss" (At
0) the
first RAM cycle and the CPU will be
required to wait through two further
RAM cycles (Fig. 1). This is aworstcase access time of 750 ns.
If half of the CPU cycles are hits
and half just-misses, the average
access time will be 625 ns. Only the
best-case time is 500 ns.
Note that this situation is made
worse by decreasing the number of
characters per line. Obviously, the
technique described makes CPU

throughput highly dependent on
screen format. Also, such an irregular pattern of wait states makes system throughput hard to predict.
A better approach to the classic
problem of dual-port memory contention is to make these assumptions:
attached devices A and B operate
asynchronously and device A— the
faster of the two—has a memoryaccess time requirement of TAC.
Squeezing two port A cycles into
device A's read cycle (TAC) guarantees acomplete asynchronous memory cycle. Only one leading edge of
the sampling clock should be provided for device A's write cycle because
the input latches allow memorywrite cycles to be completed independently of the attached device.
This approach is truly independent of CPU timing and requires no
wait states. Minimal additional circuitry and a moderate increase in
RAM speed is all that is required. PBS
is currently using a 1-K-byte dualport module based on this technique
in several CRT and multiprocessor
applications.
Robert W. Schmidt
Public Broadcasting Service
Washington, D. C.
•Lorne Trottier replies: The statement that "the method is entirely general: it does not rely on peculiar timing
characteristics of a particular CPU "
was included to distinguish Matrox 's
method from a transparent memory
technique used with the Motorola and
Synertek CRT controller chips. The latter technique relies on the two-phase
clock of the 6800 and 6502 cPus and
also requires that the cu and CRT
controller chip run from the same clock
(difficult for board-level designs).
It is true that the Matrox technique
requires aready line on the host CPU.I
believe that most minicomputers and
microcomputers should and in fact do
incorporate such a signal. It is interesting to note that Motorola has added
such aline to its 6800-based ExORciser
bus products (at the cost of several
additional TTL packages) and to its
new 6800 microprocessor.
We have encountered no difficulty
adapting to the ready-line timings of
various CPUs. Matrox manufactures
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PDP11/03® PDP11/23
MICROCOMPUTER SYSTEMS

FIRSTMICRO

PMPÎ
FIRST COMPUTER CORPORATION NOW OFFERS
MICROCOMPUTER DEVELOPMENT SYSTEMS IN 00TH
11 03 AND 11 123 CONFIGURATIONS.
11T03-L

11V03-L

SRVXLLB

SRVXSSB

The Dosic POP-ii 03 systems offer the designer o
low cost compatible alternative to the lorger
members of the POP- il fomily. The lorger foster
POP-11 23 systems offer the power. expandability
and operating systems of the lorger members of the
PDP-11 fomily while retaining the proven cost
effective Q -Bus architecture. These systems save
you money, improve programming efficiency. and
boost productivity
11123-L
SRWXLLA

KD11-HA
CPU 11/03

KD11-HA
CPU 11/03

KDF11
CPU 11/23

KOF11
CPU 11/23

MSV11-1)1)
32KW Memory

MSV11-01)
32KW Memory

MS Vii-00
32KW Memory

MSV11-0D
32KW Memory

RLO1
Controller

RX02
Controller

MSV11 -DO
32KW Memory

32KW Memory

ALOI
Controller

DLV11-J
Serial 14)

DLV11-J
Serial (4)

OPEN

MS Vii-DO

RLOI
Controller

RX02
Controller

ALOI
Controller

DLV11-J
Serial 14)

°LI/11-J

OPEN

OPEN

OPEN

OPEN

OPEN

OPEN

OPEN

130I/11-AA
Bootstrap

BDV1 1-AA
Bootstrap

BDVii-AA
Bootstrap

Serial (4)
OPEN

BDVii-AA
Bootstrap

Serving the world with cost effective computer systems.
TM

TWX NUMBER 910-651-1916

_erg computer corporatuon
corporate

rare.' 825 north cass avenue,' westmont. i11irx.S 60559/ (312)9201050

"'Trademark First Computer Corporotion

'Registered trademark of Digital Equipment Corporation

SS-3

SPEC STACKPOLE
CARBON FILM RESISTORS
FOR MORE STABILITY
AT LESS COST.
A sharp-pencil resistor series that offers
uniform characteristics for uniform petformance.
Industrial and commercial grades
Interchange size-for-size with carbon comps
o Compatible with most automatic sequencing and insertion equipment
Fast delivery
Your Pick of Packaging:
a Bulk package

•Strip package

uCut and formed

• Lead tape reel

Your Pick of Performance:
• Power: 1/4 and 1/2 watt
• Resistance: 1.0 ohm to 10.0 megohm
in Tolerances: ±2% and ±5%

Readers' comments
video alphanumeric and graphic boards
using this technique for the DEC PDP11 and IS!- ¡1 buses, Intel Multibus,
S-100 bus, STD bus, and Motorola
EXORciser bus.

Also, Mr. Schmidt makes an error
of his own. In the example he analyzes,
the best-case access time of our design
is 250 ris. This leads to an average
access time of 500 ris, as we stated.
Mr. Schmidt suggests amethod that
he claims is superior but is in fact
nearly the same as ours. Both methods
switch the memory at a rapid rate
between the CPU buses and internal CRT
scanning circuitry to give quick access
to the RAM. The only real difference
lies in the speed at which the switching
is done. The Matrox design switches
the memory at the character clock rate;
Mr. Schmidt uses asecond clock running at a much faster rate. This
approach increases costs dramatically
by requiring asecond clock and also by
using much faster and more expensive
RAMS (2147s versus 2114s).
Finally, Mr. Schmidt states that
"the Matrox technique makes CPU
throughput highly dependent on screen
format." That is true; however, at the
fixed format of 24 lines by 80 characters for which this technique is used,
this dependence poses no problem.
With our new generation of softwareprogrammable format boards, a new
technique is used whereby the cPu's
access time actually decreases with
lower-resolution formats. The penalty
of course is added circuit complexity.
Needed: abetter index

je
Ile
1

Make Stackpole your first choice in resistor products.
For complete information on our carbon film and other resistor
products, call or write: Marketing Department,
Stackpole Components Co., Electronic Components Division,
P.O. Box 14466, Raleigh, NC 27620.
Phone: (919) 828-6201. TWX: 510-928-0520.

STACKPOLE
Get to know us. We can help.
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To the Editor: It is indeed clear from
"Japanese make quality-control
pitch" [April 10, p. 81] that "Japan's quality control is better and
productivity is higher." But HewlettPackard's data on comparative failure rates of integrated circuits is not
really the "frightening set of statistics" that Richard W. Anderson
claims it is. The qualification index
in the last column of the HP data
clearly shows that the quality from
all ic vendors was not the same. The
comparison of failure rates should
have been made on supplies from
vendors of equal rating.
Prabhakaran M. Nair
Trichur, India
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Now you can work with up to four programs
simultaneously on the new HP-IB HP 2626A terminal
Of

OGNE0

OR

SYSTEMS

The new HP 2626A display station makes it possible for
programmers to work with several independent programs
simultaneously. The terminal features display memory that
can be divided into as many as four separate work areas and a
display screen that can be divided into four windows. These
windows make it easy to display data from different computers or from different sessions on the same computer.
The display screen may be divided into vertical segments
and as many as four horizontal segments, up to amaximum
number of four windows. A programmer may scroll the data
both horizontally and vertically within each window, or

change the size of the window.
Dual datacommunication ports provide connections to
other computers or RS-232-C peripherals. For example, while
an operator is entering data into one computer, the HP 2626A
could simultaneously be receiving data from asecond computer and printing that data on the integral forms copy printer.
A programmer could be logged-on to the same computer
twice, through the dual datacommunication ports—one session for program development, the other session for monitoring batch jobs or printing aprogram listing.
(continued on third page)

Computers, Calculators, and Peripherals

New peripheral for the HP-41C provides fast,
inexpensive and convenient input capability

The HP Optical Wand offers fast, inexpensive and convenient input
capability—an exciting and productive addition to your HP-41C per-

Last year HP introduced the HP-41C—the most powerful
personal calculator Hewlett-Packard had ever designed. Now
we introduce the Optical Wand—the exceptionally convenient input peripheral that permits you to load programs and
data into the HP-41C quickly and easily.
When plugged into one of the HP-41C ports, the Optical
Wand reads bar codes from a printed page, translates the
codes into HP-41C program and data information, then automatically loads them into the calculator. The Optical Wand
reduces programming time since program instructions, many
of which require multiple keystrokes, can be entered, each
with simply one scan of the wand.
By reading bar codes, the Optical Wand opens up aworld of
benefits. Bar code listings are convenient and inexpensive
since most are printed on standard paper—a medium that can
easily be stored, reproduced, and distributed.
The vast software library for the HP-41C is also at your
fingertips. All Users Library programs and Solutions Books
are printed in bar code, making them available to use with the
optical wand.
Check A on the HP Reply Card for details.

sonal calculator.

New capabilities module available to extend
versatility of your HP-IB HP 7225A Plotter
YSTEMS

The very popular Hewlett-Packard 7225A A4-size Plotter
can now be used in applications involving remote data communications. In addition, internal arc and circle generation
previously available only on HP's larger 4-pen plotters is now
available on the 7225A.
These new capabilities can now be a part of your 7225A
plotter simply by adding HP's new 17604A Personality Module. This module provides the RS-232-C/CCITT V.24 interface
for both hardwired and remote data communications and
the HP-GL graphics language for easy English language
programming.
Designed for OEM and end user systems, the 7225A/17604A
combination provides a low-cost, high-quality plotting
capability for applications requiring remote operations over a
telephone line.

Check B on the HP Reply Card for more information.

ATTENTION TAPE RECORDER USERS!
If you are recording several reels per week of 1
2 -inch or 1-inch
/
instrumentation tape, you may be able to save thousands of dollars
per year. Let us show you how.
Check C on the HP Reply Card for details.
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HP introduces top-of-the-line
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HP 1000

Performance/45 technical computer system
Expanded memory, new language capabilities and program optimization packages characterize the new HP 1000
Performance/45 System. Designed for applications in computation and program development, this multi-language computer system combines the HP 1000's highest-performance
hardware with its highest-performance software.
New Software
The Performance/45 System is based on the HP 1000 Model
45 System which incorporates an F-Series computer,
512 kbytes of fault-control main memory (expandable to
1.8 mbytes), 19.6 mbytes of disc storage (expandable to
960 mbytes), and a graphics terminal. Included in Performance/45 are new PASCAL/1000 and FORTRAN 4X compilers, as well as new EDIT/1000 screen editing software.
Performance/45 also includes the new ACCEL/1000 program
profiler and microprogram development package.
PASCAL/1000 is asuperset of industry-standard PASCAL,
a high-level, modem, block-structured language known for
its rich set of data and control structures, ease of use and
maintainability. Because of these features, PASCAL/1000
helps speed up program design, debugging, documentation,
modification and maintenance.
FORTRAN 4X is a superset of ANSI FORTRAN 66, with
compilation speeds as high as 3000 lines per minute. FORTRAN 4X is upward-compatible with HP FORTRAN IV and
features direct access I/O, double word integer data type and
IF-THEN-ELSE construction. Direct access statements conform to ANSI FORTRAN 77 specifications, and allow IBM
READ and WRITE statements.
EDIT/1000 is an editing package that interacts with users in
line mode or screen mode. In line mode, it provides for basic
text maintenance, character string search and replace
capabilities, and interactive instructions. In screen mode,
EDIT/1000 enables the user to take advantage of the local
editing capabilities of smart HP terminals.

ACCEL/1000 is a software package that profiles program
activity, showing the user precisely where execution
bottlenecks exist. Often, these bottlenecks may be eliminated
by rewriting that section of code in the original source
language or in assembly language. For optimum performance, ACCEL/1000 also includes a microprogram
development package.
HP 1000 Performance/45 basic system includes aset of microcoded CPU instructions for fast and efficient operation on
matrices of data applications.
Check D on the HP Reply Card.

New terminal screen divides into four displays
(continued from first page)
User-Definable Soft Keys Ease Program
Interaction and Forms Design
The HP 2626A has eight screen-labeled softkeys (function
keys) which can be programmed by the user. The soft keys
can be used to simplify interface to the host computer and to
perform repetitive procedures, such as calling or initiating
programs, generating standard statements or frequentlyused formats.
Using the softkeys, the user can draw horizontal and vertical lines with single, double, or bold-line definitions. Fields,
edits and display enhancements also are defined using the
function keys. Programmable audio prompting on the
HP 2626A can alert operators to various conditions within
an application.
Integral Forms-Copy Printer an Option
A built-in, thermal forms-copy printer is an option for the
2626A terminal. The printer can reproduce dot copies of the

display on the screen, line drawings, math and speciallanguage symbols, as well as large characters.
The forms-copy printer has both acompressed-print mode
that can be used to copy 132-column lines on the 81/
2-inchwide paper and an expanded-print mode that produces
double-size characters.
The basic HP 2626A display station can operate in block,
line, line-modify and character modes. Data-communication capabilities enable operation in hard-wired, fullduplex, half-duplex and multipoint environments which
are either synchronous or asynchronous. The HP 2626A is
escape-sequence-compatible with the HP 2645A terminal,
and supports a number of industry protocols and handshakes. It connects to any TTY-compatible port using ASCII.
RS-232-C datacommunication ports are standard. A 20-mA
current loop interface is also available.

Check E on the HP Reply Card for more information.
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New graphics tablet simplifies system interaction
Hewlett-Packard's new 9111A Graphics Tablet allows the
user to interact with displays on HP's mini, desktop and
personal computer systems. This new graphics tool can be
utilized in most applications requiring you to draw on a
CRT display. Schematics, computer-aided design PC/IC
layout, office and industrial layouts, and architecture are
just afew of the variety of applications the graphics tablet
can help you with. The 9111A acts as the CRT's cursor
mover. As the user draws on the tablet, the picture appears
on the CRT making design, diagrams and layouts virtually
come alive, with room for constant on-the-spot changes.
Entering data from a source document is easy with the
9111A. The single-point and continuous drawing modes
allow line drawings, logos, charts, etc. to be easily traced
and stored. An overlay is supplied to protect and hold down
documents.
Menu Selection
As acustomized keyboard, the 9111A allows you to select
from the "menu" commands or data by pressing the stylus
on the appropriate outlined area. Sixteen softkeys provide
menu selection without requiring that you do x, ycoordinate analysis. And if you need additional softkeys, your
software can convert the entire tablet into amenu/keyboard
for more entries. You can order and group them to suit your
individual needs.
Durable and Convenient Features
Quality, durability and reliability are noticeably integrated into the 9111A. The hard ceramic platen will not
easily scratch or pit. A slim, lightweight stylus and inclined
working surface provide operator comfort for long periods
of use. The stylus accommodates ink and non-ink refill,
both of which are available through HP's worldwide supply centers.

Hewlett-Packards new graphics tablet acts as aCRT's cursor
in single-point or continuous drawing modes. It can draw on a CRT,
trace graphics documents or pick from a menu.

A 60-points-per-second data rate provides smooth cursor
movement and can be synchronized with the refresh rate of
the CRT. Optimum performance can be attained using the
9111A binary transfer capability.
A programmable beeper gives audio feedback when operations are completed. In addition, four LEDs provide visible feedback of functions being executed. Two built-in
self-tests allow isolation of problems if they arise.
The 9111A utility software, Model 88100A, is available for
use with the HP System 45 Desktop Computer. The software
includes graphics editor, drawing utility and menu utility.
Check F on the HP Reply Card for further information.

RF and Microwave Measurement -

Measure SWR, attenuation and power sensor
efficiencies 18-26.5 GHz in coax
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By using aK-band waveguide reflectometer with HP's new
K281C APC-3.5 Adapter, and the three-power meter measuring techniques of Application Note 64-2, high-accuracy coaxial measurements can be made from 18-26.5 GHz, under
automatic control.
Thanks to this combination, SWR results have an equivalent directivity of about 30 dB. And because power sensors
are used for detectors, the mismatch uncertainty is low for
attenuation measurements. In addition, other power sensors
can be compared to astandard for calibration factor.

...................

For complete information anda free copy of AN #64-2, check
G on the HP Reply Card.
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Typical plot of SWR and attenuation. Dotted lines show calculated
uncertainty limits.
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Logic and Processor-Based Circuit Analysis -

HP's microprocessor lab teaches digital troubleshooting
Hewlett-Packard's 5036A Microprocessor Lab provides an
aspect of microprocessor training not available in other
products—microprocessor troubleshooting. What's more, it
provides skill in this important area using HP's high-quality
instruments and thorough documentation. The 5036A consists of a 20-lesson textbook/lab manual and a briefcasecontained operating microcomputer.
Included in the 450-page textbook are a troubleshooting
tree for the lab, block diagrams, schematic, signature tables
and solutions for the lab's 12 moveable, practice fault jumpers. In short, all documentation needed to completely troubleshoot the lab.
The lab's textbook, "Practical Microprocessors" culminates
in four highly practical troubleshooting lessons:
• Handheld Troubleshooting Tools
• Signature and Logic Analyzers
• Troubleshooting ¡JP Systems
• Troubleshooting the Microprocessor Lab
The 5036A Microprocessor Lab with optional 5004 Signature Analyzer
and 5024A IC Troubleshooters Kit provide actual hands-on microprocessor troubleshooting experience.

Detailed troubleshooting experiments on the lab using signature analysis.
For details, check H on the HP Reply Card.

Now over 1900 programs available for
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IC tester

There's probably no easier way to get fast, accurate screening of your incoming ICs than with HP's 5045A Digital IC
Tester. Set-up is as easy as inserting amagnetic card. The IC
programs you need are almost certain to be in our growing
library of over 1900 programs covering today's most used ICs
from bipolar to MOS, and from gates to RAMs.
Touch abutton and you get immediate pass/fail indication.
Need to know more about the failure? Push another button
and you get acomplete printout of the test with the failure
point indicated.
Customize Your Test Programs
Want to refine atest procedure? Need atest for aspecial IC?
The HP 5046A Digital IC Test System lets you write your own
custom test programs. It includes the HP 9825S Desktop
Computer, a powerful computing instrument that you can
also use for many other tasks, such as program storage or
general-purpose computing. The 5045A Digital IC Tester also
interfaces with alarge variety of the major IC handlers.
A simple magnetic programming card makes it alot easier to learn about

For further technical data, check Ion the 1-IP Reply Card.

the quality of your incoming ICs with HP's 5045A Digital IC Tester.

New ease and versatility in dynamic analysis of structures
and servos
HP's 5423A Structural Dynamics Analyzer provides stateof-the-art measurement, analysis, display, storage and plotting capabilities in aconvenient, keyboard-operated instrument. It can quickly identify structural problem points such
as maximum stress, flexure or sound transmission, and perform traditional servo analysis. Measurements include time
record, power spectrum, frequency response and coherenceto name a few. Its animated, mode shape display depicts
structural deformation for each natural resonant frequency.
Its price is surprisingly low for such capability.
Check J on the HP Reply Card for details.
MEASURENIENT ,COMPUTATION NEWS

Components _

New ac/dc threshold sensing optocoupler
has guaranteed input-threshold specifications

A new voltage/current threshold detection optocoupler
with guaranteed input-threshold specifications and logiccompatible output has been designed by HP for industrial
control computer input boards and other applications where
apredetermined input threshold level is desirable.
The HCPL-3700 combines athreshold-sensing input buffer
IC, an internal LED, and a high-gain photon detector to
provide an optocoupler which features adjustable external
threshold levels and logic-compatible output. It is recognized
under the component program of Underwriters' Laboratories, Inc. (File No. E55361).
The input buffer IC contains areference voltage circuit and
acomparator that compares the input signal with the reference voltage. When the "threshold" is reached, the comparator switches and turns on current to the LED. The nominal turn-on threshold is 2.5 mA and 3.8 V, but the addition of
one or more external attenuation resistors permits the user to
set the HCPL-3700 threshold switching point over a wide
range of input voltages and currents. Additionally, a hysteresis circuit in the comparator minimizes false LED turn-on
for electrically noisy input signals.
The HCPL-3700 accomplishes threshold detection on the

input side of the device, essentially eliminating gain variations as a factor in the threshold detection function. This
allows for threshold specifications guaranteed over temperature and virtually eliminates problems associated with current transfer ratio degradation.
The high-gain output stage of the HCPL-3700 features a
split-darlington, open collector output,providing both TTLcompatible saturation voltages and CMOS-compatible breakdown voltages. Its features make it attractive for microprocessor-interfacing applications such as limit switch sensing, low voltage detecting, 5 to 240 V addc voltage sensing, relay contact and relay coil monitoring, as well as current sensing.
For ease in design applications, a full-wave bridge provides rectification of ac voltage inputs, while internal zener
diodes provide clamping action to protect the HCPL-3700
from a wide range of over-voltage and over-current transients. It is packaged in astandard, 8-pin DIP and available at
HP distributors.
Check K on the HP Reply Card for more information.
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General Purpose Electronic Instruments =

Get the right stimulus for your digital
hardware test needs
Besides being essential for testing complex ICs, the environment simulation technique also gives the circuit designer
and equipment manufacturer great flexibility. Independent
of supporting hardware and software, this technique allows
subassemblies of aproduct to be developed in parallel, shortening project cycle time. In system integration and troubleshooting, the same technique permits rapid identification
of faulty units.
Equipment currently used depends on the device under
test; switch boxes, I/O cards, processor development systems
and IC testers are typical examples. However, because factors
such as throughput, operator skill and equipment availability
are often as significant as the actual test requirements, it is
often difficult economically to match the capability to the
requirement.
Promising help in this direction is anew application note,
AN #296 from HP. It tells how stimulus requirements have
been solved conveniently, flexibly and at a low investment.
Each description includes the conditions under which the
tests are made and the reasons for the choice of solution. The
examples extend over awide range of activities in the design,
manufacture, and support of digital and hybrid ICs,decoders,
peripherals and interface busses.
Check Lon the HP Reply Card for yourfree copy of AN #296.

This new publication presents convenient stimulus solutions for multichannel digital devices in a wide range of design, manufacture and
support activities.

New OEM modular power supplies
feature 200 kHz switching
Using 200 kHz MOS power FET switching technology,
Hewlett-Packard has designed a new family of 50 W power
supplies featuring reduced size and weight, and improved
reliability. Designers can choose from eight different models
in the 65000A-Series Power Supplies specifically developed
to power microprocessor-based products such as microcomputers and peripherals, communication devices and
test equipment.
A key feature of the design is that selectable input voltage
ranges make the supply adaptable to worldwide use. The
supply is UL-recognized to UL487 and UL114. It is certified to
CSA 22.2 No. 143 and No. 154, and also meets the requirements of VDE 0730 Part 2P and IEC 348. In addition, the
supply is brownout-proof and has overvoltage and shortcircuit protection. Power system management is provided by
the remote shutdown terminal.
Three groups make up the family including single, triple,
and five or six output models. Each group uses a different
printed circuit card with aform factor that makes mounting or
removing the card from the mainframe simple. Optional
board-edge connectors allow the designer to choose from a
variety of plug-in and screw-type terminals.
The main output in each group, V1 uses a control reactor
that adjusts the operating frequency to maintain 0.1% output
voltage regulation. In multiple-output models, two semiregulated V2 and V3 outputs also serve as asource for outputs
V4, V5, and V6 via discrete regulators.

Price for the Hewlett-Packard 50 watt power supply varies
depending on the number of outputs and the quantity ordered. The 50-W power supplies are priced at $154 for
single-output models 65105A, 65112A, and 65115A; $190 for
three-output models 65312A, 65315A, and 65317A; $201 for
five-output model 65512A, and $209 for six-output model
65612A. All in quantities of 1,000.
Check M on the HP Reply Card.
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General Purpose Electronic Instruments

An advanced power supply
combines high frequency
switching technology with
autoranging

Hewlett-Packard's new autoranging
power supply is designed to meet the
exacting requirements of a laboratory
environmentand to have the flexibility
required in automated test and control
systems.

a

System designers who frequently need avariety of power
supplies in asystem to provide an adequate range of operating power or stimuli to adevice under test can now have the
same capability in a single instrument, the HP 6024A Autoranging Power Supply. The resulting savings in space, interface complexity and equipment expense are significant.
The 6024A provides maximum output power over awide
and continuous range of voltage and current combinations
without having to manually select the proper output range.
This feature, unlike conventional constant voltage/constant
current power supplies (which provide maximum output
power at only one combination of output voltage and current), makes the 6024A a convenient and cost-effective unit
capable of satisfying many different dc requirements. For
example, an engineer would need a20 V, 10 A supply; a40 V,
5A supply, and a60 V, 3A supply to cover arange similar to
that of the 6024A.

In addition to autoranging, the 6024A has many features
which make it a versatile lab and system supply including
mode and status indicators, adjustable overvoltage protection, two 10-turn potentiometers for high resolution control,
amplified current monitor terminals, as well as voltage and
current meters. A barrier strip at the back of the supply
provides the necessary terminals for current monitoring, remote programming and remote sensing. The 6024A uses
switching regulation which contributes to the compact size,
light weight and high operating efficiency.
Optional Interface
Interface Option 002 provides a convenient, low-cost
means of integrating the 6024A into asystem. A single, fieldinstallable PC board provides system designers with remote
programming, status readback, remote shutdown and output
bias supplies.
Check N on the HP Reply Card for more details.
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Still the world's smallest
RF relay
...and the stingiest

"When we first told you about the inherently low inter-contact
capacitance and low contact circuit losses of our TO-5 relays,
you agreed that they were ideal for RF switching. And you began
designing them in immediately. They provided high isolation
and low insevtion loss up through UHF (typical performance
45 db isolation and 0.1 db insertion loss at 100 MHz).
Then you discovered another benefit — particularly for handheld transceivers where battery drain is critical. The TO-5 is
very stingy on coil power; the sensitive versions draw only
210mW at rated voltage.
So if you're looking for asubminiature RF switch, don't
settle for anything less than TO-5 technology. It's available in
commercial! industrial as well as MIL qualified types. Write or
call us today for full technical information.

TELEDYNE RELAYS
12525 Daphne Avenue, Hawthorne, California 90250

(213) 777-0077
Circle 27 on reader service card
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Consider the Options

Choose Intel's 8741A: the only peripheral controller with
on-chip EPROM memory and unparalleled development support.
For almost any application where
asystem peripheral device interfaces
to amicrocomputer, Intel delivers the
flexible design solution: our 8741A.
It's the only UPITM controller in the
industry to give you EPROM memory
and vital support that minimizes
design and debug time. It's the proven
peripheral controller available now
... in your choice of ROM and
EPROM versions.
Easy-to-instruct slave processor
puts you in control.
If you demand more flexiblity from
your controller, our 8741A delivers.
The 8741A assures that everything
from keyboard control to complex
process control tasks within your
system design can now be efficiently
developed as separate projects...
simplifying your design and making
your project more manageable.
Because Intel's 8741A controller is
atrue slave processor, it acts under
control of the host processor. And it
never monopolizes the system
bus. By executing macro commands from the host, our UPI
controller executes from
on-chip program memory...
operating in parallel with the
host CPU and freeing the host
CPU to do its job.
More than just an intelligent
controller, our 8741A contains
an 8-bit CPU, 1K byte program memory, 64 byte data
memory, clock, timer/counter
plus I/O ports. But the performance features of Intel's 8741A go way
beyond that.
EPROM programmable
memory helps stamp out high
design costs.
In terms of both redesign and
testing, Intel's 8741A with on-chip

Electronics/October 23, 1980

memory offers freedom and flexibility
to incorporate new features into
the controller. No cost sacrifices or
wasted time. Change your software
as many times as necessary during
development, or when new features
are added to the product.
When your programs have been
developed, just switch to our pincompatible ROM version of the UPI
controller, our 8041A ... it's the
economical solution for volume
production usage.
A versatile controller with
an easy instruction set.
If you're familiar with the instruction set for Intel's industry standard
8048, you've already made the investment in learning the instructions
for our 8741A. The majority of the
8741A's instructions are control
oriented, so you can easily program
your controller to handle awide
range of I/O tasks.
The result? Our 8741A, acontrol-

ler for peripheral devices that have
no other "off-the-shelf" solution.
No other development support
can serve you better.
Intel doesn't just deliver apowerful
controller, we also give you powerful
debug tools. With our ICE-41ATM
in-circuit-emulator, Mul
tiICETM
software package and Intellec® devel-

opment system, you can locate
design flaws and software bugs in even
the most complex multiprocessor
designs.
Consider Intel's ICE-41A emulator
and Multi-ICE software as your
direct diagnostic connection. With
Intel ICETM modules, you can debug
the peripheral controller and an
entire system ... all in real time. You
can also rely on Intel to deliver MultiICE software. This unique tool lets
you have two ICE modules running in
parallel, plus macro and compound
command extensions to the ICE-41A
software that reduce testing time,
errors and inconsistencies.
The ICE-41A module lets you use
English-like commands and symbolic
debugging to monitor hardware and
software operation. It lets you modify
registers, memory locations and I/O
ports. With ICE-41A modules, Intel
delivers the only intelligent solution
for designing intelligent controllers.
Intel's 8741A, the designer's
choice.
If you want shorter design
cycles, cost reduction, reliability
and performance, you want
Intel's 8741A. Proven in hundreds
of designs worldwide, it's the best
supported UPI controller you can
incorporate into your design. And
it's available in quantity now.
For more information, contact
your local Intel sales office or
distributor. Or write Intel Corporation, 3065 Bowers Avenue,
Santa Clara, CA 95051

inteí delivers
solutions.
Europe: Intel International, Brussels, Belgium.
Japan: Intel Japan, Tokyo. United States and Canadian
distributors: Alliance, Almac/Stroum, Arrow Electronics,
Avnet Electronics, Component Specialties, Hamilton/Avnet.
Hamilton/Electro Sales, Harvey, Industrial Components.
Pioneer. L.A. Varah, Wyle Distribution Group, Zentronics.
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Meetings
Military Microwaves 80, Institution
of Electronic Engineers (Savoy
Place, London WC2R OBL, England), Cunard International Hotel,
London, Oct. 22-24.
Integrated Circuit Quality Control
Workshop, American Society for
Quality Control, Electronics Division (Ralph A. Evans, IC-QC, 804
Vickers Ave., Durham, N. C.
27701), Durham, Oct. 23-24.
1980 Fall Meeting—Electronics Division of the American Ceramic
Society (65 Ceramic Dr., Columbus,
Ohio 43214), Sheraton Palace Hotel, San Francisco, Oct. 26-29.
10th Annual Monterey Conference,
American Electronics Association
(2600 El Camino Real, Palo Alto,
Calif. 94306), Del Monte Hyatt
House, Monterey, Calif., Oct.
26-29.
10th Annual North American Thermal Analysis Society Meeting (Robert C. Johnson, Du Pont Central
Research and Development Department, Experimental Station, Bldg.
228, Wilmington, Del. 19898), Copley Plaza Hotel, Boston, Oct. 26-29.
1980 Conference on Electrical Insulation and Dielectric Phenomena,
National Research Council Assembly of Engineering (2101 Constitution Ave., Washington, D. C.
20418), Parker House, Boston, Oct.
26-30.
Annual Conference, Association
for Computing Machinery (1133
Avenue of the Americas, New York,
N. Y. 10036), Opryland Hotel,
Nashville, Tenn., Oct. 27-29.

ACM

Compsac80, Fourth International
Computer Software and Applications
Conference, IEEE, Palmer House,
Chicago, tutorials Oct. 27-28, conference Oct. 29-31.
36th Annual National
Electronics Conference and National
Communications Forum, National
Engineering Consortium Inc. (Oak
Brook Executive Plaza No. 2,1211

W. 22nd St., Oak Brook, Ill. 60521),
Hyatt Regency O'Hare, Chicago,
Oct. 27-29.

Scarsdale Ave., Scarsdale, N. Y.
10583), New York Hilton Hotel,
New York, Nov. 9-14.

Iccc/80 — Fifth International Conference on Computer Communication, International Council for Computer Communications (iccc/80,
Box 280, Basking Ridge, N. J.
07920), Peachtree Plaza Hotel, Atlanta, Oct. 27-30.

26th Annual Conference on Magnetism and Magnetic Materials, IEEE
and the American Institute of Physics, Dallas Hilton, Dallas, Texas,
Nov. 11-14.

1980 Photovoltaic Solar Energy
Conference, IEEE and Commission of
the European Communities, Palais
des Festivals et des Congrès, Cannes,
France, Oct. 27-31.
17th Department of Defense-Association of Old Crows Electronics
Warfare Symposium, AOC (15233
Ventura Blvd., P-8, Sherman Oaks,
Calif. 91403), Disneyland Hotel,
Anaheim, Calif., Oct. 28-30.
Fourth Annual Symposium on Computer Applications in Medical Care,
George Washington University
(Janice W. Eldridge, Registrar,
SCAMC, Office of Continuing Medical Education, 2300 K St. N. W.,
Washington, D. C. 20037), Capital
Hilton Hotel, Washington, D. C.,
Nov. 2-5.
Autotestcon '80, IEEE, Sheraton
Washington Hotel, Washington,
D. C., Nov. 3-5.
Midcon/80, IEEE, Dallas Convention
Center, Dallas, Texas, Nov. 4-6.
Electronica 80—Components and
Assemblies Trade Fair and Microelectronics Congress, MMG P. 0. Box
121009,8000 Munich 12, West Germany), Fairgrounds, Munich: Fair,
Nov. 6-12; Congress, Nov. 10-12.
Human Resources Symposium,
American Electronics Association
(2600 El Camino Real, Palo Alto,
Calif. 94306), Hotel del Coronado,
San Diego, Calif., Nov. 9-12.
AEA

NEC-NCF/80,

30

Technical Conference and
Equipment Exhibit, Society of Motion Picture and Television Engineers (Conference Department, 862

SMPTE

1980 IEEE Engineering Management
Conference, IEEE, Colonial Hilton
Hotel Inn, Wakefield, Mass., Nov.
12-14.
Semicon Japan '80, Semicon Japan
Secretariat (4-8-19 Akasaka, Minato-ku, Tokyo 109, Japan), International Fairgrounds, Tokyo, Nov.
15-21.
Annual Meeting, Materials Research
Society (102C Materials Research
Laboratory, University Park, Pa.
16802), Copley Plaza Hotel, Boston,
Nov. 16-20.
East Coast Financial Conference, American Electronics Association (2600 El Camino Real, Palo
Alto, Calif. 94306), Radisson Ferncroft Hotel and Golf Course, Danvers, Mass., Nov. 17-19.
AEA

14th Annual Asilomar Conference on
Circuits, Systems and Computers,
IEEE, Asilomar Hotel and Conference Grounds, Pacific Grove, Calif.,
Nov. 17-19.
Autofact West, Society of Manufacturing Engineers (1 SME Drive, P. 0.
Box 930, Dearborn, Mich. 48128),
Anaheim and Disneyland convention
centers, Anaheim, Calif., Nov.
17-20.
INFO/MFG—Information Systems for
Manufacturing Companies, Clapp &
Poliak Inc. (245 Park Ave., New
York, N. Y. 10017), McCormick
Place, Chicago, Nov. 18-20.

Electro Optics/Laser 80 Conference
and Exposition, Industrial & Scientific Conference Management Inc.
(222 W. Adams St., Chicago, Ill.
60606), John B. Hynes Veterans
Auditorium, Boston, Nov. 19-21.
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MK4802:
The fastest, highest
density static available.

Introducing the Mostek
MK4802: The first and
only fast 16K static RAM
with 8K volume production
experience behind it. The
distinction is significant
because the proven circuit
designs used to fabricate
the MK4802 were first developed for our highly reliable MK4118. That's a
Until now, 16K density
measure of confidence you
was strictly dynamic RAM won't often find in anew
territory But not any more. generation memory
Now you can get speed,statOrganized 2K x8, the
ic simplicity and all of
the organizational benefits of x 8 memories
in one 16K static device.

MOST EK
MK4802 is also fully inter•
changeable with other
BYTEWYDE ''' RAM, ROM
and EPROM memories
from Mostek. And all of
these wide-word memories
have aJEDEC-approved
pinout.
Find out more about the
new generation 16K static
from the company that
has generations of commitment to BYTEWYDE memories. Contact Mostek,
1215 W. Crosby Road, Carrollton, Texas 75006.
(214) 323-6000. In
Europe Mostek Brussels 660.69.24.

Circle 31 on reader service card
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Compare our data and time domain logic analyzer

with the industry's leading data-domain-only unit.
For complete analysis, the K100-D outperforms H-Ps 1610B!
Before you settle for the HewlettPackard 1610B data domain analyzer, compare it with the general
purpose Biomation K100-D, our
fastest-selling logic analyzer ever.
Compare depth of information.
A data domain (software) analyzer
—even a unit as sophisticated as
the H-P 1610B—simply does not
give you all the information you
need for debugging your mainframe, mini- and microprocessorbased systems. During the critical
system-integration stage of a
development cycle, a problem that
looks like a software failure may
turn out to be a not-too-obvious
hardware malfunction.The
K100-D's data/timing capability lets
you analyze software" hardware
relationships and find the problem.
wherever it originates. You can
display up to 16 channels of critical
timing information about race conditions and phase relationships
between signals.
So vital is this timing information
to complete problem analysis that
industry trends indicate logic analyzers of the future will have both
data and timing analysis capabilities—like the K100-D has today!

Hewlett-Packard 1610B
A sophisticated data-domain-only
logic analyzer

Compare data domain range.
The high-speed K100-D gives you
data domain capability to 70 MHz
—as compared with the 1610B's 10
MHz rate—for use with faster
multiplexed microprocessors, computers, and ECL bit-slice processors. At 12 to 70 MHz, the K100-D
gives you 16 channels of data display, with 1024 words of memory.

hands down.) To get your free
copy. just use the reader service
number or write Gould Inc..
Instrument Division, 4600 Old
Ironsides Drive, Santa Clara, CA
95050. For faster response, call
408-988-6800.

Operating at 0to 10 MHz, both
units give you 32 channels of data
domain information. But the
K100-D's memory is 8 times as
deep as the 1610B's-512 words
versus 64. The 1610B's 7 levels of
triggering exceed the needs of
most users, and those who do
need this capability can generally
get it from their development
system. With the K100-D, you don't
sacrifice vital timing information
for data domain capabilities you
don't need.

eetiN

The final analysis.
To help you evaluate your needs
before you buy, we've prepared a
point-by-point competitive comparison of the Biomation K100-D
and the H-P 1610B. (Incidentally, it
also shows how the K100-D beats
H-P's general purpose 1615A

'?••
si-eb•

Biomation K100-D
The industry's finest data/timing
logic analyzer
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UV-3...higher resolution with
the MiWalie200 Series.

1.0 micron lines over 0.8 micron aluminum steps.

Now you can achieve 11
/
8 micron
resolution with Perkin-Elmer's
Micralign 200 Series Projection
Mask Alignment Systems with the
new UV-3 option. It provides an exposing wavelength of 3000A by
capitalizing on:
•The diffraction-limited, all-reflecting projection optical system
•Specially designed optical
coatings
•UV emission of the mercury lamp
The UV-3 option provides 11
/
8 micron resolution while maintaining
good process latitude and the high
thruput that is characteristic of
Perkin-Elmer Micra ign systems.

of focus. Figures 1and 2illustrate
the improved resolution, as afunction of partial coherence, of the
UV-3 option as compared to a
10
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With diffraction-limited optical
systems, resolution is inversely proportional to the exposing wavelength without asacrifice in depth

Figure 3. Diffraction-limited modulation.
1.5 micron lines and spaces (333 cycles/mm)
with incoherent illumination

resolution does not sacrifice depth
of focus.
The UV-3 option can be ordered
on any model of the Micralign 200
Series. This lets you select the correct Micralign instrument for your
application.
You would expect ahigher performance feature like the UV-3 to
come from Perkin-Elmer. Improvement to current models, as well as
development of the next generation
of IC production equipment, are
major on-going activities at
Perkin-Elmer.
The UV-3. Atechnological advance that gives you the competitive edge — from Perkin-Elmer.
For more information, write the
Perkin-Elmer Corporation, Microlithography Division, 50 Danbury
Road, Wilton, Connecticut 06897,
or call (203) 762-6057.

standard 200 Series exposing at
the standard wavelength. The
modulation for very small feature
sizes is significantly improved.
Figure 3illustrates the critical
fact that the use of shorter exposing wavelength to obtain greater

PERKIN-ELMER
Responsive Technology
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32-bit Vision family
a year or more away
at Hewlett-Packard

Electrochemical
method cuts cost
of substrate tests

DEC working on
two additional
VAX systems

Instrument houses
readying hand-held
41/
2-digit DMMs
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The long-awaited entry by Hewlett-Packard Co. into the 32-bit computer
fray will be made by the Vision computer family of processors and
operating systems, though the machines might not appear for another year
or more. Downward-compatible with existing HP 3000 computers and
operating systems, the Vision family is being designed to eventually
replace the 3000. Although most of the Vision development will be
concentrated in the new Computer Systems division, in Cupertino, Calif.,
the low end of the line will be developed at the Desktop Computer division
in Fort Collins, Colo. HP'S first software unit, the Information Systems
division, will develop and market business software for the Vision line.

Engineers at Sperry Gyroscope Co., Great Neck, N. Y., have come up
with amajor advance in the testing of complex multilayer substrates used
for large-scale thick-film hybrids. The new method, described in apaper by
Robert Ost at last week's ISHM 80 International Microelectronics Symposium, allows 100% continuity testing with a much lower labor and
equipment cost than current methods. In the Sperry system, a patented
electrochemical technique allows batch testing of substrates. Tagged Substrate Integrity Test Equipment, or SITE, the new system allows aknown
good substrate to be compared visually with those under test. A group of
identical probes are positioned on the same nodal circuit of each substrate
in abatch, all of which are housed in alarge plastic tank. The introduction
of an electrolytic solution into the tank causes asignificant pulsing color
change of all points connected to the node, so that comparison with the
good substrate readily reveals shorts and opens.

Digital Equipment Corp.'s 32-bit VAX-11/750 [Electronics, Oct. 9, p. 33]
is only one of the new VAX systems coming. Researchers are also at
work on Nebula, an LSI-11 version of the VAX-11/780. It will be
designed as a multichip set that is very much in the domain of very
large-scale integration. The Maynard, Mass., firm is designing chips with a
new composition strategy in computer-aided design that promises to be an
alternative to the gate-array approach used on the VAX-11/750. Nebula,
which will have the full 32-bit architecture of the VAX-11/780 but at one
third the speed, is at least ayear away from announcement and is expected
to have acentral processing unit that costs less than $10,000. The other
VAX system under development is code-named Nova. It has twice the
speed of aVAX-11/780 and is to appear in less than ayear.

New 41
2 -digit hand-held digital multimeters are being polished up by at
/
least three firms and should be on the market soon. Data Precision Corp.
will introduce its model 255, which the Danvers, Mass., firm says will offer
high accuracy, a rechargeable battery pack, and a price in the $280
range. Also, Keithley Instruments Inc. of Cleveland should weigh in with
its model 135. Shown privately at the recent Interkama Exhibition in
Düsseldorf, West Germany, the meter has fewer ranges and less accuracy
than the 255 but will command alower price, probably about $225. Other
firms said to be developing hand-held 41
/-digit models are Beckman
2
Instruments Inc., LaBrea, Calif., and the John Fluke Manufacturing Co.,
Mountlake Terrace, Wash.
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Scanning system
cuts backplane flaws,
speeds wire-wrapping

Exxon cuts back
at Kylex, starts up

A new optical-scanning system may drastically cut backplane interconnection time in the wire-wrapping process, according to spokesmen for
Connection Systems Inc., a subsidiary of Teradyne Inc. The Nashua,
N. H., facility has developed a computer-controlled video scanner that
senses the position of pins on backplanes to within afew thousandths of
an inch. The system straightens misaligned pins and notes missing pins to
be added later. Since each bent or missing pin means astop for human aid,
even afew can greatly slow operations.

It looks as though Exxon Enterprises Inc. may have hit adry well at its
Kylex Inc. affiliate in Mountain View, Calif., which last year announced
the development of a flat-panel liquid-crystal display that uses complex

electrophoretics unit

multiplexing to drive its 40 characters [Electronics, Nov. 22, 1979, p. 46].
Exxon has chosen not to fund production of Kylex LX140S, avery thin
LCD package that was to replace the initial LX140 display, no longer in
production. Instead, Kylex will halve its staff of about 100. Meanwhile,
Exxon's Electrophoretic Information Displays, or EPID of Sunnyvale,
Calif. [Electronics, Jan. 31, p. 33], is stepping up its search for "groundfloor" managers who will set up pilot production for flat-panel displays to
be implemented with n-mos or complementary-mos custom chips.

Polyimide tape

To thwart alpha particles interfering with its 64-K random-access memory,
Texas Instruments Inc., like most manufacturers, coats dice with polyimide. But instead of applying aliquid, which can yank bonds loose and leave
vulnerable thin regions, the Dallas firm bakes a3-mil-thick polyimide tape
onto each chip's storage array, cutting alpha-induced errors to zero.
Ultimately, it may silk-screen liquid polyimide onto full wafers.

blocks alphas
on Ti chips

Ti's 64-K RAM
to a ear in
pp
16-by-4-bit version

Addenda
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Texas Instruments Inc. will bring out a 16-K-by-4-bit version of its 64-K
random-access memory, probably next year. Its present 64-K architecture
lends itself to the new organization, since a one-out-of-four decoding
operation is performed that can simply be eliminated. And in static RAMS,
using only circuit techniques, TI expects a 35-ns access time on afuture
version of the 4-K 2147 without scaling down to its second-generation
high-performance mos process. When it does scale down, it hopes to offer
a45-ns 2167 static RAM with a35-ns speed selection.

Dionics Inc., a supplier of power switching devices, is now entering the
solid-state relay market. Combining its DI-16V8 dielectrically isolated
photovoltaic diode array chip and an infrared light-emitting diode in a
single package, the Westbury, N. Y., firm will supply the basic relay
mechanism for applications requiring an output of up to 8 v and 3 µA.
. . . A formidable new competitor in data communications has been
formed by Honeywell Inc. of Minneapolis and SESA (Société d'Etudes les
Systèmes d'Automation) SA, a French company that has installed more
than 100 message-switching and custom data-communications systems in
Europe, Africa, and North America. The combine will be called SESAHoneywell Communications Inc. ...Harris Corp.'s Semiconductor
Group is going to add five buildings (275,000 ft 2), to its Melbourne, Fla.,
complex.
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Data Instruments gets lots of customers who have found that they
don't have to sacrifice reliability for price. Our pressure transducers
are priced right and are so reliable they can be installed and forgotten. We set out to build apressure transducer with aunique
stainless steel case that protects it from hostile environments
including corrosive liquids and gases. We wanted a"forgettable" pressure transducer, but its
reliability made it memorable.
We've been working under pressure for over twenty years. Now we
want to work for you by providing
pressure transducers that you can
install and forget. Remember Data
Instruments for the "forgettable"
pressure transducers... the ones
you can rely on. For fast action,
call us today at 617-861-7450.
WE WORK BEST UNDER PRESSURE.

DATA INSTRUMENTS INC.
4 Hartwell Place, Lexington, Mass. 02173
617-861-7450 TWX 710-326-0672
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If you need asimple
lo 80115/80811
conunications,
Introducing NEC's µPD 7201
dual channel programmable
serial controller.
NEC just made designing
data communications for the
8085/8086 easier.
Because the µPD 7201 allows
you to select any of the most
popular communications protocols just by making asimple soft\
ware adjustment. You can choose
\
async, bisync, monosync, external
sync, HDLC, or SDLC.
The 7201 also offers you flexibility
in transmission modes by allowing you
to select character length, parity, sync
characters, CRC Algorithm and transmission rates up to 880K baud rate.
Each channel can be set independently,
and modem control signals are provided.
What's more, the 7201 has four independent DMA channels for high data rate
transfer to and from memory.
With all this capability on asingle chip,

your chip has just come In.
the 7201 can save you plenty of real estate. But just as important, it can save
you development time.
Software design is easy because the 7201 is based on apowerful interrupt
structure. You get programmable interrupt vectors, up to 8interrupt addresses,
and software selectable interrupt priority.
And hardware design is easy because you need just one phase clock
and one +5V_power supply, plus this forty-pin DU' in plastic or ceramic.
Like the µPD 765 Floppy Disc Controller, this chip is destined to become
an industry standard. An alternate source for the
7201 by amajor
U.S. semiconductor company is expected in the near future. For more
information, contact NECs regional office nearest you. NEC's 7201. If
you design 8085/8086 data communications, your chip has just come in.
teM eit'
s
NEC Microcomputers, Inc., 173 Worcester Street, Wellesley,
MA 02181. NORTHEASTERN: 21-G Olympia Avenue, Woburn, MA
at (617) 935-6339; EASTERN: 275 Broadhollow Road, Rt 110,
Melville, NY at (516) 293-566Q SOUTHEASTERN: Vantage Point
Office Center, Suite 209,4699 North Federal Highway, Pompano
Beach, FL at (305) 785-825Q MIDWESTERN: 5105 Tollview
Drive, Suite 190, Rolling Meadows, IL at (312) 577-9090,
SOUTH CENTRAL: 16475 Dallas Parkway, Suite 290, Dallas,
TX at (214) 931-0641; NORTHWESTERN: 20480 "E"
Pacifica Drive, Cupertino, CA at (408) 446-065Q SOUTHWESTERN: 2914 E. Katella Avenue, Orange, CA at
(714) 633-2980.
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NEC

NEC Microcomputers, Inc.
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The Thinking Cap.

Now you can check, sort and measure
capacitance in less time,with more accuracy.
Forget what you know about cap meters
Our new Model 3001 Digital Capacitance
Meter offers advantages worth thinking about.
It's more accurate. More rugged. With more
features, more accessories. All in the first cap
meter specifically designed for professional lab,
test and production benches. All for just $275.*
As usual, we started where everyone else
left off. Behind our 31
4-digit LED display, you'll find
aunique Dual Threshold circuit that boasts 0.1%
accuracy** (that's 0.1% of the reading—not of full
scale). Nine overlapping ranges, up to .1999 Farad,
with down to 1pF resolution. Auto over- and under-

range indications. And the 3001 isn't fooled by
dielectric absorption.
Our back panel is more intelligent, too. With
an easy interface for remote display, sorting and
control accessories. And aclever way of eliminating battery problems—an AC cord.
We've put alot of thought into our accessories, of course. With aproduction test fixture, aTri Mode Comparator and avariety of test cables.
Plus one of the best manuals in the business.
We can't tell you the whole story here. Call or
write for details. Or better yet, order your Thinking
Cap today.

Smarter tools for testing and design.
70 Fulton Terr, .New Haven. CT 06509 (203) 624-3103. TWX 710-465-1227
OTHER OFFICES San Francisco (415) 421-8872. TWX 910-372-7992
Europe Phone Saffron-Walden 0799-21682. TLX 81747'
Canada Len Finkle( Ltd .Downsview. Ontan(

GLOBAL Call toll-free for details
SPECIALTIES 1-800-243-6077
CORPORATION

During business hours

•Suggested U S resale Prices specifications subiect to change without notice O Copyright 1980 Global Specialties Corporation
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developments In technology and business

Z9000 chip to aim
at easing the use
of virtual memory
by R. Colin Johnson, Microsystems & Software Editor

New Zilog 16-bit processor
will be speedier; refined
access to virtual memory
lessens risk of losing data
The second generation of 16-bit
microprocessor designs is on the
drawing boards, and Zilog Inc. looks
to be in the lead with asuccessor to
its popular Z8000. Pin-compatible
with its predecessor, the Z9000 will
incorporate added functions for easier implementation of computing systems, and it will work with an
updated memory management unit
for better implementation of virtual
memory.
The Cupertino, Calif., subsidiary
of Exxon Enterprises Inc. says the
new microprocessor will run about
1.5 times faster than the 6-megahertz Z8001. In fact, it claims the
Z9000 will benchmark one to one
with the PDP-11/70 minicomputer
when it is available in the second
quarter of 1981.
As the figure shows, the new chips
will eliminate much of the circuitry
necessary to marry them by absorbing it on chip: each will have 5% to
10% more circuitry on a 15% smaller
die. Another benefit will be elimination of the software initialization
routines, because the fixed configuration of these new chips permits
these functions to be hardwired.
The chief aim of the new processor and the forthcoming mmu redesign is to refine the implementation
of virtual memory. Adapted from
the mainframe and minicomputer
worlds, the virtual memory concept
lets the processor treat every memo-
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ry location in the system as if it were
main memory, even if it is on disk or
on tape.
However, when a program requests alocation out of main memory, the processor must abort that
instruction in order to save the state
of the machine until it fetches the
necessary new data. Current microprocessors cannot do this, so there is
the danger of losing the data associated with that instruction.
The tack to be taken by the Z9000
and by National's 16000 [Electronics, April 24, p. 123] when it appears
next year will be to include an
instruction-abort pin for backing up
the processor one instruction. The
new Zilog processor will use what is
the no-connect pin on the Z8001.

The new mmu will retain the company's segmented approach to memory management (the Z8002 will
continue as the 16-bit offering that
works with asingle 64-K-byte memory space). Each memory segment
can store up to 64-K bytes, the precise size being programmed into the
mmu by the processor.
Paging. Future versions will include an advanced paging system,
similar to those on modern minicomputers and mainframes, that keeps
only apage of, say, 512 bytes of the
program in main memory at any one
time. When execution reaches the
end of apage, anew one is swapped
in from disk in a mode transparent
to the user.
Since paging slashes the amount

Z8010
MEMORY
MANAGEMENT
UNIT

SUPPORT
LOGIC
Z8001
18-BIT
MICROPROCESSOR

TO
MEMORY

SEGMENT TRAP

SUPPORT
LOGIC
TO MEMORY
MEMORY
MANAGEMENT
UNIT

Z9001
16-BIT
MICROPROCESSOR

SEGMENT TRAP
I) I

SUPPRESS

More on chip. The Z9000 and accompanying memory management unit will incorporate
support logic and eliminate software initialization, thereby easing system implementation.
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the network controllers and drWers.
Both firm's offerings will go on the
market for sale to original-equipment manufacturers. The concept's
originator, Xerox, is, of course,
interested in office equipment.
So anxious is Xerox to make
Ethernet a standard that it is just
about giving away the technology,
which it developed over the past five
Information processing
years for internal use. According to
David E. Liddle, vice president for
systems development of the Office
Products division, the data-communications community can have it at
what amounts to "just the cost of
A novel combination of advanced
Packet-switched Ethernet uses the furnishing the paperwork:" a onetechnologies, but no surprises for the datagram concept to provide its ser- time $1,000 fee.
The three-company effort has
user: that sums up the long-awaited vice, and the links are controlled by
specifications for Ethernet, the local contention arbitration and collision jumped ahead of the competition by
data-communications network con- detection. If a collision is detected, publishing specifications and by subcept being promoted by Xerox, Digi- there is a random interval before mitting Ethernet to the IEEE for contal Equipment Corp., and Intel.
transmission is again attempted.
sideration as a possible standard.
Frame. A typical Ethernet frame However, its acceptance is far from
Ethernet [Electronics, Oct. 9,
pp. 34 and 48] promises to allow (see figure) has apreamble, adesti- ensured, since there are many other
almost any intelligent office equip- nation address, a source address, a possibilities for standards, some of
ment to communicate with any oth- type field, and a data field. Except them not yet announced.
Probably Ethernet will turn out to
er, regardless of manufacturer. for the preamble, all of the fields are
Backed by giants Xerox Corp. of covered by a32-bit cyclic redundan- be one of several standards, dependStamford, Conn., DEC of Maynard, cy check.
ing on the type of service provided
The preamble provides for bit and equipment accommodated.
Mass., and Intel Corp. of Santa Clara, Calif., its marketing clout will be synchronization and marks the There are too many vested interests
of the first rank. What's more, a frame boundary. The two addresses for any one standard to do the whole
standards committee of the Institute have the same format: a48-bit field job: among the concerned parties are
of Electrical and Electronics Engi- with 247 physical addresses, one IBM, AT&T, Exxon, Honeywell, SBS,
neers is about to consider it as a broadcast address, and the rest mul- the military, and the U. S. governlocal-net standard.
ticast addresses. The type field is a ment.
-Harvey J. Hindin
A coaxial cable system, Ethernet 16-bit field used to designate higheris set up for adata rate of 10 million level protocols. And, most important
bits a second, using the well-known from the user point of view, the
Manchester encoding technique. The information field provides up to
1,500 bytes of user data per frame.
50-ohm system will have 500Transceivers hooking up the varimeter-long segments, although multiple segments may be intercon- ous data-generating and -receiving Looking forward to the time when
nected through repeaters. As many machines in the net will be designed local nets are as common as computas 100 transceivers per segment can by DEC. Intel is designing micropro- ers, International Business Machines
cessors and other chips that make up Corp.'s Federal Systems division is
be accommodated.
extending the networking concept
even further into what it calls interFRAME
networking. The goal is to learn how
to connect local networks without
infringing upon their operations in
PREAMBLE
DATA
DESTINATION
SOURCE
TYPE
CYCLIC
FIELD
ADDRESS
ADDRESS
FIELD
REDUNDANCY
any
way.
CHECK
The work is in the early stages,
UP TO
1,500
said Ed C. Hendricks of the divi64 BITS
BYTES
48 BITS
48 BITS
16 BITS
32 BITS
sion's San Diego operation at a
recent IBM seminar in Yorktown
Frame-up. The typical Ethernet frame will provide up to 1,500 data bytes: the 32-bit CRC
Heights, N. Y. The project, he says,
covers destination and source addresses and type field, as well as the data field.
is simply astudy of the best ways to

of main memory dedicated to any
one program, it can be a boon in
multiuser configurations. The Z9000
series mmu will be designed for easy
implementation of paging later on.
Although virtual memory eases
management of the large amounts of
storage in multiuser setups, the other

two major 16-bit processor makers,
Intel and Motorola, have put off
implementation of the concept. Intel
has concentrated on peripherals for
fast number crunching, typically
performed in single-task systems,
whereas Motorola is still designing
such peripheral chips as the mmu.

Ethernet is up to date but without surprises;
local net concept has 10-Mb/s data rate

IBM to interconnect
local networks
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let one network talk to another
transparent to the user.
The division is giving much attention to gateways that would connect
local nets. Using the datagram concept [Electronics, Sept. 25, p. 118],
these gateways would provide such
functions as addressing, protocol
management, and formatting.
However, Hendricks insists that
IBM is not developing a product.
Still, it is clear that IBM is keeping a sharp eye on office-of-thefuture requirements.
For maximum communication
among the expected diversity of local
nets, host-to-host protocols are required. "There are three or four
major and many minor host-to-host
protocols" to worry about, observes
Hendricks, so that gateway design is
no easy feat.
Dynamic programming. Like all
packet-switched data streams, datagrams may be routed by avariety of
communications modes. IBM's internetworking will therefore use dynamic programming to find the
shortest available path for each
internet message, says mathematician Michael Engel. What's more,
there will be efficient routing procedures to transmit messages around
malfunctioning gateways.
The IBM internetworking concept
may be traced to the Arpanet system, to which the corporation was a
prime contributor. The universities
and Government agencies on the system use its packet switching for communications among their local computer nets.
During the past few years, the
Arpanet community has been working on an improved gateway concept.
Coherent cross-network communications would continue, while the individual local nets on a campus or
within an agency could perform concurrent internal operations.
According to IBM, the new basic
Arpanet functions are in operation
within the Department of Defense
and several participating universities. Moreover, the associated protocols have been established as DOD
standards and have been submitted
to the International Standards Organization.
-H. J. H.
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Solid state

More chip shrinks plus C-MOS processes
are Intel's game plan to stave off competition
Capitalizing on its quick-turnaround
computer-aided design system, Intel
Corp. is mounting a major drive to
shrink and speed up its microprocessors and other logic elements, converting them to its advanced highperformance, or H-mos, processes.
What's more, to fight off low-power
copies, its long-rumored high-performance complementary-MOs process will appear in 1981.
Its target is competitive integrated
circuits that duplicate its popular
chips. For example, Intel-type products are winning over half the market for 8-bit processors, but the Santa Clara, Calif., company receives
less than half of the revenues and
little recompense in royalties. So it
plans to outmaneuver the competition by rapid computer shrinks.
"We have over 100 products to go
through these steps," says Jack
Carsten, vice president and general
manager of the Microcomputer
Components division. "We want to
correct the image that we quit sell-

ing aproduct once its price drops."
Though other companies can and
do duplicate Intel's ICs, they cannot
as easily duplicate the data base
built up for its CAD system. In effect,
Intel can simply tweak a few design
variables for smaller, faster, lowerpower versions of its circuits.
Savings. Carsten notes the CAD
system "does not rely on optical
shrinks or redesign. So what traditionally costs from $500,000 to $1
million becomes $50,000."
Moreover, the software conversion
from process to process scales down
only areas of interest like channel
dimensions, for example, leaving
bonding pads full size (see figure). A
brute-force optical shrink by an imitator could cause problems like
bonding pads too small to work with.
The scaled-down mos ICs are
intended to be at least one jump
ahead of the competition in terms of
performance and cost. However,
Intel has another card up its sleeve.
"We have a c-mos process, but

METAL

POLYSILICON

0.85L

BONDING
DIFFUSION
PAD

Discriminating shrink. Since Intel can use a CAD system to shrink the chips it was used to
design, the firm can scale down only the areas of interest like channel dimensions.
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we've been holding back on its introduction, waiting for H MOS levels of
performance and density," Carsten
says. In fact, due next year is "a
whole set of CHMOS processes. We
will have to redesign n chip in cmos, but once there we'll be able to
scale it or add erasable programmable read-only memory just as we
can with n-channel mos."
The new H MOS campaign will
benefit the 8088 microprocessor and
the 8021, 8049, and 8051 single-chip
microcomputer families. Although
the 16-bit 8086 microprocessor and
8048 microcomputer were not designed for the CAD scaling process,
their design parameters are now digitized for compatibility with the system.
Remakes. The 8-bit 8048 is agood
example of what Intel is up against.
Since its introduction in 1977, it has
inspired more remakes than has the
8-bit 8080 microprocessor.
Building on the unit's fundamental architecture, one of the alternative sources—National Semiconductor—has an 8050 with four times the
8048's program memory [Electronics,
Oct. 9, p. 194]. Others are recasting
the 8048 in c-mos for far superior
power specifications. The 80C48
from Nippon Electric [Electronics,
Oct. 9, p. 206], for instance, can idle
on 500 microwatts, compared with
the original 8048's 75-milliwatt
standby consumption.
In response, Intel recently scaled
down the 8048 using its H MOS process. It got a low-power 8048L that
consumes 200 mw at 4 megahertz,
an H version that uses 400 mw at 8
MHz, and a selected H-1 part that
hits 11 MHz, a speed that cannot be
touched by others. Moreover, using
an advanced H MOS process, the chip
will clock at 14 mHz in 1982.
Size reduction will be equally dramatic. Intel's 8049—an 8048 with
double the program memory—now
measures 250 by 199 mils. H MOS
will reduce it to 167 by 198 mils. By
1982, with advanced H MOS, Intel
expects a 134-by- 158-mil die, 42% of
the original's area.
Not only should competition be
unable to match easily the performance of the new CAD-scaled chips,
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but also "reverse engineering costs
go up astronomically as densities go
from 10,000 to 100,000, and with a
multichip family you can't just do
the processor, you have to do the
peripherals, too," says Carsten.
"We have a formula for beating
the learning curve without having to
redesign. It should generate a lot of
production capacity, almost painlessly."
-John G. Posa

scaling factor of 0.2—that is, for a
transistor having a 1-µm channel
length and a 200-angstrom gate
oxide.
"That is very surprising," he says.
"You expect that things will saturate—and they do—but then gain
goes back down again." So scaling
beyond this point has no effect other
than to snarl processing.
Reasons for the peak in performance include velocity saturation and
increased channel capacitances. As a
channel is shortened, the electric
field goes up and carrier speed plateaus to a value based upon scattering. Problems with capacitance arise
As Intel Corp. continues to scale because the inversion layer remains
down device geometries, it expects about 100 À thick, even as geomefundamental electrical limits will tries are contracted.
ultimately call a halt. And that ultiThis inversion layer causes chanmate could be just another two—
nel capacitance to exceed gate
perhaps three—generations of inte- capacitance and, as a result, steals
grated circuits away, says Youssef an increasing percentage of the gateA. El-Mansy, engineering manager to-source voltage. Indeed, for a
at the Aloha, Ore., technology devel- device with near-equal gate and
opment center.
channel capacitances (which would
Unscaled n-channel mos has been require 35 À of oxide or 70 À of
in use for more than five years. Then silicon nitride), current is half that
in 1977 and 1979, Intel applied scal- with no inversion layer.
ing factors of 0.7 and 0.4, respectiveWays out. "You can't do a thing
ly, to channel lengths, oxide thick- about velocity saturation or the
nesses, and junction depths to obtain finite inversion-layer thickness,"
the high-performance processes H- says El-Mansy. But series resistance,
MOS and H MOS H (see table).
which also has been rising to the
Coming. With scaling factors of detriment of performance, "can al0.3 and smaller come 1.5- and sub- ways be improved with technology."
micrometer channel lengths. But El- Another method of squeezing out
Mansy's results, presented at the another IC generation is to lower the
recent International Conference on power-supply voltage, which has so
Circuits and Computers in Port far been held at 5volts for compatiChester, N. Y., indicate that current bility with rn, circuitry.
gain tops off for a device with a
Then maybe athird option is "not

Physics may cramp

submicrometer rules

PROCESS PARAMETERS AND GAIN OF SCALED n-CHANNEL MOS

Process

Scaling
factor

Oxide
thickness
(A)

Unscaled n-MOS

1

High-performance
MOS (H-MOS)

0.7

H-MOS II

0.4

Advanced H-MOS
processes

0.3
0.2
0.1
0.05

1

1,000

Channel
length
(Pm)

Series
resistance
(12)

o

Shortchannel
gain
(A/V 2 x108 )

5

20

2.35

700

3.5

28.5

2.96

400

2

50

4.06

300

1.5

66.7

4.35

200

1

100

4.8

100

0.5

200

4.73

50

0.25

400

3.67
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Me Microcomputers.
More For Your Money.
INS
HI,
E: H2,

11

HZ

0El F:

5Words, 15,us

5Words, 16,us

Fast and efficient. PICs 12-bit
instruction word does more
for less.

D F.

Emulation System make the design,
development and evaluation of
your product alot easier. And our
QTP program delivers initial
production quantities in 4to 6
weeks, way ahead of our competition, for true Quick Turnaround in
your Production. too!

When you want power, efficiency
and cost advantages, PIC can do it
better. Its powerful, efficient 12-bit
instruction word allows it to do the
same job as the other 8-bit
microcomputers using far less
ROM. And it's easier to program,
too. One example is PICs more
efficient bit handling capability. Let
it work for you...it's areal time and
money saver.

The PIC family offers you 512 12-bit
words of ROM, 32 8-bit registers,
an optional double interrupt structure and 20 or 32 I/O lines...enough
performance capability for your
most challenging designs.

Behind every PIC there is complete
hardware and software support.
Our PICAL macroassembler
program and PICES In-Circuit

Whatever microcomputer controlled
equipment you're designing...
appliances, automotive, telecommunications, industrial. or

business systems.. you'll design
faster, easier and more efficiently
with PIC. The high quality, low cost
alternative. And that's why
we deliver more microcomputers, '
because our microcomputers
deliver more to our customers.
Want more information right now?
Call 516-733-3107, or write to
Microelectronics Division, General
Instrument Corporation, 600 West
John Street, Hicksville,
New York 11802.

We help you
compete.

GENERAL
INSTRUMENT
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to scale the [gate] oxides so aggressively," El-Mansy continues, but to
thin field oxides instead. Lateral
geometries have been steadily decreasing over the years, but vertical
dimensions have been staying about
the same, he explains. Soon, "things
will be as tall as they are narrow,"
and it is almost impossible to control
the lithography of such structures.
El-Mansy's observations are not
as pessimistic as they sound. Channel lengths of 0.5 um or even 1um
would allow enormously dense chips
for megabit memories and 32-bit
and bigger microprocessors.
However, to put such scaling factors into production would require
vast investments in X-ray or electron- or ion-beam lithography. In the
meantime, "we can always improve
on parasitics," says El-Mansy, by
lowering the resistance of polysilicon
interconnections, improving chip architectures, and so on.
-J. G. P.

Test equipment

Flexible fixture aids
alpha-error checks
The unfortunate vulnerability of
integrated circuits to alpha radiation
is so widely accepted that ic users
are beginning to demand soft-error
failure-rate specifications for random-access memories and other susceptible chips. So semiconductor
makers are showing considerable
interest in an alpha-error test fixture
developed by a small Santa Clara,
Calif., supplier of nuclear instruments and systems.
Working closely with a variety of
ic producers, Spectrum Sciences has
turned out a fixture designed for
flexibility (see photograph). The
alpha energy and flux intensity may
be varied; the housing of the alpha
source can be moved through an arc
that gives a ± 80 ° range in the angle
of incidence, and a socket holding
the lc can pivot 180 °.
To vary the alpha rays' energy,
any of 14 elements with differing
radiation outputs may be placed in
the housing. The collimator on the
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No air.

When

the

alpha-error test fixture's vacuum
(rear)

is

in

cap

place,

glass-to-metal feedthroughs allow wires
from

the

socket
brought

chip's
to

out

be
to an

integrated-circuit
tester that analyzes
the data.

same shaft as the housing may be
used to focus the beam, with the
same effect. Washers with different
thicknesses of Mylar film fit into the
collimator, and they absorb part of
the radiation. To change the rays'
flux intensity, both the pedestal
under the IC's socket and the shaft to
which the source housing is attached
may be adjusted vertically.
Priced at approximately $3,000,
the fixture must be hooked up to an
IC tester that analyzes the data.
Some semiconductor makers, including National Semiconductor, Texas
Instruments, and Intel, have earlier
versions in use.
Users react. "The fixture allows
us to do experiments in.a vacuum,"
says Earl Fuller, manager of reliability engineering for memories and
microprocessors at National in Santa Clara. "Before ...measurements were not very accurate. Overall, it makes our life much easier."
Similarly, G. R. Mohan Rao, design manager at Ti's MOS Memory
group in Houston, notes that the fixture's capabilities "were not conveniently available before, if at all. It's
a brute-force instrument that's a little slower than we would like, but it
provides us with the data we need. In
terms of polar mapping data, we now
have every possible angle. That was

not available before."
The test fixture is the latest in a
series of custom developments for
semiconductor manufacturers who
became acquainted with Spectrum
Sciences' background in nuclear
physics. The first such development
was for Intel Corp. in 1977, soon
after engineers at the Santa Clara—based memory and microprocessor manufacturer realized that the
charge used to determine bit state in
dynamic RAMS could be upset and
altered by alpha radiation coming in
from trace elements, such as thorium
and uranium, inherent in ic packaging materials.
-Bruce LeBoss

Solid state

Honeywell shoots for
system on achip
Quietly building on its captive solidstate services, Honeywell Inc. is
moving toward full integration of a
universal computer system that can
be adapted to its broad user base.
"By 1986, we expect to have the
entire electronics system integrated
onto asingle chip," says Carl Nomura, vice president and general manager of the Minneapolis company's
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SIEMENS

Three permanent solutions
to transient problems.
Man-made voltage kickbacks or lightning-induced voltage surges—
no one offers abroader range of transient protective devices to fight them
off than Siemens.
Engineered to exceed REA and IEEE design criteria and performance
specifications, Siemens transient protectors include both energy absorption and energy bypass (crowbar) devices.
Siemens offers three ways to protect both personnel and sensitive
equipment:

&

IL
,---.

1. SVP's—Gas-Filled
Surge Protectors—
featuring...
•High surge current
capacity up to 20 kA.
•75V to 10 kV range.
•High insulation resistance (10 10 ohm).
•High breakdown speed.
•Low capacitance, down
to 1pF.

2. SIOV's—Metal
Oxide Varistors—
featuring...
•High surge current capability, up to 6.5 kA (disc)
and 25 kA (block).
•18V to 1800V range for
varistor voltage.
•Excellent extinguishing
behavior. No follow
current.
•Duty cycle between 50 &
800 mW.
•Fast response time: <25 ns
•UL listed.

3. Zener Diodes—
featuring...
•Sharp, well-defined knees.
•Rapid response time.
•Low leakage current.
•Metallurgically bonded.
•Hermetically sealed.
•Molded packages.
•The industry's
broadest line,
including transient absorption zeners.

SIEMENS CORPORATION
Components Group
186 Wood Avenue South
Iselin, New Jersey 08830
(201) 494-1000
In Canada: Siemens Electric Ltd.
Box 7300
Point Claire, Quebec
(514) 695-7300

Specify Siemens and be secure
Circle 47 on reader service card
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Universal. Adapting this system concept to various user needs, Honeywell Inc. is pushing its solid-state units—which include chip maker
Synertek and optoelectronics leader Spectronics — to develop new technology for subsystems, in an ambitious IC effort.

Solid State Electronics Center.
More and more, large companies
like Honeywell are scrambling for
semiconductor expertise, since standard chips often fall short of their
specialized needs. This shortfall is
not expected to improve with very
large-scale integration.
Honeywell's system concept (see
figure) exemplifies its specialized
requirements. Its goal is to meet the
widely disparate needs of its users
with various combinations of the
subsystems. At the moment, the
company is pushing integration at
the subsystem level.
Already at the front end, its inhouse semiconductor shops brought
signal-conditioning circuits on chip
for a variety of integrated sensors
that use the Hall effect for magnetism and the piezoelectric effect for
pressure and charge-coupled devices
for visible and infrared imaging. It
leads the way in growing and using
mercury-cadmium-telluride crystals
for night vision, reconnaissance, and
thermal mapping.
Now in development are magnetic
sensors that use Permalloy and moisture detectors based on zinc oxide
thin films, says William T. Sackett,
manager of the Corporate Technology Center. This year, Honeywell will
use over 80 million of its sensors.
At the heart of its universal system are processors; for these it may
tap its Synertek subsidiary. But significant processing elements have
also emerged from the Phase 0 contract that Honeywell won from the
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Department of Defense's very highspeed lc program. For instance, it
has devised a programmable faulttolerant parallel-processing chip that
will address a significant portion of
the triservice needs, according to
Robert J. Witham, VHSIC program
manager in Honeywell's Aerospace
and Defense group.
Honeywell directs its ic effort
toward the requirements of its two
major divisions for original-equipment manufacturers, Control Sys-

tems and Information Systems,
which serve the industrial processcontrol and commercial data-processing fields, respectively. "Every
element of these is tied to semiconductor technology," Says James R.
Berrett, Honeywell's corporate vice
president of development.
The $4.2 billion company has the
15-year-old Solid State Electronics
Center for in-house lc fabrication
and the 3-year-old Corporate Technology Center for long-term plan-

TI's floppy-disk controller to bow soon
There is another contender in the IBM-compatible floppy-disk controller
arena: the 9909 from Texas Instruments Inc. Though announced over a year
ago, the Dallas firm's unit still ranks as one of the most advanced devices to
date, allowing a floppy-disk subsystem to be implemented with very little
additional circuitry.
Western Digital Corp.'s FD1771 has probably been the most popular
floppy-disk controller chip available, but a boardful of additional small-scale
integrated-circuit packages are needed to work with it. Even since that
company's introduction of the enhanced FD1791 in 1978, several other
companies have announced floppy-disk controllers that integrated more and
more of that external circuitry on chip.
The controllers have undergone a painful birth, mainly because manufacturers have had difficulty in specifying which functions should be handled in
hardware and which should be software-programmable. For example, Standard Microsystems Corp. has a special version of its part designed to handle
hard-sectored disks, whereas with Motorola and TI that is a programmable
option. Moreover, write precompensation —required by many double-density
drives—is a programmable option on TI's and Rockwell's but requires
external circuitry on some of the others.
Significantly absent on the 9909 is the circuitry to separate the clock
pulses from the data bits on read cycles: only the SMC part includes this
function, however. The + 5-volt-only 9909 is actually a high-speed microcomputer (much like the company's one-chip device) that adds firmware to
perform the functions of a floppy-disk controller. The 6-megahertz part
handles up to four 8- or 5.25-in, floppy disks.
-R. Colin Johnson
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Sometimes inputs and outputs
can be alittle tricky.

That's why our new 12-bit
multiplying doubled-buffered
DAC has more pins instead of
less— 28 in fact, to give you I/O
flexibility, to make data conversion less tricky
The HS3120 accepts 4, 8,
and even 12-bit bytes from the
bus in one gulp, without keeping the processor waiting.

Double buffers allow the input
and output to be updated
independently Outputs can be
unipolar or bipolar, ±
--10 or
±5 volts.
Getting this all on asingle,
money-saving monolithic chip
wasn't easy But then neither is
technical leadership in data
conversion, and we're committed to that.

The HS3120 is only $22.50
in 100s, even less if you want
12-bit resolution with reduced
linearity. Call or write so we
can give you the complete
technical story

H brtems
id
y

Crosby Drive, Bedford, MA 01730. Tel. (617) 275-1570 (TWX 710-326-7584 HYBRIDSYS BFRD)
In Germany: Hybrid Systems GmbH, Luisenplatz 4, 6100 Darmstadt, Germany. Tel. (06151)-291595 (TELEX 419390 HYSY D)
In the United Kingdom: Hybrid (Component) Systems U.K. Ltd., 12A Park Street, Camberley, Surrey. Tel. (0276)28128 (TELEX 858720 HYBRID G)
In France: Hybrid Systems S.A.R.L. 14 Rue du Morvan SILIC 525, 94633 Rungis CEDEX, France. Tel. (1)-6878337 (TELEX 250969 HYSYS)
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ning and basic research. To these, it
added two 1968 purchases: Synertek,
the Santa Clara, Calif., maker of
moS chips, and Spectronics Inc., a
Richardson, Texas, leader in optoelectronics.
Synertek

is

now

an

alternative

source for the 6500 and Z8 processor
families, and it plans a 16-bit
machine and what it dubs a Super
CPU

(Honeywell will say no more

than that). Now completing a facility in Santa Cruz, Calif., Synertek
also promises a 64-K erasable programmable read-only memory, a 16K static random-access memory, a
128-K ROM, and an electrically erasable ROM. These products will be
available for sale, for Synertek's
principal charter is to make money
for Honeywell, says Michael Smolin,
the unit's strategic marketing manager for microprocessors.
At the back end of its system,
Honeywell has come up with new
techniques to display information.
One of these is a camera that produces real-time holograms with a
reusable thermoplastic film. The
holograms are viewable on a TV.
Coming is a facility with an electron-beam system for mask making
and one for direct-write lithography.
Already, V-groove isolation and dry
etching have pushed its Schottky
bipolar

technology

to

500

mega-

hertz. For even higher speeds, it
says, it will move gallium arsenide
technology to medium-scale production within three years.-John G. Posa

Business systems

VW, IBM disclose
more of their plans
Volkswagen and

office automation

are not often popularly linked, but
the West Germany—based auto maker is moving to become a major element in the office-of-the-future market. A sign of its determination may
be seen in the aggressively priced
printer for word-processing and
small-business systems that its Los
Angeles subsidiary, Pertec Comput-

News briefs
SUA sees recession affecting shipments into 1981
Sales by U. S. semiconductor manufacturers will grow this year, to $8.5
billion from shipments of $6.6 billion in 1979, reports the Semiconductor
Industry Association. The current recession will slow industry growth in the
second half of this year, and overall growth in 1981 will slow to 14%, or $9.7
billion, the SIA says. Integrated circuits are predicted to grow 38% this year
to $6.4 billion, with memory devices the fastest growing sector in both
bipolar (up 63%) and MOS (up 45%). Discrete devices will show a growth of
7% to $2.1 billion, with optoelectronics the leading growth product line at
19%, according to the forecasts.
Japan's KDD tries link of high- and low-speed data nets
High-speed data transmission is all very well, but compatibility with existing
lower-rate systems can be a sticky point. To show it need not be, Japan's
Kokusai Denshin Denwa Ltd. hooked up a prototype of a high-speed facsimile machine to its Venus international packet-switching system and successfully sent test faxes to the low-speed data service offered by RCA Global
Communications in New York. For telecommunications users, the experiment
shows that high-speed packet switching can be interfaced with a widely
used, low-speed data-transmission service with extensive distribution capabilities. Through such services as RCA Globcom, a hookup could provide
direct delivery of information or easy connection to other packet networks.
One of the tricks that made the KDD link possible was the data compression
in the prototype fax, where the 4 megabits of information on an 8'/2by-11-inch document were reduced by nearly 95%.
Exxon Enterprises, Intersil mount reorganization efforts
Reorganization is the order of the day at both Exxon Enterprises Inc., the
high-technology arm of the oil giant, and Intersil Inc., the Cupertino, Calif.,
semiconductor company noted for linear integrated circuits.
Exxon is looking to strengthen its thrust into the word-processing market
by forming Exxon Office Systems Co. from three heretofore separate operating companies: Owip, which makes telephone facsimile machines; Oyx,
which makes electronic typewriters; and Vydec, which makes word processors. The move comes on top of the recent establishment of an Exxon
communications group comprising Delphi Communications, which makes
voice-transmission units; Periphonics Corp., which makes computer audio
systems; Verbex Inc., which makes voice-recognition equipment: and Intercom Inc., which makes private branch exchanges.
Intersil's reorganization affects the Semiconductor division, which was
structured along product lines in analog and digital groups. The new focus is
on three teams led by Richard H. Forte, Terry Martin, and Dave Fullagar, who
are responsible for operations management, process technology, and development engineering, respectively.
CSC denies charges in Federal computer services indictment
Computer Sciences Corp. maintains it is innocent of criminal charges of
fraud, conspiracy, and racketeering made in a 57-count Federal indictment
returned earlier this month by an Alexandria, Va., grand jury against the
timesharing services company and six of its present and former officers. The
indictment is the first against a nationally known supplier of technology in a
continuing investigation of contracting by the General Services Administration, which has procurement responsibility for all Federal agencies for everything from computers and telecommunications services to office furniture.
The indictment alleges CSC bribed a GSA contracting officer in 1972 to
obtain information permitting the company to win a $100 million Government
teleprocessing services contract that expired in 1977. A spokesman for CSC,
which has its headquarters in El Segundo, Calif., said the company "intends
to defend itself vigorously" against the charges, for which it believes "there
isn't any basis."

er Corp., has just introduced. Cost-
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Semiconductors speak.
PRACTICAL SPEECH SYNTHESIS AVAILABLE TODAY FROM NATIONAL.
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Perfect
speech in
15 minutes

Should your
product speak?
Inside
DIGITALKER
Where to find
DIGITALKER

SPECIAL ISSUE: DIGITALKEV THE TECHNOLOGY THAT SPEAKS FOR ITSELF.
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Semiconductors speak.
"By digitizing and compressing
speech patterns the way the ear hears
them, rather than the way the
throat forms them, the DIGITALKER
speech synthesizer sounds totally
natural and lifelike
One of the most exciting developments
in the industry is now in production at
National: semiconductors that speak.
Although the technology of digital
speech synthesis is not new, it has only now
become available at alow cost and with a
minimal number of ICs.
In fact, techniques are now refined
enough to store alarge library of directly
addressable words or phrases on asingle
ROM. Add to this asophisticated new IC
that translates and plays back these words
and you've just assembled aDIGITALKER
speech synthesis chip set.
However, just the availability of digital
speech is not enough. Semiconductors
should also speak with the same fluent quality and natural sound of ahuman voice. Any
human voice.
This Swhere National's unique approach
to speech synthesis totally outshines any
other technique currently being explored
within the industry
Simply stated, our approach is to process
and store only those speech elements that
the human ear actually hears, which is significantly different from what the vocal tract
actually generates.
Asuperior architecture. In its simplest
form, DIGITALKER consists of an indepen-

M1.

dent Speech Processor Chip (SPC) and one
or more standard 16K, 32K or 64K ROMs.
We store speech wave patterns in the
ROM that are compressed in the time
domain. This eliminates agreat deal of the
number-crunching required by other techniques in order to reconstruct the digitized words.
In the end, you get asimpler, more
straightforward SPC design that operates at
slower clock frequencies relative to other
techniques.
The SPC also contains an internally programmable frequency generator and avariable gain DIA converterTogether they produce
the intonation and inflection that make DIGITALKER sound so incredibly realistic.
The result is that DIGITALKER can reproduce any original voice in any spoken
language —male or female, adult or child —
both clearly and economically
So for the first time, you can design in
electronic speech with as few as two chips.
And you don't have to sacrifice any of the
natural inflection, intonation and expression
of the original voice.
Cutting ROM down to size.The techniques we use to process any selected
speech waveform can be broken down into
two basic categories: digitization and
compression.
Each speech waveform to be digitized
is sampled in the time domain.The sampling
rate for each waveform is at least twice
the highest frequency in the pattern (called
the Nyquist rate).

The digitized waveform then undergoes
the first of four compression schemes developed by Dr. Forrest S. Mozer. These techniques and algorithms minimize DIGITALKER's
ROM storage requirements.
The first of these steps removes all
redundant pitch periods and portions of
certain other pitch periods. Redundant
phonemes and portions of phonemes are
also removed at this time. (Phonemes can
be loosely defined as basic word sounds.)
The second compression technique,
called Adaptive Delta Modulation, allows us
to even further minimize ROM overhead.
This simply involves storing the arithmetic
difference between successive wave amplitudes (which is relatively small) rather than
the amplitude values themselves.
The third major compression technique
removes the direction component of a
speech waveform through aprocess called
Phase Angle Adjustment. Since the ear
naturally ignores this component, its removal
in no way affects DIGITALKER's vocal quality.
As afinal compression scheme, the low
amplitude portion of awaveform is reduced
to silence. This typically results in an additional 50% reduction in the amount of ROM
required to store the message.
The net effect of these four data compression techniques is DIGITALKER's ability
to store, reconstruct and playback high quality spoken messages in aminimal amount
of ROM.
So listen to DIGITALKER. The technology
speaks for itself.

Pierre Lomond
Vice President and Director of Technology
National Semiconductor

DIGITALKERpractical in every sense of the word.
For the first time, very
natural-sounding
speech capability can
be designed in with
as few as two chips.
The Practical Wizards
have come through with
aversatile yet affordable
application of an exciting technology.
Their new DIGITALKER
speech synthesis chip
set brings truly life-like
speech capability to avirtually unlimited array
of products.
DIGITALKER's design
versatility stems from its
straightforward architecture. An independent
Speech Processor Chip (SPC) translates
digitized and compressed expressions
stored in one or more standard ROMs (16K,
32K and/or 64K, depending on the size
of the vocabulary).
The SPC can directly address up to 256
expressions and 128K of ROM. Larger vocabularies may be obtained simply by cascading additional ROM.
Simplicity of application. Now, the ability
to produce eloquent speech can be easily
and inexpensively designed into aproduct
using as few as two chips (for simple switchdriven devices). For more sophisticated
applications, the SPC is both COPS "Family

compatible and MICROBUS "e compatible.
This is where DIGITALKER's true practicality really comes through. It functions
equally well as either astand-alone module
or as asimple peripheral on airiP or microcontroller bus.
In fact, all it needs to begin speaking
is aone-byte starting address and a"start"
strobe. When the message is complete, it
generates an interrupt.
The specially encoded customized
vocabularies stored in ROM are based on
tape recorded messages submitted by the
customer. National processes these messages and loads them into the necessary

amount of ROM.
So when it comes
right down to it, the most
difficult aspect of designing in DIGITALKER is
deciding on what it should
say. Or who it should
sound like.
Have it speaking in
15 minutes. DIGITALKER
is available for evaluative purposes in two forms.
The DT1000 (priced
at S495*) is atotally selfcontained board that—
with just ospeaker and
apower supply—can
rattle off any desired combination of 144 words.
For those who would
rather build DIGITALKER into their own evaluation designs, the Practical Wizards are also
offering the DT1050 chip set (priced at $85).
The DT1050 consists of a40-pin Speech
Processor Chip and the same 144-word ROM
library that comes with the DT1000.
Both the DT1000 and the DT1050
evaluation kits are available today at the
locations shown on the back page of
the National Anthem.

S pnces orgy
DIGITALKER MICROBUS and COPS ore troclemorxs
of National Sernsconcluctor Corporohon

The voice of things to come.
With small, low-cost speech
synthesis units now easily available,
is there really any limit to the
number of everyday products that can
and will talk?
With the advent of economical speech
synthesis technology —as spearheaded by
DIGITALKER —we've suddenly gone beyond
the realm of simple indicators.
Because as the new technology finds
its way into more and more applications, a
wove of change will take place in the consumers' general attitude toward electronic
products. Before long, people will not only
enjoy, but will actually expect averbal
response from just about everything from
clocks and computers to dashboards and
gas pumps.
Questions that cannot be ignored.
Since the speech produced by DIGITALKER
has incredibly life-like qualities, any product
that uses it immediately takes on adistinct

personality. Even that of acelebrity or afamiliar company spokesman.
Toys, for example, can communicate
with playful children's voices in any language
ATV set might take on parental authority.
An automated bank teller can be bright and
cheerful. An alarm or warning signal can
sound astem but calm explanation of
aproblem.
The quest for the optimum product
personality will undoubtedly spur amyriad
of market surveys and analyses to answer
such questions as: What should our product
say? What should it sound like? Who should
it sound like? What other products or
enhancements can make good use of
speech technology?
Answers to these and related questions
are already becoming vital in terms of getting
the most out of current and future products
of all kinds.
Unparalleled cost/performance. The
cost/performance benefits of designing

DIGITALKER into aproduct application are
truly substantial.
R& Dcosts are minimized because all
of the complex speech data processing is
done by National. So the engineer doesn't
need to know anything about the detailed
techniques of speech synthesis in order to
properly design it in.
Also, if acustom vocabulary is desired,
National loads the processed speech data
onto the optimum combination of 16K, 32K
or 64K ROMs. In this way hardware costs
are kept in line with the size of the
vocabulary
And finally, DIGITALKER's overall design
versatility virtually eliminates the need for
external ICs in its simplest application (except
an optional filter and an amp). It can either
stand alone or act as just another peripheral
on a Pbus. So R& Dtime is cut to the
bare bone.
Thanks to DIGITALKER, "speech synthesis" will soon become ahousehold word.
"A

The technology that speaks for itself.
•Completely independent system, not
requiring an external processor or
controller
•Designed to be easily interfaced to most
popular microprocessors and the COPSTM
Family of microcontrollers
•Up to 256 directly addressable
expressions
•Standard and custom vocabularies

•Male, female and children's voices in
any language
•Natural inflection and emphasis of
original speech
•Addresses up to 128K ROM directly
•Easily expandable to greater than
128K ROM
•Utilizes standard 16K, 32K or 64K ROMs
•Communicates with static or clocked
dynamic ROMs

7-11 VOLTS>

MICROPROCESSOR
BUS
INTERFACE

REGULATOR

•UL compatible
•MICROBUSTecompatible
•On-chip switch debounce for interfacing
to manual switches
•Interrupt capability for cascading words
or phrases
•Crystal controlled or externally driven
oscillator
•Ability to store silence durations for
timing sequences

5V

GROUND>

U
S

VDD

VSS

WORD
ADDRESS
SPEECH
PROCESSOR
CHIP
(SPC)
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INTERFACE
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DIGITALKER'
CHIP SET
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_
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DIGITALKER, MICROBUS and COPS are trademarks of Natrona' Semiconductor Corporation

National Anthem is aregistered trademark of National Semiconductor Corporation

ffll National
eal Semiconductor
The Practical Wizards
of Silicon Valley

DIGITALKER is available today at these distributors.
The DT1000 and DT1050 DIGITALKER
evaluation kits are available now through
these authorized National distributors. Check
your local telephone directory for the
office nearest you.
Advent Electronics, Advent Indiana, Avnet
Electronics, Almac/Stroum Electronics, Bell
Industries, CAM/RPC, Hall-Mark Electronics

Corp., Hamilton/Avnet Electronics, Hamilton
Electro Sales, Hammond Electronics, Harvey
Electronics, Lionex Corporation, PioneerCarolina, Pioneer-Dallas, Pioneer Electronics,
Pioneer/Florida, Pioneer-Houston, PioneerIndiana, Pioneer-Michigan, Pioneer-Pittsburg,
Pioneer-Standard, Pioneer-Twin Cities,
Pioneer-Washington, Radio Inc., R-M Elec-

tronic Company, Schweber Electronics,
Summit Distributors, Summit Electronics,
Taylor Electric Company,Wyte Distribution Group.
And in Canada, too. Electro Sonic Inc.,
Hamilton/Avnet Electronics, LID., L.A. Varah,
LTD., Semad Electronics, Ltd., Zentronics. 2

SEMICONDUCTOR
CIRCUITS

"Can you give me a•
Switcher with no deratíng
from 40°C to +71°C?"

Semiconductor Circuits. Inc. 1980
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Yes we can!
Let the ambient temperature inside your system climb
to +71°C. Our SA Series of
single output, off-line switch ers will keep delivering full
output power with extremely
low noise characteristics.
We've developed this switcher
series to cure your derating
problems, and we've designed
in features for maximum
operating efficiency. Overvoltage and overcurrent
input/output circuitry
protects your system. Softstarting and remote shutdown ensure safety and
control. Every unit in the
SA Series operates at
greater than 75% efficiency
over afull 2:1 input-voltage
span. And our units are designed with unique integral
channels for greater design
flexibility in any of four
mounting planes.
Reliability. Efficiency.
,
Choice. 5V, 12V, 24V. and
48Vdc are available in 60W
and 125W versions. The 60W

series is unit priced at
*229.95 and the 125W at
*259.95.
Each switcher and each
unit in our long line of modular. encapsulated power
sources proudly carries the
"No Derating" feature... because you need cool operation. We are Semiconductor
Circuits. Call on us
for problem solving. Look to
us for innovation. See our
product listings in EEM and
Gold Book and ask for afree
wall chart of our products.

Problem Solving
Through Innovation

SEMICONDUCTOR
CIRCUITS
218 River Street
Haverhill. MA 01830
(617) 373-9104
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Current sensing
resistors for
multi-range instruments.

Non-inductive precision
resistors for power
switching circuits.

Caddock's Type 1787
Current Shunt
Resistor Networks.

Caddock's Type MS
Power Film Resistors.

Absolute resistance tolerances of 0.25%,
0.1%, 0.05% and 0.02% make these 2-, 3and 4-decade current shunt resistor networks the ideal replacement for expensive, bulky discrete resistors.
16 standard models are now available.
The basic network design provides aseries
total resistance of 1000n ,100n ,lOn and
1o .Other standard models provide commonly used variations of this basic design.
F'or Type 1787 data, circle Number

Caddock's patented Non-Inductive
Design in power ratings from 2watts to
15 watts assures minimum voltage transients in all types of power switching
circuits.
High stability Micronox • resistance
films operate to +275°C and years-long
load-life tests demonstrate extended-life
stability better than 0.05% per 1000 hours.

Off-the-shelf precision
decade voltage dividers.

Caddock's Type 1776
Precision Decade
Resistor Voltage Dividers.
When used as a lüMegohm input voltage divider, the Type 1776 family can provide high accuracy voltage division in
ratios of 10:1, 100:1 and 10,000:1.
Type 1776 Precision Decade Resistor
Voltage Dividers are now available in 25
standard models with ratio TCs from
50 ppm/°C to 5ppm/°C. Caddock's laser
production techniques keep OEM quantity
prices low, too.
For Type 1776 data, circle Number 205

For Type MS data, circle Number 203.
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CADDOCK Resistor Technology

solving problems across the boardlle

High stability resistors for
very-high voltage control
and measurement circuits.

100 Megohms in a
miniature package.

eidm."
Caddock's Type MG
High Voltage Resistors.
High voltage probes and control circuits
make wide use of Type MG resistors for
precision high voltage regulation and
high voltage measurements.

Caddock's Type MK
Precision Film Resistors.
Precision values to 100 Megohms in a
miniature CK 06 case make the Type MK
ideal for low current designs.

'Long-term stability — plus proven
reliability — have also made these precision resistors first choice in communications satellite voltage control circuits.

These non-inductive resistors find wide
application in high-impedance analog
circuitry.

For Type MG data, circle Number 202.

For Type MK data, circle Number 204.

Resistor pairs and quads
with very low ratio TC.

Caddock's Type T912 and
T914 Precision Resistor
Networks.
Ratio tolerances to ±0.01%, ratio TCs
of 2, 5or 10 ppm/°C and ratio stability
within ±
-0.01% at full load for 2000 hours
provide exceptional stability in precision
analog circuits.
Both pairs and quads have isolated
resistors of equal value. Standard resis tance values are 5ko to 1Megohm and
custom variations with unequal values
are available.
For Type T912 and T914 data, circle
Number 206.

Caddock's latest General Catalog provides complete performance data and
specifications on over 150 models of these outstanding 'problem-solving' resistors.
For your copy, just write or call to Caddock Electronics, Inc.,
1717 Chicago Avenue, Riverside, Calif. 92507 •Phone: (714) 788-1700 •TWX: 910-332-6108

HIGH PERFORMANCE FILM RESISTORS
See Caddock at Electronica in Munich, Nov. 6-12. at Wetronic GmbH. Booth #19072, Hall #19.
Circle 207 on reader service card

Electronics review

For some 45 electronics companies the China trade has already begun.
These were the firms that showed their wares at the recent Electronics/China 80 exhibition held at the Canton Trade center in the People's Republic of
China. More than 40,000 Chinese came from every province except Tibet to
crowd the 10-day-long show, according to Clapp & Poliak Inc., the show's
New York-based organizer. Exhibitors not only sold all the products made
available at the end of the show, but they lined up potential sales worth $15
million in China within the next 12 months. The joint sponsors, China Council
for the Promotion of International Trade and the U. S.-China Trade Consultants, are already planning afollow-up exhibit in the fall of 1981.
"A large part of the success was because it was the first truly national
electronics show in China," says Ned Krause, exhibition director for Clapp &
Poliak. "Based on registrations for the seminars held during the show, about
40% of attendees came from outside the Canton province." And the Chinese
sponsor (CCPIT) was responsible for ensuring that all attendees were actually involved in electronics. They ranged all the way from plant supervisors to
the heads of large government agencies.
Exhibitors included Analog Devices, Apple Computer, Burr-Brown
Research, Cal-Comp, EG&G Instruments, Fairchild Test Systems Group,
Kulicke & Soffa Industries, and National Semiconductor. Krause estimates
that over 80 U. S. companies will sign up for the return engagement next
year. The cost of participating could range to $50,000 depending on the
number of booth spaces rented, the number of people manning booths,
travel expenses, and the type of products displayed.
-Gerald M. Walker

ing $820 in volume, the daisy-wheel
Stylist 360 bowed at the Info 80
information-management show in
New York earlier this month.
The show also was the site of abit
of curtain-lifting by International
Business Machines Corp. of its local
network concept, which will be used
to link office machines within the
same building or site.
Pertec's pricing of the Stylist 360
sets a new price-performance standard for letter-quality printing in
small systems. The printer will cost
as little as half the price of competitive units.
The lower price stems largely
from anticipated economies of largescale marketing. The company is
using the mechanism of an electronic
typewriter made in West Germany
by another Volkswagen AG subsidiary: Triumphwerke AG, and of
course it expects the low price to
expand the daisy-wheel market.
Nuremberg-based Triumphwerke
is vw's vehicle for driving into the
office automation market. Its U.S.
holding company owns Royal Business Machines, an old-line typewriter manufacturer, now selling office
automation equipment, and half of

Omnidata Inc., the Westlake Village, Calif., computer company. All
this activity last year added up to $1
billion in worldwide sales of computers and peripherals out of vw's total
worldwide sales of $17 billion.
As for IBM, even as it thinks ahead
on linking local networks (p. 42), it
is revving up its efforts to produce its
own local net concept, which it is
calling the enterprise systems, to
connect its word-processing, office
systems, and data-processing offerings. "IBM is in the office-of-thefuture business to stay, and our concept of enterprise systems is an
important framework of our solution," said Allen J. Krowe, president
of the System Communications division, in the keynote address at Info
80.
The firm has already revealed that
it, plans to offer software to link via
communications the machines produced by its various divisions [Electronics, July 3, p. 95]. Enterprise systems will use many of the concepts
found in Imes Systems Network
Architecture, used for computer-terminal communications for teleprocessing and distributed-processing
applications.
-Tom Manuel

CADDOCK Micronox
Film Resistors are
specially constructed
to deliver ultra-high
stability through
harsh environmental
conditions.

To achieve
exceptional
performance
through extreme
operating conditions,
Caddock High Performance Film Resistors
are produced by firing
Micronox 8 resistance
films onto ceramic core
materials at temperatures above + 1400°F.
The result is a family of rugged, ultra.
reliable resistors that have demonstrated a
unique combination of performance capabilities in such demanding applications as 'down.
hole' oil-well instrumentation, deep-space
exploration systems and electric locomotive
power switching circuits.
This harsh environment performance is
available from Caddock in five resistor types:
• Type MS
Resistors.

Non-Inductive

Power

Film

• Type MG Non-Inductive Precision High
Voltage Resistors.
• Type MM High Temperature Precision
Film Resistors.
• Type MP Chassis-Mounted Power Film
Resistors.
• Type MK Radial-Lead Precision Film
Resistors.
To learn how Caddock's advanced film
resistor technology can solve your toughest
resistor problems, call or write to our main
offices in Riverside, California. We'll respond
by sending you a copy of
our latest General Catalog
and any additional data
you need to help you select
the Caddock High Performance Film Resistors that
can improve your product's
performance.

CADDOCK
ELECTRONICS. INCORPORATED

1717 Chicago Ave., Riverside, California 92507
Phone (714) 788-1700 • TWX: 910-332-6108
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STANDARD 2148 IN
FROM INTERN.
High-speed 1K x4
RAM —using 20%
lower power!
Yes, it's the industry
standard. Yes, it
has multiplesource availability.
Yes, it's
pin-for-pin
compatible with
other 2148s
and 2114s.
But Intersil offers
it in low-power.
With 140mA active
current and 30mA
standby. Which is
afull 20% under
the competition's
standard part.
And even lower
power versions
are available
for special
applications.

Access Operating
Time
Power

D2I48 (IKx4)

7Ons

140mA

D2I48-3 (IK x4)

55ns

140mA

D2I47 (4K xI)

7Ons

160mA

D2I47L (4K xI)

7Ons

140mA

D2I47-3 (4Kx I)

55ns

180mA

Intersil's new 2148s have all the
speed you need: a7Ons standard
part plus a55ns high-speed version.

IKx4 or 4Kx I
take your choice.
Either way you want it, Intersil has
RAMs for you. And since our singlelayer poly HMOS is producing speeds
competitive with bipolar, we're continuing to expand the family. Right
now there are plenty of fast Intersil
memories to choose from. In the
near future, there'll be even more.

Delivery: now.
Yes, we're very competitive on price.
And as for delivery, it's immediate.
Off the shelf. Which is pretty
hard to beat.

For high-speed
applications.
Finally there's an industry standard
IK x4 static RAM to go with highspeed microprocessors. Or into
cache or scratchpad memory. Or
high-speed main memory. Or realtime-access data storage systems.

So if you're in the market for afast,
low-power IKx4 —wait no longer.
Get asample by calling your local
Intersil sales office. Or by writing
them on your company letterhead.
To get literature, just send in the
coupon. Then start designing
faster memories.

ILLINOIS: Hinsdale (312) 986-5303
•MASSACHUSETTS: Lexington
(617) 861-6220 •MINNESOTA:
Minneapolis (612) 925-1844 •
NEW JERSEY: Englewood Cliffs
(201) 567-5585 •OHIO: Miamisburg
(513) 866-7328 •TEXAS: Dallas
(214) 369-6916 •CANADA: Brampton,
Ontario (416) 457-1014

Intersil franchised
distributors:
Advent (IN, IA) •Alliance •Anthem
•Arrow •Bell Industries •Cardinal •
CESCO •Component Specialites
•Components Plus •Diplomat (FL,
MD, NJ, UT) •Harvey (upstate NY)
•Kierulff •LCOMP •Newark •
Parrott •R.A.E. Ind. Elect. Ltd. •
RESCO/Raleigh •Schweber •Summit
•Western Microtechnology •Wyle
•Zentronics

DIGITAL PRODUCTS —MEMORY
10710 N. Tantau Avenue, Cupertino,
CA 95014
Tel: (408) 996-5000 TWX 910-338-0171
Dear Intersil,
Please rush me data sheets on your
high-speed, low-power 2148 and other
memories. My annual RAM usage is approx.
units. My RAM application
Please send along your new product guide on
all Intersil lines.
Name
Company
Address__
City/State/Zip
Phone

Intersil sales offices:
CALIFORNIA: Sunnyvale
(408) 744-0618, Long Beach
(213) 436-9261 •COLORADO:
Aurora (303) 750-7004 •FLORIDA:
Hollywood (305) 920-2442 •

Also, please send me
one of your Shakespeare
posters from your
"famous quotations"
ad series
E 102380

,
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"With this catalog, these analog I/O boards, and our guaranteed
five-day delivery, we're something of afreak in this business:'
Fred Molinari, President
In this business, being good means being
unusual.
For instance, we guarantee to deliver
analog I/O for your microcomputer within
five days. That's unusual.
But more to the point, we offer an unusually broad and technically advanced selection of
high accuracy, high resolution data acquisition
system (DAS) modules and boards.
Data Translation was the first to put DMA
on aboard, and the first with 16-bit DAS. We
were the first to put isolated DAS modules on a
board, and the first with aDAS software library.
Whether your application is laboratory or
industrial, you will benefit by our unusually
thorough approach.
Each of our boards and modules comes
with free diagnostics and documentation.
Each module is subjected to rigorous testing,
including athree-day burn-in.
Our modular concept allows us to provide
the widest range of products. More important,
it offers you
the opportunity to upgrade your system quickly and easily. We can deliver
more Multibus" compatible DAS than Intel or National, and at lower prices.
We offer dual height systems for LSI-ll and quad-size systems with
features no one else offers. We have hex-height PDP-11 Unibus" systems
as well, and their performance is unmatched.
.
.
.
.
In fact, we offer more LSI-ll and PDP-11
.
I010111111 Wilt:III':
1'1 1II: I11 '11
Ii1111111, ' DAS boards than DEC and, yes, at lower
prices.
You will find more than 100 analog I/O systems
in our new catalog. Send for yours today. With this
useful publication in hand, you will be able to choose,
order, and receive analog I/O in less than aweek.
And that will make you rather unusual in
your business.
Data Translation, 100 Locke Drive, Marlboro, MA
01752. Telex: 948474. In Europe: Data
We stock the indusDATA TRANSLATION
try's widest selection Translation Ltd., Rockwell House, 430
of microcomputer
Bath Road, Slough, Berkshire/England
analog I/O systems for
SL1
6BB. Phone (06286) 3412.
This catalog enables you to get
DEC LSI-11 and PDP-11,
the microcomputer analog I/O
Intel Multibus, Mostek/
Telex: 849862.
you need in 5days or less. Send
WRI1011•017E11 V,Ung. II.1,11.3e.
mil liTili,;L ‘1111.All re. leFT1111,11.

,

Prolog STD Bus, Zilog,
and Computer Automation.

for your catalog today.

DATA TRANSLATION
SALES OFFICES: AZ 602-994-5400 ;CA 213-681-5631, 415-965-9394 ;CO 303-371-2422, FL 305-791-9292. 813-725-2201:GA 404-455-7222, IL 312-960-4654; IN 317-788-4296:
MA 617-481-3700: MD 301-636-1151; MI 313-437-0816; MN 612-441-6190; NC 919-723-8102; NJ 609-428-6060; NM 505-292-1212, 505-524-9693; NY 515-488-2100. 607-722-9265;
OH 513-253-6175. 216-659-3138: Ok 405-528-6071; OR 503-297-2581; PA 412-327-8979; TX 512-451-5174. 214-661-0300. 713-780-2511, 512-342-3031. 713-9889421. UT 801-466-6522;
WA 206-455-5846: CANADA 416-625-1907
MULTIBUS is atrademark of Intel Corp
UNIBUS, PDP-11. LSI- 11 and MINC-11 are trademarks of Digital Equipment Corp.
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Washington newsletter
FCC wants to open

With five U. S. international record carriers—those that carry data rather
than voice—showing both stability and strong profits, the Federal Cornworld voice, data munications Commission is considering letting American Telephone &
businesses to all ... Telegraph Co. compete in that market and, at the same time, letting the
carriers compete for AT&T's international voice traffic. With total revenues of the international record cartiers up from $89.9 million in 1964 to
$397.8 million in 1978 and plant investment up from about $200 million
to nearly $700 million in the same period, the FCC staff believes the earlier
ruling splitting the international voice and data business, designed to
protect the then-fledgling record carriers, may no longer be needed.
Commissioner Joseph R. Fogarty notes that the trend toward all-digital
international telecommunications— now under study by the International
Consultative Committee on Telephony and Telegraphy (ccirr) — could
make the issue moot. "If we go entirely digital internationally," Fogarty
indicates, "it may eliminate the voice-record [services] dichotomy."

...as it starts
i
nternational carrier
proflt study

U. S. telecomm
show in China
set for 1981

Justice readies
antitrust guidelines
for joint research
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The FCC also has started an examination of international record carriers'
rates of return to determine if profits are too high. The formal review now
being prepared by the FCC staff will concentrate on ITT World Communications, the largest such carrier and a subsidiary of International Telephone & Telegraph Co. The other carriers include: Western Union International, RCA Global Communications, TRT Telecommunications, and
FTC Communications. Comments during the meeting of the FCC commissioners with staff members of the Common Carrier Bureau indicate that
marketplace competition may itself produce a reduction in international
tariffs before the new investigation can be completed.

The Peoples' Republic of China will get its first telecommunications
equipment show and seminar next year under the joint sponsorship of the
Electronic Industries Association's Communications division and the
National Council for U. S.—China trade. The program, scheduled for Nov.
3-13, 1981, in the Beijing Exhibit Center in the capital, is expected by
Chinese estimates to draw up to 100,000 qualified registrants. Among the
exhibits at the show, to be called China Comm '81, will be wire-line
transmission, exchange, and station systems; satellites, microwave, broadcast, and mobile radio technologies; and switching and analog and digital
terminal equipment, including data processors. The U. S. "is playing
catch-up in China," says the EIA of that potentially large market, since
other nations have already made presentations there.

The Justice Department says it will publish in November an antitrust
guide concerning joint research ventures that will "clarify our enforcement
policy and explain, in simple language, the Antitrust division's approach to
analyzing the legality" of such efforts, according to Ky P. Ewing Jr.,
deputy assistant attorney general for antitrust. Noting that the department
has challenged only three such ventures in the last two decades—on the
grounds that the ventures "retarded innovation" by imposing "significant
collateral restraints" on participants— Ewing told amid-October industrial
innovation meeting of the National Association of ManulIcturers that "if
the project, in the long run, promotes innovations, then it will probably
pass muster under the antitrust laws."
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Washington commentary
AT&T's reorganization: decontrolled or uncontrolled?
As Jimmy, John, and Ronnie race about the
nation exchanging barbs before Election Day,
relatively little attention is being paid by the
press to American Telephone & Telegraph Co.'s
senior executives as they lay out their new competitive telecommunications strategies. That is
regrettable, if only because, unlike the presidential candidates, AT&T is detailing its plans for
the future with precision.
But many legal and legislative details surrounding the issue of competition in the rapidly
expanding telecommunications industry—or
"information industry," as AT&T president William M. Ellinghaus now calls it —remain unresolved. Congress adjourned without acting on
H. R. 6121 or its Senate counterpart, and the
Federal Communications Commission, the Justice Department, and the White House remain
divided on whether or not AT&T can offer anything more than basic telecommunications services under the 1956 consent decree, whereby
the company agreed to limit itself to these areas
in settling aFederal antitrust suit.
The FCC judgment in its Second Computer
Inquiry ruling earlier this year (Docket 20828)
says AT&T can compete with "enhanced" services through a fully separated subsidiary. The
White House agrees. The Justice Department's
Antitrust division is opposed, contending that
actions by either the FCC or the Congress cannot
be used to set aside court rulings. Congress is
split on the issue—a split that produced
adjournment without legislative action.
Leaving legislation behind
Confronted with this standoff, AT&T'S Ellinghaus says, "We're not going to wait." The
Bell System is moving ahead to meet oncoming
competition in the information industry with its
own reorganization plan [Electronics, Aug. 28,
p. 59]. As for any future rulings by the FCC,
Congress, or the courts, "we'll adjust our actions
later if necessary," the AT&T president told
competitors at the annual meeting of the North
American Telephone Association earlier this
month in Florida. "The Bell System has decided
that there is no part of that industry in which we
intend to come in second."
At the same time, AT&T chairman Charles L.
Brown spelled out for Bell System employees
how the telecommunications giant intends to
compete through its fully separated subsidiary
"in a highly competitive retail marketplace."
The regulated activities "will remain vertically
integrated" and operate "as a profit center,"
according to Brown. The new, separated subsid-
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iary "will be responsible for the design, development, manufacture, sales, and service of all customer premise equipment and some newly developed services."
What distresses many competitors is Brown's
observation that the new subsidiary "might also
become vertically integrated" and his determination that "we must employ our unrivaled
assets in a manner that brings us through a
hazardous period with undiminished strength."
The split within Government
Though Brown, Ellinghaus, and other AT&T
leaders profess that new legislation is still
needed to deregulate the information industry
that now encompasses telecommunications,
some competitors dispute that view. "As long as
legislation is stalled," one argues, "AT&T can
reorganize exactly the way it wants. Then it will
have even greater leverage—political and economic—than it has now. Once AT&T restructures along its own lines, the issue of legislation
could become moot."
On the other side are competitors like the one
who says, "We can live with AT&T as the dominant market force provided it puts more of its
procurement up for industry bids, as it seems to
be doing, and as long as the customer terminal
market is left completely open to competition."
IBM's domination of the computer market, he
argues, "does not seem to have stunted the
growth of the data-processing industry in this
country; AT&T could provide the same leadership in information and telecommunications.
More than that, it could help the country maintain its lead against Europe and Japan."
Most world trade specialists in the Departments of Commerce and State may privately
hold with the latter view, but the Justice
Department clearly does not. Its antitrust suit
against AT&T is scheduled for trial next year.
And several industry groups—notably the Computer and Communications Industry Association—agree with the department's contention
that the FCC cannot change acourt order and let
AT&T compete in unregulated markets and are
challenging the FCC in court.
Final resolution of these critical issues should
come from Congress, not the courts, but it is
still not clear whether the 97th Congress will
pick up the ball again when it convenes in
January. And there are serious questions about
whether AT&T, despite its public statement, truly wants legislation. At the moment, Ma Bell
seems satisified to fill the legislative and regulatory vacuum in its own way.
-Ray Connolly
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Now a
a
a
more capacity for capacitance!

Sq. Flax 411F
Fas Tvery
WERE NOW SHIPPING
LARGE-CASE UT= IN 6WEEKS
We have enlarged the square footage of our domestic electrolytic
capacitor facilities, and are now able to turn out high CV product lytics
on short cycle ... now and in the months ahead. Here are some
capacitor types which can be shipped in O.E.M. quantities in as little as
6 weeks ARO.
CAPACITOR
TYPE

--M

X

POWERLYTIC"
36DF
POWERLYTIC*
32DR
COMPULYTICe
32DX
COMPULYTICe
602DX
EXTRALYTIC*
6220
EXTRALYTIC*
6230
EXTRALYTIC°

Case Size Range
(D. xL., inches)
1.375 x2.125 to
3.000 x8.625
1.375 x2.125 to
3.000 x8.625
1.375 x2.125 to
3.000 x8.625
1.375 x2.125 to
3.000 x8.625
1.375 x2.125 to
3.000 x5.625
1.375 x2.125 to
1.375 x5.625
1.375 x2.125 to
3.000 x5.625

Operating Temp.
Range

WVDC
Range

—40°C to +85°C

10 to 450

—40°C to +85°C

6to 450

—40°C to +85°C

7.5 to 100

—40°C to +85°C

10 to 200

—55°C to +85°C

5to 250

—55°C to +85°C

5to 55

—55°C to +85°C

200 to 250

Capacitance
Range (pF)
80 to
390,000
90 to
660,000
410 to
310,000
180 to
320,000
150t0
270,000
2,800 to
67,000
170 to
4.700

Engineering
Bulletin No.
34310
34310
Supplement
3441E
3441E
3457B
3459
3461

4SE •
0149

Call your nearest Sprague district sales office or
sales representative for complete information.
Sprague Electric Company, North Adams, Mass. 01247. Tel. 413 ,664-4411
FIMMMIMMIN

THE BROAD-LINE PRODUCER OF ELECTRONIC

PARTS

SPRAGUE®
THE MARK
a subsidiary of

OF RELIABILITY

GK Technologies
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NO ONE DELIVERS CUSTOM,
MIL-MJALIFIED SWITCHING POWER
SUPPLIES FASTER THAN POWERCUBE:
In less than 30 days, we go from initial power
requirements to delivered power supplies. Custom
switching power supplies are configured from
Powercube's standard, proven modules which
have been qualified on major military and space
programs. The unique building block concept permits custom power requirements to be quickly and
easily satisfied using standard Cirkitblock® modules.
These modules have the demonstrated reliability
and the high performance needed in situations
commonly experienced by military electronic
equipment (MTBF data for all standard modules
is available).
With power densities running as high as 50 watts
per cubic inch, Cirkitblock modules can pack more
power into limited space. For over a decade, these
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rugged modules have met or exceeded stringent
specifications for size, weight performance and
tough environmental considerations whether your
equipment operates from below the sea, on the
ground or in outer space.
If you have a requirement for a MIL-qualified
power supply (or any other tough power supply
problem) which needs to be filled fast, call
Powercube at (617) 667-9500.

illiP POVVERCUBE
A SUBSIDIARY OF UNITRODE CORPORATION

POWERCUBE CORPORATION, EIGHT SUBURBAN PARK DRIVE,
BILLERICA, MASSACHUSETTS 01821 •(617) 667-9500
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NO ONE DELIVERS CUSTOM
POWER SUPPLIES WHIC11 PERFORM
BETFER THAN CIRKITIIILOCW MODULES.
For over 10 years, custom power supplies from
Powercube® have met or exceeded the severe
performance requirements of major military and
space programs.
Today, custom power supplies configured from
proven Cirkitblock® modules continue to provide
the high performance and long term reliability
needed in critical applications.
Their small size, light weight and rugged construction permit designers to fit or retrofit Powercube
power supplies into tight configurations or harsh
environments. And because Cirkitblock modules
have been qualified on major military programs
and are easily assembled into custom configurations, a prototype can very quickly be upgraded
to an operating hi-rel unit

Electronics/October 23, 1980

In addition to being the performance leader in
MIL-qualified custom power supplies, Powercube
can also supply single or multifunction modules for
inclusion in your own power supply design
If you have a requirement for a MIL-qualified
power supply (or any other tough power supply
problem) which needs to be filled fast call Powercube
at (617) 667-9500.

0POVVERCUBE
A SUBSIDIARY OF UNITRODE CORPORATION

POWERCUBE CORPORATION, EIGHT SUBURBAN PARK DRIVE.
BILLERICA. MASSACHUSETTS 01821 •(617)667-9500
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MOTOROLA HELPS SEAT
Every day, around the world,
over amillion and ahalf people
make, unmake and change
airline seat reservations, some
for this evening, some for two
weeks from Tuesday, some for
as long as ayear in advance.
It all depends on computers, of course, but acomputer
is merely astorehouse for information. To use the information,
computers must be able to talk
to each other, and to remote
terminals miles away, within
seconds.

ELECTRONIC
CONVERSATIONS.
Such digital dialogue is called

data communications; and in
countries around the world,
more than half of all airline reservations are now being made
through equipment from
Codex, the data communications arm of Motorola.
Acomplete Codex data
communications system comprises three key technological
tools. First, modems, which.
translate computer data into
signals that can travel over ordinary telephone wires, undersea
cables and satellite links.
Second, network processors, which can squeeze the
signals from as many as 124
lines through asingle telephone
wire, without losing the integrity
of any one of them.
Finally, network manage-

ment and control equipment,
whose job is to supervise, correct and report on the operation
of the whole communications
network.
Codex has made major
contributions to data communications technology, helping improve the reliability, cutting the
operating cost, and in some instances quadrupling the speed
of data transmission.

APPLICATIONS ABOUND
IN OUR COMMUNICATIONSINTENSIVE WORLD.
Fast, dependable real-time data
communication is indispensable
to an airlines reservation system—or to any cornmunications-intensive industry. For
instance, it helps get the very

800,000 PEOPLE ADAY.
latest currency exchange information within seconds from
places as remote as London
and Sydney and Hong Kong.
It helps directory-assistance
operators in the Los Angeles
area handle ten times as many
inquiries as they once could. It
helps keep stock-market quotations current for brokers; even
makes computer time-sharing
less expensive by slicing seconds finer.
These electronic miracles
are merely representative of
what Motorola products are
doing every day.

ATOTALLY ELECTRONIC
INVOLVEMENT.
From its beginning as apioneer

in car radios, and later as an inmicroprocessor, we are in the
novator in television sets for the
leading edge of electronic
home (a product we no longer
innovation.
make or market here at all),
That innovative strength
Motorola has become one of
has enabled us to develop systhe world's largest manufacturtems that can make ahome
ers devoted exclusively to
more energy-efficient. Systems
electronics.
that help keep the news new at
Today, we make hundreds
news services. Systems that
of models of two-way radios,
transmit color photographs
and we're also one of the forefrom the depths of space.
most designers of standard and
And, of course, complete
custom semidata communications systems
conductors.
that help computers share their
And with prodinformation to benefit you.
ucts like the
Codex 6000
microcomputer,
MOTOROLA
family of com- A
drawn larger
munications
than life.
processors,
Making electronics history.
and the Motorola MC68000
Circle 63 on reader service card
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For further information, write Public Affairs Off ic,

le Corporate Offices, Motorola, Inc., 1303 E.
v tOgonquin Road, Schaumburg, Illinois 60196.
Co*, Motorola and 8 are register

trademarks.

All airline reservation data are estirn‘ed based
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• kon 1978 indufigures.

We Take the Sting
••.Out of Testung
An inefficient test system is a real sting that
robs your company's profits. Avoiding the sting is
not easy. For a test system to be of real value . .
cost efficient... highly productive, it must be
simple to operate, fast, versatile, thorough and reliable. It must provide the procedure for the most
unique applications. We have built our reputation
building these kinds of systems. Building systems
that test rigid disks, floppys, and logic boards is our

full time business. And, we have built some beauties. We have the research, the engineering, the
production facilities. We have the experience. At
THREE PHOENIX COMPANY, we have all that it takes
to take the sting our of the testing of your media
and logic boards.
Avoid the sting, contact us, today: (602) 242-6300
21639 N. 14th Avenue, Phoenix, Arizona 85027 USA

Test Systems Builders for the Computer Industry[
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Microcassette gear
for consumer stereo
makes its bow .

.. .along with
Sony-Philips audio

Microcassette magnetic tape, the latest medium for consumer stereo,
sounds amazingly good for amedium originally developed for speech only
[Electronics, Oct. 28, 1976, p. 54]. At the 29th All Japan Audio Fair,
Sanyo Electric Co. showed a full-fledged microcassette stereo deck for
$385 and amicrocassette stereo player for use with headphones for $192,
while Aiwa Co. showed a stereo radio-microcassette recorder with two
speakers for $206. In addition, Aiwa, Matsushita Electric Industrial Co.,
and microcassette pioneer Olympus Optical Co. showed prototype decks,
and still others will probably hurry products to market once tape manufacturers start selling prerecorded tapes.
The microcassettes provide 30 minutes of music in each direction for
most manufacturers' tapes but 45 minutes in each direction with Matsushita's metal tapes. Sanyo claims afrequency response for its deck of 150
to 14,000 Hz at 20 dB down when using metal tape; Aiwa claims arange
of 150 Hz to 8,000 Hz.

Sony Corp. and NV Philips Gloeilampenfabrieken of the Netherlands have
demonstrated at the Japan audio fair the latest version of what they call
their compact disk digital audio system, which likely will be chosen as a

disk at Japanese fair

worldwide standard. Philips says that a liberal licensing agreement to
obtain industrywide participation would benefit all parties. Moreover,
Polygram and CBS/Sony are ready to begin turning out disks.
The one-hour-on-a-side disks are only 12 cm in diameter and readily slip
into a man's suit pocket. The linear velocity of the track past the
near-infrared laser that plays back the recorded information is aconstant
1.25 meters per second for maximum information density. Track pitch is
1.6 ilm. The music is recorded at a44.1-kHz rate and with 16-bit linear
quantization to provide afrequency response to 20,000 Hz and adynamic
range, signal-to-noise ratio, and channel separation of better than 90 dB
each.

Mobile phone system

West Germany's Standard Elektrik Lorenz AG, a Stuttgart-based ITT
affiliate, has unveiled at the Oct. 7-9 Military Electronics Defense Exposition in Wiesbaden, West Germany, a mobile microcomputer-controlled
telephone exchange system equipped with electronic components only and
laid out to withstand the rough mechanical and climatic conditions
encountered in military applications. In its basic configuration, the MMX
2/9 system accommodates two long-distance lines and 9participants but is
expandable to handle four or six such lines with 18 or 27 participants. It
has a semiconductor-based space-switching matrix, as well as an integrated tester that continuously monitors all functions and indicates any
defective circuits. The microcomputer, a Motorola 6802, performs all
exchange and test processes. The basic system comes in a 608-by-200by-284-mm (24-by-8-by-11 1
/
4-in.) case and weighs about 25 kg (55 lb).

from SEL aims at
military uses

British company
to cash in on
modular software

Electronics/October 23, 1980

Though modular software is one way of containing escalating program
costs, few modular application packages are available today. An exception
is Trade-Winner, an integrated business system for sales and distribution
developed by EMS Consultants Ltd., asmall British software house based
in Newcastle-under-Lyme. The company has invested four years and $1
million (partly funded by London financiers Montagu, Loebl, Stanley &
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International newsletter
Co.) developing asuite of 500 modules—on average, between 4-K and 8-K
bytes—from which an integrated business system can be assembled to a
customer's requirements. Now the company hopes to franchise its software. The first version of Trade-Winner was written in Cobol for Honeywell's level 6minicomputer and now asecond version is being written for
tcL's new ME-29 minicomputer. EMS is negotiating funding for this
project from Britain's National Computer Centre. U. S. marketing rights
are being negotiated with Honeywell and one U. S. software house.

Family of 8-bit
microcomputers has
all-European design

Deep-ultraviolet
photoresist optimizes
optical projection

TI France wants
a role in new
French IC plan

Addenda
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Watch for the Electronic Components and Materials (Elcoma) division of
the Netherlands' NV Philips Gloeilampenfabrieken to announce what is the
first family of microcomputers of truly European design. Developed at
Elcoma's affiliate, Valvo in Hamburg, West Germany, and to be unveiled
at the Nov. 6-12 Electronica components exhibition in Munich, the 8400
is afive-member family of 8-bit, single-chip n-tvtos microcomputers whose
special feature is the implementation of serial inputs and outputs on the
chip —a feature that will allow loosely coupled network applications. The
serial 1/0 has amultitransmitter capability that facilitates communication
between the microcomputer and peripheral circuits or other microcomputers. The first devices of the 8400 family will be available next year.

A new photoresist, amixture of aphenol resin and aphotosensitive azide
compound, promises to make it possible to fabricate very large-scale
integrated circuits with conventional photolithographic equipment. Hitachi
Ltd.'s Central Research Laboratory says that it has developed a deepultraviolet-light negative photoresist with which 1-am lines can be defined
by exposure through 1:1 projection optics. The process is controllable and
the walls at the edges of the pattern can be vertical or undercut as desired.
The resist is highly resistant to damage during dry etching and also has the
excellent stability of previously used negative resists that cannot provide
the same fine pattern characteristics. Moreover, actual tests at Hitachi
show that 30 seconds' exposure in a 1:1 projection system is sufficient
for a4-in. wafer. The resist is eventually to be marketed.

Texas Instruments France of Nice is making abid for participation in the
enlarged version of the French government's $180 million integrated
circuits plan (see p. 100). Charles Clough, vice president and general
manager for Ti's European Semiconductor group, suggests that it could
second-source circuits developed by the five original participants in the
plan and thereby improve those circuits' marketing possibilities.

Japan's Toko Inc. has agreed in principle to transfer to Motorola Inc. half
its shares in mos integrated-circuit maker Aizu-Toko Inc., which till now
it wholly owned. Aizu-Toko will be run as ajoint venture. ...The lion's
share in a combined Danish order for digital telephone exchange equipment, to serve about 270,000 subscribers and worth initially about $100
million, will go to Sweden's L M Ericsson and asmaller share to Kirk, the
Danish subsidiary of West Germany's Standard Elektrik Lorenz AG. The
Danish post and telecommunications authority, the Jutland Telephone
Co., and the Funen Telephone Co. are responsible for the order.
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One of these
creatures is extinct...
the other
should be!
Both of these ancient animals are
extinct ... only one of them doesn't
know it. And if you're still using a
Carbon comp "resistaur" in your circuit
design, there could be abig savings for
you just by switching to Mepco/Electra's
new SFR low cost, Metal Film Resistors.
In addition to saving as much as 50%
on resistor costs, you'll get aboost in
circuit performance and add dollars to
your bottom line at the same time!
Meet the new SFR Resistor. Don't risk
becoming an endangered species! Fill out the
attached coupon. Mepco/Electra will send you
all the information you need to convert your
circuits from Carbon
Comp "resistaurs" to
state-of-the-art low cost SFR
Metal Film Resistors. After all,
nowadays everybody's bottom
line can use some added dollars.

Get adinosaur of your very own!
If you place an order for
Mepco/Electra's new Low Cost
Metal Film Resistors within 90 days
of receipt of your Carbon Comp to
Metal Fifm Data Package — Well
send you adinosaur of your very
own so you won't have withdrawal
symptoms caused by getting rid of
your other "dinosaur".
Name

Address
City

State

Zip

For the lowest price and
immediate delvery on your
SFR Resistors, rely on
Mepco/Electra, your
resistor/capacitor company.

For all your SFR Resistor needs
call Don Freeman now at
(800) 433-5625 (in Texas, call
800-722-5988) or your local
Mepco/Electra distributor.
MEPCO/ELECTRA,INC.
Y/1110,

P.O. Box 760, Mineral Wells, TX 76067
(817) 325-7871 TWX 910/890/5855

Your resistor/capacitor company with the technology of the 80's edge.
Electronics/October 23, 1980
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Fluke introduces two new advanc
synthesized signal generators you
With 20 years experience in RF instrumentation, we're driving down
the cost of high performance.
The 6070A and 6071A are designed
to fill a critical gap in today's signal generator market: the price/performance gap
that separates $10,000 synthesizers with
limited capabilities from the more sophisticated, state-of-the-art units costing
$25,000 and up. As such, they represent
anew generation of RF synthesizers
from Fluke that deliver the industry's

most-wanted features at avery affordable
price.
Innovative design achieves signal
purity and broad frequency coverage.
Fluke engineers developed anumber
of unique and cost-effective synthesis techniques for the 6070A and 6071A that deliver ahigh degree of spectral purity
without sacrificing broadband range.
The frequency range of the 6070A is
200 kHz to 520 MHz and the 6071A extends the range to 1040 MHz. Yet both

instruments have spurious output levels
of 90 to 100 dB below carrier, performance equalling or exceeding the best
cavity-tuned generators on the market today. Microprocessor control — which
Fluke introduced to signal generator design in 1975 with the 6010A — allows
precision resolution and settability you
can't find from any other manufacturer.
Fluke's new approach to synthesis in
the 6070A and 6071A combines several
unique elements: arefined single loop de-

I npoi ntfrequency
tuning provided by
optically coupled, magnetically detented spin
knob. Combines digital
precision with the
speed and convenience
of analog controL

Internal modulation is
fully programmable from 20
Hz to 200 kHz with 3digits resolution. The generators can also function
simultaneously as signal
generators and independent
audio oscillators — two instruments in one.
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Output level adjustable in 0.1 dB steps
from + 19 dBm (13
dBm above 520 MHz)
to -140 dBm —
displayed in dBm or
volts and in relative or
absolute units.
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cd technology
can specify with confidence.
sign that both improves reliability and
lowers maintenance costs; aSurface
Acoustic Wave (SAW) device to achieve
low noise performance; and adelay line
discriminator in aphase-locked loop that
improves spectral purity and increases the
modulation flexibility of the instruments.
A major emphasis on packaging design minimizes RF leakage and insures
spectral purity during servicing. Fluke's
own thick film hybrids improve RF performance and keep the parts count low.

And ahigh efficiency power supply helps
reduce weight, volume and heat rise.
Versatile modulation brings you
two instruments for the price of one.
AM, FM and OM are internally selectable. Modulation frequencies from 20 Hz
to 200 kHz can be selected. Modulation
can be applied separately or simultaneously for frequency, amplitude or phase, and
the internal signal can also be used as
an independent signal source, separate
from the RF output, giving the user two

instruments — asignal generator and an
audio oscillator — in one high performance package.
A high deviation mode of up to 1
MHz or 100 radians is provided for frequency of phase modulation. External dc
coupling for AM and FM is also available.
More microprocessor benefits.
The advanced 16-bit microprocessor
control of the 6070A and 6071A makes
these signal generators easy to operate
and a pleasure to use.
Complex functions are executed rapidly from simple, direct keyboard commands.
A remarkably fluid-feeling spin knob
gives even greater precision and control
by allowing you to tune around any frequency, amplitude or modulation parameter, or spin quickly to another setting:
rapid-tuning convenience with digital
precision.
A built-in memory for storage of
front panel set-ups is provided to save
time and reduce operator errors. And the
6070A and 6071A also include arelative
units function that allows you to define
azero point for subsequent programming,
useful in both the frequency and amplitude domains.
Both instruments are IEEE-488 programmable for complete system use. Plus
self-diagnostics, error code displays, digital
sweep and other special functions combine to simplify testing in any RF design
application. A full line of options and accessories is available to expand the capabilities of the 6070A and 6071A.
For more information on these new
signal generators, call toll free 800-4260361, use the coupon below or contact
your nearest Fluke sales office.

ntgital frequency
sweep for sophisticated
testing of narrowband
aystal filters, wkleband
amplifiers and other
devicev manuaL signal
and auto modes are
standard.
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Fast-Response Coupon

Noise performance
careeds the cavity-tuned
generators: SSB phase
noise -130 dBc/ Hz at
2,0 kHz offset from the
carrier at .500 MHz
broadband noise floor
-150 dBc/ Hz

IN THE U.S. AND NON EUROPEAN COUNTRIES:

IN EUROPE:

John Fluke Mfg. Co., Inc.
P.O. Box 43210 MS *213
Mountlake Terrace, WA 99043
(206) 774-2481
Telex: 152662

Fluke (Holland) WV
P.O. Box 5053,
5004 EB Tilburg,
The Netherlands
(013) 673973 TI,,: 52237

Please send me complete 6070A specifications
and applications literature.
D Send information on other IEEE products.
D Have a Sales Engineer contact me for a
demonstration.

Ei

Name
Title

Mail Stop

Company
Address
City
Telephone (

State
I

Zip
Ext.

System control just got simpler ••
Fluke redefines the operator-ma
Fluke has good news for builders
of automated test systems: instrument control just got easier. With
our new 1720A, we've provided the
missing link in available systems
technology that gives you total control: from design, through software
development, to the production
environment.

Built from the boards up for
IEEE-488 systems, the Fluke
1720A is more powerful than acalculator and more efficient than a
mini-computer adapted to instrument control.

Designed with atouchsensitive display: because
your test time is money.

The first thing you'll notice
about the 1720A is its simplicity. No
complex controls clutter the front
panel, and there's no computerlanguage keyboard for an operator
to deal with.
Instead, the operator interacts
directly with the screen on the
1720A—a soft-labelled CRT display
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that you program according to the
skill of the user and the specifics
of your test procedure. Your software presents instructions, choices
and even safety warnings to the
operator via the display, as well as
measurement data from instruments in the test system. The
operator responds by touching des-

ignated areas of the display, and is
able to work through even complex
routines quickly after aminimum of
training.
The benefits of speed, simplicity and program security.
With the operator's attention
focused only on the 1720A display
for all control functions—instead of
being split between an assortment
of devices—productivity can be
improved dramatically.
Your software remains in complete control of the procedure—a
guarantee that test and measurement routines will be followed to
the last detail. Graphic attributes
such as double-sized, reversed,
highlighted or flashing characters are at your disposal to
draw the operator's attention to
critical items.

While our design lets you restrict operator access to the
controller and application software, the.1720A does come
complete with astandard computer keyboard for programming.
We simply made it detachable.
A software specialist or
engineer can connect this keyboard to the 1720A without
taking the controller out of its
rackmounted production test
environment.

The real bonus: 16-bit computafion power plus versatile
memory and control features.
The 1720A is built around a
16-bit microprocessor with astandard read/write memory of 60K
bytes and a175K byte floppy disk;
providing all the computational
power of amini-computer.
But for applications needing
greater speed and larger storage,
Fluke's file-structured E-Diskrm
extends the 1720A's working storage to as much as 256K bytes.
d
EEE -486
Rackmountable and fully compatible with all IEEE-488 bus instruments, the 1720A is equipped
with two independent IEEE-488
and RS-232-C interface ports.
How to get your hands on a
1720A.
To demonstrate the far-reaching
applications of this new instrument
controller in ATE production testing,
data acquisition and process control,
Fluke is holding 1720A Systems
Seminars throughout the country.
To sign up, or simply get more
details on the 1720A, call toll free
1-800-426-0361, or use the fastresponse coupon below.
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(fast response card)
IN THE U.S. AND NONEUROPEAN COUNTRIES:
John Fluke Mfg. Co., Inc.
P.O. Box 43210 MS #213
Mountlake Terrace, WA 98043
(
2061774-2481, Telex: 152662

IN EUROPE:
Fluke(Hollandl By.
P.O. Box 5053,5004 EB
Ti lburg, The Netherlands
(0131673 973,Telex: 52237

E Send 1720A Literature.
E Please have asalesman call.
E] Send info on other Fluke IEEE products.
Name
Title

Mail Stop

Company
Address
City
Telephone (

State

Zip
Ext.

An evolutionary
idea from the creators
of the
StereoZoom
Microscopes.
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It solves
the hybrid and
packaged chip
inspection dilemma.

Now your inspectors can quickly scan packaged chips, then
"zoom" each objective up to twice its power for closer
examination. And that's just one of the many advantages of the
new Bausch & Lomb MicroZoom Microscope.
Three long working distance objectives, giving total
magnifications from 22.5X to 1000X—and higher—give ample
working distances for chip inspection. There's virtually no
chance of damaging chip or objective.
Erect, unreversed image for faster, easier inspections.
Advanced vertical illumination with aperture control for true
color rendition. And all this is standard. No costly add-ons.
But you can make it even more versatile than it already is.
Add complete photomicrographic and CCTV accessories.
A dual-viewing system for training. It's the only complete
microscope you can buy for chip inspections.
The new MicroZoom Microscope. It's exactly what you
would expect from Bausch & Lomb.

Take a
closer look.
For aconvincing demonstration or
free catalog, return this coupon today.
[I] Please call for an appointment

E Please send your

new MicroZoom
Microscope catalog

Name

Title

Company

_.."

Address

State

City

It has 3 long working
distance objectives,
each with exclusive
1X-2X zoom.

Zip

Phone

Bausch & Lomb, Dept. 6606
E 1023d,

1400 N. Goodman St.
Rochester, N.Y. 14602
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A full V." chip can be
viewed at the lowest
magnification (22.5X).

Che photo courtesy of MOr0 ,010 Co'

BAUSCH & LOMB
Scientific Optical Products Division
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New line circuits. New peripheral drivers.
Add them to TI's broad linear line.
TI linear leadership continues with the
addition of these new innovative interface circuits. So for all your system design requirements, lbxas Instruments
is your super source.

Bus transceivers
For quick, easy board layout, octal
SN75163, without internal line termination and with I/O pinouts directly
across from each other. Choose threestate or open-collector output mode
control for system flexibility. Other
general-purpose bus transceivers are
N8T26 and N8T26A — for high-speed,
single-ended data transmission.

RS422/423 drivers/receivers
TI offers these versions of popular
RS422 drivers/receivers as a second
source. AM26LS31/32A and MC3486/
87. Ideal for high-speed differential
transmissions in a dedicated system.
Enable for all four channels is a big
plus, too.
Looking for duals that meet RS423?
Specify TI's UA9636A/37A. This highperformance pair finds ideal application

in all single-ended data transmission.
UA9636A operates with or without an
external diode.

Peripheral drivers
The industry leaders. Single package,
monolithic devices that save assembly
time and board space, improve reliability, cut component costs and drive all
kinds of inductive loads. All the logic is
on-the-chip. Availability is good and
prices are competitive.
SN75446 is alow-power dual driver
that checks in at 70 mW standby power
(typ) and is capable of driving 400 inA
and switching up to 50 V. Internal inductive clamp diodes, PNP inputs for
very low (1 1.i.A) input current and all
logic mode availability are some other
key specifications.
SN75437, the next generation lowpower quad driver with 700-mA drive
capability, obtained by using unique
single-saturated transistor output, features 200-mW standby (typ) and 35-V
switching capability. This device is
available in a 2-W copper lead-frame
DIP.

UDN2841 and UDN2845 — 1.5-amp
quad drivers with DTL, TTL and 5-V
CMOS-compatible inputs. Switching
power up to 35 V. UDN2841 sinks from
anegative supply while UDN2845 sinks
and sources. PNP level shifting allows
operation to negative voltage. Offered
in a2-W copper lead-frame DIP.
Applications include DC motor drive,
telephone relays and discharge
printers, to name just afew.
The TI ULN2064 Series (2064
through 2069) and, additionally,
ULN2074 and 2075, are quad
Darlington drivers with 1.5-amp output
current capability. Switching voltages
vary from 35 to 50 V depending on the
device. ULN2074 and ULN2075 employ sink or source mode outputs.

Prices and data sheets
Available at your local TI
field sales office or
authorized distributor, or
by writing to lbxas Instruments Incorporated,
P. 0. Box 225012, M/S
308, Dallas, lbxas 75265

TEXAS I
NSTRUMENTS
1980 Texas Instruments Incorporated
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Nixdorf enters
the mainframe
computer market
by John Gosch, Frankfurt bureau manager

The medium-sized 8890 that
competes with IBM's 4331
will be offered in the U. S.
in about a year's time
Though Europe's small-computer
and terminals market has still much
room for growth, the competition is
getting stiffer. So one way for afirm
to get ahead faster is to move into
the mainframe business, and in
Europe that invariably means going
head on against International Business Machines Corp.
That's just the approach West
Germany's Nixdorf Computer AG is

taking, and the tool with which the
Paderborn -based company wants to
prick the U. S. giant is the 8890, a
medium-sized mainframe system
with IBM-compatible channel interfaces announced in Munich last
month [Electronics, Sept. 25, p. 64].
Nixdorf is aiming the system at
those of its traditional small-computer customers who want to move up in
data-processing power, as well as at
new customers "whom we want to
offer a genuine, economical alternative to IBM systems," says Klaus
Luft, Nixdorrs vice chairman. The
8890's prime targets are the models
1 and 2 of IBM's 4331. Nixdorf
expects to initially sell about 100 a
year and will offer it in the U. S. in

approximately 10 to 14 months.
The 8890's compact, modular, and
expandable central processing unit
stems from two years' cooperation
with Israel's Elbit Computer Ltd., a
Haifa-based firm in which Control
Data Corp. of Minneapolis has a
37% share. Under the licensing
agreement, Elbit has contributed its
know-how to the 8890 CPU's development and is now supplying vital
CPU parts to Nixdorf, but system
production, marketing, servicing and
future 8890 modifications, are in the
hands of the German firm.
A good deal. For about $200,000, buyers of
Nixdorf's 8890/30 also get disks, a printer,
four displays, and amagnetic-tape unit.

Electronics international
Vice chairman Luft considers the
move into the mainframe market an
important step and sees the 8890 as
an "appropriate supplement to our
traditional product spectrum." That
spectrum encompasses work-station—oriented data-processing equipment, small-business computers, and
decentralized data handlers for use
at medium-sized and large organizations. The recently introduced 8860,
a family of network-oriented dataprocessing systems [Electronics, Feb.
14, p. 82], is already making its
mark in the field.
With this product spectrum, Nixdorf has become one of Europe's
most successful and fastest-growing
data systems producers, with more
than 30,000 machines installed
worldwide. Business this year is
expected to reach 1.5 billion
deutschmarks, equivalent to $830
million. That would top last year by
about 20%, an annual growth rate
that Nixdorf has maintained for
many years. This year, the work
force will grow from 12,300 to
13,000. Of note is the company's
engagement in the U. S., where sales
rose to around $100 million last year
to make Nixdorf the strongest
European contender on the U. S.
computer market.
The newcomers. The new system
comes in two versions, the 8890/30
and 8890/50. The basic price for the
former is approximately $200,000.
For that money, customers will get a
configuration with a main memory
capacity of 1 megabyte, fixed-disk
devices with three times 70 megabytes, one line printer, four display
units, and a magnetic-tape unit with
a streaming-mode tape containing
1,600 bits per inch. The price for a
well-equipped 8890/50 systems configuration is roughly $500,000, with
the upper limit at around $1.4 million.
According to Gerhard Wagner,
head of Compatible Informations
Systeme/cis, Nixdorrs marketing
support and distribution organization, the 8890 boasts a number of
features that should appeal to many
potential customers. The microprogrammable CPU ensures a flexible
expandability, because all hardware
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components work asynchronously
and independently of each other and
are interconnected via a hierarchical
bus system. At the top of the hierarchy is an extremely fast central bus
with a 9-megabyte/second transmission rate. The input and output buses
at the second-hierarchy level work at
5megabytes/s.
In parallel. Instead of cycle-stealing principles, the 8890 uses independently operating processors. This
means that computer tasks can be
solved in parallel, which in turn
relieves the CPU for other functions
and thus spells a high system
throughput. Also, both fixed and
removable disks can be used. The
main memory capacity is expandable
from 1 to 4 megabytes so that the
8890 may adapt to different tasks.
Using multiprogramming and virtual storage techniques, the system is
suitable for batch processing and
dialog applications, Wagner says.
The 8890/30 works without and
the 8890/50 with an instruction preprocessing unit. The 1PU is capable
of handling overlapped instructions.
Microprogramming ensures that
new or expanded instruction sets can
be emulated, that additional operating system functions can easily be
implemented and that, if required,
parts of the system software can be
shifted into the microprogram.

Like the CPU and its main memory, the input/output system is based
on a modular concept. Up to six
microprogram-controlled 1/0 processors serve both fast and slow peripherals. Direct connections and compatible channel interfaces guarantee
the hookup of either Nixdorf peripherals or of external control units for
special peripherals and plug-compatible devices.
Application areas. For the 8890,
Wagner sees three main areas of
applications—as acentral computer,
a distributed data-processing machine, and adedicated system. In the
central computer application, the
virtual operating system with multiprogramming in 12 partitions allows
combined on-line and batch processing. In a dedicated application, the
8890 can solve special problems and
thus make an organization independent of other computer services and
installations.
In the distributed data-processing
application in computer networks,
for example, the 8890 offers flexible
communication possibilities. Up to
16 lines can be used for characterand bit-oriented procedures. Furthermore, the lines allow the operation of up to 32 local display-based
work stations as well as communications with other computers and terminal systems.

Japan

Programmable digitizer plugs into
high-resolution, sampling-rate gap
Analog signals can now be sampled
Biomation unit having 10 bits of reswith a resolution of 10 bits at rates olution but only a 10-MHz sampling
up to 60 megahertz for subsequent
frequency. It can trade its maximum
display on a cathode-ray-tube moni- sampling speed of 60 MHz and memtor or as hard copy or for further ory capacity of four kilowords (by 10
processing or measurement. Initially,
bits) for a two-channel mode in
though, the 390AD programmable which both sampling speed and
digitizer, which was developed by
memory capacity per channel are
joint venture Sony/Tektronix Corp.,
halved. A single breakpoint allows
will be available only on the Japathe sampling speed to be changed at
nese market.
one point along the time base. Since
The new instrument fills a hole
a single time base is used, this point
between aTektronix instrument havis the same on both channels in the
ing a 200-MHz sampling frequency
dual channel mode. Pre- and postbut only 8 bits of resolution and a trigger modes of operation enable
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NOW ZENITH GIVESYOU A
BRAND NEW WAY TO MEASURE
CRT DISPLAY QUALITY.
Now Zenith technology
comes packed into abrand new
CRT Display format. Introducing
the D12-100. This new model in
our expanding line has adiagonal
measurement of 12 inches. But
the story is much, much bigger.

THE D12-100
To deliver maximum performance
at lower cost, our new D12-100 is
designed with a4x5 aspect ratio
rather than the currently used 3x4
aspect ratio. In those applications
where the D12-100 is appropriate, it
offers all the reliability and dependdability of our fully featured, top-ofthe-line 3x4 aspect ratio models.
No wonder. The D12-100
is designed and tested to meet
the same quality and reliability

standards established for all Zenith
CRT Displays. Thousands of test
hours under extreme humidity,
vibration, altitude and temperature conditions. And exhaustive
analysis, including electron microscope and thermograph scans in
the Zenith Reliability Lab.

APPUCATION
ENGINEERING
The D12-100, like every Zenith
CRT Display, can be designed to
meet your own specifications, as
well. We'll meet with you to determine your exact requirements.
And then custom build aD12-100
to fit. Since the D12-100 is also the
start of anew series of CRT Displays, we'll be happy to talk about

other screen sizes as well.

ZENITH
TRADITION
At Zenith, we're building CRT
Displays with the same commitment to excellence that's made us
number one in the television industry. When you want aproduct
that works, with delivery on your
time schedule, plus proven reliability and dependability...you
want what we've been giving our
customers for over 60 years.
More big ideas are coming.
For further information and
specifications, write: CRT Display
Engineering Division, Zenith Radio
Corporation, 1000 Milwaukee
Avenue, Glenview, Illinois 60025,
or call (312) 773-0074.

eff1171
e
The quality goes in before the name goes on.
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Options. The Sony/Tektronix 390AD programmable digitizer can display its output on its
own digital readouts or drive external monitors or recorders.

storage of the signal before or after a
trigger signal.
Built-in automatic calibration enables the instrument to maintain
accuracy of gain within ±0.1% and
reduces dc drift to within ± 0.2% for
accurate, reproducible measurements. The nominal resolution is 10
bits, or one part in one thousand, but
at high frequencies the dynamic
range falls from more than 8.5 effective bits at 1 MHz to more than 7.5
effective bits at 10 MHz. Furthermore, gain falls by up to 3 dB at
15 MHz. Aperture jitter, including
the internal clock's, is less than 150
picoseconds.
American conversion. The instrument, like its maker, is a joint venture of sorts. Though designed in
Japan for the domestic market initially and hopefully for the world
market eventually, it uses hybrid
analog-to-digital and digital-to-analog converters that are provided by
the American parent.
The a-d process uses two 5-bit
converters in aserial parallel conversion process in which the signal is
first digitized into 32 levels, and then
the intervening levels are digitized.
The d-a converter is used between
the two stages of digitizing.
The system makes extensive use of
the General-Purpose Interface Bus
(GP-IB) and the Tek SPS version of
the Basic language for the programming needed for automatic measurement and for waveform analysis processing. Suitable control and display
systems include the Tektronix
graphic computer 4050 series and
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the firm's minicomputer CP4000
series using Digital Equipment
Corp.'s PDP-11 or LSI-11.
After image. An analog output on
the rear panel makes it possible to
display the stored transient waveform on a cathode-ray-tube monitor
as either a Y-T or X-Y display, giving the equivalent of a storage oscilloscope. The instrument can also
drive chart recorders and plotters or
be used in a stand-alone model by
means of digital readouts on the
front panel.
The 390AD's price, at today's
exchange rate of 208.20 yen to the
dollar, is $16,700 for the benchtop
version and $16,800 for the rackmounted version.
-Charles Cohen

Colour

Go 14

picture

Hot

for

Not so long ago, the display of fullcolor photographs on a videotext
receiver linking television and telephone had been thought prohibitively expensive. But the marriage of
videotext to picture-coding techniques developed initially for digital
television, together with the falling
cost of semiconductor memory, has
completely altered the situation.
With an eye to the future of its
Prestel service, in operation since
March 1979, British Telecom, part
of the post office, has demonstrated
prototype Picture Prestel hardware.
Though it has no plans for an
enhanced service before decoder
costs become realistic—probably
around the end of the decade—it is
making the technology available now
to potential overseas purchasers of
Prestel and to companies wishing to
offer private viewdata services.
Strategic move. British Telecom's
aim is nail criticism that Prestel, as
the original viewdata system, is incapable of evolution. In addition, and
more immediately, researchers aim

test,ng

el

Eye appeal. To leapfrog the competition. British Telecom has developed a version of Prestel
capable of displaying color photos along with text, as in this realtor's advertisement.
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HOW FINDEX WON!
$6,980.
Delivery: 30 days

FINDEX—No need for peripherals

Not atoy!

There is no loss of time for retrieving data either.

F

The computer will access the requested data di-

cars. Wherever you go FINDEX goes with you. Its

rectly without going through any lengthy search.

battery back-up (optional) and built-in printer grant

INDEX is a fully portable, inexpensive,
feature-packed business computer designed

for the professional. FINDEX uses the latest technology: bubble memory, flat gas plasma display,
built-in 80-132 column, plain paper printer.
This terminal sized computer can have up to 2
million characters of non-volatile solid state bubble
memory mass storage. or up to 400,000 characters
on an inexpensive built-in mini-floppy diskette drive;
random access memory from 64 kilobytes to 2
megabytes. It interfaces to avariety of peripherals,
such as fast printers, or hard disk drives (up to 195
megabytes).
It has I/O expandability: serial, parallel and S-100
Bus interface is standard. Audio-cassette recorder
Jacks and acoustic coupler are optional.

No sorting!

Powerful!
The FINDEX BASIC is the most extensive Z-80
BASIC language available.
•Direct access to CPU I/O ports (INP,OUT):
•Ability to read or write any memory location
(PEEK,POKE);
•Matrices with up to 255 dimensions:
•Error trapping:
•Fully formatted print output (tab, asterisk fill, floating $ sign, scientific notation, trailing sign, comma
insertion, etc.);
•Extensive string functions as well as complete
mathematical functions; 16 digit precision:
•Sequential files with variable length record;
•Random files (record I/O).

taken along in its carrying case on airplanes or in

you independence from heavy peripherals. FINDEX
has the programming power of an expensive mini
computer for afraction of its cost.
Acclaimed internationally in over 100 professional
publications, FINDEX is used daily by banks, doctors, manufacturers, billion dollar corporations. programmers, for accounting, billing, cost estimate, filling in of complex paper forms. Why not by you?

-

Send a FINDEX catalog. (Enclose $1 for

postage and handling.)
- Send a FINDEX Operator's Manual. (Enclose $30)
Name

•Linked keys (any string) indexed sequential files

Company

FINDEX is programmable in easy to use Business

—no need for sorting!

Address

BASIC. It supports also a full ANSI FORTRAN,

•Dynamically written variable length records and
fields;

City

•programs merging:

Phone

COBOL 74 or a BASIC compiler, as well as a
MACRO assembler. APL and PASCAL can be used

Title

State

Zip Code
(Area code)

(Number)

too. The 26k BASIC includes a comprehensive file

•Multiple statements on one line;

management capability. There is no loss of time for

•Ability to call up to 10 assembly language sub-

11 Send me a FINDEX. Check enclosed.

routines.

Clip and mail to: FINDEX,

data to be sorted. As data is typed in, it is immediately entered in its proper place in the desired

Fully portable!

order: alphabetical, zip code, price, quantity, etc.

FINDEX weighs 31 pounds (14 kg.) and can be
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emory Timing
Giving You a
\Headache?
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Cure it with our

BUFFERED
DELAY LINES
Data Delay Devices Inc. offers
the widest variety of Digital Delay Units. 14 pins DIP and 16
pins DIP. 1 to 10 outputs and
digitally programmable delay
time. These units eliminate the
interfacing in TTL circuits and
save PC board real estate.
With the following advantages:
•

TTL input and outputs
•

Fast rise —
Time on all taps

•

Each tap isolated

with TTL

Fan-out capabilities
•

Exact delay at
each tap

2,000 NS total
delay
• Up to 10 taps
- • Totally
Programmable
Request complete catalog
•

data \Q378 385 Lakeview Avenue
delay
Clifton, New Jersey 07011
devices i
_
Ile.
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to improve Prestel graphics with a
system called dynamically redefinable character sets, or DRS. DRS adds
an inexpensive page store to avideotext terminal—basically a standard
TV set with decoder—so that it may
be reprogrammed with a wide range
of extra symbols like those used for
computer-aided design. Keith
Clarke, a member of the Prestel
marketing team, makes the point
that Picture Prestel and DRS can
both also be applied to broadcast
teletext, thus sharing hardware decoder costs.
What post office engineers have in
mind is a facility to insert a fullcolor picture [Electronics, April 10,
p. 44], typically one third as high
and as wide as the screen, into a
conventional videotext frame carrying explanatory text. The hardware
needed in the user's TV set, besides
the conventional Prestel decoder, is a
microprocessor control card with a
24-K-byte picture store.
The original picture is converted
by a TV camera into its luminance
and two color difference components. It is then reduced in size to
cut the data storage requirement,
which is further halved by the use of
differential pulse-code modulation.
Next the luminance and chrominance signals are multiplexed for
storage and later transmission to the
customer's receiver. At the receiver,
the incoming data is decoded by the
microprocessor and stored in the picture memory.
Compared with the simple 8-Kbyte store of the Prestel decoder, the
extra page memory is alot. Yet 24-K
bytes is the size of page store proposed for the Canadian Telidon
alphanumeric-geometric videotext
services, so that a Picture Prestel
terminal could probably be provided
at a comparable cost. For the
moment, though, the prototype hardware with no attempt at cost reduction costs $2,000.
Time of arrival. By the late 1980s,
the earliest date for Picture Prestel's
introduction, memory costs will have
fallen and faster data links will also
be available. Prestel currently operates at 1,200 bits per second, so a
picture takes a minute to build up—

much too slow to be acceptable. At
4.8 kb/s—the highest data rate currently available over the public
switched network—picture transmission takes 15 seconds. By late this
decade an overlay System X digital
network will be in place offering a
basic 64 kb/s and 1-second picture
transmission time or alternatively
larger pictures.
-Kevin Smith

Japan

Disk has 3audio,
1picture channel
Victor Co. of Japan has just unveiled a prototype of a digital audio
disk system whose groove-less disks
use four channels—three for stereo
and one for still-picture playback on
a TV set. The third audio channel
drives a center speaker to give a
larger stereo sound field than available with a two-speaker system. The
real rather than phantom center
channel makes the position of the
sound sources playing the music
more precise and stable.
Company engineers say that they
included the extra two channels in
the belief that digital audio disks
should be more than just a higherfidelity version of present records.
The disk was proposed this June to
the Digital Audio Disk Conference,
which is in the process of selecting
an industry standard from three pulsecode-modulation audio disks officially submitted to it so far. Moreover, the Audio High Density system, to give it its formal name, will
be displayed amid much other audio
PCM equipment at the 29th all-Japan
audio fair that opens in Tokyo in
mid-October.
Though the aim is to demonstrate
how much three-channel improves
on two-channel performance, the
two-channel version is at least as
good as any other, and Victor says
hardware manufacturers could offer
the third channel as an option. Stillpicture playback can also be an
option and will be expensive until the
falling prices of 64-K or larger
dynamic random-access memories

(201) 772-1106 • TWX 710-989-7008
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Traveling
Consultant.
Portable Bubble Memory Data lèrminal
300 baud acoustic coupler
Intelligent data entry
validation (optional)
•table look-ups
•field validation
•
x, ,functions
•branching
EIA RS-232-C ,/
or DC-current
loop interface

5x 7dot matrix thermal printhead
(30 characters-per-second)
20K to 80K characters
of nonvolatile
bubble memory

Lightweight and compact, TI's Silent
700* Model 765 Portable Bubble
Memory Data Terminal is areliable
informer. With its unique nonvolatile
bubble memory, the 765 can retain
data and programs even after the
power is turned off. The 765 also
offers an integral file management
system and can execute userdeveloped programs to meet individual application requirements. A
Data Entry Validation option available on the 765 can keep data accurate by providing field and character

Full ASCII
typewriter-like keyboard

Extensive file manager,
editor (standard)

verification, branching and program
flow control, and mathematical
calculations, all off-line. In remote
applications, the 765 can keep the
information you need right at hand.
TI is dedicated to producing
quality, innovative products like the
Model 765 Portable Bubble Memory
Data Terminal. TI's hundreds of thousands of data terminals shipped
worldwide are backed by the technology and reliability that come from 50
years of experience, and are supported by the technical expertise of

our worldwide organization of
factory-trained sales and service
representatives.
For more information on the
765 terminal, contact the TI sales
office nearest you or write Texas
Instruments Incorporated, PO. Box
1444, M/S 7784, Houston, Texas
77001 or phone (713) 937-2016. In
Europe, write
Fifty Years
of
Texas Instruments, Innovation
M/S 74, B.P. 5,
Villeneuve-Loubet,
06270, France.

'Trademark of Texas Instruments

Copyright CD 1980, Texas Instruments Incorporated

TEXAS I
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We put computing within everyone's reach.
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Workhorses.
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Sometimes you need adependable workhorse that will
do the job efficiently, reliably,
day after day. Like the compact
drum printers from C. Itoh. Our
Model 102 18-column digital,
for example, weighs in
at only 3.3 lbs., but it's
more dependable than
many units costing
far more. Or our
Model EP-101: it's
at home in alot of
applications, but,
like all our drum
printers, it doesn't
take much power—only
17 VDC. Or our most

Drum
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versatile unit, the Model AN-101F
alphanumeric, the perfect OEM

rinter for anything from corn ter output to label printer to
ta logger. And more. Every
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. thing: the C. Itoh brand.

I:* C. Itoh Electronics, Inc.
C. Itoh means
excellence in printers.

5301 Beethoven Street, Los Angeles, CA 90066
Call: (213) 390-7778 •Telex: WU 65-2451
East Coast
666 Third Avenue, New York, NY 10017
Call: (212) 682-0420 •Telex: WU 12-5059

C. Itoh Electronics is part of the C. Itoh & Co., Ltd. world-wide trading organization.
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FREE

•

Brochure describes Electronics
editorial reprints, services, books...
•More than 70 article reprints in 15 subject
categories
•Handy wall charts
•Custom-made reprint services
•Books especially for Electronics' readers
•Convenient postage-paid order cords
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For your free copy,
circle #275 on the
reader service cord.

drive down the cost of one-frame
picture memories.
However, Victor is convinced that
the picture should be on the disk
because today's young people have
been surrounded by television since
the day that they were born. One
demonstration of this so-called crossmedia capability showed how an
amateur photographer's shots of
members of a Los Angeles band
were good enough to accompany and
enhance the music. The actual
capacity of the still channel is slightly more than one still picture a second. But Victor suggests that each
picture should be left on the screen
for 5 to 10 seconds if the viewer is
not to be overwhelmed.
There is also another potential use
of the fourth channel, though Victor
is not pushing it at present. The still
picture could be traded for a fourth
audio channel because all four channels have the same characteristics.
Technical details. The AHD system
plays back afull hour of material on
each side of the disk because the disk
resembles the one used in the firm's
Video High Density video disk player—in fact, it could be played back
by a VHD system equipped with the
proper electronics. The major difference is that the audio system has a
6.14-megahertz clock rate, while the
video system is analog. Thus Sharp
Corp., Matsushita, GE and others
who intend to manufacture VHD systems are also potential suppliers of
AHD systems.
Since the AHD system is compatible with the VHD system, it uses the
same 26-centimeter grooveless disks
as the latest version of VHD and
rotates at the same 900 revolutions
per minute. The audio signal is sampled at a47.25-kilohertz rate to provide audio frequency response to 20
kHz and furthermore guard against
unauthorized copying. The 16-bit
straight-line (linear) encoding has a
theoretical dynamic range of 96
decibels and an actual range of
about 90 dB.
The approximately complete redundancy of the recording format is
said to eliminate dropouts, which are
of a burst type similar to that of
video tape.
-Charles Cohen
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Introducing
the one-step
AMP PACE connector

C
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New AMP
PACE connector.
The proved
pre-assembled
compliant pin
connector tor
solderless
buckplunes...with
selective plating.

Step up your output with the new onestep AMP PACE connector. It not only
reduces production time, but helps avoid
rejects in the process.
Fully preassembled, it's simply pressed
into the board.
The heart of the connector is the
ACTION PIN contact. The first compliant
pin to make successful solderless
connections—without time-wasting and
costly hole damage.
Complementing this concept, AMP
engineers have applied our extensive
plating technology by using selective
gold striping in the connector's critical
contact area—and tin-lead plating on
the posts.
What's more, our unique beam design
accommodates and compensates for
any daughter board warp and stress.
So you're assured of long-term
performance.
You can have this preassembled card
edge connector in .100" x.200"
centerlines, and arange of positions.
See your AMP
representative for the new
preassembled card edge
connector that saves across
the board.
AMP has a better way.
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firm
grip
The
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$aves
money

And you just
PRESS
it into service

The spring sections of the
ACTION PIN contact
compress in opposite
directions for agas-tight
connection, every time.

With selective gold plating
engineered for the '80s,
AMP PACE connectors
ensure superior electrical
contact at minimum cost.

The solder-free contact fits
into the board each time
without rupturing the
plated-through hole. Also,
any pin can be replaced
several times without affecting electrical or mechanical
performance. Connectors
come with pre-fitted spacer
which keeps each contact
in line.

The AMP PACE connector's
preassembly makes aonestep installation possible—
with application equipment
designed to provide even
pressure across each contact.

Some facts worth knowing about AMP PACE connectors:
Contact Rating: 3Amp.
Contact Resistance: Spring contact to test board-8 milliohms
Total circuit resistance-9 milliohms
Operating Temperature: -55 °C to +85 °C.
Voltage Rating (Sea Level): .100" centerline spacing-1000 VAC
Insulation Resistance: 5,000 Megohms.
Durability: 100 cycles.
Salt Spray: MIL-STD-1344, Method 1001.
Thermal Shock: MIL-STD-1344, Method 1003.
Physical Shock: MIL-STD-1344, Method 2004.
Humidity: MIL-STD-1344, Method 1002, Type II.
Vibration: MIL-STD-1344, Method 2005.
Where to telephone: Call AMP PACE
Connector Information Desk
at (717) 780-8400.
Where to write: AMP Incorporated
Harrisburg, PA 17105
AMP. AMP PACE and ACTION PIN are trademarks of AMP Incorporated
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The future
belongs to those who
get there fastest.
Introducing VMD.
Record-breaking speed

VMD offers designers
bold, new opportunities in
on-line design, by setting
and versatility for
them free from the restricrecord-making designs. tions and limitations of deVector Memory Display
sign systems in use today
(VMD) is now an integral
Systems lacking continuous
part of Calma's CHIPS. The
pan and zoom. Systems
system that creates anearoutmoded as of now
perfect interaction between
Because now there is
man and machine, because
VMD. VMD gives you unit works the way adesigner
equalled design flexibility—
thinks. The system that does
far greater than storage tube
more of the work, so adesystems, better even than
signer has more freedom to do
typical raster systems. With
what designers do best: create.
VMD, you can benefit from

the unmatched advantages
you get it along
of continuous pan and zoom.
with all the other renowned
You can simultaneously
advantages of aCalma IC
view an entire design and
design system when you get
any magnified segment of it.
our new CHIPS with the
And you can quickly and
GDSII operating System. It's
easily generate multiple
on the leading edge of CAD
views and composite
technology, to give you the
images.
edge on competition. Tb take
A united Teiecorn Computer Group Company
VMD gives you a
you and your company to
sharp, clear, flicker-free imthe future you want, faster.
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age. And it gives it to you inBecause the future belongs
stantaneously, with an into those who get there first.
credible picture repaint
Get the full story on
speed of 1160th of asecond.
VMD, fast. Call or write us,
See us at MIDCOM, Booth 654,
VMD gives you all this. And
right now.
in Dallas, Texas, Nov. 18-20, 1980.
For more information contact our Microelectronics Division. 527 Lakeside Drive, Sunnyvale, CA 94086. (408) 245-7522.

Another major milestone in MOS memory technology
from Texas Instruments ...

11's 64K dynamic RAM
is ready for delivery.
Now.
TI has paced the industry through
generation after generation of semiconductor innovation, pioneering
a lion's share of the major milestones in technology and production
capability.
The new TMS4164 from Texas
Instruments represents the fourth
generation of dynamic RAM computer memories, and continues to
fulfill the bright promise of innovative MOS technology.
TMS4164. Advanced architecture. Superior performance. High
speed. High reliability. Low power.
And ready for delivery.
Ready with 4times the capacity
of 16K RAMs in the same size
package.
Ready with 65,536 bits of random
access memory — and that's more
than many board-level computers.
Ready with 256 cycle, 4 ms refresh architecture — the optimum
organization evolving from all previous industry-standard dynamic
RAMs.
Performance has been dramatically enhanced. Speed's up. Power's
down. And design innovation makes
this the smallest 64K chip (35K
mile) available anywhere. From
anyone.
Improvements in density, relia-

bility, system cost and ease of use
are some of the features, functions
and benefits system designers will
appreciate. Here's more:
• 64K bits in a standard, 300-mil,
16-pin package saves valuable
board space and reduces system
size
• Single 5-volt operation lowers
power supply cost and system
cooling requirements and improves reliability
TMS4164 256 CYCLE
REFRESH ARCHITECTURE

• JEDEC-approved pinout with
N/C on pin one assures standardization and guaranteed
availability
• High speed: 150-ns access and
280-ns cycle times (min.)
• TI'L compatible I/O and clocks

• Lowest power dissipation available: 125 mW typical
• 256 cycle architecture means
lower current peaks and reduced
system noise
• State-of-the-art SMOS (Scaled
MOS) processing
TI's new TMS4164 is perfectly
suited for use in mainframe computers and large minicomputers. It
also finds ideal application in microprocessor-based systems where
smaller size, lower cost and improved performance are important
considerations.
TMS4164. The deliverable, practical, usable 64K dynamic RAM.
Compare our 256 cycle refresh architecture ... then compare our
performance.
TMS4164. Truly another major
milestone in MOS memory technology. 'fruly another example of the
total commitment Texas Instruments is making to leadership MOS
memory products.
For more information about the
deliverable 64K RAM, call your
nearest TI field sales
office, or write to Texas
Instruments Incorporated, P.O. Box 1443,
M/S 6965, Houston,
Texas 77001.

TEXAS I
NSTRUMENTS
,
C

1980 Texas Instruments Incorporated

INCORPORATED
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The FPS-100 Solution

EIGHT MILLION FLOATING-POINT
OPERATIONS PER SECOND
THE SYSTEM BUILDERS' CHALLENGE
Your customers demand quicker results, more throughput,
higher precision, better resolution, or higher quality output.
Your challenge: How to offer a significant increase in performance or capabilities without pricing yourself out of
the market.
THE FPS SOLUTION
If your product uses ageneral purpose minicomputer for numerically intensive computations, you should investigate the
FPS-100. When connected to a mini, the FPS-100 makes a
low-cost system with supercomputer capabilities.

MINI

SUPER COMPUTER-RMANCE-__

Performance improvements of more than 200 times are possible, depending upon your application.
EASY TO INCORPORATE
An extremely high performance real-time arithmetic processor designed to crunch reams of data and handle complex
computational tasks with relative ease ... and at minimal
cost*. The FPS-100 is completely programmable and it's
adaptable to avariety of host computers, using either integer

or floating-point formats. It executes up to 8-million floatingpoint operations per second with 8-decimal digits of precision
... satisfying most applications.
EASY TO USE
We make the FPS-100 easy to use with two FPS-100 Resident Real-Time Operating Systems, and comprehensive development software such as a special FORTRAN
Cross Compiler, Assembler, Simulator, Debugger, General
Math Library of 250 routines, an Image Processing Library
and a Signal Processing Library. With these effective tools,
your investment in development time is minimized.
THE TREND IS CLEAR
Discover the FPS-100 solution, as have those OEMs and
System builders who are leaping ahead of their competitors
in applications such as CAD/CAM, Image Analysis, RealTime Signal Processing, Seismic Analysis, and Nondestructive Testing.
Contact your nearest FPS Sales Engineer for more information or call, toll free, Jim Strelchun, FPS-100 Product Manager.
*as low as $17,899 in OEM quantities.

FLOATING POINT
SYSTEMS,
INC.
... the world leader in array processors.

FPS Sales and Service Worldwide: Boston, Calgary, Chicago, Dallas, Denver, Detroit. Houston, Huntsville, Los Angeles, New York, Orlando, Ottawa,
Philadelphia, Phoenix, Portland, San Francisco, Toronto, Washington, D.C.
International offices: Geneva, London, Munich, Paris, Tel Aviv (Eastronix,
Ltd.), Tokyo (Hakuto Co. Ltd.)

CALL TOLL FREE (800) 547-1445
Ex. 4999. P.O. Box 23489 (S 500),
Portland, OR 97223 (503) 641-3151,
TLX: 360470 FLOATPOINT PTL

Circle #90 for more information
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Test Conference widens embrace
Annual meeting has become important to design engineers
as well as test experts as problems gain sophistication
by Richard W. Comerford, Test, Measurement & Control Editor
For the last 10 years, October for
test managers and tester manufacturers meant the annual clash at
Cherry Hill, N. J., the site of their
Test Conference. This year, however, the conference has moved to
larger quarters in Philadelphia, at
the Philadelphia Sheraton, and will
take place Nov. 11-13. But more
significant are changes taking place
in the conference's technological
focus and, indeed, the industry itself.
No longer can the get-together be
regarded as the province of test engineers alone. The serious development
of on-chip and on-board test structures, the sophistication of the software needed for design verification
and test generation, and the effects
of very large-scale integration on
both vendor and user profitability
have made the annual meeting
equally important to design engineers. This fact, strongly evident last
year, is even more obvious this year.
Three sessions are being devoted

to testability, two on design at the
chip and board levels and one on
self-test techniques. The increasing
need for better software, for both
design verification and simulation
and test pattern generation, is also
underscored by the creation of two
sessions to deal with the topic. And
the universality of memory and the
latest challenges in its design and
testing are underscored by two sessions and an evening workshop.
Though the organizers of the conference—general chairman Edward
Thomas, program chairman Joseph
Tomei, and their assistants—have
succeeded in focusing the conference
on methodologies related to these
important topics, they have left no
one out. They have also provided
forums for points of interest such as
analog and digital component and
production problems, test economics,
and reliability considerations.
Attention will be directed to the
major topics in session 1by keynote

speaker Lester Vadasz, vice president of Intel Corp., Santa Clara,
Calif. Vadasz states that "VLSI technology continues to push the testing
technology." Product features to
enhance testability will help, he
notes, but he also sees a sharp contrast between the need for more
thorough diagnosis and the economics of high-volume testing.
Practical examples of enhanced
testability will be provided in session
2, again this year under the chairmanship of International Business
Machine Corp.'s Thomas Williams.
In their paper on design for autonomous testing, E. J. McCluskey and
S. Bozorgui-Neubat of the Center
for Reliable Computing at Stanford
University, Palo Alto, Calif., will
describe how the 74181 arithmetic
and logic unit/function generator
was reconfigured to automatically
partition and test itself on receipt of
atest mode signal.
They will be followed by Kyushik

TEST CONFERENCE SESSIONS
Tuesday, Nov. 11

rE=.

AFTERNOON

MORNING

SESSION

0

9:30 - 11:30

SESSION
Keynote address
and invited papers

How to test VLSI —
Lester Vadasz, Intel Corp.

0
0
0

Wednesday, Nov. 12

Thursday, Nov. 13
SESSION

Memory testing (1)

0

8:30-12:00

Test and system hardware

8:30-12:00

Design for testability

0

8:30-12:00

8:30-12:00

Test economics

Simulation, verification,
and pattern generation
(technology and techniques)

0

8:30-12:00

Integrated-circuit failure
modes

0

8:30-12:00

0
0

1:30-5:15

Design for testability

0

1:30-5:15

Memory testing I21

0

1:30-5:15

Microprocessor testing

1:30-5:15

Hardware pattern
generation for memory
and LSI testing

0

1:30-5:15

Self-test techniques

0

1:30-5:15

0

1:30-5:15

1:30-5:15

Analog testing

Production test
problems

Simulation, verification,
and pattern generation
(tools)

0

1:30-5:15

Quality, reliability testing

8:00—

Memory test hardware
workshop
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0

8:00—

Board test strategies
workshop

S

8:00—

Digital Atlas is changing —
how does it meet your
needs ? (workshop)
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We've Got The
Light Connections!

Schematic To Finished
Wire Wrap Panel In A
Fraction Of The Time.

PEN-ENTRY 4000 (TM) is a unique approach to N/C tape preparation. UtiWing
interactive graphics and alight pen, wiring
connections can be programmed for such
processes as wire wrap, Multiwire*, stitchweld, etc. The PEN-ENTRY operator can
wire and layout components on the CRT
display working directly from schematic,
eliminating the need for "from-to" lists.
PEN-ENTRY is loaded with features that
save valuable time in troubleshooting and
testing. PEN-ENTRY'S floppy disk data
storage allows ready revision of previously
stored data, this means E.C.O.'s can be
processed faster and more efficiently. An
in-house

PEN-ENTRY

system

offers

numerous advantages in cost and time
savings in prototyping and production.
Let us show you how it pays to have the
"light connections".

For data preparation service, price quote
or more information call or write:

Wire Graphics Ltd.
215 B Central Avenue
Farmingdale. New York 11735
Telephone 1516) 293-1525

1,
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The authors describe soft-error
methodologies and a Quadraport
Son of Digital Equipment Corp., Memory Test System they will soon
Westboro, Mass., and D. H. Prad- use to check alpha-induced fluxes in
han of Oakland University in Roch- the 2164 64-K dynamic RAM and the
ester, Mich., speaking on a pro- 2167 16-K static RAM.
grammable logic array designed for
For VLSI memory, they predict
testability. The authors note that, in increased soft-error sensitivity, with
addition to stuck-at faults, program- ensuing use of die coatings to reduce
mable logic arrays "exhibit faults it making system-level testing even
that are much different" —cross- more important. Further, cosmic
point faults (caused by missing or rays will become asoft-error source
extra devices in the array) and and soft errors in nonmemory VLSI
bridging faults (a class of shorts). will become a reality in several
Their design approach, though it can years, resulting in "a testing nightrequire extra logic in addition to or mare," they claim.
instead of one pinout, permits almost
The solution to the problems that
perfect fault coverage. In another users and designers seem to be
paper (session 14), they tell how to approaching, according to Edward
prevent untestable bridging faults by Thompson of Comprehensive Comdesign.
puting Systems & Services Inc. in
After lunch, in session 10, Patrick Austin, is an integrated environment
Fasang of Siemens AG's Cherry Hill for logic design and testing based on
research staff will describe ago/no- simulation. He notes that "with the
go tester built onto the board of the increased role of digital simulation
circuit it tests. Called the built-in in the design phase, more emphasis
digital circuit observer, or Bidco, it is is being placed on integrating simua practical application of the Bilbos lation tools with the data base and
(the "lb" for logic block) described then utilizing that information for
at last year's meeting. Also during testing."
this session, ateam from EFCIS (SoOther problems. He also sees the
ciété pour l'Etude et la Fabrication approach as a possible solution to
de Circuits Intégrés Spéciaux) and board design and test problems, supLAAS-CNRS (for Laboratoire d'Autoposing semiconductor companies to
matique et d'Analyse des Systémes be willing to supply simulation modof the Centre National de la Re- els with their chips. While acknowlcherche Scientifique) in France will edging several obstacles blocking
unveil a self-checking error-detect- such an approach, Thompson suging processor built from commercial- gests some practical ways in which it
ly available ICs.
could be accomplished. To establish
Concerns about design strike at the environment he calls for closer
the very foundations of the confer- cooperation among designers, test
ence—memory testing, for instance. engineers, and the developers of
In an invited paper, Richard Foss, simulation tools.
president of Mosaid Inc. of Ottawa,
Other important papers deal with
(see p. 124), says that the general such subjects as the pattern-generaproblem of soft errors, obscured by ton architectures of testers from Teremphasis on alpha particles, can be adyne, Fairchild Xincom Systems,
ascribed to inadequate internal sig- Takeda-Riken, and Adar in session
nal margins that can be measured
3; new approaches to codec and inteapproximately by users in present grated filter testing in session 4; and
dynamic random-access memories.
test and screening methods to find
But according to a paper from a failures and incipient failures in
group of Intel's memory-product bipolar and mos circuits in session
reliability engineers to be given in
15.
session 6, all evidence is that "soft
errors due to radiation are here to A second article, in the next issue, will
stay, despite efforts to reduce sensi- examine new test systems to be shown
tivity, shield devices from alpha par- at the conference.
ticles, implement system-level solu
Conference data is available from Doris Thomas, Box 3305,
tions to the problems, and so on." Wescoville, Pa. 18106: phone 1215) 797-5018.
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This monolithic 6-bit,
33 nsec A/D converter has everything
(And atest board to prove it.)
Order our monolithic 6-bit 33 nsec
A/D converter on its own fully assembled
evaluation board (4 1
2 "
/
x51
/2", complete
with 44 pin edge connector). Using
+ 5and ± 15V power supplies, the board
accepts and digitizes a 1V peak to
peak signal from a 759 source at sample
rates from DC to 30 megasamples
per second.
Use it for performance evaluation of
the converter. For system prolotypIng.
As a test fixture. Price for TDC1014PCB
6-bit converter and board: just $218
(only $168 in 100's).
Or if you prefer. order just the 6-bit
converter (TDC1014J) by itself.
Competitively priced at just $93 (in 100's),
the TDC1014J is afully parallel (flash)
A/D converter.

If you're working in data conversion
with video bandwidths take alook
at these features:

For immediate information, call us at
(213) 535-1831. Or send in the coupon.
Or just attach your business card
to this page and mail it back to us.

•6-bit resolution
• ± 1/4 LSB linearity
•30 megasamples per second (33nsec)
•no sample-and-hold circuit required

TRW LSI Products
P.O. Box 1125
Redondo Beach, CA 90278

•binary or two's complement output

Please send data sheets on the TDC1014PCB

•monolithic, bipolar, TTL

and TDC1014J 6-but A/D converter

•24 pin ceramic DIP
•0.75W power dissipation

Name

With or without the evaluation board,
these 6-bit video speed converters are
in stock at Hamilton/Avnet and Arrow
Electronics.
Prices quoted are U.S. prices.

Company
DIY/Dent
Address
Cuty
State

TRW keeps you ahead in digital signal processing
Electronics/October 23. 1980

Mail Code

Z 'P

TRWLSI PRODUCTS
An Electronic Components Division of TRW Inc.
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THE TELEPHONE
DESIGNERS' COLLECTION
3 OF THE MOST INNOVATIVE
TELEPHONE COMPONENTS
IN THE WORLD
Our designers at Mite!
Semiconductor know the telephone.
That's because they work side by side
with Mitel Telecom engineers. The
application of our semiconductor
technology to the telephone has
produced the most efficiently
integrated phone components in
the world.
The MT4320 Pulse Dialer
The MT4320 allows the rotary dial
to be directly replaced by apush button
pad. This pin for pin equivalent to the
industry standard DF320 has an
operating voltage range of 2to 7volts,
2501.4W operating power dissipation, and
astand-by current consumption of less
than 1A. The MT4320 stores up to
20 digits, has last number redial, pin
selectable line break/make ratio and
pin selectable impulsing rate of 10,
16 or 20 PPS.
The MT4325
Programmable Dialer
The MT4325 has all of the features
of the 4320. In addition it has an audible
key tone and access programming for
automatic dialing pause in redial mode.
The ML8204 Tone Ringer
This replacement for the telephone
bell, with aminimum of external components, provides apleasant warbling
sound, and interfaces to the telephone
line. The ML8204 has low power consumption, an on-chip regulator, positive
switch-on and is packaged in an 8pin
minidip.
MITEL SEMICONDUCTOR, we've got
the goods for you.

044 MITEL SEMICONDUCTOR
`
11111MIW

United States: 1735 Jefferson Davis Highway, Suite 1009, Arlington, Virginia, U.S.A. 22202. Telephone 17031 243-1600
1223 Westchester Pike, Havertown, Pennsylvania, U.S.A. 19083. Telephone 12151449-5556.
2321 Morena Blvd., Suite M, San Diego, California, U.S.A. 92110. Telephone 17141276-3421.
Canada: P.O. Box 13089, Kanata, Ottawa, Ontario, canada K2K 1X3. Telephone 16131 592-2122, Telex: 053-4596,
TVVX: 610-562-8529.
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18 Airport Blvd., Bromont, Quebec, Canada JOE 1LO. Telephone 15141534-2321, Telex: 05-267474.
Europe: Hamilton Road, Slough, Berkshire, England SL I40Y. Telephone 0753-36137, 0753-36138, Telex: 847730
Fredericiagade 16, Suite 309, 1310 Copenhagen K, Denmark. Telephone 1011 119302, Telex: 27246
Asia: TST P.O. Box 98577, Kowloon, Hong Kong, 3-31E256, Telex: 64235-Mitel HX
Copyright 1979 Mitel Corporation
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Information processing

Document storage: abillion-dollar prize
Study says systems based on film or video disk and controlled
by computer will become integral part of paperless office
by Kevin Smith, London bureau manager
Within a decade many big multinational corporations will be storing
documents as well as data on jukebox-like video disks with capacities
of up to 13 million pages, contributing to a total U. S. and European
market for electronic document storage of $1.56 billion.
Users of these electronic document storage systems, or EDS for
short, will work through high-definition cathode-ray-tube work stations
on their desks to call up documents
over a high-bandwidth communications link in response, say, to a telephone inquiry about an insurance
claim. As the operator presses the
keys, amini- or micro-processor controller will rapidly search through an
index on a fast magnetic disk before
calling up and accessing the needed
optical disk, itself holding up to
300,000 black and white images.
Other systems on the market will use
film-based storage media.
This scenario for the 1990s is conjured up in a study by the British
firm Mackintosh Consultants Ltd.,
which was a year in preparation for
26 client companies with a real or
potential interest in the EDS market.
Among those companies with an
interest in film-based systems are
Bell and Howell, Eastman Kodak,
and Fuji Photo. Video-disk manufacturers include Philips, Thomson-CSF,
and Mitsubishi Electric, while contributing computer companies include Sperry Univac and Hitachi.
Finally, among the companies eyeing
the office of the future are Xerox,
Exxon, and Nexus, the last funded
by Britain's National Enterprise
Board.
Though purposely restricted in
scope, the report provides one more
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insight into the so-called paperless ments can be easily encoded into
office of the future. Yet one of its data, he adds, they can most likely
first conclusions is that paper-based
be eliminated.
systems will not be thrown out overThe prime application for EDS is
night. EDS, says Ian Galbraith, who vendor records. "That's the biggest
led the Mackintosh team, is at a by far," says Galbraith, who points
stage now comparable to the pio- out that many documents must be
neering days of electronic data prokept for legal purposes. The storage
cessing. Stand-alone EDS systems,
of technical drawings is a second
not cheap at $250,000 apiece, will go major application area; a third is in
to the large and sophisticated users
public administration.
that already have a computer capaFlexible storage. Attempts to find
bility. Right now, EDS is not costalternative storage media to paper
effective for small applications,
are not new. Micrographics systems
though less expensive systems will
can reduce storerooms of filing cabibegin to appear as peripherals to
nets to a shelf of microfilm, but the
large computer installations.
systems have not achieved wide
With paper-based office systems
acceptance. The reasons: a reader is
already under siege by electronic
needed, file conversion costs are high
systems, EDS is needed because docand introduce delays, and quality
ument signatures, letterheads, and
control is a problem. But upcoming
graphics such as bar charts and
document-storage systems onto
scribbled remarks on the received
which computer techniques have
document cannot be handled in any
been grafted, whether based on film
other way, says Galbraith. If docuor video disk, will add a new flexibil-

Quick climb. Estimate of installed base of electronic document storage systems in the U. S.
shows micrographic media outdistancing optical disk types because of greater capacities.
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Resettable
CIRCUIT PROTECTOR
i"
—rie
tu
OffIlk

100ma to 3
amp ratings

Industry's
first "TINY"
Circuit Protector
for low current applications. Bi-Metallic
element is employed for overload detection, highly preferred
in electronic circuits because of
its ability to withstand current \
build-ups caused by capacitors,
etc. A non-polarized feature allows
use with either AC or DC. The reset
slide will readily indicate when tripped! Suitable for PC applications and adds protection
against high current and short circuits. Also right
angle versions are offered to complete the series.

SC Series

am.

be°

.(1404.
4,

0%W

Compact size: .70" x .44" x .20".
Trip ranges: 100, 250, 500MA, 1.0, 1.5 & 3.0 AMP.
Typical pricing: $2.96 in 100 lot.

UGH®

ALCO ELECTRONIC PRODUCTS, INC.
1551 Osgood St., No. Andover, Ma. 01845 USA
Tel (617) 685-4371 TWX: 710 342-0552

IN STOCK AT YOUR LOCAL DISTRIBUTOR
ARIZONA
Kacnina Electronics
Phoenix, 602/269-6201
CALIFORNIA
Switching Devices, Inc.
Burbank, 213/849.3211
California Switch & Signal
Gardena, 213/770-2330
Electric Switch
Los Angeles, 213/664.1141
Abacus Electronics Co.
Mountain Vvv. 415/961.1500
Brill Electronics
Oakland, 415/834.5888
Zack Electronics
Palo Alto, 415/326-5432
Electronic Supply
Riverside, 714/787.9220
El-Cow Inc,
San Diego, 714/578-0900
Acacia Sales
Sunnyvale, 408/745-7200
Pacific Switch Controls. Inc.
Van NuyS, 213/873-4802

FLORIDA
Switch Controls, Inc.
Miami, 305/885.6727
Electronic Equipment
Miami. 305/871-3500
ILLINOIS
Newark Electronics
Chicago, 312/638-4411
Diplomat/Illinois
Bensenville, 312/595-1000
Advent Electronics
Rosemont, 312/2984210
Conectrix, Inc.
Wheaton, 312/653-1460
Lo Dan Electronics
Arlington Hts., 312/398-5311
MARYLAND
Marine Air Supply Co.
Kensington, 301/949-1353

MASSACHUSETTS
Wilshire Electronics/ N.E.
Burlington, 617/272-8200
Land Electronics
Lynn, 617/592-2220
CONNECTICUT
Impact Sales
Atlantic Switch Controls, Inc.
Needham, 617/444-3971
W. Hartford, 203/523-5259
Sager Electrical Supply
Utronics
Hingham, 617/749-6700
Stratford, 203/378-4201
Gerber Electronics
Norwood, 617/769-6000

MINNESOTA
Ragon
St. Paul, 612/488.0201

TEXAS
Texaswitch, Inc.
Dallas, 214/357.1768
Southwest Electronics
Stafford, 713/491-4900
Soutnwest Electronics
Austin, 512/837-8971
Southwest Electronics
Richardson, 214/234.3050

M1550/181
Olive Electronic Supply
St. Louis, 314/426-4500
NEW JERSEY
Mid Atlantic Electronics
Belimawr, 609/931.5303

VIRGINIA
Arlington Electronics
Arlington, 703/524.2412

NEW YORK
Summit Distributors
Buffalo, 716/884-3450
Electronic Equipment
Hempstead, 516/538.5510
Peerless Radio
Lynbrook, 516/593-2121
Simcona Electronics Corp.
Rochester, 716/328.3230

WASHINGTON
Zenner Electronics
Seattle, 206/241-1980
Alrnac/Stroum Electronics
Seattle, 206/763-2300
WISCONSIN
Marsh Electronics
Milwaukee, 414/475-6000

OHIO
Hugnes-Peters
Columbus, 614/294-5351
PENNSYLVANIA
Reliance Merchandising
Cornwell Mts.. 215/638.8200
Almo Electronics
Philadelphia, 215/6984000

QUEBEC —CANADA
Future Electronics
Montreal, 514/731.7441
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NEW 1980 Electronics Buyers'
Guide
Yes, please send me

The only book of its kind in the
field. If you haven't got it,
you're not in the market.
To insure prompt delivery
enclose your check with
this coupon.

copies of 1980 EBG.

I've enclosed $30 per copy delivered in USA or
canada. Address: EBG, 1221 Avenue of the Americas.
New York, N.Y. 10020.
D I've enclosed $52 for air delivery elsewhere.
Address: EBG, Shoppenhangers Road, Maidenhead.
Berkshire S16, 201 England.
Name
Company
Street

City
State
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ity that outweighs these disadvantages of today.
Records held centrally can be
simultaneously accessed anywhere in
a building within 1 second over
remote display terminals. There will
be a user-friendly interface for filing
and indexing, as well as retrieval
guidance in the form of user
prompts. And despite the disadvantages of film, it will predominate in
first-generation EDS systems because
of its low storage costs.
Video disks at first. Videodisk—based systems will play a key
role in the mid- to late 1980s.
Already they are cheaper than magnetic-disk storage and their price per
bit will fall faster. Compared with
film, the video disk provides both
random access to data and direct
read after write. But a single disk
system does not have enough capacity, making automatic changers essential. By 1990, one disk will store
300,000 compressed black and white
images or, if agray scale is provided,
20,000 data-compressed images. If
the characters alone are coded as in
a word-processor application, one
disk will accommodate 3 million
pages. Mackintosh suggests that production auto changers will accommodate 40 to 80 disks.
Advances in data-compression
techniques for images and in optical
character recognition will help overcome initial equipment shortages.
Typical facsimile algorithms, for
example, give an 8:1 data reduction
for a black and white standard-sized
office document. Other algorithms
for handling photographs and grayscale images are not so effective.
Consequently, Galbraith sees a battery of algorithms being brought into
play to store documentation in the
most compact way.
With a battery of new technologies under development, the danger,
he says, is of putting unrealistic time
scales to known developments. But
with a modest market of $12 million
in Europe and $20 million in the
U. S. by 1982, Galbraith concludes
that the real growth phase is still five
years away. That, he says, gives forward-looking companies time to develop their strategies.

Country
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LCD
DRIVERS

FOCUS HUGHES EXPERIENCE ON YOUR PROGRAM.

As the first source in LCD Drivers, Hughes-Solid State
Products delivers millions of Drivers for products ranging
from complex computer chess games to digital volt meters.
Hughes standard products drive multiplexed arrays and
custom displays. as well as 7 segment numerics. The
Drivers are all CMOS and include oscillators, precision
voltage dividers, and dual rank latches. Naturally, these
circuits are cascadable and microcomputer compatible.

For more information on the only
complete line of LCD Drivers, call or

DRIVER

CAPABILITY

HLCD 0550/1*

Up to 32 characters, 5x7Dot Matrix. Includes character
encode and refresh

HLCD 0541/2}
HLCD 0538/9

5x7Dot Matrix or 8 row array with arbitrary
number of columns, serial or parallel input

HLCD 0540

Up to 32 x32 array, 2circuits required

SOLID STATE PRODUCTS DIVISION

HLCD 0548
HLCD 0438A

Up to 16 x16 array
Any LCD, multiplexed or parallel drive, regardless of size

HLCD 0437

4digit, 7segment

500 Superior Avenue, D80
Newport Beach, California 92663
(800) 854-3515 or (714) 759-2942

write:

HUGHES ,

•30 1980
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Probing the news

Government

France wants bigger piece of pie
Latest five-year plan calls for accelerated effort
in electronics and electronics R&D as akeystone
by Kenneth Dreyfack, Paris bureau

If France does not house one of the
world's foremost electronics industries five years hence, it will not be
for lack of government interest.
Hardly a Parisian day passes without some bureaucrat or official—
even the president himself—reminding the public that the cost per bit of
semiconductor memory is dropping
all the time.
All these officials are convinced
that the country's future depends to
alarge extent on ensuring asubstantial piece of the international action

in integrated circuits, computers,
data communications, and office
automation over the coming five
years. Thus, electronics and electronics research play a significant
role in the eighth five-year economic
and social plan unveiled this month,
as well as in the flurry of specific
government programs in varying
stages of realization.
The plan foresees reinvigorating
French research and development
spending, in both the private and
public sectors, so that it reaches

Looking for more. With the percentage of France's GNP spent for R&D dropping since it
reached apeak in 1968, the new five-year plan calls for an increase to 2.15% by 1985.
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2.15% of the gross national product
by 1985, aproject estimated at $7.14
billion. To meet that goal, the planners suggest better management of
public research projects so that more
resources are devoted to actual
research and less to bureaucratic
activities; greater cooperation between public and private research
institutions; greater interdisciplinary
research; and a series of fiscal and
institutional moves to encourage private industry to boost R&D spending.
Key areas. Another major goal is
the use of new technologies to develop highly competitive industries in
six fields: new energy sources, aerospace, marine technology, biotechnology, industrial production machines, and electronics. According to
Prime Minister Raymond Barre,
total government spending to develop these industries will come to nearly $25 billion over the next five
years. The electronics entry, which is
certain to get more than a sixth of
that cash, is broken down into telecommunications, data communications, data processing, integrated circuits, and office automation. In each
area, amajor government program is
either under way or about to be
launched.
The telecommunications and datacommunications projects are well
advanced [Electronics, July 5, 1979,
p. 85], but the IC plan launched in
1978 has yet to bear much fruit and
the office-automation project starting up this year is still more or less
wrapped in secrecy. With the two
new joint-venture semiconductor
manufacturers set up under the IC
plan— Matra-Harris Semiconductors (owned by Matra SA and Harris
Corp.) and Eurotechnique SA
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"360 panels an hour outstrips
any aqueous system we've ever used:
Dana Schofield, Plant Manager, Hadco Printed Circuits, Owego, NY

A Riston" GAS-24
Ultrasonic Aqueous
Stripper works hard
at boosting Hadco's
productivity.
Now that they re using a
RISTON Ultrasonic Stripper,
Hadco Printed Circuits of Owego.
N.Y., can process double-sided,
plated-through-hole boards with
RISTON aqueous films at the rate
of 4to 6panels aminute. That's
up to 360 panels an hour.

The ALL-AQUEOUS UAS-24
is designed for high productivity
and in-line operation with etching.
It has an automatic panel transport mechanism which processes
panels (up to 24" x24") in one
continuous operation.
Using ultrasonics, the
UAS-24 removes resist cleanly
and completely from plated
boards with up to 6mils of overplate—even on fine-line circuitry
down to 3 mil spacing. And the
system is reliable and easy to
service because it's operated by
aprogrammable controller.
We've shown you how
HADCO maximized their stripping
productivity with the new RISTON
Ultrasonic Stripper. We'd like to
show you how you can, too. For
more information and abrochure
on RISTON all-aqueous film and
equipment systems, write:
RISTON High Productivity Systems, DuPont Company, Room
38132, Wilmington, DE 19898.

Innovations for Electronics
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Probing the news
(owned by National Semiconductor
Corp. and St.-Gobain-Pont-à-Mousson) —just set to start production
early next year, the government is
already worried that its original plan
will fall short of its mark.
That five-year, $180 million ic
project aimed at creating a positive
balance of trade in the devices in

1983. Now an interministerial committee is deciding how to beef up the
project financially, convinced the
goal cannot be met under the current
plan. Whereas originally the five
companies taking part in the project
were to hold the equivalent of 35% of
the $265 million French market this
year, the government now figures
they will have only 31%.
In enlarging the plan, the government will be focusing on increasing

Ruggedized
Microcomputer

110 tee

It's Easy to Design
Your Severe Environment System Using our
Ruggedized Version of Intel's 80/10A
Microcomputer and Versatile
Support Modules.
SECS 80 is aruggedized version of Intel's iSBC single-board computer.
Even uses the same development system software.
Meets MIL-E-5400, 4158, 16400, making it perfect for military, avionics,
and tough industrial environments.
SECS 80 comes with amultitude of support modules: RAM, ROM,
EPROM, digital tape recorder and controller, 1553 interface, A-D
converter, digital I/O, high-speed arithmetic unit, and more.
You can buy acomplete system or configure your own with individual
modules. Either way, this versatile microcomputer system will save you
valuable time and development costs.
Phone or write for complete details today.
Trademark of Intel Corporation

EMIR SESCO

Severe Environment Systems Company

ASubsidiary of Electronic Memories &Magnetics Corporation

20630 Plummer Street •P.O. Box 668 •Chatsworth, California 91311
Telephone: (213) 998-9090 •Telex: 69-1404
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production facilities, promoting research in technologies such as gallium arsenide and magnetic bubbles
and encouraging development of wafer production equipment. Matra
can surely count on substantial government aid in setting up Euromask,
a subsidiary created last month to
develop a wafer stepper and other
microlithography equipment. Similar aid is already going to another
machine maker, Cameca, the Thomson-CSF subsidiary.
Trade deficit feared. Balance of
trade is also aprime consideration in
the office-automation project. The
French government, noting the virtual nonexistence of any office-equipment industry now, fears that the
impending explosion of word processors, electronic mail, and the like
will leave the country with a $2.4
billion trade deficit by 1985. To
avoid that, the government plans to
dole out hundreds of millions of dollars over the next two years to companies willing to work on officeautomation projects.
Many of these projects look good
on paper. And French industry, conditioned to relying on government
help to keep it going, is generally—
though not unanimously—ready to
sign on the dotted line. One very real
danger is that French government
and industry will wander off, hand in
hand, into a theoretical never-never
land far removed from the realities
of the fast-moving and constantly
changing world of international
competition.
But the most significant danger
probably stems from the government's political stake in all of these
plans and projects, which must succeed if the present regime is to retain
credibility. This means it will use all
of its very considerable economic
muscle to bully French industry into
making the projects succeed, at
whatever cost. Indeed, some equipment makers are already concerned
about government pressure to buy
ICs only from companies participating in the plan. Equipment makers
are justifiably worried—if such
makers as Texas Instruments, Intel,
and Mostek are shut out —that such
restraints on their purchasing policy
will leave them at a serious disadvantage in international competition
for equipment sales.
LI
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TEC keyboards come with apulse.
he Inductive Keyboard
presents a new concept
in keyboard technology.
Unlike the Hall-Effect or
the Ferrite core technol D
ogy currently in use, the
Inductive Keyboard uses
a **Pulse Transformer" principal
offering an extremely high signal to
noise ratio.
The closed key coupling produces
apeak output which is superior in
magnitude to the Hall-Effect,
and the Capacitive technologies.
With the higher peak output the
effects of dust, moisture and other
environmental hazards and
contaminates are minimized.
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The Inductive Keyboard provides
dependable solid state switching.
The low impedance traps and
squelches stray static and RF signals and is insensitive to noise and
other EMI.
The Inductive Keyboard has adefinite switch closing point. It does not
rely upon an analog change making
the TEC keyboard more reliable than
other types currently available.
Features
E Quiet operation E N-Key rollover
standard LII ASCII encoded standard
O Long-life-100 million operations
El LED indicators in keycaps for
specific key functions optional
E Resistant to most environmental

conditions I] High reliability45,000 hours or greater meantime
before failure.
For more information on the Inductive Keyboard and others contact.

TEC, Incorporated
Corporate Headquarters
2727 N. Fairview Ave.
Tucson, Arizona USA 85705
(602) 792-2230 TWX 910-952-1377
Telex 16-5540

TEC International, Inc.
European Sales Office
Avenue Louise 148—Box 6
1050 Brussels, Belgium
(02) 649- 81 54 Telex 846-63553
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Top financial incentives.
First-rate, skilled labour.
Excellent communications
within Europe.
Advanced technological
know-how and support.
Self-sufficiency in energy.
Plant availability Experience
and professional advice.
Apart from that,
Scotland has nothing to offer.

_.
West 57th Street, New York NY 10019. Telephone 212-867 1066.0 11th Floor, 465 California
*fornia Stre
-

Scotland is one of the last great unspoiled
natural areas in Europe.
And one of the most profitable bases for
re-location in the world.
It boasts the largest readily-available skilled
workforce of any European development area. The
highest educational standards in the U.K And a
wealth of advanced engineering and technological
experience.
American companies have been settling in
Scotland for years.
Multinationals like I.B.M., General Motors,
Polaroid, Digital and Playtex, plus an army of
medium- sized and smaller businesses.
As well as European and Japanese giants like
Roche and Mitsubishi.
Using Scotland's unique combination of
assets, they trade on ahighly profitable, tariff-free
basis into the E.E.C., reaching amarket of over 260
million people.
Scotland is acountry of immense variation;
comprising nine different physical and business
regions-each offering its own, individual advantages.
The government-backed S
Scottish Development Agency

acts as the 'gateway' to them all. The focal point for
every aspect of the country's business development.
We can provide absolutely everything you need.
From help with start-up costs, grant and loan
packages to premises and rents. There are 100%
capital allowances and the average corporation tax is
just 16%.
Abundant energy, excellent transport and
communications, abeautiful environment and a
language that's in common with yours.
What are you waiting for? Contact the
S.D.A. today.
There's nothing to it.
TF
I;further information, clip this coupon and mail it to
an Gray, SDA, 9West 57th Street, New York, NY 10019.
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COMPANY
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cotland. Come and grow.
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THE 1980 ACHIEVEMENT AWARD
Developers of projection mask aligner
provided basic IC fabrication tool
by Pamela Hamilton,

New York bureau manager,

and Jerry Lyman,

Packaging & Production Editor

When Offner, Buckley, and Markle applied know-how from
building abig telescopes in 1960s to optical, mechanical,
electronic problems of noncontact mask printing, they not only
helped provide impetus for LSI but also changed Perkin-Elmer's direction

Enthusiasm for a 10-year-old project very often wanes
among its originators. Not so with the team that put
together Perkin-Elmer Corp.'s projecion mask aligner
nearly a decade ago. That team—Abe Offner, Jere D.
Buckley, and David A. Markle—brought agreat deal of
individual expertise to the design of what has now
become a mainstay in the semiconductor industry. And
the original excitement is still there in force, with a
wealth of experience backing it up.
Verve, and the attempt to accomplish what others
could not, propelled the Micralign project forward at the
beginning of the 1970s. Prior to 1973, Perkin-Elmer had
been mainly involved in Government research and development and had not done any design of commercial
products requiring large-scale production. Drawing on
experience they had from their Government assignments, Offner, Buckley, and Markle tackled Micralign.
During the mid-1960s, all three men had worked on
the Stratoscope II —a telescope designed by PerkinElmer under contract to Princeton University. That telescope used special optics and an internal guidance system to distinguish objects up to 30 inches apart at a
distance of 1,000 miles [Electronics, Feb. 8, 1963, p. 47].
In fact, Stratoscope II was Markle's first project at
Perkin-Elmer. Buckley was already doing electrical and
mechanical work for the electronic subsystems of the
high-powered 3-ton telescope, and Offner was concentrating on the optics.
The warmup exercise for Micralign was a contract
from the Air Force's laboratories at Wright-Patterson
Air Force Base in the late 1960s. Called the Microprojector, the result was a system designed to project 1:1
patterns onto wafers. Later, asimilar piece of equipment
was built by Perkin-Elmer for Sylvania.
"We used conventional brute force for the optics,"
says Buckley. "The lens system was very similar to what
other people had already done, but it covered 2-in.
wafers." That technique had to be refined when the
The Micralign team. Abe Offner (on the left) was responsible for the
optical system—the basis for the projection mask aligner. Jere D.
Buckley (in the middle) provided much of the mechanical engineering
know-how needed to integrate those optics into a system. David A.
Markle (on the right) oversaw the total effort as project manager,
using his systems expertise to look for and solve problems.
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Micralign project came onto the horizon. Offner, who
joined the company in 1947, was put to work on the new
optical design.
"Approaches being taken in Japan, England, and Germany weren't coming up satisfactorily at that time, so
we began with the idea of making a projection aligner
with broadband characteristics by making it reflecting,"
he recalls. "We had previously designed a refracting
system at Perkin-Elmer, but didn't consider that asatisfactory solution to the problem, both from the point of
view of making the machines in production, with their
complexity, and from the fact that it was a monochromatic design," he adds. His solution was the system
using convex and concave mirrors depicted on page 108.
The difficult part of the design came with the scanning subsystem. "At the beginning, we didn't think of
the scanning part," notes Offner. "We were more or less
forced into it fairly quickly when we found we couldn't
cover a3-in. wafer."
There Markle and Buckley's talents came into play.
"The basic optical design was with two concentric mirrors. It was avery simple and elegant scheme that Abe
came up with," Buckley says. "However, the requirements imposed on the scanning system were alittle more
formidable until we added the system of folded mirrors
that are now used," he says. "These established the
relative position of the mask and the wafer, greatly
simplifying the scanning requirements. That resulted in
a unique insensitivity of the system to things that ordinarily would give agreat deal of trouble."
The entire task required learning about the commercial marketplace and what was needed in a product to

make it sell. "Up until Micralign, we never sold more
than one of anything, because the Government usually
only buys one," notes Markle wryly. Suddenly, the need
to manufacture the machines so that they were not extremely costly, so that they ran well in harsh environments, and so that they were easily serviced became
design problems.
"The challenge was to go from the beginning idea to a
comprehensive system in amanner that was as simple as
possible and that made the system as manufacturable, as
serviceable, and as maintainable as possible," Buckley
points out. "It was a big challenge from that point of
view for most of us because of our aerospace background. It's abig jump from Government business to the
commercial marketplace. We all had to make that jump
in the process of designing the system," he says.
Because of their diverse backgrounds —Offner is a
physicist, Markle a nuclear engineer, and Buckley a
mechanical engineer—the trio could approach the system as atotal design problem. "At acomponent level, we
obviously used quite a number of commercial devices.
But there was nothing in the way of a consequential
subassembly or subsystem that we did not create ourselves," Buckley notes. "We certainly drew on our military expertise across the board—not just in electronics.
We also had to integrate mechanics and optics. It really
was an ideal product in that respect to try and find afit
for our skills in the commercial marketplace," he adds.
In fact, a major problem in the design of the system
was the special ultraviolet light source required for the
optics. Needed was a curved capillary mercury vapor
lamp, but the manufacturers of flat mercury vapor

Projection printer lighted way to lower-cost, higher-resolution les
The mass production of low-priced
large-scale integrated circuits with
minimum features of less than 10
micrometers owes agreat deal to the
1:1 projection printer. Without it,
IC manufacturers would have had to
use contact printing to put those
high-resolution patterns on silicon—
an approach that is far from costeffective.
In contact printing, an emulsion or
hard-surfaced pattern mask is aligned with reference points on a resistcoated wafer, then pressed directly
onto the wafer and exposed to ultraviolet light. Projection printing, in
contrast, uses a complex refractive
or reflective lens system to project
the mask's ultraviolet image onto the
wafer. Because mask and wafer do
not touch, it has two obvious advantages over contact lithography: it
extends mask life, and it eliminates
damage to or contamination of the
wafer.
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The high-quality emulsion mask
required for contact printing must be
discarded after about 15 exposures.
The expensive chrome master used
to create that emulsion mask can last
for about 150 contact printings. But
with projection printing, the same
chrome mask can make about a
year's worth of exposures—some
100,000 in all.
That economy, however, comes in
apoor second to the chief benefit of
projection lithography: the fact that
it substantially increases device
yield. Its use of a chrome master—
the nearest thing to a perfect
mask—minimizes circuit imperfections. Totally eliminated are yield
losses due to mask damage that
occurs when an emulsion is stripped
from the wafer or when it picks up
epitaxial spikes, silicon pieces, and
dust particles and prints them on
succeeding wafers. As a result, projection printing has improved yield

by as much as 50%.
Such printing became a production factor in 1973 when PerkinElmer Corp.'s Optical Group delivered its first optical projection printer, the model 100 Micralign. This
manually aligned machine could
expose 3-gm details on a 3-inch
wafer with an alignment accuracy of
within 1 gm—more than adequate
for the medium- and large-scale ICs
of the time. The machine was constantly improved: 4-in.-wafer coverage, an improved condenser, and
automatic loading were added at
various times between 1975 and
1979.
A simplified drawing of the
Micralign optics is shown on page
108. In the folded optics, light is
focused through a slit onto the
chrome mask for an IC. The image
is reflected from one portion of the
primary to the secondary mirror,
back to another portion of the pri-
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lamps were not
field approach
The 1980 Achievement Award
about to make
he used in the
curved
ones,
Micralign design
For their development of the projection mask aligner, the basic production
much to Buckhas been the batool that made possible low-cost large-scale integrated circuits, Abe °finer,
ley's chagrin.
sis of all MicraDavid A. Markle, and Jere D. Buckley have been designated by the editors of
"We set out prelign
family
Electronics as the recipients of the magazine's seventh Achievement Award.
suming we could
members
since
Their work at Perkin-Elmer Corp. in Norwalk, Conn., is among the landmark
buy the lamps,
the
original
accomplishments of the LSI era. The system they designed performs one of
but we quickly
model 100.
the most important steps in semiconductor fabrication —the task of translearned
that
His
recent
ferring integrated-circuit patterns directly from a mask onto wafers on a 1: 1
wasn't going to
basis. There are now more than 1,000 Micralign machines in the field.
work as principal
Previous winners have been: in 1974, Gordon E. Moore, president of Intel
work. It certainoptical scientist
Corp. for his overall accomplishments; in 1975, the four developers of
ly was a key
at the Microliintegrated injection logic, Horst Berger and Siegfried Wiedmann of Internastumbling block.
thography divitional Business Machines Corp. and Arie Slob and Cornelius Hart of Philips of
We just had to
sion in Wilton,
the Netherlands; in 1976, Robert C. Dobkin of National Semiconductor Corp.
roll
up
our
Conn., includes
for linear-circuit development; in 1977, Charles H. House of Hewlett-Packard
sleeves and do it
such things as
Co. and B. J. Moore, president of Biomation Corp., for major instrumentation
ourselves," he
coming up with
innovations; in 1978, Paul Richman, president of Standard Microsystems
says.
methods for apCorp., for advanced developments in MOS technology; and in 1979, Andrew
Another area
plying computH. Bobeck of Bell Laboratories for his role in the invention of magneticof some concern
bubble memories.
ers to the semifor the team was
automatic dethe viewing syssign of optical
tem. "All of us were taking ahard look at the system and systems. His preparation included undergraduate and
trying to predict where the problem areas were," notes master's degrees in physics from Case Western Reserve
Markle. "One of the things that gave us some trouble in University in Cleveland. Among his designs are optical
our very first system was implementing a satisfactory systems for coherent-light data processors, including a
viewing system. We ended up putting a beam splitter diffraction-limited multirecord side-looking radar prosurface on one of the reflecting surfaces," he comments.
cessor optics for reconnaissance systems, a high-resoluOffner, as a leading optical designer at Perkin-Elmer tion uy lens having a focal ratio of f1.5 and a 15-µm
for the past three and a half decades, had worked on a field, and optics for astronomy.
variety of optical components and systems. The annular
Offner, who is 71 and nearing retirement, will proba-

mary, and then to a resist-covered
wafer. As the mask moves past the
slit the wafer moves in unison; thus,
all the mask's patterns are exposed
in one fast scan. The system employs
only three reflective elements and no
refracting lenses. Also, there is
almost no scattered light, and image
quality is enhanced while ghosts are
eliminated.
At the time of the Micralign's
debut, the main competition to Perkin-Elmer's reflective optics were
large refractive projective lens systems, some with as many as 16
lenses. Light scattering was one of
their several disadvantages. It affects image quality, limits the use of
negative resists, and was never satisfactorily counteracted by antireflective coatings and standing-wave effects.
The Micralign team has continued
to update, upgrade, and redesign the
original model 100. The model 200,
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which appeared in 1978, was capable
of 2-µm geometries with a ±0.25ism alignment error. The increased
resolution was achieved by isolating
the unit from vibration and the
ambient temperature, as well as by
improving its optics. This year, a
deep ultraviolet light option, employing a 3,000-angstrom wavelength,
has made it possible for the same
model to attain aresolution of 1.125
µm. An automatic alignment option
was also offered to Micralign purchasers for the first time.
Perkin-Elmer's machine of the
future is the model 500, due out next
year. An automatically aligned,
broadband unit (capable of both
near and deep UV exposure), it will
have 1-µm resolution and a ±0.25gm alignment error. The hourly
throughput will be 125 wafers with a
5-in. diameter. The company expects
the 500 to be abasic production tool
until the late 1980s.

With Perkin-Elmer also heavily
involved in electron-beam and X-ray
lithography, is the model 500 the
end of the line for the company in
optical lithography? The men of the
Micralign team think not.
In October 1979, David A. Markle gave apaper at the Semicon East
conference in Boston on the limits of
optical. lithography. In it, he predicts
that conventional 1:1 projection
with a high numerical aperture
(NA) and short exposing wavelengths (deep UV) can achieve a
practical line size of 0.775 µm. Furthermore, he predicts that with an
even higher NA, an even shorter
wavelength, and abetter photoresist,
optical lithography can be pushed to
0.5 /Am. Still, Markle also notes that
the limits of mask-making technology will force the 0.5-am figure to be
achieved with other than a 1:1 system—probably a step-and-repeat
unit based on ascaled-up reticle.-J. L.
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bly be spending much of his free time at acondominium than a decade after his arrival on the scene at the
Wilton, Conn., facility.
in the Virgin Islands. Discussing what he has done with
Micralign, he emphasizes the technical difficulties he
"It was really the technical expertise we had develenjoyed surmounting. "I've really enjoyed getting into oped as a high-technology company that was extremely
the forefront of where the problems are," he says. "The
helpful," he points out. "Much of what we are doing now
still draws on that high-technology background in makresults of a Government project aren't as satisfying.
There you work on something for ayear or more to prove
ing precision optics, building sophisticated electronics,
or disprove it, and that's the end of it." Not so with
and developing complex electro-optical—mechanical sysMicralign—Offner has been getting feedback from
tems," he adds.
many customers and using that input on future designs
Buckley, who is 43 years old, is now manager of
of Micralign products.
systems engineering for standard products. In this posiOffner was confident in handing over his innovative tion he is responsible for the product and systems engioptics system to Buckley and Markle. "Dave's experineering efforts associated with the Micralign program.
ence and his know-how are very broad," Offner says of This includes continually improving the components, the
Markle. "He can join things together very well and
subsystems, and the total design to incorporate accessoinclude optics, mechanics, and electronics in a design.
ries and added features. Before the Micralign project,
It's very useful to have a person like Dave to draw an
Buckley was the program manager for the design and
overall picture and then to
fabrication of a diffraction-limited, 48-in.-aperture teleknow enough about all of
scope for an aircraft appliit so that he can be critical
cation.
even about the particuDespite the major relars," he continues.
sponsibility he has for the
In fact, Markle's earlier
continuing success of Miexperiences at De Havilcralign, Buckley nevertheland Aircraft in Canada
less finds time for his
contributed to a large exmany interests—among
tent to his later work in
them sailing, woodworkoptics at Perkin-Elmer. "I
ing, and horseback riding.
was studying in England
All three men are quick
and came back in 1960. In
to point out that without
those days it was very hard
the support of then general
to get ajob in the nuclear
manager Harold S. Hemfield. I went to work for
street the project would
De Havilland in the infrahave gone nowhere. "One
red area, and that of
of the keys to the success
course led to optics, which
of the program was Haeventually led to Perkinrold, who at that time was
Elmer." As project manthe general manager of the
ager, Markle has used
The optical system. The image of the master mask is produced in
Electro-optical division,"
many of his skills in optiaccurate detail by asystem of convex and concave spherical mirrors
says Buckley. "He was a
cal design, signal processarranged with centers of curvature coinciding at asingle point.
stalwart supporter of the
ing, and thermal analysis. For the past 71
/ years he has
2
Micralign project in the
been directing the engineering and development of the face of less than widespread enthusiasm. I remember
projection mask alignment systems. This has included
Harold sitting in his office and saying, 'Someday we're
Micralign's pattern recognition and alignment system going to sell a thousand of these machines,' and everycapable of 2.5-gm accuracies. He is currently director body thought he was totally bananas." Hemstreet has
of optical lithography. A Canadian by birth, Markle, 44,
been with Perkin-Elmer since 1959 and is currently the
now holds U. S. citizenship. He received his undergradu- vice president and assistant general manager of semiconate degree in engineering physics from Canada's Univer- ductor operations.
sity of Alberta and his master's degree in reactor physics
Offner, Markle, and Buckley are proud of the work
from the University of Birmingham in England. He also that they have done and are pleased to note that without
has a business degree from the London School of EcoMicralign the U. S. semiconductor industry would not be
where it is today. Their enthusiasm promises to continue
nomics.
into the future.
"It's a little difficult to distinguish between Dave's
and my participation in the Micralign project," says
"We're alittle bit unusual in that we're atrue AmeriBuckley. "Our joint task was to take Abe's optical design can success story," says Markle. "These days you hear
and figure out how to package it." Having joined Perkin- all kinds of things about how the Japanese have grabbed
Elmer in 1961 directly after receiving his master's the leadership role in automobiles, commercial products,
degree in mechanical engineering from Cornell Universi- and so on, and that they have the technical leadership. I
ty, Ithaca, N. Y., Buckley was well aware what sources think that in this area of semiconductor technology and
he could draw upon from the company as a whole when processing, America's still got the leadership role. Ihope
he started on the projection mask aligner design more we never lose it."
El
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See SCOUT save.
SCOUT' has ared light. It
does not mean what you think.
The red light says one of
SCOUT's boards does not
feel well.
Will this make you sad
because your minicomputer can't play anymore?
Will the expensive
repairman take along
time to get it
fixed?
No no,
silly. Since
SCOUT's
ISOLITE'
showed you
which card is bad, all
you do is pull it out and put in aspare
6.25" x8.3" card.
What fun! Now SCOUT can run and
play again. And save you alot of jack.
Save SCOUT, save.
Save on service
costs. Save on
See SCOUT save.
system costs.
Money.Time. And end user aggravation. Plus
other ways to save in our how-to-save-onSave on 16-bit
maintenance primer, A Plug for SCOUT. Get
your free copy with this coupon and abusiminicomputer perness card. Or, for immediate information
call 714/833-8830, Ext. 455.
formance. SCOUT
starts at less than
Title
Name
$1000 for aCPU,
Company
I/O, 32K Byte RAM
Address
and card cage.
State
Zip
City
Isn't saving fun?
CAComputerAutomation
Save SCOUT, save.
NAKED MINI' Division

Where OEM's come first.

18651 Von Karman, Irvine, CA 92713
SCOUT and [SOL= are registered trademarks of Computer Automation Inc
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Our 64K
solid-state
CCD memory
is easier to
interface with
your large
memory
applications.
If you've been using
16K DRAMs for
swapping stores, disc
enhancement or digital
delay. get ready for a
much more costeffective solution. The
new 64K F264 CCD
from Fairchild.
Using conventional
n-channel IsoplanarTm
silicon gate MOS technology, we've produced
aCCD solid-state serial
memory that can really
save you time and
money.

Specs that defy
comparison.
The F264 is organizec 16 x4K xl and
offers data rates

ranging from 1-5 MHz.
It has HL-compatible
inputs and outputs.
And, power dissipation
is extremely low, too.
Typically 220 mVV at
5MHz and 65 mW
during standby at
1MHz.
Its packaged in a
standard 16-pin DIP
and requires only two
high-frequency clock
inputs for easier interfacing with other solidstate circuits.

Do alot more
for alot less.
The new F264
memory is about half
the cost per bit of
DRAMs. Its also costcompetitive in fixedhead disc and drum
replacement applications. More importantly, there are no
trade-offs between
price and performance. Fairchild gives
you the best of both,
and more.
In addition, our

CCD memory is
extremely easy and
low cost to test. Compared to DRAMs, it
requires 1/4 the test
time per bit and can
be tested on your
standard memory test
systems.
We also make a
32K CCD serial memory, the F232, with
cost-efficient characteristics similar to those
of the F264. It has a
data rate range of 1-4
MHz, and is also packaged in a16-pin DIP.
Our experience as
apioneer in CCD
imaging has helped us
produce the most costefficient devices in
memory. For delivery
information on our
F264 or F232 CCD
memories, call or write
MOS Products at Fairchild Semiconductor
Products Group, P.O.
Box 880A, Mountain
View, CA 94042.
Tel: (408) 224-7334.
TVVX: 910-338-2028.
Fairchild Camera and Instrument Corp

save more cents per bit
Circle 111 on reader service card

Fr îhe new decade is already scoring
high marks for technological
innovation in just about every area
of electronics. Electrically erasable
programmable read-only memories, for
instance, are now dense enough to enable
microprocessors to reprogram themselves.
But the very new does not automatically
triumph—the scaling down of existing mOs
processes has paid off in devices with the
lowest power-delay products yet attained.
Meanwhile, manufacturers of I6-bit
processors are showing off smart peripherals
and coprocessors that will smooth the
ascent to 32-bit processing. More local
networks are tying together computers and
peripherals. Instrument makers are
automating even hand-held meters. And
greater integration is upgrading
mainframe computers. Clearly, the
potential of the solid-state technologies is
showing no signs of exhaustion.
112
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New this year. Striving to keep
things simple led Hewlett-Packard
to

design

its

100-MHz,

1980A

oscilloscope (top) with a single
knob whose function is set

by

depressing a function key. Data
General,

in

its

first

32-bit

computer, the Eclipse MV/8000
(above),

fits

the entire

central

processing unit on just five circuit
boards.

C-MOS

is

entering

microcomputers like RCA's 1804
8-bit device (right) on sapphire.
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Standard technologies are still cast in the leading roles
as they scale down to achieve the speed and density
needed for next-generation circuits, but gallium arsenide
and Josephson junctions are rehearsing in the wings

by John G. Posa,

NI

Solid State Editor,

or semiconductors, the mainstream technologies
are best—that lesson continues to be driven
home. Memories, with their unending need for
ever greater density, have always been the proving ground for anew technology, and the recent past has
shown that although charge-coupled devices and Vgroove mos may work well for image sensing and power
switching, respectively, they simply will not do for general storage.
The mark of a successful technology is its ability to
compete with faster or denser ones. The past has witnessed complementary-mos put the squeeze on n-channel mos, which now competes heavily with bipolar;
bipolar, in the guise of emitter-coupled logic, can cross
into the realm of gallium arsenide; and GaAs, with tiny
lines and supercooling, can approach the speed of
Josephson junctions—which still have no rival.
But given awinning technology, recent experience has
further taught that the methods used to shrink down and
speed up the transistors built with that technology must
be as carefully chosen as the technology itself. For
instance, it is now clear that judicious scaling down of
device geometries, self-alignment, and selective oxidation for isolation pay off with low speed-power products
and a process that can be gently eased into production.
On the other hand, at least for the present, slapping
circuits onto a sapphire substrate or melting molybdenum into polysilicon interconnections may not be the
wisest moves for commercial components.
On scaling, Intel Corp. of Santa Clara, Calif., has
been the teacher. Its first-generation formula for shrink-
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and Roger Allan,

Components Editor

ing n-MOS, H-MOS—the H stands for high-performance—has been picked up, interpreted, and applied by
just about every mos maker by now. It goes by the name
of x-mos at National Semiconductor, s-mos at Texas
Instruments, and PolyPlanar at Advanced Micro
Devices; but at Motorola, H-MOS is H-MOS.
Now the competitors are turning their attention to
H-MOS II, which should actually be less painful to grasp,
since basically just channel lengths and gate-oxide thicknesses are trimmed down from H-MOS. Yet Intel remains
the only source of H-MOS II chips. These are the 2115H
and 2125H 1-K and the 2147H/48H/49H 4-K static
RAMS. The 20-nanosecond maximum access time of the
premium 2125H-1 and the 35-ns specification of the
2147H-1 exemplify the power of H-MOS II.
In the meantime, Intel is improving other products
with high-performance mos processing. The 16-bit 8086
microprocessor has been in H-MOS II for months, and
Intel recently recast the 8048 8-bit single-chip microcomputer in H-MOS, almost doubling its 6-megahertz
speed to 11 MHz. It also tapped its floating-gate process
with the H-MOS wand for a variant process called HMOS-E, which has so far turned up in a 32- and a 64-K
erasable programmable read-only memory, the 2732A
and the 2764, with 200-ns maximum access times—less
than half that of the 16-K 2716.
The speed of H-MOS can be understood by considering
its cross section. A number of factors set this process
apart from older, unscaled n-mos. One is thicker field
oxides to maximize thresholds in those areas. Another is
a negative substrate bias, provided on chip, to reduce
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Super C-MOS. The cells in
Hitachi's 6116 2-K-by-8-bit
static

random-access

memory

are

through

buried

powered
junction

field-effect transistors: consequently, power-supply interconnections

are

not

needed in the n-MOS array.
Using complementary-MOS
for the peripheral circuitry,
the chip poses a real challenge to n-MOS technology.

In

graph,
Inc.,

this
taken

1 inch

photomicroby
is

Mosaid
equal

to

slightly more than 11 gm.
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same way that H-mos is: through self-aligned polysilicon
gates and scaled geometries. With its n- and p-channel
devices, c-mos may seem more difficult to scale down,
but that turns out not to be the case. The enhancementand depletion-mode devices of n-mos are laid out differently, so that when features are reduced, depletion
devices get smaller widths but the enhancement devices
wind up with shorter lengths. In contrast, the n- and
p-type devices of c-mos are scaled down proportionately,
so that there are fewer process control problems like
short-channel effects.
A related problem with n-mos is that it is difficult to
maintain a balance between the ability to pull up and
pull down a transistor as it is scaled. This ratioing
problem, as it is called, has not appeared in Hi-c-mos
(to use Hitachi's label). However, it should be pointed
out that Hi-c-mos does not afford the same flexibility of
substrate biasing. Current work indicates that it is not
impossible to achieve that flexibility, but that it is not
trivial, either.
Well, well, well
In traditional bulk c-mos processes, lightly doped
p-type wells are diffused or implanted, and n-channel
transistors are formed within them. Thus it is possible to
H-MOS. High-performance MOS has made n-channel technology
what it is today: as fast as bipolar. The process, spearheaded by Intel
form awell for each n-mos transistor (the isolated well
Corp., is characterized by thick field oxides, on-chip substrate
approach) or one large well for many (the ubiquitous
well approach). Exhibiting higher speed and packing
biasing, and channel lengths that keep growing shorter.
density, the ubiquitous well has become the dominant
junction capacitances and stabilize thresholds. Deep structure for c-mos. But, of course, an isolated well can
phosphorus diffusions are used beneath contact areas, always be used if the layout dictates.
and doped polysilicon is used in lieu of the diffused
The Japanese in particular have been switching from
regions at every opportunity in order to minimize inter- p- to n-type wells. Matsushita Electric Industrial Co.
connection resistances.
certainly uses them, Toshiba Corp. is thought to be
But of course the speed reductions of H-MOS stem doing so, and Hitachi says it is. The impetus for the
from shortened channels and thinned oxides that mea- switch is simple. Memory-intensive chips dictate nsure about 3.5 micrometers and 700 angstroms, respec- channel devices for their speed. It is therefore easier to
tively, for H-mos iand roughly 2.0 gm and 400 À for start with a p-type substrate, using the n wells only for
H-mos il. Delays are further minimized through nearly the fewer p-type devices. "It's c-mos from an n-channel
perfect self-alignment of the gate with the drain-source guy's point of view," comments Donald L. Wollesen,
regions; the arsenic ion implants undercut the polysilicon c-mOS research and development manager for American
only slightly. The sharpened edges of the gate material Microsystems Inc., Santa Clara.
obtained are characteristic of the wet chemical etching
But Wollesen does not think that n wells are here to
used in the process.
stay. One reason is that the reverse-biased junction
between p-type wells and the n-type substrate sweeps
C-MOS takes off
away superfluous carriers generated by alpha particles.
The same scaling principles that have given n-mos its N-type wells forfeit that key benefit.
blinding speed are being applied to c-mos, and with even
However, a more recent idea is to diffuse both well
more exciting results because of its inherently lower types into avery lightly doped or intrinsic substrate so
power drain. It has already been shown, for instance, that both device types can be optimized independently.
that when the channel widths of c-mos are reduced to Bell Laboratories in Murray Hill, N. J., has done work
H-MOs ii's 2 gm, operating frequencies as high as 500 in this area and has come up with a process called
mHz are possible.
twin-tub c-mos that requires only eight mask steps.
Besides Hitachi and Mitel, which are to c-mos what
Some designers believe that the higher-resistance subIntel has been to n-mos, American Microsystems, Har- strate possible with dual wells also helps to subdue
ris Semiconductor, Hughes Aircraft, Intersil, Mostek, C-mOS's latchup problem. This problem, which is also
Motorola, National Semiconductor, Nippon Electric, under scrutiny, stems from the parasitic pnpn strucRCA, Rockwell International, and Toshiba all have tures in c-mos that act as silicon controlled rectifiers
advanced C-mOS programs. Even Intel has developed a under certain conditions such as an input higher in
c-mos process—to be described next year—that will potential than the supply.
accommodate H-mos-like feature reductions.
In addition to scaling down for speed, c-mos is
High-performance c-mos is arrived at in much the exploiting polysilicon for density in the same ways that
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H-MECL. Bipolar processes like Motorola's emitter-coupled logic are also undergoing scaling so as to boost performance. With walled
emitters and oxide isolation, the company's new 10KH family cuts propagation delays by 50% with no increase in power consumption.
H-MOS does. National, Har'ris, and Mitel, for instance,
have already conquered double-level polysilicon c-mos,
and others have that goal in their sights. There are two
ways to make use of the two polysilicon levels. One is to
use both levels for gates—which is what has to be done
for cam. The other—the route chosen by n-mos and
now c-mos manufacturers—is to use the second level for
interconnection and load resistors but not for transistors.

Back to basics
Clearly, double-level polysilicon can be beneficial to
memory devices. Intel uses the upper level for load
resistors and interconnections in its 2167 16-K static
RAM. But two-level polysilicon is particularly advantageous to nonmemory elements such as microprocessors,
where on-chip wiring of the random logic is becoming
such adominant factor.
Already, the fruits of double-polysilicon c-mos can be
seen. National Semiconductor Corp.'s P2c-mos process
has resulted in the NSC 800 microprocessor, ablend of
Intel's 8085 family architecture with the instruction set
of Zilog's Z80. The Santa Clara firm expects to follow
the 800 with a c-mos version of the 8048 single-chip
microcomputer and ultimately a16-bit machine.
Harris Corp.'s Semiconductor Products division, Melbourne, Fla., will use its self-aligned junction-isolated —
or SAJI—C-MOS process, upgraded with oxide isolation
and double polysilicon, to improve its 6100 microprocessor, as well as to make its own version of the 8048 (and
the 8748, an 8048 that contains erasable programmable
read-only memory) and later, a c-mOS 8086 16-bit
microprocessor. Similarly, Mitel Semiconductor Inc., in
Kanata, Ottawa, Ontario, plans an oxide-isolated c-mos,
or Iso-cmos, rendition of Motorola's 6802 (long overdue, thanks to latchup problems) and, rumor has it, the
16-bit 68000. In each of these cases, channel lengths
have yet to be scaled down to H-mos-like dimensions,
but that is certainly coming.
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Hitachi's 4-K and 16-K Hi-c-mos static RAMs use
polysilicon loads, but, again, the actual memory arrays
in these devices are n-type. Interestingly, Hitachi did not
resort to asecond polysilicon level to accommodate the
pull-up devices; it just made them very small, masking
them with nitride while doping the remaining exposed
polysilicon for interconnections.
Since even in c-mos, the load devices pull up nchannel transistors, polysilicon resistors are not inherently more difficult to define or scale down. However, the
expectation is that c-moS is going to have a lower
standby power than n-mos, so that their resistance has
to be alot higher. But resistance for agiven area can be
made even higher than if the polysilicon were left intrinsic, or undoped. That is because with very high-value
resistances, current flow is dependent on things like
trapping centers and grain size. To adjust these parameters, the entire time-temperature relationship of polysilicon must be well understood.
Better insulation
Increasingly, oxide isolation is being used for mos and
bipolar structures to cut leakage and boost speed. In
bipolar processes such as Fairchild's Isoplanar, wells are
etched between device sites and filled with oxide to
retain aflat, or planar, surface. Another method, which
the Japanese have employed, involves etching V grooves
and oxidizing them.
Advanced Micro Devices Inc., Sunnyvale, Calif., is
improving an Isoplanar-like process called Imox —for
implanted micro-oxide—that it is using to build 1-K
RAMS, 8-K PROMS, and its new Am29116 16-bit microprocessor. Like Fairchild, AMD will scale down geometries for higher-density parts.
In bipolar technologies, if the oxide isolation extends
through the epitaxial layer and into the substrate, the
devices are truly isolated, because it is almost impossible
for current to flow through the already present
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example, is using polysilicon films for resistors, diodes,
and even transistors in its bipolar circuits.
Fairchild Camera and Instrument Corp. believes that
the highest speeds will come with the all-active loads
that it has planned for its Isoplanar-S technology. These
loads, which will be pnp transistors, will require the use
of pnp and npn transistors on the same die for a cmos-like bipolar equivalent. Fairchild says that the pnp
loads will be employed to limit power consumption rather than die area. Without these, the Mountain View,
Calif., firm says, it would be forced to add apower-down
mode to large-capacity memories, just as the mos memory makers have been doing. The first part to exploit the
improved cell structure will be the 10480/100480 16K-by- 1-bit ECL RAMS.
ECL leads

N-FET op amp. Until now, FET-input operational amplifiers had to
use p-channel devices. As a result, they could not achieve true
single-supply operation. But using deep ion implants, Texas Instruments has devised the n-channel FET op amp shown above.

reversed-biased junction and then underneath the oxide.
However, in mos devices, the degree of isolation is
variable and related to the depth of the oxide, since an
epitaxial layer is generally not present.
Other materials
Work is also progressing on insulating substrates and
on lower-resistance interconnections. The expense of
sapphire as astarting material continues to limit silicon
on sapphire to military and specialty applications. Texas
Instruments and others have been getting promising
results with laser-annealed polysilicon on silicon dioxide,
however. This material may unlock the door to a lowcost insulating substrate and even three-dimensional
structures, since the laser-annealed polysilicon may be
oxidized, covered with polysilicon, and annealed for
another level of circuitry.
The Japanese have not been afraid to admit that they
use refractory metal silicides to speed up their polysilicon interconnections. The most popular metal seems to
be molybdenum, which as molybdenum silicide (MoSi 2)
has a sheet resistance of 5 ohms per square, compared
with polysilicon's 40 9/sq. A commercial device with
metal suicide gates has yet to be announced, but that
could happen as early as next year. The most likely
candidates are high-speed static RAMs.
Although insulating substrates would be useful only
for mos wafers, refractory metal interconnections may
one day aid bipolar chips, for these, too, are using
polysilicon in increasing numbers. Philips Technology
Research Laboratories, Eindhoven, the Netherlands, for
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As far as the development of bipolar technology is
concerned, the interest has clearly been with ECL. Bipolar TTL-compatible memory and logic circuits, even if
they contain ECL on the inside, are finding it increasingly
difficult to compete with H-MOS and Hi-c-mos in terms
of speed and power. Even the new advanced Schottky
TTL processes have been restricted to small- and medium-scale logic families like Fairchild's FAST, National's
Ls', and Ti's AS and ALS series. mos is competing even
here; Mitel recently launched aseries of Iso-cmos bytewide interface circuits that match the performance of
low-power Schottky.
Heightened ECL activity can be felt around the world.
In Europe, companies like RTC and Siemens are very
strong; and in Japan, Fujitsu, Hitachi, and Nippon Electric are using fine-line lithography for gate delays below
5ns in some cases. In the U. S., in addition to Fairchild
and AMD, National, Motorola, and Signetics are scaling
down device dimensions for more performance.
One example is the new 10KH series from Motorola
Semiconductor Group, Phoenix, Ariz., which uses an
oxide-isolated process called Mosaic—for Motorola selfaligned implanted circuit—to cut propagation delays in
half over older, junction-isolated MECL families. This is
done without increasing power.
Bipolar variations
Like rn, integrated injection logic is having a difficult go of it as amainstream technology. One reason is a
lack of standard PL. structures and many splinter fabrication processes with slightly different logic swings or
drive requirements. Pi. does offer excellent packing density for a bipolar process, however, making it attractive
for products like gate arrays. One of bipolar's advantages is that Pc., standard bipolar transistors, ECL, and
other bipolar technologies can usually be mixed on the
same chip. Analog and digital functions can thus be
combined for very versatile circuits. Indeed, with enough
processing steps, speed, power, and operating voltage can
be adjusted for just about any application.
One example of merged technologies for a specific
application is the 8-bit AD558 DacPort digital-to-analog
converter from Analog Devices Inc., Norwood, Mass. Its
data latches are made with 1
2L, and the bipolar voltage
reference and control amplifier are combined thanks to
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THE MOST POWERFUL
BENCHTOP TEST SYSTEM
IN THE WORLD.
BIG SYSTEM PERFORMANCE
ATA BENCHTOP PRICE.
The LTS-2000 is alot more than
asimple tester. It's apowerful
instrument you can use anywhere in your plant for almost
any kind of test from basic
go/no-go to full-blown Discrepant Material Reports. And
it can not only test DAC's and
ADC's but awide variety of
linear components, including
Op Amps, regulators, comparators, bifets, etc. Test results
are immediately displayed
and printed, and full reports
including statistical analysis,
data log and summary
sheets are available through
the integral 20 column
printer.
Interface to peripherals,
like line printers, CRT
terminals or aHOST
computer are easily
accomplished via
the IEEE-488
interface or
either of
the RS232
ports.
ie
The LTS-2000
gives you true
"big system" performance, like sys- e)
tem measurement
accuracy to greater
than 16 bits, -± 1LSB; selfcalibration and diagnostics,
16 bit microcomputer with 64K
bytes of memory and more —
all at 1/4 the "big system" price.

LTS 2009

PAftel
tD

PR RAM
EASY-TO-USE.
The unique design also allows
for easy use. You can set up a

IT'S THE MOST VERSATILE
BENCHTOP
YOU CAN BUY

program in minutes either with
aprogram from the device
library or with the complete
test menu of fill-in-the-blanks
software. Just snap in the
appropriate family board mod-

You can not only use the LTS-2000
for incoming inspection, but
component selection and grading, engineering analysis,
quality control, final test, qualification test, and even as a
diagnostic tool for component
evaluation.
Never before has acompact
benchtop linear test system
offered so much versatility for
so little. For more information
on the LTS-2000, or the
LTS-2010 which lets you program in BASIC, contact Greg
LaBonte at (617)273-4780,
Analog Devices, PO. Box 280,
Norwood, MA 02062.
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ule and socket module, plug
in the device and press "GO" —
the LTS-2000 does the rest.
There's even afull-edit capability, so test parameters can be
changed quickly and easily.

\
tb

ANALOG
DEVICES

WAYOUT IN FRONT
Analog Devices, Inc., Box 280. Norwood, MA 02062; East Coast: (617) 329-4700, Midwest (312) 894-3300; West Coast (714) 8421717; Texas: (214)231-5094, Belgium: 031/37 48 03; Denmark 02184 58 00; England: 01/941 0466, France: 01/687 3411. Germany
089/53 03 19; Japan: 03/263 6826; Netherlands: 076/87 92 51; Switzerland 022 ,31 57 60. and representatives around the world
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Doing micro system development?
Use the complete hardware/software
integration station that's in tune
with today's economy:

DISTRIBUTED
In today's inflationary economy,
tools for developing micro systems
not only need to be more sophisticated than ever before—they also
need to be more cost effective. Get
both with Millennium's pragmatic
products.
Our new MicroSystem Emulator
(µSE), with built-in real-time trace,
supports designs based on the
Z80A, 6800, 8080A, 8085A, 6802,
8041A, 8048, 8049, 8035, 8039, 8748,
8741A and 8021 with more on the
way. It's the only way to add
Distributed ICE to your existing
micro system development
capabilities.

What's Distributed ICE?
Distributed ICE solves some common microsystem design problems.
It provides multi-user capabilities
so that in-circuit emulation can
be performed concurrently by
a number of users while your
development system is being used
for software development. And it
permits emulation of multiple
microprocessors. With Distributed
ICE, Millenniumi.LSEs can turn
your PDP-11, Nova or other
minicomputer, or dedicated Intel,
Motorola or Zilog software
development system into a
multi-user development network.
Your engineers and development
system become more productive.

ICE' is atrademark of Intel Corporation.

, ., ,„.i „,

PRINTER

CRT

MASS
MEMORY

Here's how you do it.
You develop applications programs on your host system using
cross-assemblers (which we also
supply) and then download them
into the ¿.SE using standard
hex over an RS232C serial link at
rates up to 9600 baud. Ourp,SE
becomes an intelligent terminal
providing the distributed in-circuit
emulation you need for rapid,
efficient hardware/software
integration. There is virtually no
limit to the number of engineers one
development system can support,
because each low-cost ASE uses
the host computer (or development
system) only for downloading.
Circle 146 for demonstration

And you'll find that hardware/
software integration of micro
system designs is faster using our
function-oriented keyboard with
simple commands such as MEMORY, RUN/DISPLAY, PROM/MEM,
I/O, BREAK, REGISTER, RUN and
STEP to make complex jobs easier.
(Time saved translates directly into
dollars saved. That's our bottomline
orientation at work.)

Real-time trace: fast,
accurate debugging.
Today's micros are fast, and you
need an in-circuit emulator that

Circle 121 for information

In tune with
today's realities.
meets the challenge.
The µSE lets you do
accurate debugging
because you do it in real time. No
artificial wait states. Emulates at
the highest clock rates specified by
the micro supplier. True real-time
emulation.
Advanced emulation control tools
are part of the package. You have
dual breakpoints and dual triggers,
both using 35-bit comparators.
And the µSE's real-time trace
records 128 cycles 35 bits wide for
faster debugging. A wide range of
trace qualifiers, pass counts and
delay counts expands your
debugging capabilities.

We want to help you save
money and get increased capability.
By using our /LSE's for Distributed
ICE, you not only extend the capability and usefulness of your present
development system or minicomputer, you will also be able to get
your new design out the door ahead
of the competition. And in budget.
The ¿.SE costs only $5000*, and
emulation modules start at $1375.

We help design and test
micro systems, too.
Economically.
Our MicroSystem Designer (LSD)
is a low-cost (under $2000) desk-top
design and evaluation tool that's
helpful in breadboarding, debugging and training. Supports many
of the important 8- and 16-bit micros.

And our MicroSystem Analyzer
(1.LSA) is the first test
system at any price (our
price is only $5350) to
combine in-circuit emulation,
signature analysis and timedomain analysis in asingle, portable package. We'll be glad to
supply complete data on either
system. Or both. Just ask.

And that's the bottom line.
Economy. Performance. Universality.
That's the bottom line in today's
economy.
To get yourself started on the right
development track, call or write
Millennium Systems today and ask
about the µSE. Besides telling you
all about Distributed ICE, we'll
include—FREE—a reprint of
Millennium's "Designer's Guide to
Testing and Troubleshooting
µP- based Products". Our address:
19050 Pruneridge Ave., Cupertino,
CA 95014. Telephone: (408) 996-9109.

We're Millennium
The bottom line in micro support
Millennium is a subsidiary of American Microsystems. Inc.

'All prices quoted are single-unit. U.S. prices only.

For maximum circuit density
design with MOM

MOM Monochips - have over 800
components for you to use to shrink
e
your large-scale discrete, MSI, or
hybrid circuitry to asingle linear
IC. With MOM, you cut your production costs, save space, increase the
rt,e
* —detwes
reliability of your circuits, and improve
e k
,
;44
„I se veal
product security.
:
8 4
Meal
Mlle lie
MOM gives you everything our
g: se
traditional linear Monochips (MOA,
•
's 't -•s --5
MOB, MOC, etc.) have, plus four vertical
8 I
PNP's for use in grounded collector
e.
1
11r,
-.181-111r3Eii
configurations with input or output
e
er- e.
stages; four NPN transistors for use in
audio, RE and instrumentation-circuitry
Isee -•I • .1 • 4
input stages; and five different resistor
pockets that let you design with several
.1
.111,11
"8
"8 e
7
—
—
power-supply voltages simultaneously.
You can start your MOM design
li
today. Our MOK Design Kit gives you
e.or lie
all the materials and information you
*I
•'s
j.: 1
1
need for just $59.
Because MOM'S components are
:8
gg
*1 '8 leg .8
already in place, all you do is tell us
ite
Z
e
en
how to connect them for the circuit
es,
•
you need. Working from your layout,
ne
—
we make your circuit and deliver
• —8
""I
prototypes in only 8weeks for $7,000
or less. Once you've approved them,
-- j. e.,5
e
•s •1
e
's
we'll produce 1,000 to 500,000 parts
for you.
e.e_
e
_e_
Don't wait. Start designing with
"Ï if
MOM today. To order your kit — or for
•g -sg1411 •I --g
e more information— call or write us.
Interdesign, 1255 Reamwood Avenue,
MVA.Uff
"
Sunnyvale, CA 94086. (408) 734-8666.
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Monochip:'
the semi-custom IC.

MOM'. Components
NPN Transistors

PNP Transistors

small: 137
low noise: 4
medium: 4

dual collector:

large: 4

Circle 122 on reader service card

quad collector:
vertical: 4

44
8

Resistors
15 ohms: 16
200 ohms: 60
450 ohms: 188
900 ohms: 140
1.8k ohms: 104
3.6k ohms: 84
60K ohms: 16
(pinch resistors)

Interdesign

is a Ferranti Company.

clever circuit design. In contrast to most monolithic d-a
converters, which use npn transistors common to abipolar process, the 558 uses lateral pnp transistors because
they are more suitable for single-voltage operation.
Not again
As if mos were not applying enough heat to bipolar
technology along memory and digital logic lines, it is
also making impressive gains in data acquisition and
power control as well. c-mos op amps are proving their
worth with exciting new designs like the ICL7650 from
Intersil Inc., Cupertino, Calif. The chopper-stabilized
unit has a low input offset drift of just 1microvolt/°C
over the amplifier's entire operating temperature range
of — 55° to +125°C. Using principles similar to the
firm's famous commutating auto-zero, or CAZ, amp, the
7650 does not sacrifice bandwidth for stability, as most
chopper-stabilized amplifiers do: its gain-bandwidth
product is 2MHz.
Even if the inputs do not have insulated gates, junction
field-effect transistors are enhancing the specifications
of the latest op amps. One of the most notable advances
hails from Texas Instruments Inc., Dallas, with the
introduction of the first n-channel FET-input op amps.
Processing innovations involving high-energy ion implantation overcame the usual contamination and noise problems that have held back the development of this type of
device (conventional FET-input op amps use p-channel
devices). The new units can be operated from a single
negative or positive collector supply, referred to ground,
whereas p-channel FET-input op amps require two power
supply lines, both referred to ground.
Earlier this year, the redoubtable Robert Widlar, now
aconsultant, designed anew bipolar op amp for National Semiconductor that challenges FET-input bipolar op
amps in low input bias current, atraditional strong point
of the latter. Widlar's op amp, the LM-11, features 100
µV of offset voltage, 1 ilv/°C of drift, and only 20
picoamperes of input bias current.
Ever since it was discovered that the mos field-effect
transistor was an excellent candidate for high power
switching just a few years back, the power transistor
field has not been the same. Power mos FETs have been
relentlessly advancing in performance on all fronts and
are seriously contending for sockets occupied by familiar
bipolar power transistors.
Optimizing power FETs
Now a host of power MOS FET structures has arisen
(for example, v-mos, V-FET, Hexfet, T-MOS, D-MOS, ZMOS), each with its own strong and weak points, but all
offering such competitive advantages over bipolar power
transistors as higher input impedances, lower drive
requirements, faster switching speeds, and greater power-handling capabilities. International Rectifier Corp.,
El Segundo, Calif., first began drawing attention to the
MOS FET with its unique hexagon-like MOS FET structures known as Hexfets. The latest geometric entries are
Motorola's T-MOS and Intersil's z-mos, both with lower
on-resistances than previous-generation devices.
Despite the years of refinement and the millions of
dollars that have been pumped into silicon-based inte-
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Gallium arsenide. With a carrier mobility higher than that of silicon,
GaAs logic is leaving the lab. This parallel multiplier was fabricated
by Rockwell International. Very recently, the company reported a
1,008-gate 8-by-8-bit multiplier that produces aproduct in 5.3 ns.

grated circuitry, the higher speed possible with gallium
arsenide logic and the Josephson junction still haunts
researchers. Neither of these approaches will overtake
silicon overnight. But it is no longer correct to consider
either as merely a laboratory curiosity, thanks to swelling investments and expanding participation by agrowing number of companies.
GaAs for logic
Discrete GaAs components have been around for
years, but now fairly dense logic chips are surfacing.
Attempts to integrate GaAs have so far resulted in
depletion-mode FET logic (also called buffered-FET logic); Schottky-diode FET logic (sDFL); and enhancementmode, or direct-coupled, FET logic (DcFL). Metalsemiconductor, or MES, FETs have been built using each
approach, but DCFL has also been used to fabricate
junction, heterojunction, and MOS FETs.
However, it is the depletion-mode processes— buffered-FET logic and SDFL —that have been yielding the
highest densities. At Rockwell International Corp.'s
Electronics Research Center in Thousand Oaks, Calif.,
Richard Eden and his colleagues recently reported a
1,008-gate 8-by-8-bit parallel multiplier that can yield a
product in 5.3 ns. That is about 10 times faster than
bipolar for this application.
Hewlett-Packard, Lockheed's Microelectronics Center, TRW's Defense and Space Systems Group, Hughes
Aircraft, Thomson-csF, and Fujitsu all have been
investigating the prospects for GaAs ICS. Recently, components suppliers like Motorola and Texas Instruments
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have also been beefing up their efforts. Using ion
implants, TI is building bipolar integrated circuits. So

for Josephson technology, but recently its interest has
been shared somewhat by the Japanese. Earlier this year,

far, it has fabricated a 15-stage ring oscillator. In the

the computer giant's Thomas J. Watson Research Cen-

meantime, Fujitsu is said to be building a supercomputer
based on GaAs that will leapfrog the industry.

ter in Yorktown Heights, N. Y., reported the formation

Keeping it cool
From the papers given by International Business
Machines Corp., one gets the impression that it, too, is
soon to release a supercomputer, but based on Josephson
junctions. The firm says that it can build logic elements
and memories and that it understands the packaging
problems; still, no computer has yet emerged. Recently,
however, it did describe a complete signal processor built

of ultrathin nanobridges made of niobium. These might
allow junctionless switching. More recently, the same
center announced Josephson Roms for the first time. In
fact, two cell types have been invented, one of which can
be reprogrammed.
Josephson junctions are being used for demanding
measurement equipment, but their role in the computer
industry remains to be seen. The power-delay products
achievable with Josephson logic are unbeatable, but
ultralarge-scale integration must be used to circumvent

from the technology, but it did not hesitate to point out

delays through wiring. What's more, the packaging diffi-

that the project was experimental only.
For the longest time, IBM has been the prime mover

culties involved with near-absolute zero temperatures
will not be overcome easily, either.

Foss: investigator of MOS circuitry
A firm can make claims about its semiconductor circuit,
but it had better beware: the design might be scrutinized
by the watchful eye of Mosaid Inc. For over five years,
president Richard Foss and his confreres have been tearing apart memories and other MOS chips and issuing
reports on what makes them tick. Although Mosaid is only
six engineers and four in supporting staff, in the MOS
business Dick Foss and Mosaid are household words.
Half of those who buy the reports are "users who want
to know what's inside those cans and the other half are
semi houses who want to know what the competition is up
to," says Foss, 44 years old and born in Britain. Mosaid
has dissected "every dynamic RAM in the last five years,
quite a few of the static RAMs, and odds and ends like
some CCD memories and one ROM from Mostek, for a
total of about 30 or 40." Another of Mosaid's silicon
surgeons, John Roberts, has come to specialize in complementary-MOS. Right now he is opening up Hitachi's
2-K-by-8-bit static random-access memory.
But the reports are only one of Mosaid's services. Using
circuit expertise accrued over the years, the Ottawa,
Ontario, firm will reverse-engineer an existing product
or design one from scratch. In addition to three 4-K RAMs,
"we've done four 4116
equivalents, we did one
64-K, and right now
we're doing a 5-volt 16K-64-K combined job."
Most of the actual design work is handled by
Robert Harland, a coworker at Mosaid. "Bob
is infinitely the better
designer," admits Foss,
"but Idescribe what it
all means." Mosaid also
offers a computer-aided
design system, and it is
soon to unveil a bench
tester for RAMs.
Foss entered the semiconductor business in
1964 with Plessey Co. In
England. He designed
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its first operational amplifiers and eventually became marketing manager of the Microelectronics division before
falling out with the company in 1970.
He was caught on the rebound by the now defunct
Microsystems International Ltd., or MIL, in Ottawa to set
up their technical operations in Brussels. Foss traveled to
Canada for six weeks, "only to discover all those things I
was supposed to bring back to Brussels didn't exist." But
he fell in love with Ottawa and stayed there even after
MIL's parent company, Northern Electric Co., shut it down
in 1975. Foss was beating the streets again with Harland,
whom he had pirated away from Plessey.
Just before its closure, Harland had designed a 4-K
RAM for MIL, and Foss went around "explaining how our
part differed from TI's, only to find that people were more
interested in the Texas Instruments schematic because
they'd never seen it." So Foss and Harland concluded that
"if we did a half-decent job of analyzing other people's
parts—publishing the schematics, preferably with a few
comments on them—there would be a business there."
Foss gets a "glow of satisfaction" to see other manufacturers adopt Mosaid's circuit techniques and reporting
style. "We have tended to be the bears in this industry.
We'll say, 'You're wet.
You're not going to get
it out on this time
scale.'"
Foss received his
Ph.D. in electrical engineering at Newcastle
University in England,
which changed its name
from Durham during his
residency there. He also
married at school and
now has two girls and
two boys. He caught the
older boy doing his
homework on the Apple
computer the other day,
and that, he reports,
was "not half-encouraging." -John G. Pots

TM 500 now gives you
the quickest dislortion
measurements ever.
The AA 501 and SG 505 are
both TM 500 Plug-ins that can be
installed in any of five mainframes, including rackmount,
bench and portable. They can
also be separated and still used
as ateam, even though miles
apart. Or configured with over 40
other TM 500 Plug-ins currently
available.
To find out more about the
AA 501 Distortion Analyzer and
SG 505 Oscillator, contact your
local Tektronix Field Office or
write Tektronix. Inc.

Introducing the
AA 501 Distortion
Analyzer and SG 505
Oscillator. Fast,
automated and
accurate.
This new pair of TM 500 Plug-ins
makes distortion measurement
truly automatic to save you both
time and money. For production
testing, the AA 501's automatic
speed provides substantial labor
reduction with no loss in accuracy. Together, the AA 501 and
SG 505 have the lowest harmonic distortion plus noise
(THD+N) rating in the entire
industry: 0.0025%.
The SG 505 Oscillator outputs asine wave with the lowest
residual distortion on today's
market (.0008%). The AA 501
Distortion Analyzer uses digital
processing to lock in on test
signals, set levels and adjust the
notch filter for nulling. All measurements, including dB levels
are precalculated and then displayed on an LED readou

Copyright C) 1980. Tektronix, Inc All rights reserved

TM 500
Designed for
Configurability

INctronix
COMMSTTED TO EXrP1 IFkiCE

U.S.A.
Tektronix. Inc
PO Box 1700
Beaverton, OR 97075
800547-1512
Oregon 800 644.9061

884

Asia, Australia. Canada.
Central 8
South America. Japan
Tektronix. Inc
America S PaCfl ,c
PO Box 1700
n 0R97075
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In Through the Looking Glass, Lewis Carroll introduced Alice to amirror-image world where things were
never what they seemed. In fact, they were just the
reverse of what they should be. Punishment came before the crime; answers came before the questions.
Linear Wonderland is like that sometimes, too.
Salesmen spend their commissions before the purchase
orders are signed. Marketing departments announce
products before engineering develops them.
And at PMI, we try to develop products before
anyone else realizes they're needed. We know that in
Linear Wonderland, the best products create their
own need.
That was how we developed the first truly monolithic DIA converter, the 6-bit DAC-01. At the time, no
one thought they needed it because they were "making
do" with modules or in-house designs with separate op

amps and voltage references. When the DAC-01 (and
the 10-bit DAC-02) came along and offered high performance specs with monolithic reliability, a lot of
people suddenly found this was just what they needed.
PMI has another product we think alot of engineers need: The DAC-03, alow cost 10-bit converter.
Like the 10-bit DAC-02, it includes all the elements of
acomplete DAC on asingle chip: precision voltage reference, current steering logic, current sources, diffused
resistor ladder network, and high speed internally compensated output op amp. The DAC-03's 25°C tested
and guaranteed performance and its low, low price are
just what the systems engineer ordered.
The people who haven't needed the DAC-03 (until
now) are all those designers who looked at our DAC-02
and decided that their system didn't justify the higher
cost of wide temperature range testing.

NOW

THEN

HYBRID CONVERTER
Wail&

i
asimatig
—

So they turned instead to in-house designs they
could build with low-cost components, or to modules
and hybrids which gave them the 25°C performance
they wanted, but cost dearly in terms of space and
power.
Was PMI going to let them go on forever making
those trade-offs?
And will those same engineers go on using oversized $50 modules with a 1-watt power requirement
and aspeed of 5µsec when they can get aDAC-03 in
a DIP package which requires only 350mW, settles
within 1.5 µsec to 1
/ LSB for a10V step and costs as
2
little as $7.95?
Even in the sometimes-backward world of Linear
Wonderland that's not very likely. As Tweedledee said
to Tweedledum:
"Contrariwise! If it was so, it might be; and if it
were so, it would be; but as it isn't, it ain't. That's logic!"

the DAC-03 is priced like amonolithic DAC, not like
amodule.
Sound too good to be true?
"One can't believe impossible things;' Alice told
the Queen.
"I daresay," replied the Queen, "that's because you
haven't had much practice!'
Why not practice with the impossible? Just fill in
our "WHO NEEDS THE DAC-03?" coupon below and
return it to us. PMI will send you afree sample so you
can find out for yourself that in Linear Wonderland the
best products are the ones nobody needs.
Until PMI develops them.
If someone beat you to the coupon, write to us for
your sample. Or circle #200 for literature.

Part No.
DAC-03DDX1
DAC-03CDX1
DAC-03BDX1
DAC-03ADX1

I]

100 and UP
(US OEM)

Monotonicity

$ 7.95
$ 9.95
$14.00
$18.00

7bits
8bits
9bits
10 bits

(or X2)
(or X2)
(or X2)
(or X2)

Precision Monolithics, Incorporated

1500 Space Park Drive
Santa Clara, California 95050
(408) 246-9222 TWX: 910-338-0528 Cable: MONO
In Europe contact:
Precision Monolithics, Incorporated
dio Bourns Ag
ZUGERSTRASSE 74, 6340 Baar, Switzerland

DIGITAL INPUTS
FASB
REFERENCE
OUTPUT
FULL
SCALE
ADJUST
POT .

10kCl
REFERENCE
82kCI*

INPUT

LOW TC

o

ANALOG'
GROUND

LSD

MITM11

DAC-03
1

DIGITAL GROUND

Phone: 042/33 33 33

V+

î
)

A
°""
NALOG

1

v-

Logic could also convince you to be one of the first
to stop not needing the DAC-03. You'll quickly develop
aneed for the DAC-03's guaranteed monotonic performance in four non-linearity grades. We believe you'll
need not only the DAC-03's speed and miserly power
consumption, but also its ability to use a wide range
of power sources, from ±-- 12V to ±18V. And knowing
that it's available in either + 5V or + 10V output range
versions allows you to develop a need for either. Or
both.
One need you'll never develop with the DAC-03 is
additional devices for interfacing in TTL and DTL
applications. Its inputs are fully TTL/DTL compatible,
and only a4c diode is required for full CMOS compatibility. You also won't need abig design budget since

Telex: 78722

Iwant to practice with the impossible and Ineed
the DA C-03 to do it. Please send me aDA C-03
sample and data kit.
Mail to: Precision Monolithics, Inc. 1525 Comstock Avenue,
Santa Clara, CA 95050
Check which type and voltage:
DAC-03DOX2I5V) or S X1 1101/I D DAC-03CD X2(5V) or 0 Xl (10V)
OAC-0380X2(5V) or C X1 110V) D DAN:13AD X2(5V) or 0 X1(10V)
Idon't need samples, just send adata sheet
My name
Title
Company
Dept
Address
City
Phone I

State

Zip

sensible source for your
Now, it makes economic sense to automate your receiving test stations...your
In-process or final test stations...your OA audit stations...even your design
engineer's workbench. Look into Systron-Donner's IEEE-488 family.
It starts with the new S-D Model 3520 BUSser. The 3520 is specifically designed
to control IEEE-488 compatible test instruments.
The idea was to make this controller easy to use, easy to understand, easy to
transport, easy to read, and easy to store programs. And that's what S-D has
done by using astandard teletypewriter keyboard layout, IEEE-488 special
function keys, BASIC as the programming language, and a large legible
single line fluorescent display.
Program storage is simple with the PROM option. One or more programs
can be stored in the PROM cartridge and erased later if desired.
Systron-Donner also made this compact controller easy
to buy: $795* without PROM option, $995* with it.
We put you on the bus without taking you for a ride!

Systron-Donner's
IEEE-488
family

IN

PRINTER

CONTROLLER

IEEE 488 BUS

DIG TAL
MULT METER

POWER
SUPPLY

PULSE
GENERATOR

COUNTER

SIGNAL
GENERATOR

OTHER
INSTRUMENTS

SD MODEL 35705
MATRIX SWITCH
SYSTEM

*U.S. prices

UNIT UNDER TEST

SYSTRON DONNER
PUT OUR PERFORMANCE TO THE TEST

IEEE

Wide-ranging
systems capability
Systron-Donner's extensive line
of standard, off-the-shelf IEEE-488
compatible instruments includes
frequency counters, signal generators,
multimeters, pulse generators, power
supplies, and a precision DC voltage source.
In addition, our Model 3570A Matrix Switch
automates the interconnect, saving timeconsuming operator interface.
Here is arepresentative but by no means complete
sampling of bus compatible Systron-Donner instruments. Let us know what your exact requirements
are. Contact Scientific Devices or Systron-Donner,
2727 Systron Drive, Concord, CA 94518, U.S.A.;
phone: (415) 676-5000.

Signal Generators. One of S-D's most popular signal generators is
the Model 1702 which provides arange of 100 Hz to 999.999 MHz
in asingle range with 100 Hz resolution. Its fully programmable on
the IEEE-488 bus. For microwave frequency applications, Models
1618 and 1626 extend coverage to 18 and 26 GHz respectively.

Pulse Generators. Model 154-4 is an
automatic pulse generator which is fully programmable
with its IEEE-488 interface and the Model 3520 Controller.
Model 154-4 provides a repetition rate of 10 Hz to 50 MHz,
pulse delay and width from 10 ris to 10 ms, and outputs of
0.5 to 10 V within a —10 to +10 volt window. An exceptionally
versatile instrument for the systems user.

Frequency Counters.
S-D's wide selection of IEEE -488
compatible counters ranges from 100 MHz all the way to
26 GHz. Model 6043A shown here i
3one of several thi
line designs with bus interface standard. This 1,250 M
counter is ideal for communications work and other frequency measurement applications. Note front panel ligh
that tell the operator the status of the instrument while
it's açttve in t

Digital Multimeters. Systron-Donner's 41/2 and 51
2 digit
/
multimeters for systems use include the Thin Line Model 7344
pictured here. This 41
/ digit autoranging DVM includes the bus
2
interface, DC volts, resistance, true RMS as standard. In the 51
digit category, consider Model 7115 with microprocessor control
auto-calibration, and automatic fault detection

Systems Power Supplies.
Systron-Donner's P series of power
supplies receives its bus commands via the S-D
Programmer module shown here. Controls up to 6 supplies.
One DAC board controls V, I, and V limit. Modular flexibility
allows anywhere from 50 to 500 watts.

S-D: the IEEE-488 systems people.
And alot more.

Circle 128 for literature

Circle 129 for demonstration

NF
It's possible to select the precise board
functions you need for your application
while enjoying the power of the most
advanced microprocessors made, Zilog's
Z8, Z80 and Z8000.
The Zilog Computer Module concept
is built around the high-performance
Z-Bus ••• Backplane Interconnect system, and
its complementary family of microcomputer board designs and software tools.
Applications oriented, the ZCM concept
lets you take full advantage of the capabilities of each Zilog microprocessor—

plus tomorrow's 32-bit data structures.
Select from either of two sizes of
board families, both of which can share
the same backplane. ZCM I SingleSize Boards (6.3" x3.9") provide afull menu
of basic functions. ZCM-2 Double-Size
Boards (6.3" x9.2") provide the power you
need for more complex applications.
The Zilog Computer Module concept
is exciting—and cost effective. For the
details, write: Zilog, Dept. G, 10460 Bubb
Road, Cupertino, CA 95014. Or, call
your nearby Zilog distributor.
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Zilog's single function ZCM-1 Single-Size
Boards can be combined on the same
backplane with the more powerful ZCM-2
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unneeded electronics.
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Alpha particles and other obstacles notwithstanding, memories
of all types continue to grow in speed and density; particularly
noteworthy are the imminence of 64-K dynamic random-access
memories and the existence of electrically erasable PROMs

by John G. Posa,
1"1 in ach new generation of memories brings with it
1 e untold engineering and manufacturing complexity. Density no longer doubles each year—as
Ida Gordon Moore, chairman of Intel Corp., once
predicted—but design effort, equipment cost, and production intricacy surely seem to.
But if Moore's law is broken, memory designers continue to grapple with Murphy's law, which asserts that if
something can go awry, it will. But they are meeting the
challenge. Despite all of the technological obstacles that
64-K dynamic random-access memories present, tidings
of the 256-K and 1-megabit chips can be heard. And
tough as it is to get 4-K mos static RAMS to access in 55
nanoseconds, parts with four times the density are
matching that specification—even complementary-mos
memories.
Next year will see 256-K read-only memories and
35-ns 16-K bipolar fuse-link programmable Boms; 64-K
ultraviolet-light—erasable moms will be produced in volume by a half-dozen manufacturers; and electrically
erasable moms and bubble memories, having achieved
respectable respective capacities of 16-K and 1Mb, will
finally usher in the wealth of new applications they have
long promised.
Not without pain, mos dynamic random-access memories have reached the 64-K threshold. Still, of the parts
so far promised by 11 U. S., 5Japanese, and 2European
companies, only one is actually on distributors' shelves,
the bulk are at the design or sampling stages, and the
rest are still dreams. No design has yet received the
endorsement of amainframe computer maker, but half a
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dozen or so are in the process of being qualified.
Not the simple extension of 16-K technology it was
expected to be, the 64-K device turned out to be monstrously hard to build. The problem was not fashioning a
cell less than 200 square micrometers in area but sheltering it from external noise. All 65,536 cells have to be
able to stay charged for at least 2 milliseconds while
lightning strikes the power lines in the form of ashower
of alpha particles.
The techniques used by the 64-K RAM makers to
establish the integrity of their parts are varied. Those
designing for captive consumption— IBM Corp. and Bell
Laboratories—improve yield by swapping in redundant
cells and circuit elements. To quell power supply fluctuations, Japan's Nippon Electric Co., Mostek Corp. of
Carrollton, Texas, and others tie their capacitor plates to
ground instead of the supply voltage. To maintain the
highest possible voltage level in the cell, most manufacturers capacitively boost, or bootstrap, their word lines to
restore about a7-volt level after reading or writing. Intel
Corp. of Santa Clara, Calif., further bootstraps its bit
lines to improve refresh margins. Sense amplifiers have
become more discriminating. Intel, Fairchild Camera &
Instrument Corp.'s mos Products division, San Jose,
Calif., and others use full-sized dummy-cell capacitors
for abetter match with the storage cell capacitors.
To increase stored charge, several approaches are
being tried. The Japanese, in general, simply make their
storage capacitors (and cells and chips) bigger. Mostek
and Bell Labs went from diffused to polysilicon bit lines,
to leave more room for capacitors. National Semicon-
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Next big market. So far, Intel and Hitachi have introduced
16-K electrically erasable programmable read-only memories. Most makers of ultraviolet-light—erasable PROMs will
follow suit. Intel's 2816 (shown above) is unique in that it
allows bytes to be erased individually.
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Emaciation. When the 1-K 2102 static random-access memory (left)
was introduced back in 1972, its cells took up nearly 8mil 2 each. On
the right is a cell from Matsushita's new 64-K static RAM; using
double polysilicon and fine lines, it measures 0.5 mil 2.

ductor Corp. of Santa Clara, Calif., proposes a triplepolysilicon scheme that would engulf both polysilicon
capacitor plates in oxide dielectric for reduced leakage.
Advanced Micro Devices Inc. of Sunnyvale, Calif., and
other RAM makers say they will use the Hi-C cell that in
theory will markedly increase the otherwise minuscule
depletion-region component of the storage cell capacitance. According to Mitsubishi Electric Corp. of Japan,
the Hi-C cell lowers the soft-error rate, too.
Also to soften the blow of an alpha particle, Japan's
Hitachi Ltd. and Fujitsu Ltd., as well as Intel and
Motorola Inc.'s mOs Memory Products Group in Austin,
Texas, chose folded metal bit lines for their 64-K parts.
These are laid out next to each other instead of being
aimed in opposite directions, on the supposition that the
common-mode rejection ratio of the sense amplifier is
increased when the charge generated by an alpha particle is coupled to both lines. Finally, it now seems that all
serious competitors will glaze their chips with an antialpha material like polyimide or silicone. Motorola,
Hitachi, Toshiba, Mitsubishi, Fujitsu, NEC, and Texas
Instruments Inc. of Dallas have all agreed to do this.
Beyond the 64-K level, the intrepid Japanese have also
displayed 256-K and even larger dynamic RAMS. NECToshiba Information Systems Inc. and the Musashino
Electrical Communication Laboratory of the Nippon
Telegraph and Telephone Public Corp. both described
quarter-megabit dynamic RAMs at the 1980 International Solid State Circuits conference, held last February. At
this same meeting, members of the now disbanded Cooperative Laboratories of the VLSI Technology Research
Association flaunted a 512-K RAM and insinuated that
they knew the recipe for the monolithic megabit chip.
The 256-K RAMs of NEC-Toshiba and NTT are quite
different. Nrr's part, undoubtedly a research vehicle,
had redundant circuit elements and promising but
unproven molybdenum-polysilicon gates and employed
slow—turn-around electron-beam direct-stepping-on-wafer lithography.
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NEC-Toshiba's 256-K RAM is adifferent story. Architecturally, it is nearly identical to its 64-K chip, being
almost a direct size reduction. NEC used directstepping-on-wafer processing for a64,449-square-mil die
that is only 27% bigger than its 64-K RAM and about
twice the size of others' wares. At Isscc 80, the company
showed the part in a 16-pin package with the ninth
address signal—A 8—on pin 1. This may be standardized
by the Joint Electron Device Engineering Council's JC42.3 moS memory standardization subcommittee. On
each of its 1,048 sense amplifiers, NEC hangs 256 cells—
no more than TI or Mitsubishi do in their 64-K RAMs.
Some therefore think NEC will leapfrog everyone else
with this part. In the meantime, acouple of U. S. manufacturers are expected to show off their designs next
year.
The noteworthy part about the 512-K and 1-megabit
RAMs patterned by the VLSI Co-op Labs is not the chips
but the formula used because it is capable of producing a
dynamic cell measuring 2F by 3F, where F is the minimum feature. The researchers claim this is the smallest
RAM cell possible, but that is to forget various proposals
for cells like Ti's taper-isolated design that would store
data without acapacitor. However, given the need for a
select transistor and capacitor, the labs' structure, which
uses what it calls quadruply self-aligned mos and vertically stacked tantalum capacitors, may be just about the
ultimate.
Pseudostatic hopefuls
The quest for the smallest cell notwithstanding, the
density of today's single-transistor-cell dynamic RAMS is
hard to beat. Refreshing them remains a headache,
though, and users still hope that somebody will invent
one that appears totally static.
The attempts thus far have brought about pseudostatic RAMs— basically dynamic memories capable of
refreshing their own arrays. The 2-K-by-8-bit 4816 from
Mostek and the 4-K-by-8-bit Z6132 from Zilog Inc. of
Cupertino, Calif., have been around for some time but
their acceptance has been lukewarm, primarily because
their bit densities are not quite adequate to compensate
for the logic needed for the self-refreshing.
But now that the 64-K level has been reached, acrowd
of self-refreshing RAMS is anticipated. In away, the 64-K
dynamic RAMS from Mostek and Motorola may be considered the first of these. Each incorporates a selfrefreshing mode activated with a low signal applied to
pin 1. Motorola's has a second automatic mode that
continues to refresh the RAM in abattery back-up situation. AMD is also considering the idea, and Inmos Corp.
of Colorado Springs, Colo., plans to give its 64-K RAM
self-refreshing, activated in this case with both the rowaddress and column-address strobe asserted. Inmos
wants to keep pin 1free in the event that Jedec gives the
pin another designation.
But these 64-K RAMs have by- 1-bit organizations, and
it is really the microprocessor users with their byte-wide
data that need pseudostatic memories. To the rescue will
come Intel, Motorola, Texas Instruments, Toshiba,
National Semiconductor Corp. of Santa Clara, Calif.,
and others who will offer 8-K-by-8-bit devices.
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Announcements may be heard as early as next year.
It remains to be seen how these designs will solve the
difficulties of interfacing with the multitude of different
microprocessors that now exist. For instance, if the
microprocessor fails to cue the memory to refresh itself,
data might die. To prevent that, the memory can begin
on its own, but then a request by the processor for data
might breed contention. A standard for refresh control
signals is clearly in order.
The state of truly static RAMS parallels that of dynamics, albeit at alower density level. Several manufacturers
are striving to get their 16-K chips out the door and the
Japanese—in this case one company—have vaunted a
64-K static RAM.

phobia in that market are Fairchild, Mostek, and Hitachi, with Isoplanar-S, Scaled Poly 5, and Hi-C-MOs
memories, respectively. Of the first two's parts, both have the
maximum access time of 55 ns (Table 1). Scaled
Poly 5 is a high-performance n-channel process that,
among other things, scales channel lengths down to a
mere 2.5 gm.
One 16-K-by-I-bit design

Inmos's IMS1400 uses two spare columns to improve
yield, but that is only one of alengthy list of innovations.
Using a single-polysilicon process and 2.7-gm channel
lengths (conservative against H-mos-ll's 2 gm), the
IMS1400 has 1.07-mil 2 cells on a 30,950-mil' chip—
both better than the 2167's 1.5-mil' cells on a 37,697Statics on the move
mil' die. Finally, whereas Intel has seen parts rolling off
But as dynamic RAMS are just beginning to get serious the line with access times of 40 ns, Inmos says that the
about self-refreshing and byte-wide organizations for the typical access time of its device is 30 ns.
microprocessor world, mos static RAMS, organized by 1
Inmos gets its dense array by using polysilicon instead
bit, have achieved such blistering speeds that bipolar rn. of diffused tracks for the power supply lines and an n+
designs can barely bid for their traditional cache, high- diffusion in lieu of metal for ground paths. This
speed buffer, and writable control-store applications. approach makes a lot of sense because the polysilicon
One implication is that n-mos static RAMS will dominate resistors have to be connected to Vcc anyway, and two
at 4-K densities and higher in all but the most demand- diffused drain regions of each cell have to be grounded.
ing applications, like scratchpads. There emitter-cou- The plan minimizes contact vias and allows metal bit
pled-logic RAms, with access times reaching down to 7ns lines to run right next to each other without being
separated by aluminum ground lines.
at the 1-K level, will stay in charge.
For speed, Inmos employs two key techniques. One is
The high-speed 4-K-by- 1
-bit static RAM arena remains
lively as Intel and Fairchild continue to punch each other fast, asynchronous bootstrapping circuitry that responds
out with their scaled-down high-performance mos and to any input signal without a precharge set-up time
bipolar processes, H-MOS 11 and Isoplanar-S, respective- delay. Insensitive to noise like changing address signals,
ly. Using these, Intel's 2147H and Fairchild's 93F471, these circuits do not power down with zero-threshold
with their minimum access times of 35 and 30 ns, are the natural devices, which allegedly increase operating curonly Trucompatible 4-K static devices to be had in this rent and impair performance at high temperatures. Secspeed league. Only over the last year has a long list of ondly, to sidestep word-line delay, Inmos employs bitmos makers refined their high-performance mos pro- line equilibration circuitry: while data is being shipped
cessing to the point where they could finally alternate- out over the word lines, the bit lines are brought to a
midpoint value to give the memory a head start in
source Intel's 55-ns 2147.
In the fast 16-K-by- 1
-bit static class, Intel has allowed driving cells to their next data states.
Inmos's IMS1400 announcement to precede that of its
Inmos and Intel will both bring out 4-K-by-4-bit verown 2167. Among others aiming to give Intel claustro- sions of their fast 16-K RAMS next year. Inmos in fact
'

TABLE 1 16-K-BY-1-BIT STATIC RANDOM-ACCESS MEMORIES
ECL

Technology

C-MOS

High-performance n-MOS

Company

Fairchild

Inmosa

Intel'

Motorola

Mostek

Hitachi

Part number

100480

IMS1400

2167

MCM 2167

MK 4167

HM 6167

Process

ECL
Isoplanar-S

H-MOS II

H-MOS II

Scaled
Poly 5R

Hi-C-MOS

Fastest access time (ns)
Power dissipation,
active/standby (mW)

45b

35

660

650
none

55

55

55

660-990

600

1
, 500

110

75

110-165

55
175
0.1

n.a.

Cell size (mil 2 )

0.7

1.07

1.5

1.3

t. 1.0

n.a.

Chip size (mil 2 )

20,000

30,950

37,700

38,000

28,000

n.a.

Pull-up device

pnp
transistor

first-level
polysilicon

second-level
polysilicon

second-level
polysilicon

second-level
polysilicon

first-level
polysilicon

2nd half

1st quarter

1st quarter

1st half

1st half

1st half

1981 availability
Notes:

All chips will be supplied in 20 pin standard packages
a Has

built-in redundancy; by-4-bit organization will also be offered
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b Chip-enable
c lity.4.bit

access time; 40-ns address access time available

arganization will also be offered
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Half a million. Read-only memory capacities are getting enormous.
This chip from NEC-Toshiba Information Systems is programmed
with an electron beam and stores 512-K. Next year will see several
256-K designs, some with on-chip encryption.

"extremely complex and masterfully executed."
Another tack to scrap power supply metalization is
used by Hitachi in its 2-K Hi-C-MOs 6116, now at the
sample stage. The cells are embedded in a ubiquitous p
well, and an n-type island is found in each cell. A
diffused p-type power line, located nearby, completes a
pnp structure and the cell is powered by the resulting
buried-junction field-effect transistor. This remarkable
idea will surely be exploited in Hitachi's imminent 16K-by-1-bit part.
Byte-wide static devices are also going after the lowest
possible power consumption for microprocessor and battery back-up applications. Here again, Mostek has
invented a unique circuit twist called data-save that will
first be found in a low-power version of the 4802 called
the 4802D-1. Later, it will be applied at the 4-K level to
the 4147 and 4148 (Mostek's versions of the 2147 and
2148). The idea behind data-save is simple: when the
user supplies a 5-v level to the write-enable pin (wE),
Vcc can be turned off and the array, in standby, draws
only microamperes.
But the lowest power can come only from c-mos and
the Japanese are relentless. Besides Hitachi's 6116,
which has an n-channel array, Toshiba disclosed at
isscc 80 an all—c-mos six-transistor-per-cell 2-K-by8-bit fully static RAM. Its 1-microwatt standby dissipation is noteworthy, but when it will be placed in user's
hands is unclear. Harris Corp.'s Semiconductor Products
division in Melbourne, Fla., has also been promising a
similar lc.
Finally, there's Matsushita's 64-K static RAM, which
also surrounds an n-channel array with c-mos. But the
novelty stops there; the chip looks just like Hitachi's
6147, but with cells scaled way down to 304 gm', using
2-gm rules, for a48,906-mil 2 die. But it seems incredible
that the company can really be about to ship achip with
400,000-plus components.

plans two by-4-bit versions, one of them without powerdown —a sort of Intel 2149 at the 16-K level—that may
be 10 ns faster than the 1400.
In byte-wide statics, Mostek has chased after speed
harder than anyone else. It is now ramping up production of its 1-K-by-8-bit MK 4801. Scaled Poly 5 has
awarded the memory a 55-ns speed selection, making it
by far the fastest byte-wide mos RAM. Mostek is also
now supplying samples of the follow-on 2-K-by-8 bit
4802. Its initial 70-ns access time—to be trimmed to 55
ROMs on the rise
ns by next year—is also unparalleled.
In organizing the 4802, Mostek designers essentially
The demand for read-only memories is going up and
laid two 4801s end to end, creating a256-by-32-bit array
up because of the storage requirements of applications
and an exaggerated 108-by-331-mil die. Their goal was
like speech synthesis and high-level languages. For some
s'peed: the polysilicon rails running the width of the part
time now, 64-K n-mos Roms have been available from
were not doubled. Also subtracting from access delay
various sources and lately 128-K, 256-K and even denser
and power consumption is what Mostek calls address
memories are being glimpsed. One company that has
activation. With this, a transition on any of the address
already announced a 128-K ROM is Supertex Inc. of
lines initiates internal timing without having to rely on a Sunnyvale, Calif., arising star in the c-mos business. Its
chip enable followed by aset-up time.
16-K-by-8-bit CM1310 has aslow 2-microsecond access
A long-sought goal with static RAms —and dynamic
time, but 200 microamperes is all that is needed to keep
ones, too, for that matter—is to remove interconnection
this big ROM alive on standby.
paths from the array. The last year saw a number of
In some applications—namely speech synthesis —
ingenious new tricks for doing this. In Mostek's 4801
speed does not have to be of the essence. For months, TI
and 4802 the polysilicon loads are tied to one of the two
has been using a proprietary 128-K ROM in its Speak &
data lines, depending on which side of the chip the cell
Spell talking toy. Since access times for this application
lies, rather than to Vcc. Thus, the cell is powered
can be in the microsecond region, TI used simple pthrough the resistors, eliminating the Vcc contact in the channel mOS to build the part. Indeed, the slow, highcell and the power lines. Interestingly, Motorola took a capacity ROM is one component that is breathing some
similar route in its 64-K dynamic RAM, in which each
life into p-mos: the firm has even added a new fabricaword line doubles as a capacitor plate for an adjacent
tion line to support the demand for it, but has not said
row, so that only one level of polysilicon is necessary.
whether it will offer the device on the open market.
Motorola's RAM, which was just recently analyzed by
Mostek is gunning for speed and high density alike
Mosaid, the mos memory analysts of Ottawa, was called
when it comes to ROMs; next year, it hopes to provide
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There are times when a
3J4 dit multi meter
just can't cut it.
When you really need resolving power,
you need a41/2 digit DMM. To illustrate:
When measuring a15VDC supply—a
41
/ digit multimeter lets you see each
2
millivolt of change while a31
/ digit
2
instrument would not display achange
less than 10 millivolts.
As the leader in 41
2 digit multimeters,
/
Data Precision gave you that resolving
power 7years ago with the first truly
portable 41
/ digit multimeter....our
2
Model 245. Then as your applications
became more varied and demanding,
we designed other units to meet them.
The result is aline of tough, full function
41/
2 digit DMMs that have given almost
200,000 world-wide users more sensitive measurements.
VISIT US AT MIDCON

MODEL 245
The first of its kind, features high input
impedance, 50kliz frequency response,
0.05% basic DC accuracy and aplanar
gas discharge display... $389.

If your needs are primarily for abench
instrument, Data Precision offers atruly
versatile performer — the Model 248OR
Bench/Portable with True RMS AC
measurement and 0.03% basic DC
accuracy. Wide measurement ranges on
all functions and abenchtop case make it
alogical choice for an in-house
DMM... $319 or the Model 2480 with AC
average sensing... $299. Both feature optional battery pack.

MODEL 248
This high resolution instrument features
10pV and 10 nanoamp sensitivity, True
RMS AC measurement, with abasic DC
accuracy of 0.05% and an easy to read
LED display... $359.

When you need more than a31
2 DMM
/
can give, get a41/2 digit multirneter from
Data Precision. We've made more 41
2
/
digit multimeters than anyone else in
the world.

MODEL 258
Features True RMS AC measurement,
0.05% basic accuracy, 40 hour battery
operation between charges and an LCD
display ideal for outdoor as well as indoor applications... $369.

(800) 343-8150
(800) 892-0528 in Massachusetts

g

For immediate delivery, demonstration,
or further information, just contact your
local Data Precision distributor or call:

Prices USA
8

DATA PRECISION
A DIVISION OF ANALOGIC CORPORATION

Data Precision Corporation, ADivision of Analogic Corporation, Electronics Avenue, Danvers, MA 01923, (617) 246-1600, TELEX (0650) 921819
Circle 136 for demonstration

Circle 137 for further information
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Microcomputer Hero

Intel's new 8051 packs more processing
ingredients onto asingle chip than ever before.
And serves it up with total development support.

Intel introduces its latest recipe
for the highest performance singlechip microcomputer. Take an up to
ten times functional/speed improvement, and add more program and
data memory than you can find on
any competitive single-chip micro.
Garnish these with peripheral
capabilities like 32 programmable I/O lines, afull-duplex
UART, and two 16-bit timers/
event counters. Top it all off with
aunique Boolean processor,
and serve it up on the industry's
broadest development support
base:That's the 8051, averitable
feast for product designers.

address-driven automatic wakeup.
Added to that is the 8051's
sophisticated interrupt system, with
five sources, two priority levels, and
anested structure which allows
exceptionally efficient monitoring
of internal and external alarms.
Reference

12-12 MHz
Oscillator
8 Timing

4096 Bytes
Program Memory
8051 ROM
8751 EPROM
8031 Off-Chip

128 Bytes
Data Memory

646 Byte Bus
Expansion
Control

> Progra mmable
o

CPU with
Mal Dru
Boolean
Processor

11

software support, like the ASM 51
macroassembler, which provides tight,
fast code and efficient access to the
Boolean processor. Or the CONV 51
conversion program for upgrading
your existing 8048 source code to
operate on the 8051.
Intel support further inCounters
cludes the ICE-51TH in-circuit
emulator, which lets you
exercise your system at full proTwo 16-Bit
Timer/Event
cessor speed with all of its I/O
Counters
functions. So you can analyze
test results quickly, even
before your application system
hardware is available. Or fully
Programmable
Serial Port
debug your system in logical
•Full Duplex
UART
segments before committing
•Synchronous
Shifter
code to EPROMs or ROM.
Thus getting amore reliable
product
to market faster.
Serial In
Serial Out

A new combination
Inter up,
of ingredients
The 8051 family sets the stanInterrupts
Control For
Parallel p t
dard for the next generation of
Address Data Bus
64K RAM.
32 I0 Pins
64K ROM
single-chip microcomputers. And
opens new application opportunities where amultiple-chip approach Boolean bit manipulation
In addition to handling 8-bit
would have been necessary before.
binary and BCD arithmetic, plus 8-bit
For large program storage, there
logic operations, the 8051 family
are 4K bytes of ROM/EPROM,
offers an exclusive feature: extensive
128 bytes of RAM for internal
Boolean bit-handling—especially
scratchpad, and 20 registers for
important in controller applications.
controlling peripheral functions.
An integral part of the CPU, the
Plus the memory space is expandBoolean processor has its own set of
able to 64K bytes each of RAM
12 instructions, its own accumulator,
and ROM.
and its own bit-addressable RAM
The 8051 also offers extended
CPU processing capabilities, mul- and I/O. With these instructions,
now you can do bit manipulation
tiple addressing modes, and four
without extensive data movement,
8-register banks. Furthermore, it's
fast. Multiply and Divide execute byte masking/shifting, or testand-branch trees.
in 4µs. Over half of the remaining instructions execute in 1µs;
Full-course development
the rest in 2µs.
support
Then there's the 8051's full
With even the most versatile
duplex serial I/O port, which allows
microcomputer, though, you need
it to talk to peripherals—such as
development support to get your
terminals and UARTs = at amuch
product to market the fastest, lowest
higher data rate than could be
risk, least expensive way possible.
achieved using software alone.
Support such as only Intel delivers.
At rates, in fact, from 122 to 31,250
That means support from the
baud. This port can also link multiple
Intellec® Microcomputer Develop8051s to achieve transmission rates
ment System, your own in-house
up to 187,500 baud using standard
digital design center. It also means
asynchronous protocols and an

FITI
or s
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Come and get it
A direct descendant of the
industry-standard 8048, the 8051
family is the beginning of the new
MCS-51TH series of high-performance
devices. In addition to the ROMbased 8051, the other two members
of the immediate family are the 8751
EPROM version, intended for prototyping and low volume production,
and the 8031, which relies on
external program memory.
For further details on the 8051
family and its development support,
contact your local Intel sales office/
distributor. Or write Intel Corporation,
3065 Bowers Avenue, Santa Clara,
CA 95051. Telephone (408) 987-8080.

intel
delivers
solutions.

Europe: Intel International. Brussels, Belgium.
Japan: Intel Japan. Tokyo. United States and Canadian
distributors: Alliance, Almac/Stroum, Arrow Electronics.
Avnet Electronics, Component Specialties, Hamilton/Avnet.
Hamilton/Electro Sales. Harvey. Industrial Components,
Pioneer. L.A.Varah. Wyle Distribution Group. Zentronics.

Circle 139 on reader service card

139

New PASSTHRU imlocks hidden
productivity in board assembly systems.
Automatic machines shouldn't be kept waiting when they
could be inserting components into circuit boards. This is
why Universal Instruments developed its new Pass-Thru
board handling system. Pass-Thru takes only afew seconds
to feed afresh board into an automatic component inserter
while it is simultaneously pulling acompleted board out of
the machine's work area. It does this smoothly and gently,
board after board, hour after hour, without fatigue and
without error.

Pass-Thru feeds individual boards from astack of blank or
partially assembled boards and deposits finished boards in
special compartmental magazines. This way, many boards
can be carried in asingle, protected load, ready for wave
soldering or for automatic feed into another Pass-Thru
equipped insertion machine. An operator can carry it, or we
can supply abuffer-transfer unit to do it automatically, untouched by human hand. Ask your Universal sales engineer
to show you our Pass-Thru video tape, or send for literature.
Circle 140 on reader service card
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samples of an 80-ns 256-K chip. Other U. S. chip makers
will also work on 256-K parts next year, but the Japanese, mainly because of the memory required to store
and display their alphabet, have been building 1- and
4-Mb wafer-sized Roms. Equally impressive in terms of
density is NEC's 512-K ROM chip, patterned with directstepping-on-wafer optical lithography but programmed
with an electron beam writing directly on the wafer.
With ROM capacities of a quarter megabit and up,
protection will have to be provided or a copycat could
make off with a fortune's worth of software. So some
256-K and larger Roms will be fitted with on-chip data
encryption and decryption circuitry.
The exciting thing about a mask-programmable ROM
cell is that it can literally be reduced to the crossing of
two wires. AMI is working on a CMOS I28 K ROM that
proves this point nicely. Its cell is defined with apolysilicon strip overlapping a diffused region perpendicular to
it and programmed by being hit with a depletion
implant. Then, with that cell's bit line grounded, the
word lines are consecutively pulsed low. The cell output
will remain high except when acell has the implant. AMI
is expecting access times on the order of 10 to 20 µs.
Many fuse links
Although fuse-link 2-K-by-8-bit Schottky TTL programmable Roms are available from Harris, Signetics,
Intel, Raytheon Co. of Mountain View, Calif., and
Monolithic Memories Inc. of Sunnyvale, Calif., the
supply is limited. This situation will undoubtedly change
next year when National, Motorola, TI, Fairchild, Fujitsu, and AMD see production quantities of their 16-K
devices. Also by that time, Motorola will have introduced its 4-K-by-4-bit MCM7695, and Fairchild may
have introduced its 8-K-by-8-bit 93E564/65. Using 'soplanar-S, Fairchild expects a die size less than 35,000
mil' and a typical access time of 35 ns. It remains to be
seen just when bipolar PROM manufacturers will rise to
the 32-K density level.
Bipolar PROMs differ in their fuse material and hence,
in their difficulty of programming. There are many fuse
types — AMD's platinum silicide, Intel and Harris's polysilicon, the diffused eutectic aluminum process (DEAP)
of Fujitsu, and Nichrome or titanium-tungsten from the
rest. Polysilicon has been in the news recently, having
allowed Intel to build a 25-ns (typical), 600-milliwatt
16-K memory and Harris to construct its 6641, the first
4-K fuse-link CMOS PROM.
Fujitsu has been receiving much attention with its
DEAP process, which results in half the cell sizes and
access times of conventional PROMs. The secret is two
passive isolation methods called SVG, for shallow Vgroove, and 10P, for isolation through oxide and polysilicon. A cell is programmed by forcing a reverse current
through the emitter of its transistor. When the aluminum-silicon interface begins to melt —the eutectic temperature—it diffuses to the base region and shorts out
the junction. Current flow halts, and so does any further
rise in temperature. Fujitsu plans a 16-K PROM using
this clever principle and has already succeeded in achieving 35-ns access times at the 4-K level with a recently
improved DEAP cell.
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DEAP. Fujitsu's diffused eutectic aluminum process, or DEAP, has
been yielding PROMs with half the cell sizes and access times of
conventional bipolar fuse-link PROMs. It is programmed with a
reverse current that shorts out the base-emitter junction.

As of 1980, ultraviolet-light—erasable PROMs and electrically erasable PROMs firmly established themselves at
the 64-K and 16-K levels, respectively, and competition is
already fierce in both markets. Earlier this year, 64 K
EPROMs were announced by Intel, TI, Mostek, and
Motorola. Battles rage over who was first to announce
and whose pinout will succeed.
Battle of the E-PROMs
Jedec voted in the 28-pin Intel-Mostek approach, but
to spite that decision, TI will try to make its slightly
different 28-pin package a de facto standard through
aggressive pricing and quick delivery. Synertek of Santa
Clara, Calif., says it will go along with the Intel pinout,
but National will introduce two 28-pin versions to cover
both bets. Meanwhile Motorola, with a 24-pin package,
will try to plug into many of the sockets created by 64-K
Roms and 16-K EPROMS as it possibly can.
As for technology, Intel is using a variant upon its
H-mos-II technology called H-mos-E for the smallest
64-K chip size-32,399 mil' —and a best-case access
time equal to Mostek's expected 200 ns. This is the same
access time sported by Intel's new 32-K EPROM, the
2732A. Such speeds are necessary for the latest generation of 16-bit microprocessors.
Mostek and TI are also pursuing density, using what TI
calls the X-series cell, though Mostek had actually
invented it for its MK36000 mask ROM. In this layout,
the contact via of each column line connects to the
drain/source regions of four devices, and each pair of
devices shares bit and word lines. The upshot is a very
dense arrangement requiring only a half a contact via
per cell.
Tf's present 64-K EPROM is pretty big at 40,800 mil',
as is Mostek's at 57,000 mil'. But TI has yet to revamp
its chip with the X-shaped cell, and Mostek's not only
includes a 25% redundancy but is also built with 5-µm
features. Using the X cell, TI will shrink its TMS 2564 to
33,000 mil' while lopping 100 ns off of the 450-ns access
time. And this assumes 4.5-µm design rules; using 3.5µm rules, TI has already built a 41,500-mil 2 128-K E-
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TABLE 2: TWO 2-K-BY -8-BIT ELECTRICALLY ERASABLE
READ-ONLY MEMORIES
Intel

Hitachi
Part number

HN48016

Process

MNOS

Flotox a

Access time

350 ns

250 ns
+5 V

2816

Read voltage

+5 V

Read power dissipation

330 mW

500/100 mW (standby)

Read endurance

unlimited

unlimited

Data retention

10 years

10 years

Write time

10 ms/byte

10 ms/byte

Erase time

100 ms

10 ms
+20 V

Write/erase voltage

+25 V

Write/erase endurance

1e cycles

10 4 -10 6 cycles

Cell size

0.64 mil 2

0.85 mil 2

Chip size

28,302 mil 2

n.a.

Other comments

—

has byte erase

Availability

4th quarter, 1980

1st quarter, 1981
aFloating-gate

Marks the spot. Mostek and Texas Instruments are using an Xshaped cell in their 64-K erasable programmable ROMs. These
unique cells, which were first used in Mostek's MK36000 mask ROM,
share source-drain regions, bit lines, and word lines.

is providing in sample form to aselect few.
Mostek, too, plans to use 3.5-µm features to shrink its
future E-PROM dice.
Mostek is pondering whether to add a third level of
polysilicon to its X-shaped cell to allow electrical erasure. Details of this structure will be given in December
at the International Electron Devices Meeting. Basically,
the polysilicon floating gate is discharged by electric
field emission to the added polysilicon layer. But more
importantly, by using an adaptive erasure mechanism
that senses when the cell is erased, the memory manages
on asingle transistor per bit —a first for a floating-gate
PROM it

EE-PROM.

Tunneling through
But if any one word summarizes recent progress in
electrical erasability, it would have to be "tunneling."
Intel probably thought the word would be Flotox, an
acronym it coined for the floating-gate tunnel oxide it
uses in the 2-K-by-8-bit 2816 EE-PROM launched earlier
this year. That chip, and the principle behind its operation, has already had an enormous impact on the industry and more far-reaching consequences are in store.
Not long after Intel announced the 2816, Hughes
Research Center followed with an 8-K c-mos EE-PROM
that also exploited electron tunneling through an oxide
less than 200 angstroms thick. (Some say these layers
are on the order of 120À.) But whereas Intel uses nine
transistors per byte, Hughes merges two per bit. On
the other hand, Intel grew its tunnel oxide over an n+
diffused region instead of over the channel, allowing
bytes to be erased individually —a feature that Hughes
will tack on to later parts. Motorola also has aseries of
tunnel-oxide EE-PROMs planned, and it says its cells will
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tunnel oxide

be significantly more compact than Flotox cells.
But Intel's byte erasure is the feature to match, for
without it, a RAM buffer the size of the EE-PROM is
needed to erase 1byte. Beyond byte erasure, the next
features to be added to EE-PROMs will be latches for the
address and incoming data. Then EE-PROMs will be able
to time out their own erasing using an adaptive-erasing
feature like the one Mostek is proposing for its triplepolysilicon EE-PROM. After all this is on chip, auser will
(finally) be able to write data into the EE-PROM as
though it were astatic RAM.
Intel says that Flotox requires only three more processing steps than H-MOS-E, the process it uses to build
E-PROMs. It also says that in time the EE-PROM will
overtake the E-PROM in popularity. Even though modern
E-PROMS use single-device cells, packaging and testing
are alarge part of the cost, and EE-PROMs test faster and
do not need that expensive quartz window.
Were it not for Hitachi, metal-nitride-oxide semiconductor technology would seem dead for high-density
EE-PROMs. But Hitachi's 16-K HN48016, based on
MNOS and on the market, does very well against the
2816 from Intel (see Table 2). It is also being priced very
aggressively. What's more, the device uses two transistors per cell, so that charge need not be removed from a
storage cell's gate to read that location. This gets rid of
the so-called "read-disturb' problem that has muddied
the reputation of MNOS memories.
The ideal EE-PROM
The ideal

would really be anonvolatile RAM;
with the fast read and write times of astatic
RAM. The solution proposed to this problem by Xicor
Inc. of Sunnyvale, Calif., is to shadow a 250-ns static
RAM with afloating-gate array on the same die that gets
loaded automatically when power fails. The only drawback with this technique is ahigh number of devices per
cell, making high bit density more difficult.
A recent development by IBM points to atrue nonvolatile RAM, however. Using adual-injector structure, it has

an

EE-PROM

EE-PROM
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Two sources solve
your design-in
anxieties.

MOS/LSI
DTMF
Receiver
Chip.

One DTMF receiver. On one MOS/LSIchip. From two sources.
Now, you can design in the ITT 3201 or the Silicon
Systems 201. and get the same end result. They are the
only fully integrated Dual-Tone. Multiple-Frequency
receivers on single silicon chips. They employ state-ofthe-art circuit technology to combine digital and analog
functions on the same CMOS chip. using astandard
digital semiconductor process. No front-end bandsplitting filters are required. An inexpensive crystal, two

bypass capacitors, and you're in business.
With our name behind every ITT 3201. you can be
assured of highest quality, packaged with reliability, to
meet your most stringent demands. Specify them for your
next PABX. key system, mobile paging system. or end-toend signaling application. For complete specifications.
contact: ITT North Microsystems Division. 700 Hillsboro
Plaza. Deerfield Beach, Florida 33441. Phone: (305)
421-8450. TLX: 51-2329. TWX: 510-953-7523.

ITT

ITT North Microsystems Division
1A '1
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Your Marketing department wants anew black box
design. They want it to handle 37 bytes of information. It has to be solar energized. It has to fly. It has
to speak. It has to reproduce. Naturally, it'll need
special cable configurations. Call Belden.
We've developed workable wire, cable and cord
answers for a lot of extraordinary new products.
In fact, a lot of designers have found that working
with Belden in the early stages of a design project
usually pays dividends in compatibility, workability
and lower overall costs.
And once your product is rolling, we're ready to
dig in to wire processing, assembly and installation

problems to help insure that your idea makes it to
market economically.
You see, Belden's capabilities in wire, cable and
cord are comprehensive. Sure, we make thousands
of standards, but we can also provide just about any
custom that you can imagine. And our technical
knowhow ranges from innovative packaging to indepth value analysis.
Just imagine a wire, cable or cord —and we'll
come through with it. Belden Corporation, Electronic Division, P.O. Box 1980, Richmond, IN 47374;
317-983-5200. Out West, contact our Regional Sales
Office in Irvine, CA at 714-833-7700.
8-7-9C

Your special designs
need aspecial
wire source

Imagine
what we
can do
for you

BELDEN 0
Coming through...

with new ideas for moving electrical energy
Circle 144 on reader service card

written and erased in as little as 200 ns and the researchers at the Watson Research Center are looking forward
to 100-ns access times and billions of cycles of endurance
at 5V or even less.
The market for bubble memories has been disappointingly slow to mature, but the availability of 1-megabit
and higher-density chips promises to fuel arapid growth
in the 1980s. So far, Intel Magnetics, TI, National,
Fujitsu, and Rockwell International Corp., Anaheim,
Calif., have announced 1-Mb bubble memories. The
ramp up to volume production of these devices has been
ashallow one, however, primarily because of the numerous support elements required to make a product a
success.
Millions of bubbles
The forthcoming megabit chips are similar. All are
based upon block-replicate architectures, all employ
swap and replicate gates, and all store redundant-loop
information on chip. The announced products also have
in common chevron-shaped propagation patterns made

from Permalloy and external criss-crossed coils for the
drive field. Work continues on replacing the Permalloy
with ion-implanted patterns like contiguous disks and on
replacing the coils with elements more conducive to
integration.
Contiguous disks will be at the heart of the nextgeneration, 4-Mb chips. On the one hand, they allow
two-way propagation and thus could halve access time,
while on the other, they do not demand atight-tolerance
gap, as chevrons do. But replication with contiguous
disks is just now being reported, and the mechanisms
behind it are not yet well understood. IBM, which for the
longest time pushed its wall-encoded bubble lattices, has
all but dropped them in favor of implanted patterns like
those of disks.
The only alternative to the bulky and speed-limiting
coils is the punctured conductor sheets proposed by
Andrew Bobeck of Bell Labs, who says, "We are getting
ready to make a stab at a working chip." The main
problem is with the detector, and Bobeck is looking into
new materials for detection based upon the Hall effect.

Sud and Hardee: builders of adynamic static RAM
Rahul Sud and Kim C. Hardee, the two-man design team
responsible for the first integrated circuit to emerge from
the British-backed Inmos Corp., have had some similar
experiences. Both were top technical graduates at Florida
universities in the 1970s. And though strangers to each
other at the time, they also worked at Harris Corp.'s
Semiconductor Products division in Melbourne, Fla. When
they joined lnmos's operation in Colorado Springs,
Colo., in early 1979, both had strong experience in most
types of memory and circuit design.
But though both Sud, 27, and Hardee, 29, had designed
memory circuits previously, Hardee's expertise was in
static devices. While at Harris, he was the primary designer of four complementary-MOS static-RAM circuits, with
densities ranging from 1-K to 16-K. Sud's experience, on
the other hand, involved dynamic devices. Prior to joining
Inmos, he worked with another designer at Signetics Corp.
in designing a 64-K dynamic RAM and a 128-K read-only
memory device.

memory product vice president] to decide."
Hardee, who grew up in Florida, holds bachelor and
master of science degrees in electrical engineering from
the University of Florida, Gainesville, where he completed
his graduate work with aperfect 4.0 grade average. Sud, a
native of India, holds a B. S. in physics from the University
of Delhi and an M. S. in solid-state physics from the Florida
Institute of Technology—graduating first in his class in
both programs—and an M. S. in electrical engineering
from the University of California at Berkeley. He is also a
doctoral candidate in electrical engineering at Stanford
University.
Sud agrees that the IMS1400 benefited greatly from the
synergistic infusion of dynamic circuit ideas. "As a matter
of fact," he observes, current dynamic-RAM design techniques "could also benefit through more use of static
design approaches." He fully expects a further mingling of
dynamic- and static-memory design techniques as the era
of very large-scale integration unfolds. -Wesley R. Iversen

Their combined effort at Inmos led to astatic RAM—the
IMS1400 —that successfully incorporates performanceboosting technique such as active bit-line equilibration
and bit-line precharging and bootstrapping circuitry.
Also unique to the IMS1400 design are a single-layer
polysilicon cell about the same size as conventional double-poly cells; a redundancy technique that improves yield
up to a factor of five yet still takes less than 2% of device
real estate; and a novel, low-power substrate-bias generator producing a lower bias than that in current commmercially available circuits. Sud and Hardee now have five
patents pending on aspects of their static RAM's design.
In the early going, the two recall, they designed in
parallel, working individually on a particular circuit function
and then exchanging work for the other's criticism. "Almost invariably, we'd find something wrong with the other
guy's approach and then we'd work it out and come to a
common solution," Hardee says. "Where we really had
problems was when both ideas were equally good ...in
several instances it almost came down to flipping a coin,
and we'd finally end up asking John Heightley [Inmos
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Christmas won't
wait for your product.
You won't wait
for your ROM's
Go Donner, Go Blitzen. Things are
changing so fast in the ROM-based
marketplace that you can't wait until
"next Christmas" to introduce this
Christmas' products. You've got to hit
the marketing window. On the
button. That's where we come in.
Five week turnaround. Send us
your programmed EPROM's, or preprogrammed mask ROM's...any way
you want to send them. We'll ship
back your ROM's in prototyping
quantities in five weeks. Production
quantities: eight weeks. Guaranteed.
Here's how: When you place your
order with Cornmodoe, it stays
with us. No outside masking. No
outside packaging. Your ROM's are
masked in our masking operation,
manufactured in our waferfab, and
packaged on our packaging lines.
That means we're fast. It also means
we're good. Because we control
your ROM order every step of the way.
ROM your way. 2316's. 2332's. 2364's.
If you need 'em, we've got 'em.
Now. And while other people are only
talking about delivering 64K ROM's,
we're delivery 64K ROM's in volume.
In molded or ceramic DIP's. Single
+5V supply. Compatible with
your 2700 Series EPROM's. All they're
waiting for is your program.
Prototype or production. We'll
work with you. Fast prototyping for
your new products. Fast production
Electronics/October 23, 1980

quantities when you're ready to roll.
On your schedule... not ours.
/P's too? We make the MCS 6500
Series. Ten Micros. Six with on-board
clocks. Four with external clocks.
All, single + 5V supply. All, totally software compatible. All, available in
IMHz,2MHzWand 3MHz(B)operating frequencies.
Our iron-clad guarantee: If we don't
ship your prototyping quantities
of ROM's within five weeks of the day
we receive your verification EPROM's
or codes, or, production quantities
within eight weeks of receiving your
codes, we'll take you to lunch. In
Hong Kong. And we'll pay your air
fare both ways. Who says there's no
Santa Claus?
East: Toll Free 1-800-345-6386/6387
West Coast: (408) 727-1130, ext. 218

Cm commodore
SEMICONDUCTOR

GROUP

MOS TECHNOLOGY
Valley Forge Corporate Center
950 Rittenhouse Road
Norristown, PA 19403
1215) 666-7950 TLX 846-100 MOSTECHGY VAFG
That's my kind of ROM delivery guarantee.
Send me your data sheets on
Cl 16K. 32K & 64K ROM's. CI The MCS6500 µP Series
Name
Company
Address
City/State/Zip
Phone(

Circle 147 on reader service card
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In her Adventures in Wonderland, Alice
witnessed alot of people fighting over things
that didn't seem very important. Like Tweedledee's not-very-serious fight over possession of abroken baby rattle.
"We must have abit of afight, but Idon't
care about going on lone said Tweedledum.
"What's the time now?"
Tweedledee looked at his watch and said,
"Half-past four:'
"Let's fight till six, and then have dinner:'
said Tweedledum.
Some people in Linear Wonderland feel it's
just as foolish to fight over dice sales for the
hybrid market—but not PMI. We know that
hybrid microcircuit designers are hopeful of
achieving the same superior performance
from their designs that PMI's linear circuits
are famous for. That's why we sell the same
dice we use in our own DIA converters, comparators, op amps, BIFET analog multiplexers and other precision linear circuits.
All PMI dice are 100% electrically tested
for all guaranteed DC parameters at 25°C and
are 100% visually inspected to MIL-STD-883.
For that matter, all our dice are fabricated and
processed to MIL-STD-883 as standard
practice.
If testing at room temperature won't do,
PMI's Hot Chuck program will test your dice
all the way up to 125°C—and with guaranteed
specs at whatever temperature you need.
That alone makes our dice worth fighting
for, but we also add the protection of PMI's
triple passivation process, which includes an
advanced silicon nitride ion barrier, plus athick
glass coating over the metallization.
For final protection, we ship the dice in
waffle-pack carriers with an antistatic shield.
All you have to worry about are the die attachment, bonding and interface with your own designs—and we'll even send you our recommendations for doing just that.

Hybrid designers have enough battles in
getting from concept to completion. A PMI
die will win one of the biggest battles for you
—and still have you home for dinner.
If you want asample and complete datapak
to test in your design, just fill in the necessary information on the "TO THE VICTORS"
(that's us) coupon below.
If someone beat you to the coupon, write
to us. Or circle #200 for literature.
Precision Monolithics, Incorporated
1500 Space Park Drive
Santa Clara, California 95050
(408) 246-9222 TWX: 910-338-0528 Cable: MONO
In Europe contact:
Precision Monolithics, Incorporated
do BOURNS AG
ZUGERSTRASSE 74, 6340 Baar, Switzerland
Phone: 042/33 33 33

Telex 78722

TO THE VICTORS"
Just fill in the coupon for asample and

complete datapak to test in your design.

Sample type .
Also send me details on the PMI Hot Chuck
Program C.
Mail to: Precision Monolithics, Inc., 1525 Comstock Avenue,
Santa Clara, CA 95050
or Precision Monolithics, Inc., c/o BOURNS AG
Zugerstrasse 74, 6340 Baar, Switzerland

Name

Title

Company

Dept

Address

Phone (

Following in the mainframe path, microprocessor-based systems
are unloading their housekeeping chores onto smart support chips;
lower power, faster math, and even multiprocessing options abound

by R. Colin Johnson,

t
r

Microsystems & Software Editor

ardware is not an end in itself— that insight is
,sweeping the microprocessor industry. Systems
k iare always the final product, and the microproii—scessor manufacturer who wants to get ahead
had better offer system support. That means taking a
hard look not only at the application problems to be
solved but also at how mainframe manufacturers have
succeeded in solving them.
Emulating the big machines, today's microprocessors
offload traffic management chores into memory management units, input/output processors, and other smart
support chips. In this way very large-scale integration is
truly replacing the board-level auxiliary processors of the
past. In some cases the microprocessor is even emulating
amainframe or minicomputer, so dense and complex has
VLSI become.
The application problems being tackled are many and
varied. The need for speedier mathematical operations is
pushing the development of 32-bit devices, while economy is favored by 16-bit designs that interface with
standard 8-bit-wide memories. Flexibility is provided by
keeping read-only memories off the otherwise single-chip
processor, and low power is addressed by complementary-MOS versions of standard machines. The families of special-purpose microprocessors that make room
on chip for extra elements like data converters continue
to expand, as does the high-volume market for low-cost
microcontrollers.
For the most complicated tasks, multiprocessing is
now definitely the way to go. The logic it requires is
already being designed into some microprocessors, and
I
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the standard buses are making provision for it too.
Hardware sophistication makes necessary more elaborate software development tools. Friendly operating systems and modular languages are easing this burden, as is
the appearance of standard operating systems that give
different microcomputers access to common programs,
making for truly portable software systems. Software
support for true multiprocessing will shortly realize this
long-awaited capability in microsystem design.
On to 32-bit power
Now that the Institute of Electrical and Electronics
Engineers has adopted astandard data format, the transition to 32 bits will accelerate. That changeover will be
much smoother than the one from 8to 16 bits. It will be
eased into by companion processors that add 32-bit
arithmetic to present 16-bit machines, by incorporating
32-bit data paths and superset instructions into present
16-bit devices, and by reserving operation codes to be
executed as software macro instructions now, but by
hardware coprocessors later.
One way to make the 32-bit transition is to tightly
couple a coprocessor chip to the main microprocessor.
Intel Corp.'s 8087 numeric data processor does just that.
The Santa Clara, Calif., company has been delivering
the 8086 16-bit microprocessor for quite some time,
recently in an 8-megahertz version. But speed alone is
not the answer. In modern mainframes numeric operations that are often used but slow to execute in software
are offloaded into special-purpose board-level coprocessors. The same approach is taken by the 8087; in effect,
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C-NOS microprocessors.
Since this microprocessor
has all the necessary circuitry to form a microcomputer, except a read-only
memory,

it qualifies as a

ROM-less

microcomputer.

It uses n-channel technology

in

the

random-access

memory cell,

to save die

area, and includes a wakeup timer and two powersaving instructions that allow on-chip memory to be
retained while the processor is in a low power state.
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MICROPROCESSOR
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ADDRESS
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MANAGEMENT
UNIT

'LOWER 9BITS)
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OF REQUESTED ENTRY
ON PAGE

REQUESTED
PAGE NUMBER

WAIT
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FETCH NEW PAGE

•

•

•

31
32 PAGE NUMBERS
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}
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OF REQUESTED PAGE

virtual memory. With each virtual address
issued, the memory management unit looks
up the physical address of the requested
PHYSICAL ADDRESS TO MAIN MEMORY

page in its high-speed cache. If it turns out
not

to

be there,

then

the

processor

is

directed to wait with its bus butters floating.

it expands the instruction set of the 8086 to include 32and 64-bit integer arithmetic, IEEE-compatible floatingpoint operations, trigonometric functions, and other
number crunchers that can increase numeric throughput
ahundredfold. In Intel's new nomenclature the two used
together are called the iAPX 86/20.
Do it with microcode
Other major 16-bit microprocessor manufacturers
have chosen to include 32-bit operations in the instruction set of the main processor. Of course, without a
32-bit ALU they require longer execution times, but this
method does retain software compatibility with the next
generation of 32-bit machines. For Zilog Inc. of Cupertino, Calif., 32-bit data types are a part of the Z8000's
basic instruction set. These operations will eventually be
offloaded into one of Zilog's forthcoming extended processing units.
An alternative solution is to reserve operation codes
for 32-bit arithmetic, floating-point operations, and complex functions. The op codes can be executed as software
subroutines now but eventually they will be microcoded
into the basic instruction set. Thus future systems can be
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designed and used now, with the guarantee of both
speedier execution and software compatibility later.
One way to implement this method is to use vectored
software traps. Motorola Inc.'s 68000 has an extensive
trap structure in which every op code vectors to aknown
memory location. Floating-point operations and complex
functions may eventually find their way into the instruction set of the 68000. The Austin, Texas, company's
immediate plans, however, are to offer aread-only memory that contains the software for floating-point operations, amethod that is slower than microcode.
Texas Instruments Inc.'s 9900 series of microcomputers also employs extensive microcode as well as vectored
software traps. The Dallas company is known to have
optimized portions of that code in its 4-MHz version of
the part; it could in addition enhance the instruction set
by defining new op codes. The 990 minicomputer uses
the concept of an extended operation whereby external
circuitry performs acomputation; this could grow downward into the 9900 family allowing auxiliary processors
to be attached to the main processor.
The microcode enhancement of 16-bit machines, however, is not as fast as internal 32-bit data paths. Intel
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intends to use a32-bit internal structure for its upwardly
compatible iAPX-432 whose details were first revealed
this year. The 432 will be amultichip solution, including
a variable number of data processors, storage modules,
and interface units.
Truly 32 bits
Two manufacturers have chosen to include 32-bit data
paths on their present-day processors. Both the 68000
from Motorola and the 16032 from National Semiconductor Corp., Santa Clara, Calif., perform 32-bit integer
arithmetic. Since the 68000 is being packaged in a
chip-carrier, the data-bus interface could be extended to
32 bits. The present 64 leads plus the added 16 would
bring the count to 80, eminently feasible for a chipcarrier. However, more buffers and additional control
circuitry would need to be integrated on the chip.
National could do the same with its advanced processor, which was first announced this year. It is already
committed to bringing out enhanced versions of its
16000 series. Its concept is to provide software-transparent slave processors that extend the series' instruction set
and to integrate these functions into the basic processor
in the future. Their virtual memory management unit
(16082) allows programs to address 16 megabytes as if it
were all contained in semiconductor memory. The unit
uses a paging system that brings mass storage on line in
amode totally transparent to the programmer.
Micro mainframes
Another major development is the trend to fabricating
very large-scale integrated-circuit versions of proven
mainframes and minicomputers. The show-stopper this
year is International Business Machine Corp.'s VLSI
implementation of the processor portion of the most
popular mainframe of all time, the System 370. It emulates that 64-bit-wide instruction set with an 8-bit ALU
and chunks of microcode in external ROM.
Data General Corp., of Westboro, Mass., has cast its
Eclipge high-performance minicomputer in silicon and
Signetics Corp., Sunnyvale, Calif., is also reportedly
working on aVLSI implementation of aminicomputer.
Ironically, though, peripheral support chips may
become more important than the actual microcomputers.
Since it is possible to build an advanced microsystem
around any of the processors, designers are discovering
that support chips make the difference. Zilog, Motorola,
and National are all working on a comprehensive set of
peripheral processors aimed squarely at their respective
16-bit machines. To the not uncommon memory management unit and input/output controllers, Zilog has
added an intelligent first-in-first-out buffer memory
(zPio) and a highly programmable universal peripheral
controller (zuPc). The ZUPC combines the instruction
set of its Z8 microcomputer with two ports, plus handshaking, and aROM for customized protocols.
More support
Intel has chosen to keep the 8086 compatible with its
extensive line of 8-bit peripheral chips by segmenting
memory into bytes. Its input/output processor, the 8089,
takes either byte- or word-wide data, so that it will work
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Bond-out chip. This special version of the 8051 microcomputer is
designed for use in an in-circuit emulator. It brings out data lines and
address lines separately so that the significantly absent program
read-only memory may be simulated externally.

with either the 8088 or the 8086. Intel does plan successors to both the 8088 and the 8086—the iAPX 188 and
the iAPX 186, respectively—and both the 8087 and the
8089 will be offered in versions that support those
updates. The company also plans to build asuccessor to
the iAPX-186, the iAPX-286, with higher performance
and an extended instruction set. It will feature on-chip
memory management as well as several operating system
functions in the iAPX-286/30 version. The 8089 itself is
avery flexible vo processor that can be programmed to
handle anything from aslow printer to a fast disk drive.
It includes two interfaces to peripherals and in many
systems may be the only uo handler necessary.
8-bit economy with 16-bit power
If the argument for wider data paths is their speedier
number-crunching capability, then the argument for the
8-bit machines is their economy. To get the best of both
these approaches, several 16-bit machines are now being
offered with 8-bit memory interfaces. These allow economical use of standard byte-wide memory packages as
well as saving valuable board space by decreasing the
number of data bus traces. Intel's 8088 has proven to be
avery popular version of the 8086.
Motorola's 6809 fits into this category since it can
operate on 16-bit data types, though it is basically an
8-bit machine. It is now offered in an E-version that
brings out the clock signals necessary to synchronize
multiple 6809Es in amultiprocessing configuration.
TI has had the 9980 in its catalogs for quite some time.
As a 9900 software-compatible processor with a bytewide memory interface, it is joined this year by yet
another version, the 9995. This processor is making a
strong bid to replace calculation-intensive microcontroll-
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Piggyback. The connector on top of this microcomputer allows an
external erasable programmable read-only memory to simulate the
normally on-chip mask-programmable ROM. Pin-for-pin compatibility

C-1.1013 microprocessor. The instruction set of the Z80 is combined

simplifies emulation and shortens software development time.

with the multiplexed memory interface of the 8085 to form the

ers, for it features all the on-chip logic necessary to make
it a ROM-less microcomputer with 16-bit power and a
fast 6-MHz clock.
The technique of adding on-chip data memory (RAM),
clock generation, and vo facilities, but no read-only
memory for programs, is coming on strong. This method
allows a two-chip microsystem to be formed by merely
adding an external erasable programmable ROM; the
buyer reaps the advantages of a single chip and is not
forced to commit himself to a specific program ROM.
Motorola's 6803 is offered in such aconfiguration, as is
Zilog's Z8 and Intel's 8035.
Manufacturers also like this approach since better
yields on the Rom-less parts can be achieved, especially
if aversion with abad ROM can be recycled and sold as

NSC800 from National Semiconductor. An all-C-MOS system can be
built using this device with other C-MOS support chips.
instruction set optimized for its job. National is developing dedicated-function processors as well.
Advanced Micro Devices Inc. in Sunnyvale, Calif., is
planning a16-bit version of its 2900 microprogrammable
processor, the 29116. This single chip takes the place of
four 2900s.

Enter C-MOS versions

Probably the most activity this year has been with
c-mos microprocessors and microcomputers. The lowpower solution offered by this technology has taken the
industry by storm. Virtually every major 8-bit microprocessor family has at least one member cast in c-mos,
ROM-less.
though on many of these much of the circuitry is still in
Another increasingly popular approach is to offer a n-channel mos. The latest addition is ac-mos version of
version of the microcomputer with a piggyback socket
the popular 8048 single-chip microcomputer. It is due in
the first quarter of 1981 from Japan's Nippon Electric
for an erasable programmable ROM. In this way program development can be done and tested in circuit with
Co. and is the first 80C48 to appear, though RCA Corp.
the program being contained in an erasable memory.
and National have similar plans.
After the bugs have been worked out, a production run
National has its NCS800, which executes the Z80
can be done with the mask-programmable ROM version.
instruction set but has amultiplexed 8080-style memory
Zilog's Z8 is offered in such a package, as are the
interface. In fact, this microprocessor will be offered
3870 and 3873 from Mostek Corp., Carrollton, Texas.
first on an all-c-Moe Multibus-compatible board made
by Diversified Technology, Ridgeland, Miss. National,
One-chip processors
of course, will follow up with aboard family of its own.
Other single-chip microcomputers are acquiring feaAnother single-chip microcomputer, the 1804 from
tures galore. Practically any circuit that can be used
RCA Corp.'s Somerville, N. J., division is softwarewith amicrocomputer is appearing side by side with it on
compatible with the first all—C-MOS microprocessor ever
the same chip. Motorola's 6805R2, which has an on-chip offered, the 1802.
analog-to-digital converter, is a good example. Intel's
Several of Intel's original designs are now being laid
8751 includes an on-chip E-PROM, and it won't be long out in c-mos versions by other companies. Harris plans a
before electrically erasable PROM —the ultimate in nonC-mOs 8085 and 8086, American Microsystems Inc. of
volatile memory—turns up on chip. With nonvolatile
Santa Clara, Calif., is designing a c-mos 6809, and
memories, new applications that require changing data
Motorola itself has recently introduced its 146805E2, a
on the fly will become microcontrolled. Also on the way
Rom-less microcomputer that can be mated with its
are more and more special-purpose processors dedicated
C-MOS ROM (65516) to form a complete low-power
system.
to specific chores such as the 2920 signal processor with
on-chip analog-to-digital-to-analog conversion and an
Several other Japanese companies besides NEC plan to
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MLC
Technology for the 80's.
AVX multilayer
ceramic capacitors (MLC's) are
ideally suited for
the electronics of
the 80's. Today's
electronic circuits
demand superior
capacitor performance—performance which
cannot be met by
yesterday's capacitor styles.
but can be met by MLC's.

characteristics of AVX MLC's
meet these requirements.
Ceramic dielectrics cover the
widest range of any dielectric
from the most stable NPO's to
the high frequency, low impedance general application types.
This allows AVX MLC's to
replace other dielectrics in many
applications.

Future circuit designs will
require that even more of the
components accommodate
increased speeds. while maintaining small physical dimensions.The size and performance

For more information on the advantages of multilayer ceramic
capacitor technology write:
AVX Corporation,
P.O. Box 867,
Myrtle Beach,
SC 29577.

Technology for the times

Circle 155 on reader service card

The super intelligent S6809 is the
most powerful 8-bit processor this
side of the Milky Way.
A perfect clone of the MC6809, its
cosmic design lets you get up to
10 times more from your ystem.
Without spending 16-bit money or
redesigning your programs.
And with AMI's Starlord, you have
asecret weapon against rising soft-

ware costs. Because its armed with
dazzling cerebral powers that make
microprocessor programming
easier and more cost-effective than
ever before.
The S6809 is the first 8-bit MPU
with advanced instruction set capabilities, which until now you could
find only in the most sophisticated
16- and 32-bit processors. Including

multiple addressing mode, memory
efficient position independent code
and multiple hardware stacks.
These features let you design your
programs using streamlined modular
techniques. And test and debug
them at nearly the speed of light.
What's more, with software from
AMI, you can do your programming
on all of the most popular develop-

Introducing AMIs' Starlord: the

ment systems And you'll be able
to count on the support ofAMIS own
Phoenix 1- development station
The Starlord also has stellar hardware enhancements Like 3priority
interrupts, 2stack pointers and 2
index registers All of which make it
an all-star performer in any processing environment — and especially
those with frequent interrupts.

To put the Starlord in command
of your system, call your nearest AMI
distributor. Or contact us at AMI
S6800 Marketing, 3800 Homestead
Road, Santa Clara, CA 95051
Phone (408) 246-0330

The AMI S6800% all-star cast
S6800
S68A00
S68800
S68H00
S6801*
S6801E*
S6802
56803*
S6805
S6808
S6809
S6809E*

1.0 MHz MPU
1.5 MHz MPU
2.0 MHz MPU
2.5 MHz MPU
Single Chip MCU with Clock
Single Chip MCU with External Clock
MPU with on-board Clock and RAM
Single Chip MCU without RAM and/or ROM
Low Cost Single Chip MCU
MPU with on-board Clock
Enhanced MPU/on-board aock
Enhanced MPU/External Clock Input

S1602/S8868
S2350
S6821 }
S68A21
S68621
568H21
S6840 }
S68A40
S68840
S68045
S68047
568488
S6850 }
568A50
5681350
S6852 }
568A52
S68852!
S6854 }
S68A54
S68B54
S6894

UART
USRT
Peripheral Interface Adapter (P1A)
High Speed PIA
Programmable Tuner Module (PTM)
CRT Controller
Video Display Generator (VDG)
IEEE 488 Bus Adapter
ACIA
Synchronous Serial Data Adapter
Advanced Data Link Controller
Data Encryption Unit

128 x8Static RAM
16K Static ROM
32K Static ROM
4K EPROM
64K Static ROM
16K ROM with on-board VO and Timer
*Consult factory for availability
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11.1111a
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AMERICAN MICROSYSTEMS, INC
j

an out-of-the-world poster of our entire S6800 family

Anybody can cut costs on aconnector
The trick is to cut costs and leave the
Viking quality in.

Our new low-cost P/C connector with anon-bifurcated beam

contact is not quite as simple as it looks. The production
is extremely sophisticated—including our exclusive AuTac gold plating that is specific
precise. reliable, and doesn't waste aspeck of gold.
See one and you'll see that while the cost is low, the quality is still.
unquestionably. Viking quality.
•

CONNECTORSg
21001 Nordholl •,(1,•,•( (I stvorill. CA 91311.I.I.S.A.
(213) 341 I II l \910-494-2094
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offer c-mos versions of American-made originals, too.
Hitachi Ltd., for example, will make c-mos versions of
the 6801, 6805, and the 6805R2. Toshiba, however,
plans a 16-bit c-mos microprocessor of its own design
using silicon-on-sapphire technology to operate with a
remarkably fast 10-MHz clock; some of its circuitry is
n-channel, however.
Mostek has announced its intention of adding ac-mos
line to its popular 3870 series of microcomputers. The
first part will be the 38C70, which will be pin- and
software-compatible with its n-mos counterpart but will
run at half its speed. It will also add two power-saving
instructions similar to those executed by the 146805E2.
Crowds of controllers
Microprocessors are finding their way into more and
more low-end applications. The 4-bit machines are selling by the million, notably Ti's TMS1000 line. But
several other major manufacturers are producing lines to
compete in this high-volume market. Japan's Matsushita
Electrical Industrial Co. is making a4-bit machine that
has several 8-bit operations in its instruction set. This
allows the designer to reap the benefits of the low cost of
4-bit machines without incurring the overhead of doing
double-precision operations in software.
National Semiconductor is entering this market in a
very aggressive way with its COPS product line. These
processors are basically 4-bit machines that are offered
both with and without on-chip ROM. Their program
memory is 8 bits wide for optimal program storage,
whereas the other data paths on chip are 4 bits wide.
They are also available in both n-moS and C-mos
versions and can be put in a package with as few as 8
pins, when the Microwire serial interface is the only one
that is needed.
In the high-speed arena Signetics is expanding its line
of 8-bit bipolar microcontrollers, the 8X300 family. The
additions are a Schottky m
floppy-disk controller and
an i/o processor, both compatible with the 250-nanosecond cycle time of the basic 8X300 microprocessor.
The serial bus is becoming increasingly attractive for
interprocessor communication as well as in network
applications. For example, the Microwire serial interface
on several of National's microprocessors does the parallel-to-serial-to-parallel conversion without processor
intervention, making this system very easy to use. Mostek's 3873 has a similar serial interface that features
software-selectable internal or external baud-rate generation. Intel's high-performance 8051 has a full-duplex
serial channel as well as extensive bit-manipulation facilities. Motorola's 6801 and Zilog's Z8 have a convenient
on-chip serial interface as well.

Development lab. Design and debugging of hardware and software
plus real-time emulation is supported by this Tektronix development
system. 8550. It supports 23 different 8-bit processors and several
16-bit processors; multiuser capability will be added soon.

adopted this year, provides the necessary control lines to
coordinate up to 16 processors sharing common memory
and peripherals.
A start-from-scratch standard that is planned to be
processor-independent is being worked on by the IEEE's
896 committee. Not only will it provide for multiprocessor arbitration but in addition it will support afull 32-bit
data and 24-bit address bus.
Motorola's Versabus supports multiprocessing and 32bit data and will be backed by a comprehensive board
line. If and when the 68000's 32-bit internal data paths
become available off chip, its bus will be ready.
New software supplies

All of these superbrains will remain empty, however,
unless sufficient software is developed to fill them. Several versions of the respected UNIX operating system
have been trimmed down for microsystem execution.
UNIX software makes available alarge number of utility
programs that can greatly shorten software development
time. They are apart of the package that originates from
Bell Laboratories and are all written in the language C,
so that once a C compiler is written, the support
programs are available for use. Whitesmith Ltd. of New
Bus arrivals
York has an implementation called Idris on both the
Zilog's Z-bus, as well as all its peripheral chips, LSI-11— and 8080/Z80—based machines and is working
support multiprocessing. The Zilog board line for this on versions for the 16-bit chips as well. The Mark
bus is expanding almost monthly. Other buses are incor- Williams Co., Chicago, is developing asoftware package
porating the necessary control lines to handle multiple dubbed the Coherent operating system. It will eventually
masters on the same bus as well. Intel's Multibus has a encompass the whole C package, initially for DEC'S
well-thought-out multiprocessor control structure that PDP-11/34. Microsoft, Bellevue, Wash., is also working
has been incorporated into the IEEE 796 standard for on a UNIX look-alike dubbed XENIX. It will be implethat bus. The IEEE 696 standard for the S-100 bus, mented for all the major 16-bit microprocessors as well
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as for DEC's PDP-11 series of 16-bit minicomputers.
Digital Research of Pacific Grove, Calif., is not resting on its popular CP/m operating system. It has been
updated (cP/m 2.2) to handle the large file space available on hard disks and will soon become available for the
8086. The company also introduced extensions to handle
multiuser (mP/m) and network environments (cP/NET).
Network developments
For users wanting stand-alone software development
stations, with access to common mass storage, Nestar
Systems Inc. of Palo Alto, Calif., is supplying the
network software to link together up to 64 Apples.
Avocet Systems Inc., Dover, Del., is offering a similar
package for Z80/8080—based systems.
The trend toward shared resources is also evident in
microprocessor development systems. The ExoRmacs
will support up to eight users sharing a hard disk, and
Motorola plans to deliver it this quarter. Intel began
delivery of its eight-user system, the model 290, in late
August, along with the Intellec Series III, a 16-bit

development system. In keeping with its past policy,
existing Intellec systems are upgradable to the new
configurations. In the wings at Intel are plans for the
further interconnection of systems making use of its
Ethernet local-networking expertise.
While the semiconductor manufacturers concentrate
on support of their full line of processors and computer
chips, others are assaulting the market by trying to
provide software and emulation tools for across-company base of popular microprocessors. Emulogic Inc. of
Westwood, Mass., for one, has introduced an LSI11/2—based system, the ECL-3211, that supports up to
64 stations and boasts a "universal" emulator: rather
than change emulator hardware when a new chip is
introduced, the system requires a software change and
an adapter card to emulate any processor up to 32 bits
wide. Tektronix has added the 8550 to its universal
development system line—this one supports 23 microprocessors.
The development system market also attracted E-H
International Inc., Oakland, Calif., which first intro-

Stritter: architect of the 68000
It's hard to think of semiconductor technology as a limiting
factor, when the performance of yesteryear's large mainframe computers is now contained in small pieces of
silicon. But that's how Edward P. (Skip) Stritter, chief
architect of Motorola Inc.'s MC68000 microprocessor,
views the design and development of that 16-bit system.
For all that he considers the 68000 "the best microprocessor available today in the marketplace, in terms of
performance and ease of use," Stritter is less than ecstatic
about its capabilities. "From a pure computer science
point of view," he states, "we did a nice, but not astounding or revolutionary, job. That will have to wait until semiconductor technology comes to the point where it's truly
not a restraint," in terms of how many functions can be
provided in agiven amount of silicon.
Now the systems architect at Nestar Systems Inc., Palo
Alto, Calif., where he is applying microprocessor technology to designing microcomputer systems and networks, the
33-year-old Stritter recalls numerous barriers and tough
decisions that turned the design and development of the
68000 Into a large undertaking. "The biggest barrier was
the huge conflict about what one wants to do as a
computer architect and what one can do with a singlechip technology," he states.
Born and raised outside of Boston, Mass., Stritter
received his undergraduate degree in mathematics from

Dartmouth College in 1968, where he also got his first
dose of serious software development. Next he joined Bell
Laboratories and was immediately whisked off to Stanford
University where he received his master's degree in computer science in 1969. Returning to Bell, he spent two
years developing systems software, data-base systems,
and, Stritter adds, "compiler-to-compiler sorts of things,
all very primitive and rudimentary compared with what's
happening today." Then it was back again to Stanford for
his doctorate, which he obtained in 1976. During those
five years, he also worked at the Stanford Linear Accelerator Center, a computation research group consisting of
computer scientists and graduate students.
Finally, in early 1977, Stritter joined Motorola's Semiconductor Group in Austin, Texas, where the MC68000
project was about to begin. "Interestingly, although
Motorola had built microprocessors before," he says,
"this was the first time they consciously and explicitly
looked to the computer sciences community for help in
designing one."
One of the many hard decisions faced by Stritter and
project leader Thomas Gunter — "a hardware and MOS
technologist who learned to be an excellent computer
architect" —was whether to make the 68000 compatible
with existing Motorola products, such as its 8-bit 6800
family, or start from scratch with a brand new design. "We
chose not to make an downwardly compatible design," he
says, because "at some point we and the users would
have to make a significant jump to the 16- and 32-bit
world. We decided to bite the bullet and make that jump
so it wouldn't be more painful at alater date."
An avid skier, bicycle rider, and lover of classical music,
Stritter and his wife Cynthia live in Woodside, Calif., "up in
the hills away from people," he says. But his friendliness
and ability to motivate people on the job has paid big
dividends at Motorola. In terms of computer science, he
notes, "it was tough to get the hardware people to be
creative and expand their technology. However, they did a
fabulous job."
-Bruce LeBoss
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FAIRCHILD
A Schlumberger Company

Our Bipolar
Hi-Rel products
are JAN qualified
and faster, too.
RAMs, PROMs, microprocessors, bit slices,
100K logic, gate arrays.
That's what we have in
our full Bipolar LSI Hi-Rel
product line. All are capable of meeting military
specs in compliance with
MIL-M-38510 and MIL-STD883. And all are made
using Isoplanar-S,
Fairchild's advanced
Bipolar technology,
which makes them
the fastest parts
in the industry

We've earned our
stripes.

We were the first supplier
to become JAN qualified
on both RAMs and
PROMs. And now, we're
aggressively pursuing

JAN qualifications over
our entire line.
We also can provide
the maximum in high
density packaging and
performance requirements with our leadless
chip carriers. In addition,
we have flatpack and
dual in-line packages.
And, as an added benefit,
our Isoplanar-S technology gives all of our Bipolar
LSI devices excellent
radiation hardness.

Strong troop
support.
At Fairchild, we have the
finest trained personnel to
supply Bipolar LSI Hi-Rel
products that meet with
your total satisfaction.
So you're always assured
of getting exactly what
you order
If you're looking for hi-rel
products that perform
above and beyond the
call of duty, call or write us
at Bipolar LSI HiRel, Fairchild Semiconductor Products
Group, P.O. Box
880A, Mountain View,
California 94042. Telephone: (415) 962-2351.
11/VX: 910379-6435.

Shaping the future

of LSI technology.
FaIrchIld Camera and Instrument Coq:

Speed and performance
beyond the call of duty.
Circle 161 on reader service card

Why you should
talk to us the next time
you need an
electromechanical relay.
You'll find us easy to deal with.
We're big enough to supply abroad
selection of general-purpose, power and
miniature relays. But small enough to be
really responsive to your technical questions. Or to your request for delivery
information.

«•>-,

Quality that meets or exceeds
industry standards.Tight quality
standards begin with our precision
tooling, built to old-world levels
of craftsmanship. Careful,
experienced assembly
helps, too. The capstone
is that we inspect each
relay on the production
line. And then inspect
asecond time in the quality assurance department
to arigid AQL.
The result of our efforts is a
remarkably low failure rate in the field.
Price and delivery that's more than
competitive. Chances are, we can deliver
relays quicker than you might imagine.We
often let you slice aweek or two off the
best delivery you can find elsewhere.
You'll also find us competitive
when it comes to price.
Call or write for more data.To find
out more, call Don Barkhurst at 714/540-4190.
Or write American Zettler, Inc., 16881 Hale Avenue,
Irvine, CA 92714.

Miniature high-current relays.
Large switching capacity
in asmall package. With a
typical UL-rating of 10 amps at
240 volts ac, these relays
are ideal for motor controllers and similar high-power
applications.
Available in SPDT to
4PDTconfigurations with
10 to 20-amp contacts. Terminal
options include PC, solder, quick-connect
or octal base.
General-purpose relays. One will fit your
needs exactly. For many applications, you'll find
one of our general-purpose relays will precisely
fill your requirements. You have awide choice
of contact types, coil voltages and sensitivities,
and terminations.
Sealed versions of these relays stand up to
harsh production processes and withstand severe
environments.
Low-profile relays. Get up to 6-pole switching. In apackage less than 1
2 -inch high,
/
these relays are especially suited for
space-limited applications.
Contact types range
from dry circuit to 5amps,
SPDT to 6PDT.
SEALPAKT" versions
are immune to contact problems often caused by wavesoldering and dip-cleaning
contaminates.

"It's abetter relay"

AMERICAN ZETTLER, INC.
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duced an Intellec-compatible disk drive, followed by a
stand-alone emulator and finally the minicomputerbased Microsupport system with built-in Winchester
disk drive. A multiuser configuration is due in the coming year.
Of note on the low-cost development scene is Ames
Phoenix. It combines a Zenith Z89—based microsystem
with assemblers for 37 different microprocessors and will
add emulation support shortly. Zilog has added emulation capabilities to its Z8000 development system with
its ZSCAN module, as has AMD on its System 8. AMD also
now fully supports the 2900 bit-slice processor with their
System 29. This system, like the System 8for the Z8000,
includes an integral logic analyser with full real-time
trace support.

emerged in a July 1980 Government document entitled
"Reference Manual for the Ada Programming Language." Both the U. S. Army and the Air Force will
offer contracts to implement the language, Softech's
effort being for the army. That first compiler will itself
be written in Ada, as will all the utility programs
designed to assist in program development. Also inevitable is Ada's use in nonmilitary industrial microsystems
as well as on university campuses—in fact, Ada will be
the system-level language for Intel's advanced 32-bit
system, the iAPX432.
As high-level languages become more standardized,
they, too, will appear in ROM. Many manufacturers now
offer the Basic language in silicon—in fact, National's
8073 has it in the on-chip ROM.

High -level languages

Concurrent execution

The UCSD all-Pascal software package has finally
emerged from litigation with a new name. The UCSD
System Software, now marketed and supported by Softech Microsystems, has added a Fortran compiler and is
now available for awide variety of microcomputers. It is
an integrated operating system, editor, and high-level
language. Softech has also been awarded the first
Defense Department contract to develop a compiler for
the language Ada, though initially this compiler will be
written for DEC's VAX series.
The official specification for Ada has recently

A pressing concern of industrial users is the real-time
control of multiple processes. This has spurred on the
introduction of several software packages aimed at what
is termed as concurrent execution. MicroConcurrent
Pascal from Enertec Inc. of Lansdale, Pa., is for Z80-,
8085-, 8086-, and 1802-based machines, with support for
many other processors on the way. Mostek has produced
the Multiple Independent Task Executive. That operating system allows the Standard bus (sTD) to be used in
an interrupt-driven real-time multiple-process-control
environment.

Davis: promoter of programmer productivity
In May of last year, when American Microsystems Inc.
canceled production of its ill-fated MDC microcomputer
development system, a young project manager named
Henry Davis was asked to come up with a low-cost alternative for its S2000 family of 4-bit controllers. He was still
handling an all-Pascal software package called AMIX that
turns Intel's, Motorola's, Tektronix', and Texas Instruments' development systems into universal ones, and that
gave him a better idea. Since the Santa Clara, Calif.,
company was committed to developing all its own software anyway, why not offer AMIX on a microcomputer to
form alow-cost universal development system?
Thus began the gestation of AMI's Phoenix I, a $5,495
system built around the Zenith Data Systems Z89 microcomputer that comprises a cathode-ray-tube display, a
keyboard, and three minifloppy-disk drives. What really
makes the system remarkable, however, is the magnitude
of the software undertaking: Davis, working with a handful
of programmers, has managed to produce 37 assemblers

and two simulators for the Phoenix in little over a year—in
all, 70,000 lines of assembly code and 200,000 lines of
Pascal—some 10 times the amount generally regarded in
industry as humanly possible for such asmall group.
Davis's approach differed from others: "Rather than
partitioning a project into smaller modules, Ifound the
opposite far more effective," explains the 26-year-old
manager of systems engineering. "What you want is one
or two highly skilled people working very closely." The
reason, he says, is that large groups spend too much time
with communication problems.
Still, Davis will reveal little of the techniques he's used to
speed software generation. Certainly, his designs don't
skimp: the Phoenix, for example, boasts an elaborate
screen editor whose capabilities rival that of far more
expensive systems. "Research has shown that programmers spend 80% of the time editing," he maintains, "so
having a fast editor speeds up software development
time."
Davis has become an authority on the subject of software. He is mostly a self-made scholar who at age 16
taught his high-school teachers programming and
attended two universities without ever acquiring a degree.
But his unquenchable thirst for knowledge—he reads
more than 100 new books, articles, and dissertations each
month—keeps him on the leading edge. "Despite the
alarms being raised, Idon't foresee a software crisis.
Though 10 times as much software will be needed by
1990, Iexpect to increase programmer productivity more
than 10 times by then," declares Davis, who has authored
three books and more than 50 papers on computer
languages.
-R. Colin Johnson
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This component is very special.
Can they handle it?

When it's TRW,
the answer is
yes.

Not only can we, but we want to.
TRW has been around long enough
to see many products which started
out as "specials" become industry
standards. That's why we're not
afraid to invest time in application
and production engineering, to design and build new products to our
customers' specifications.

At TRW/ECG, we have the capability
and the willingness to extend beyond the usual, to special tolerances,
to special testing or to special performance standards.
If you need asupplier who meets the
challenge of making special products as readily as providing you with
existing ones, call your nearest

Our component product lines are
among the most extensive in the industry, but we won't try to sell you a
standard component if it won't fill
your needs—or if your requirements
are best met by amodification or an
entirely new design.

TRW/ECG sales office. You'll find it
listed in EEM, Gold Book, Electronics Buyers' Guide, Who's Who in
Electronics, the Electronic Industry
Telephone Directory and the Electronic Buyers' Handbook.

TRW CAPACITORS
TRW CINCH CONNECTORS
TRW CINCH-GRAPHIK
TRW GLOBE MOTORS
TRW INDUCTIVE PRODUCTS
TRW IRC NETWORKS

TRW IRC RESISTORS
TRW LS! PRODUCTS
TRW OPTRON
TRW POWER SEMICONDUCTORS
TRW UTC TRANSFORMERS
TRW RF SEMICONDUCTORS

TRW ELECTRONIC COMPONENTS GROUP
DIVISIONS OF TRW INC.
5725 East River Road •Chicago, Illinois 60631

Burndy GTH connectors deliver good-as-gold
performance ... without gold!
Forget sky-high gold prices! Forget gold adders
and surcharges! With our patented GTH
connectors, you don't have to know the price of
gold to know what your connectors will cost.
And you don't have to sacrifice quality either!
Proven in billions of terminations and in
thousands of applications worldwide —Burndy
GTH connectors use high-pressure, plastic
deformation to achieve agas-tight, corrosion-free,
good-as-gold contact. The patented GTH geometry
provides amechanical interlock to insure positive,
metal-to-metal contact.

We've applied the GTH concept to awhole
family of connectors to slash interconnect costs as
never before. Across the board! Completely
eliminating the need for gold in both the
connector and in the mating component.
So forget unstable gold prices and uncertain
connector costs. Just check the performance.
Think of the savings. Then contact me for details.
Quick! Call or write: Joe Bradley, VP/General
Manager, Burndy Corporation, Norwalk,
Connecticut 06856.
(203) 838-4444.
I
W °
peopal Cd.03 throughout Me Unded StateS

BURNDY

TYPICAL CONTACT RESISTANCE VALUES (Milliohms)
5

After Environmental Test-at Dry Circuit Levels. (Range of Values Within 99.9% Confidence Level)

GTH connections in service

GTH Contacts
Environmental Test

IN BILLIONS
3

o

1973

Mir
1975
1977
1979

Conventional Geometry Contacts

Tio.Alloy Plate

15 Microinch
Gold Flash

Initial

4.0 -6.0

4.5 -13.3

Thermal Shock

4.0 -8.6

6.0 -15.0

Humidity

4.5 -7.0

Industrial Atmosphere

4.0 -6.0

Gas Tightness
Thermal Cycling

Tin or Tin-Alloy
Mate

4.5 -8.6

50-100 Microinch
Gold Plate
4.4 -8.3

5.0 -8.0

5.2 -7.2

6.0 -15.0

10.1 -31.8

5.0 -9.0

4.9 -8.8

5.3 -75.1

10.9 -20.3

5.0 -20.0

5.0 -13.0

28.7 Open
Circuit

4.0 -6.5

Not
Applicable

Not
Applicable

Not
Applicable

4.0 -7.0

8.5 -15.5

5.0 -10

4.6 -9.0

5.0 9.0
(100 Cycles)
4.0 -8.0
(10-2000-10 Hz)

5.3 -9.3
(500 Cycles)

Durability

4.0 -5.5
(100 Cycles)

Vibration

4.0 -5.5
(5-500-5 Hz)

10.1 -12.2
(100 Cycles)
9.0 -15.0
(10-55-10 Hz)

30 Microinch
Gold Plate

5.3 -9.3
(10-2000-10 Hz)

4.1 -12.0

4.0 Open
Circuit
4.0 Open
Circuit
13.9 -57.9
(100 Cycles)
4.0 -15.0
10-55-10 Hz)
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Introducing
the fastest
single-chip
IEEE-488
bus in the
business.

Fairchild's 96LS488 is
the first and only General Purpose Interface
Bus that performs all the
functions of Talker,
Listener and Talker/
Listener on asingle lowpower Schottky chip.
And it's microprocessorindependent.
No one can touch
the 96LS488 for speed,
either. It operates at the
full bus specifications of
1MHz data rate—four
times faster than its
closest competition.

It drives the bus
directly.
The 96LS488 contains all the termination
resistors and 48 mA
drivers for the management, bus handshake
and parallel Poll required
for the bus. It implements

all IEEE-488 functions
internally and features
simple system
handshake for ease of
interface.

A bus load of
features.
The 96LS488
requires only asingle
5V power supply. It has:
Separate Talk and
Listen address capability
Secondary address
capability.
Talk only and Listen
only capability.
Source handshake
delay programmable
for low or high-speed
data drivers.
Serial Poll and parallel Poll capability.
Adevice Trigger and
Device Clear outputs.
The capability to
implement Remote/
Local function.
And all bus I/O signals
comply with IEEE-488
input threshold, termination and output specs.

We'll route you
an evaluation
kit today.
The 96LS488E is

available to you now.
You can begin to design
with it immediately by
contacting your local
Fairchild Semiconductor distributor for an
evaluation kit. This kit
includes:
Two 96LS488Es.
Acomplete data
sheet describing the
functions and parameters of the 96LS488.
An application guide
showing information
on hookup with various
microprocessor-based
systems.
The names of our
96LS488 applications
specialists you can call
to answer any additional
questions.
There's no longer
any need to spend extra
time designing an interface logic. Our bus gets
you there much faster.
And much easier, too.
For more information
call or write 96LS488
Bus at Fairchild Semiconductor Products
Group, P.O. Box 880A,
Mountain View,
California 94042 Tel:
(415) 962-3716.
TVVX: 910-379-6435.
Fairchild Camera and Instrument Corporation

interfacing problems.
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The good news goes on; component performance and
desnity continue to increase, with data converter ICs
evolving into data acquisition systems, power MOS FETs
upping their voltage levels, and displays shining brightly

by Roger Allan,
reater functional densities and higher perform" 'ance levels continue to drive component technologies. Resistors, capacitors, inductors, transformers, and even sensors are being made more
readily available in chip form. They sport performance
levels nearly on a par with those of their larger discrete
counterparts.
Monolithic data converters are not only cramming
more functions on the same chip, but are evolving into
miniature data-acquisition systems. And hybrid and
modular data converters continue to capitalize on better
monolithic data converter chips by using them for even
higher-performance products.
Besides packing more power per square inch of silicon,
discrete power devices, particularly field-effect transistors, are becoming more compatible with microprocessor
circuits. Optimization of computer-aided designs is
yielding a host of different power MOS FET geometries,
each with its own combination of lower on-resistance and
higher breakdown voltage advantages.
In display technology, liquid-crystal, light-emittingdiode, and vacuum fluorescent displays are showing
more and brighter colors and larger characters at lower
costs. Gas-discharge and ac thin-film electroluminescent
displays are also gaining momentum in the market.

;

Chip components proliferating
Historically, chip components were largely limited to
high-performance hybrid circuits, many of which were
designed to satisfy high-reliability and space-hungry
applications like those encountered in the military. This
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picture has changed dramatically, now that more components with wider performance ranges are becoming
available as integrated circuits. Inductors, transformers,
and sensors, to name a few, are being offered in chip
form, albeit in limited performance ranges (values,
breakdown voltages, and so on) when compared with
their big-brother discrete components.
Even industrial chip sensors like the Aquamax thinfilm moisture-sensing 1c from Panametrics Inc., Waltham, Mass., are helping boost chip reliabilities. When
placed inside an IC package, the device determines moisture variations in the package by measuring the resultant
impedance changes.
Many monolithic lc manufacturers are actively working on temperature- and pressure-sensing chips for
industrial, automotive, and consumer applications,
although in the case of pressure-sensing chips, packaging
constraints limit their availability in pure chip form.
Sensor-chip packaging and testing has now been simplified (and is thus lower-priced and more widely useful) by
Motorola Inc.'s Semiconductor Group, Phoenix, Ariz.,
with the development of the X-ducer. This monolithic
sensor uses across-shaped sensing element, rather than a
Wheatstone bridge, cutting the cost. In addition, the
plastic package—really a chip-carrier —simplifies lead
terminations, thereby easing testing. Although initially
targeted for industrial and automotive uses, the X-ducer
is foreseen as fulfilling avast potential consumer market
based on microprocessor circuits.
This year, using dielectric isolation, Dionics Inc.,
Westbury, N. Y., perfected an array of photovoltaic
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Complete.

Hybrid

data-

acquisition systems are being squeezed down in size,
yet

maintaining

formance

levels,

HDAS-16MC

high-perlike

from

this

Datel-

Intersil. The 16-channel 12bit system is available in a
hermetically sealed 62-pin
package 2.3 by 1.4 by 0.24
inches in size. It has a minimum throughput rate of 50
kilohertz.
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is for 8,000 hours (over one and a half months of
continuous operation).
More recently, the Cupertino, Calif., company introduced a larger, 41
/-digit unit containing nearly all the
2
necessary parts for a total DPM, save for external reference, clock, and display with decoder-drivers. The
ICL7135 features an accuracy to within ± 1 part in
20,000 counts and is microprocessor-compatible.
Converter subsystems advance
As impressive as monolithic converter activity is, subsystem components like voltage references, sample-andhold amplifiers, and comparators are establishing new
performance frontiers. At this year's issCC, Plessey
Research Ltd., Towcester, Northants., England, unveiled an 8-bit monolithic d-a converter chip with an
incredible settling time of just 5 nanoseconds. Intended
Practical. The X-ducer pressure-sensing silicon chip from Motorola
as a building-block component for a monolithic, succesInc. 's Semiconductor Group has made inexpensive pressure-sensing
sive-approximation 8-bit 15-megahertz a-d unit, it difcomponents practical. A single X-shaped silicon element is used for
fers from conventional d-a converter subsystem chips in
sensing and is housed in aplastic package.
that it has all of the analog components needed for an
diode chips with an output of up to 8 volts, a vast a-d converter operating at video speeds: the voltage
improvement over the 0.5 y generally available from reference, output amplifier, and comparator. The comsuch chips. The DI-16V8 16-diode array, on achip 35 by parator itself, a latched type, is worthy of note. Its
40 mils, opens up potential markets for isolated solid- propagation delay is alightning-fast 1.3 ns.
On the subject of video-speed monolithic converters,
state switching.
Spectacular advances are being made in analog-to- TRW LSI Products, El Segundo, Calif., continues to be a
digital and digital-to-analog converters, spanning the leader in this arena, making 30-MHz a-d converters with
three broad areas of process technology—monolithic, up to 8 bits of accuracy. The firm also has 20-MHz
hybrid, and modular. In monolithic form, d-a converters monolithic d-a converters with up to 10 bits of accuracy
with up to 12 bits of resolution and a-d converters with and hopes to achieve 10-bit 10-MHz a-d conversion on a
up to 10 bits of resolution are routinely available.
chip sometime this year.
Other makers of monolithic converters either have
Converter activity is hectic
been in this high-speed video conversion market and are
One of the many examples of more-complete mono- now redoubling their efforts or are trying to establish a
lithic data converters is the 10-bit NE5020 d-a unit from foothold. Notable are Motorola, Harris, Ferranti, and
Siemens. In fact, Munich-based Siemens AG recently
Signetics Corp., Sunnyvale, Calif. Housed in a 24 pin
DIP, it features 10-bit accuracy and includes the voltage
showed off its SDA5010, a 6-bit 110-MHz a-d chip that
reference, application resistors, input buffer, output converts in 10 ns. The bipolar device can be paralleled
amplifier, and data latches necessary for microprocessor for resolutions of 7 bits or more without affecting its
110-MHz sampling rate.
compatibility.
Motorola, which last year introduced a 10-ns 8-bit
First mentioned at this year's International Solid
State Circuits Conference, Analog Devices Inc., bipolar monolithic d-a converter, plans to introduce this
Norwood, Mass., introduced an 8-bit monolithic d-a year samples of a 7-bit a-d version, the 10317, that
converter that operates from a single 5-v supply and is operates at 30 MHz. Harris Corp.'s Semiconductor Prodmicroprocessor-compatible. The AD558 DacPort in- ucts division, Melbourne, Fla., has shown off its 50-ns
HI-5618 c-MOs a-d converter. The 8-bit device is
cludes areference, data latches, and an output amplifier.
/ least significant bit
4
Complementary-MOs a-d and d-a units are making a designed for accuracy to within ± 1
bid for the monolithic converter market. The 12-bit- over both the commercial and the military operating
plus-sign c-mos a-d converter design National Semicon- temperature range.
ductor Corp., Santa Clara, Calif., achieved this year and
High hybrid performance
discussed at the isscc is but one indication of this trend.
The most advanced monolithic data converters are
Integrating-type c-mos a-d converters have been
available for several years from such companies as eagerly gobbled up by hybrid converter makers (some of
Intersil, Texas Instruments, NEC Microcomputers, and whom design their own chips) and put to use in hybrid
Analog Devices. These ICS have made possible hand-held circuits for even greater performance. Because hybrid
digital panel meters that can run on small batteries. converter technology is flexible—that is, awide choice of
Intersil, a leader in this type of device, showed how low chip and discrete components is available—individual
in power dissipation c-mos chips can be. Its 31
/-digit circuit functions can readily be optimized to achieve
2
increased performance.
ICL7126 dissipates less than 1 milliwatt from a 9-v
The highest-performance high-speed video data contransistor-radio battery. The maximum power dissipation is 900 microwatts, and operation from a9-v battery verters, such as those made by Analog Devices' Comput-
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Memory. The first monolithic
data-acquisition subsystem to include memory is the AD7581
eight-channel unit from Analog
Devices, with an 8-by-8-bit dual
memory port. lnterfaceable with
most popular microprocessors, it
also contains an 8-bit successiveapproximation a-d converter and
an eight-channel multiplexer.
er Labs division, Greensboro, N. C., are generally hybrid
or modular in form. Units like the firm's Bare Bones
9000 series CLB1310 (13 bits at 10 MHz), MOD4100 (4
bits at 100 MHz), and MOD1205 (12 bits at 5 MHz) set
the pace for the fastest video a-d converters. Recent
entries from the firm are the HD0810C and the
HDD1015C, hybrid 8- and 10-bit d-a converters, respectively, in dual-width DIPS for the lucrative rasterscanning cathode-ray-tube market. These devices offer
rapid settling times of 10 ns to 0.2% of full scale and
low-glitch energy outputs of 200 picovolt-seconds maximum. The outputs are 1-v composite-blanking signals
terminated for 75-9 impedances.
A milestone in linearity for hybrid data converters was
reached when Hybrid Systems Corp., Bedford, Mass.,
unveiled an 18-bit d-a unit. On the DAC-370-18's alumina substrate are two chips: a custom c-mos switch network the company designed and a laser-trimmed thinfilm resistor ladder network. The part is the first of its
kind to offer 16 bits of linearity and dissipate only 50
mw from a double-width DIP. Containing input latches
for interfacing with microprocessor circuits, it is priced
at just $210 each for orders of 100 units or more.
Among hybrid converter manufacturers offering 16bit d-a units is Burr-Brown Research Corp., Tucson,
Ariz., with its 16-bit DAC73. Introduced this year, the
part exemplifies the kind of performance ahybrid design
is capable of achieving: nonlinearity is just 0.0008% of
full scale.
Earlier in the year, Hybrid Systems introduced a
16-bit hybrid d-a converter in adouble-width 24-pin DIP
with aguaranteed linearity to within 0.008% of full scale
(± 1
/ least significant bit). The two-chip 9331-16, which
2
dissipates a maximum of 50 mw, settles in 1microsecond and is priced at a surprisingly low $99 each for
100-lot quantities.
Micro Networks Corp., Worcester, Mass., unveiled
this year a truly high-performance 12-bit hybrid d-a
converter in its MN3348. The part is guaranteed for a
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maximum total error of ± 0.075% of full scale (including
errors due to gain, offset, and nonlinearity) over the
operating temperature range of 0° to 70 °C without any
user adjustments. A military version to operate between
—55 ° and + 125 °C has a maximum total error of just
±0.1% of full scale. Nonlinearity for both versions is
± 0.024% and ± 0.048% of full scale, respectively. Of
course, should the user desire even greater accuracy,
optional adjustments are available to accomplish that.
Included in the converter's 24-pin package are avoltage
reference, an output amplifier, aresistor ladder network,
and switches.
A late entry is the MN5700, a 12-bit hybrid a-d
converter from Micro Networks that operates at an
ambient temperature of up to 200 °C. Also in the works
from Micro Networks is a 16-bit d-a converter in hybrid
form with 16 bits of accuracy over the entire military
temperature range of — 55 ° to + 125 °C. Because of the
complexity of designing and building such a part, the
company does not expect to have it ready for at least two
more years.
Many hybrid 8- and 10-bit a-d converters are available with speeds of under 1its. The successive-approximation 8-bit ADC-815 from Datel-Intersil Inc., Mansfield, Mass., is one such unit. It has a blazing 600-ns
conversion time to within ± 1
/ LSB and includes a preci2
sion reference, a clock, a comparator, registers, and a
current-output d-a converter.
At the 12-bit level, many hybrid a-d converters are
achieving conversion times of just a few microseconds.
Analog Devices' complete 12-bit model AD578 is a
multiple-chip device with 4-its conversion time and
±0.012% maximum nonlinearity. All necessary a-d conversion components—comparator, reference, clock, and
so on—are included on the DIP carrier.
Even faster is the Datel-Intersil ADC-817 12-bit successive-approximation a-d unit. Its maximum conversion
time is 2its over both commercial and military operating
temperature ranges. According to John Donovan, prod-
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uct marketing specialist for data conversion products,
"The ADC-817 demonstrates the maturity level hybrid
converter technology has attained. The technology can
now handle nearly any task asked of it."
To make even better-performing units, many data
converter designers are coming up with innovative
designs, some of which borrow from older conversion
principles once considered impractical. Teledyne Philbrick, Dedham, Mass., for example, took the familiar
successive-approximation a-d conversion technique and
modified it in its model 4134 12-bit hybrid device for a
typical conversion speed of 1.9 gs. Conversion time was
shortened by the use of a sense-and-clock circuit that
speeds up the converter's clock rate for all bits after the
third one.
Innovative designs flourish
In yet another twist, Datel-Intersil recently unveiled
an 8-bit hybrid successive-approximation a-d converter
that uses an error-distribution scheme resulting in 12-bit
linearity. Essentially the ADC-881 overcomes the effects
of its own nonlinearity. It does so by scattering linearity
errors over its full-scale range. By averaging out these
errors over a large number of samples, a highly linear
signal results. According to the company, the resultant
output is more than 11 times more linear than comparable 8-bit converters. For example, integral and differential nonlinearities are just 0.0087% of full scale (0.022
LSB). The device, which has a l.5-is maximum conversion time, is designed for applications where analog
signals are buried in noisy environments. It is part of the
firm's new line of what it calls Super Modules—dataconversion products employing discrete, hybrid, and
monolithic components.
As always, the highest-performance data converters
can only be found in modules that use discrete components like highly precise resistors. Analogic Corp.,
Wakefield, Mass., introduced one such ultralinear highperformance product in its MP1926. The 16-bit modular

d-a converter has the analog equivalent of 18 bits of
linearity for applications in audio digitizing, where a
wide dynamic range is needed and linearity levels must
be very high. It converts in 3 gs and has a total drift
from all error sources of less than 1ppm/ °C and a total
harmonic distortion of less than 0.005%, measured with
adeglitched amplifier. The worst mid-range nonlinearity
is ± 1
/ LSB.
4
Data acquisition booms
Nearly every data converter manufacturer, regardless
of the technology it uses, is busy trying to cash in on the
booming market in data-acquisition products. In fact,
these subsystems are the next level upward for data
converters. Many multiple-channel data-acquisition
products are available in small cows, where the emphasis
is on trying to pack more performance in yet smaller
cases. This year, Harris took an unconventional
approach in packaging a multichannel data-acquisition
system by placing its eight-channel 50-kilohertz differential 12-bit system in two DiPs. Each package holds
several leadless chip-carrier ICs. One DIP, the 1-115900
analog-signal processor, has software-programmable
gain and sample-and-hold amplifiers. The other, the
HI5712 8-as successive-approximation a-d converter,
has adifferential nonlinearity of ± 1
/ LSB over the entire
2
military operating temperature range. The leadless chipcarrier ics are mounted on both sides of each DIP'S
ceramic substrate. The chip-mounting technique simplifies lc reworking and increases product yields by allowing
individual testing of ICs before each is mounted into the
chip-carrier.
Analog Devices has just unveiled the first microprocessor-compatible monolithic data-acquisition subsystem
with on-chip random-access memory. Designated the
AD7581, it contains an 8-bit successive-approximation
a-d converter, an eight-channel multiplexer, and an
8-by-8-bit dual-port RAM.
Datel-Intersil has a 50-kHz 12-bit 8-channel differential data-acquisition system, the HDAS-8MC, in asingle
package. The hybrid is available in a 62-pin package
with dimensions of a mere 2.3 by 1.4 by 0.24 inch. A
16-channel single-ended version, the HDAS-16MC, is
available in the same size package.
As with data converters, the route to higher performance levels for data-acquisition systems is modular. One
example is the 250-kHz throughput rates Datel-Intersil
offers in its modular DAS250 16-channel 12-bit units.
Power devices with a'greater punch

Powerful. This T72H silicon controlled rectifier from Westinghouse
Electric Corp.'s Semiconductor division exemplifies the kind of levels
power semiconductors are attaining. It handles 1,200 volts at 400
amperes and turns off in 10 microseconds.
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For power mOS field-effect transistors, the two major
technological trends are lower on-resistances and higher
breakdown voltages. These have reached the tens of
milliohms and hundreds of volts, respectively. Also, the
push is on to reduce the power mos FET's comparatively
higher price when stacked up against a bipolar power
transistor. And prices have already descended to new
levels. The VN4000A/VN4001A vertical-MOs FETs
from Siliconix are selling for $9.05 and $8.60 each,
respectively, in 1,000-piece lots. Such prices, according
to Siliconix, a pioneer in v-mos power FET technology,
compete with those of comparable bipolar parts. The
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When Litronix teamed up with Siemens. we created
one of the largest LED lamp companies in the
world. We also emerged with the broadest product
line in the industry.
A huge off-the-shelf selection.
We have lamps in four colors and 25 sizes from 1mm
(the world's smallest) to 5mm (T 1-3/4). We even
have lamps with brightness as high as 80 millicandellas
minimum at only 20 milliamps. A total of 248 different
types... with new shapes and sizes on the way.

Lamps in the quantities you need.

Siemens has one of the world's most advanced, high
volume automated facilities. That's why we can deliver on
almost any size order. And you get the quality of
.25% AQL devices with no premium on price. You'll find
us very competitive.
Send for our lamp selector guide.
This comprehensive selector guide is available
through Litronix or our widespread distributor network.
It will enable you to order whatever samples or parts
you require.
U.S. Distributors: Advent, Almac-Stroum, Arrow, Component
Specialties, Gerber. Hamilton Avnet, Harvey. Kirkman, Lionex,
Marshall. Moltronics, Pioneer-Standard, Summit and Zeus.
Canadian Distributors: C.M. Peterson, Electro Sonic, Future,
Hamilton Avnet and L.A. Varah.

Rectangles

Arrows

litroni

Cylinders

X

The Lights Fantastic. Litronix, 19000 Homestead Road,
Cupertino, CA 95014. (408) 257-7910.

A Siemens Company
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On top of every measurement problem, be it
analog or digital. Right now, no one offers you a
faster 100MHz portable logic analyzer.
And no one else offers you acombination logic
analyzer and realtime scope, so you can capture and
examine the relationship between state and timing.
True, the demand for digital instrumentation is
increasing at arapid rate, but analog displays will still
be with us for some time. So Philips will continue

making improvements in all its analog instruments to
keep them at state-of-the-art quality.
All the while, we'll expand our program to
explore and master the problems of measurement in
the data domain.
We pledge to continue producing state-of-theart analog and digital instruments all through the
1980s. Because we think it's time someone offered
you the best of both worlds.

For nationwide sales and service information call 800-631-7172, except in Hawaii, Alaska and New Jersey. In New Jersey
call collect (201) 529-3800, or contact Philips Test & Measuring Instruments, Inc., 85 McKee Drive, Mahwah, NJ 07430.

PM3233 10MHZ Dual Beam Scope
PM3218 35M Hz Delayed Sweep Scope
with Alternate Time Base Display
PM3264 100MHz 4-Channel Scope

est & Measuring
Instruments

PM3214 25M Hz Delayed Sweep Scope
with Alternate Time Base Display
PM3540 10MHz Logic Analyzer with 25MHz
Real Time Scope
PM3500 100MHz 16-Channel Logic State
and Timing Analyzer

PM3207 15MHz-5mV Dual Trace Scope
PM3234 10MHz Dual Beam Storage Scope
PM3310 60MHz Dual-Channel Digital
Storage Scope

PHILIPS
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Chemicals
for abold
new world.
Optical waveguides. Thin film
memory. Liquid crystal displays.
Wherever today's breakthroughs
are shaping tomorrow's world,
you'll find EM Laboratories as a
source for fine chemicals.
We manufacture chemicals for
vacuum deposition, liquid crystal
displays, fiber optics, crystal
growth... dopants for electronics
... that's just the start. And the
R&D for tomorrow is bubbling
in our labs.
Pure consistency in fine chemicals from EM Laboratories.
Whatever you need to frame
your future, we produce it.
For abetter world.

EM Laboratories, Inc.
associate of

Pure Consistency...

E. Merck, Darmstadt, Germany
500 Executive Boulevard
Elmsford. N.Y. 10523
(314) 592-40380

• Chemicals for electro optics • Suprapur • Patine'
• Aneroa" • Licristal' • Selectipur'
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Electronics Corp. that increases
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the usual shadow effects that had
hobbled the acceptance of such
displays for graphics.

two v-mos devices are rated for on-resistances of 1.0
and 1.5 Q, respectively, and have abreakdown voltage of
400 v. Their continuous-current rating is 8amperes (16
A maximum pulsed current).
Competition in power mos FETs is also coming from
overseas. This year, Siemens announced power mos FETs
made with its Sipmos (for Siemens power mos) technology. Sipmos FETs offer on-resistances as low as 0.03 Q
and breakdown voltages up to 1,000 V. Equally important is the fact that they can be driven from 5-V TTL
signals, making them more compatible with low-signallevel circuits.
Discrete power thyristor components are also getting
faster and are able to handle heavier work loads. Notable is the T72H Hockey-puk silicon controlled rectifier
from Westinghouse Electric Corp.'s Semiconductor division, Youngwood, Pa. The device is the industry's first
SCR with a 1,200-v, 400-A (average) rating and aturnoff time of 10 µs.
A multiplicity of displays
There are now so many display technologies that
either have reached maturity or are close to that point
that it is difficult for a designer not to find the right
technical choice for an application. The trend is into the
"big picture" of flat-panel displays capable of displaying
hundreds of alphanumeric and graphic characters.
In liquid-crystal displays, the activity is nothing short
of frantic, with large companies consolidating their hold
on the technology by buying out smaller ones. As aresult
of the increased competition, some LCD makers like
Motorola have dropped out of the business. A large part
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of the competition is coming from Japan, where
researchers are fast developing flat-panel LcDs, some of
which are in color.
One lucrative La) market that has yet to be tapped to
any significant extent is automotive displays. However,
LCD makers are feverishly trying to crack that market,
now largely dominated by vacuum fluorescent displays
and light-emitting diodes, by offering improved-performance dichroic color LcDs.
As for LEDs, device efficiencies are being pushed to
the limit. General Instrument Corp.'s Optoelectronics
division, Palo Alto, Calif., for example, showed off its
Illuminator series of orange, yellow, and green LEDs (the
orange can be filtered to red) earlier this year, with
outputs an order of magnitude greater than offered by
conventional high-efficiency LEDs. The gallium phosphide devices put out 100 millicandelas and can accept
up to 0.5 watt of input power, figures comparable to
those of commonly used incandescent displays.
The marriage of the microprocessor and display technology is particularly evident in LED displays, where a
crop of intelligent interactive displays has arisen. Litron ix Inc., Cupertino, Calif., which was the first to introduce the concept of the intelligent LED display three
years ago, recently introduced the DL-3416, a fourcharacter alphanumeric module with 0.225-in.-high
LEDs. Despite their small heights, the displays can be
viewed from as far back as 8feet, thanks to an encapsulated magnifying lens covering them. The DL-3416 has a
number of intelligent display functions that can be driven from amicroprocessor circuit.
Another recent intelligent and interactive LED display
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is the BDS2724 from General Instrument Optoelectronics. The 24-character alphanumeric system is operated
under the control of an on-board 8048 microprocessor or
8748 microcomputer.
Electroluminescents brighten
Despite the fact that many display researchers had
practically given up on thin-film ac electroluminescent
displays as impractical, some, like Japan's Sharp Corp.
and Rockwell International Corp. have shown promising
results. In fact, Sharp this year began offering samples
of flat-panel thin-film ac electroluminescent displays.
The samples feature improvements in display lifetimes
and brightness levels, two key performance parameters
that previously held back this technology.
A principle reason why excitement is shaping up about
thin-film ac electroluminescent technology for flat-panel
displays is the simplicity of the thin-film process, leading
to truly low-cost large panels. Still, much work needs to
be done in formulating the right kind of driver circuits,
as well as in improving the display's operating lifetimes
and brightness levels, before this technology can begin to
take off.
The drive problem relates to the fact that most gaseous types of display require high voltages on the order
of 100 to 200 V to operate, and achieving complex

high-voltage drivers in IC form is difficult.
On the subject of drivers, a number of techniques are
being investigated to reduce the drive complexities (and
hence the costs) of LCDs and LED displays. A notable
achievement in this area is AEG-Telefunken's Datacomp
data-compression technique, which promises to reduce
radically the number of control and address lines for
both types of display. The Heilbronn, West Germany—based electrical and electronics giant feels that a
Datacomp driver lc can replace five or six lines with as
few as two or three. For large numbers of lines, the
savings may be as high as 90%.
The data-compression techniques uses two binary
states, plus an open-line state that acts as an active
source of information. It is similar to the conventional
three-state logic scheme; in AEG-Telefunken's technique,
however, the normally passive third state conveys information.
Vacuum fluorescent display technology got a boost
earlier this year from Japan: Ise Electronics Corp.
described at this year's Society for Information Display
meeting a driving technique that avoids the usual shadow effects found in vacumm fluorescent displays, limiting their resolution. The new technique reportedly
increases resolution, making this display type suitable
for graphics applications.

Fergason: pioneer in liquid-crystal displays
The fact that liquid-crystal displays are omnipresent is a
credit to the inventive mind of James Lee Fergason, president of American Liquid Xtal Chemical Corp., Kent, Ohio,
and frequently called the father of LCDs. It was back in
1970 that he filed for patents for atwisted-nematic device,
a new kind of LCD that was to revolutionize display
technology. His twisted-nematic LCD, which is the overwhelming worldwide choice of LCD makers, was in the first
commercial products (watches) to use liquid-crystal displays when Fergason's International Liquid Crystal Co.
(Ilixco), Warrensville, Ohio, introduced it in 1972. By then,
Ilixco had perfected a practical LCD process now used by
scores of other manufacturers.
In the August 1964 issue of Scientific American, Fergason wrote that, "though their existence has been known
for more than 70 years, [liquid crystals] have until recently
been regarded more as laboratory curiosities than as
potentially useful or theoretically important subjects of
study." He noted that the results of new studies pointed to
a number of possible applications.

It was in that article that Fergason clarified the behavior
of nematic liquid crystals, field-effect materials that react
to the application of an electromagnetic field. He based
his observations on studies he had performed between
1956 and 1966 at the Westinghouse Research Laboratories, Pittsburgh. He went on to become associate director
of the Liquid Crystal Institute of Kent State University,
Kent, Ohio, until 1970, when he formed Ilixco.
Ilixco refined twisted-nematic LCDs in 1971, developing
the nondepolarizing-background concept for improved
brightness and contrast levels. A year later, Fergason's
team solved the problem of uneven contrast levels caused
by the reverse twist and tilt phenomena of these displays.
In 1974, he sold his patent rights to Basle, Switzerland-based Hoffman-LaRoche, which subsequently became entangled with Him) in litigation dealing with patent
payment rights. The case was settled in 1976, when it was
established that Fergason was the inventor of twistednematic LCDs and the owner of patents for them. By then,
however, Ilixco had gone out of business and American
Liquid Xtal had been formed in 1975.
A physicist with a bachelor's degree in physics from the
University of Missouri, Columbia, in 1956, Fergason is still
active in liquid-crystal material research and development.
This week, for example, at the Biennial Display Research
Conference, Cherry Hill, N. J., he will describe a display
construction technique that allows liquid-crystal materials
to respond to modulating signals in less than 50 microseconds. This development could have far-reaching consequences for LCD use as high-speed TV displays.
Married and the father of four children, Fergason proudly points out that his business is a family affair: his eldest
daughter, Teresa, 22, is taking part in his firm's research
efforts.
-Roger Allan
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SCIENCEOSCOPE
Water levels in cooling systems of nuclear reactors may be monitored more reliably, especially during an emergency core shutdown, by an innovative metalcoated optical fiber developed by Hughes.
The thin glass thread, some 1000 of
which would be placed around a reactor's core, is tipped with a sapphire retro reflector.
Unlike plastic-coated fibers, it can withstand the harsh reactor
environment of temperatures as high as 350 0C and pressures up to 1800 pounds
per square inch.
Compared to resistive level sensors now in use, the fiber is a
model of simplicity.
The sapphire tip, when dry, reflects light transmitted
through the fiber; when wet, it reflects no light.
Prototype sensors were
developed under Nuclear Regulatory Commission sponsorship.
Nearly 25 orbit-years of flawless service have been accumulated by radiative
coolers built for weather satellites in synchronous orbit.
These devices are
used to passively cool infrared detector arrays to less than 75K.
They are far
more reliable than mechanical refrigerators because they have no moving parts.
They also require no power for operation.
Radiative coolers built by the Santa
Barbara Research Center, a Hughes subsidiary, have suffered no degradation in
performance due to contamination.
Since pioneering development of staged
radiative coolers in 1966, SBRC has won six separate contracts to provide these
devices.
Designs qualified for space flight include a unit for an interplanetary mission to Jupiter and another for an earth resources satellite.
Military field technicians can test digital circuit cards containing large-scale
integrated circuits with a new portable semi-automatic system.
The Hughes HMC193 Microcat, a microcomputer-aided tester, uses troubleshooting data stored on
magnetic program tapes to guide a technician quickly to defective components.
It uses universal adapters to route test signals and power, thus eliminating the
need for unique adapters.
Microcat can be taken anywhere in its shockmounted
case and operated in just about any environment.
Are you a graduate EE, ME, or physicist with experience in project or systems
engineering, optics, product design, reliability and test? Can you fit in with
a very bright scientific team working on:
lasers, electro -optics, automatic
test systems, digital and analog computers, airborne space sensors, electronic/
electromechanical components and devices, and other far-sighted systems?
If so,
and if you seek challenge and just reward, contact Hughes Aircraft Company,
Professional Employment, Dept. SE, Electro -Optical & Data Systems Group, 11940
W. Jefferson Blvd., Culver City, CA 90230.
Equal opportunity employer.
Special uses of fiber-optics are growing with the development of a highly reliable connector that doubles the efficiency of earlier links.
The device precisely aligns the ends of two laser-light-carrying fibers while maintaining a
gap of only one-thousandth of an inch.
(Ideally the fibers should be butted,
except scratches caused by shock or vibration would reduce transmission efficiency.)
The result is a coupling that is better than 70 percent efficient.
The new Hughes connector also has a special seal to prevent contaminants and
moisture from leaking in and impairing fiber performance.
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Expanding the parameters
Design the backpanel you want
with Elfab modular systems
•

Your design flexibilty is virtually unlimited when you utilize
Elfab's modular, press-fit systems.
And, with press-fit technology, it's
easy to stay within reasonable
production budgets while you get
the superb reliability demanded by
today's applications.
Key to the excellent reliability of
the press-fit
system is the gas
tight joint
formed as the
contact pin,
with arectangular interface
section or
"bullet," is pressed through a
plated-thru hole in the PC Board.
The diagonal of the bullet is
slightly larger than the diameter of
the plated-thru hole, so that the
hard phosphor bronze pin deforms
the softer copper, forcing the
copper plating to conform totally
to the pin. Four complete lines of
contact asperities run the full
depth of the hole. The reliability of
the Elfab press-fit is proven. With
more than 500,000,000 contacts
now in service—and that number
growing at arate of more than
1,500,000 every day—not asingle
interface failure has ever been
reported.
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Basically, an Elfab modular
system is composed of the PC
board, contact pin, and insulator
connector housing. You have the
flexibility to interconnect to as
many voltage, ground and signal
planes as you need. Standard
options are available in sufficient
numbers to cover almost any
application. But if your design
calls for aspecial configuration,
almost any adaptation can be made
—and with all the reliability and
economy for which Elfab press-fit
systems are noted.

L

et 's start the design of your
system with the printed
circuit board. A basic
system would start with asingleboard, card-edge backpanel. Two
layers of etched circuitry may take
the place of part or all external
wiring. Plated-thru holes accept
the contact pins, making the board
astructural part of the connector.
Since no soldering of contacts is
required, this system can effect
savings of 5-10% over conventional soldering methods.
To achieve maximum circuit
density, just stack additional
boards together; all held fast by the
press-fit contacts. Up to eight

planes of
circuitry may be
used without any external wiring.
This method is much more economical and much more flexible
than the traditional laminated
boards or metal plate and discrete
connector assemblies.
Need extra high current capacity
or positive voltage control? Make a
hybrid out of the stack with pure
copper insulated planes. This is
excellent for today's high speed
logic circuits. Select your own
input/output specifications.
If electro-magnetic sensitive
components are utilized, lowcarbon steel sheets may be used
between circuit layers for EMI, RFI
shielding.
In short, whatever your circuitry
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of press-fit technology
requirements, you can get them
in acompact package using
Elfab's press-fit boards.

y

ou can also select the exact
contact pin to meet your
requirements. Basic shapes
for card-edge connectors include
both cantilever and
bellows contacts. The
bellows contact has been
made available in pressfit application by an
innovation in production
technique. The pin is
placed in the plated-thru
hole, then
pulled into
position to complete the gas-tight joint.
For customers with the
volume to justify it,
bellows contacts and
insulator housings can be
supplied, along with
assembly equipment, so
you can make your own
backpanels.
Other contact pins
In
available include: the
straight post for applications which require a
einow ,
feed-thru I/0 or access to
signal or ground planes;
the conventional screw
machine contact for I.C.
sockets; and many other
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contacts for specific
purposes such as those
for DIP sockets, "D"
subminiature, etc.
A unique feature of all
press-fit contacts is that
they are removeable and
replaceable on the board.
And, growing in importance is the selective plating
feature. Gold plating over base
nickel is applied selectively to put
the gold just where it's needed.
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nsulator connector housings can be of just about any
configuration you need.
Standard edge-board connectors
come in achoice of seven grid
spacings—from .100" x.100" to
.200" x.200". Modular construction makes length completely at
your option with no special
tooling required.Specialty configurations include: Dual In-Line

packaging, "D" Subminiature,
Ribbon Cable, 25 pair telephone
and communications connectors,
end and center connector card
guides, DL connectors with "zero
insertion force," and others as
required.
Put these elements together, and
you have the most flexible, economical and reliable backpanel
system in the industry. It allows
you the creative freedom to
expand your own design parameters through Elfab's press-fit
technology. It's what we're working for at Elfab. Write or call for
application assistance.

ELFAB

The Leader in Press-fit Technology

P. 0. Box 34555 • Dallas, Texas 75234 •214-233-3033 •TWX 910/860-5460

Plants in Addison, Texas and Westlake Village, California
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Besides pushing speed and accuracy to new heights, instrument
makers have been busy automating the measurement process,
tying their equipment into multiuser, multifunction networks

by Richard W. Comerford,
n their race to obtain more accurate data faster,
instrument designers surged ahead on all fronts
this past year. New programming and automating
features were added to items like the signal generator and oscilloscope, and a host of manufacturers introduced instruments suited to the IEEE-488 bus. These
included bus controllers, synchronization and network
analysis gear, digital multimeters, and signal sources, as
well as complete data-gathering systems.
Automatic test equipment makers were busy tying
together their individual units into data-gathering networks and were also bringing forth faster systems.
Microprocessor development systems were being molded
into network arrangements to serve multiple users and
functions. And finally, there was notable activity in the
field-service area, as easier-to-use units were brought out
for unsophisticated field users and as prices dropped on
hand-held multimeters.
This year's most outstanding achievements in instrumentation center on automating the measurement process. Among several important instruments introduced is
the 6070A radio-frequency generator from the John
Fluke Manufacturing Co., Mountlake Terrace, Wash.
To provide alow-cost, programmable instrument with
the spectral purity needed for off-channel receiver measurements, Fluke engineers applied technology both
new—in the form of asurface-acoustic-wave device and
a 16-bit microprocessor—and well established—such as
cable delay lines—in innovative ways. The resultant
signal generator, with its low-noise, fast-settling, majoroctave generator, slashes the cost of automated receiver
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testing by approximately $10,000 per station.
Oscilloscope operation also succumbed to automation
this year—and twice at that. Driven by different views of
how best to automate scope measurements, Tektronix
Inc. of Beaverton, Ore., and Hewlett-Packard Co.'s Colorado Springs (Colo.) division both introduced intelligent oscilloscopes.
The 7854 introduced this past spring by Tektronix is
the most sophisticated design tool to fit on an engineering bench in terms of its data-handling capability. While
retaining the look and feel of a scope, it can measure
some basic waveforms at the stroke of asingle key. But
its programmability makes the plug-in, 400-MHz unit of
even greater value to the designer, who can store and
manipulate waveforms using adetachable keyboard.
Hewlett-Packard's 1980A oscilloscope, on the other
hand, is aimed at the non-engineer. It simplifies operation to the point where even a person unfamiliar with
oscilloscopes can make measurements with little training. For example, the one-knob unit can automatically
select typical measurement settings based on the input
signal, making it the first autoranging oscilloscope.
System elements
An additional element that unites all three units is the
fact that they can be programmed through an IEEE-488
interface. The many bus-compatible instruments now
available offer the engineer a third way of automating
measurement, over and above general-purpose automated test systems and dedicated, specialized testers. It is
economically feasible and often desirable to put together
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Interdisciplinary.

Design-

ers of the 6070A programmable rf signal generator
pulled out all technological
stops, both analog and digital

to

make

automated

receiver testing cost-effective. In addition to a special
phase-locked loop and advanced

microprocessor

control, they built a custom
surface-acoustic-wave

de-

vice and a cable delay line
(seen at center) to ensure
signal purity.
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asystem using bus-compatible instruments as modules.
High attendance at the bus-related sessions at various
technical meetings this year attests to the interest in this
new option. Moreover, instrument manufacturers are
increasingly addressing this new market with products
uniquely tailored to it.
Systron-Donner Corp.'s Instrument division in Concord, Calif., for example, introduced its first and lowestpriced bus controller, the $795 model 3520, and Fluke
also introduced its first bus controller, the 1720A.
Employing both a touch-sensitive cathode-ray-tube display and adetachable keyboard, the latter controller fits
both the production and lab environments.
Racal-Dana Instruments Inc. of Irvine, Calif., which
last year introduced the first bus-compatible switch
matrix, made it possible this year to synchronize highspeed measurements in bus systems with the series 1500
delay-pulse generator.
Wiltron Co. of Mountain View, Calif., introduced the
first General-Purpose Interface Bus network analyzer,
the model 560, covering a range from 10 megahertz to
34 gigahertz and in England, the Brookdale operation of
EG&G Inc. introduced a GP-1B—compatible measurement
system for the precise characterization of optical fibers
in the 600-to-1,600-nanometer range.
Possibly the most frequently used instrument in bus
systems is the digital multimeter, and this year has seen
a host of system DMM introductions. Hewlett-Packard's
Loveland (Colo.) division introduced the fastest-reading
DMM to date, the model 3456A, able to take 270 readings with 10-microvolt sensitivity. Guildline Instruments
Inc., Elmsford, N. Y., offered the 61
/-digit 9576A, aunit
2

that performs a wide variety of data manipulations that
can unburden the controller. Though slower than the HP
unit, the IEEE-488—compatible instrument can be used
as a system by itself, according to the manufacturer,
putting out data through the bus to aprinter or terminal.
Fluke's 51
/-digit model 3870 is IEEE-488—compatible
2
when that option is chosen. But the unit can also serve as
abench system, with aseparate, calculatorlike controller
programming its memory modules to make many different measurements. And Keithley Instruments Inc. of
Cleveland, Ohio, left its mark on the IEEE-488 bus not
only with the lowest-priced system DMM, the 61
/-digit
2
192 that sells for under $1,400 with bus interface and
provides generic DMM functions, but also with the combination DMM and electrometer, the 619.
There was no lack of signal sources for IEEE488—based systems either. While Fluke aimed at HP'S
8662 with its 6070A and 71A synthesized signal generator, Interface Technology of San Dimas, Calif., trained
its sights on HP's 8016A word generator, introducing the
RS-680, which the company calls aword generator/timing simulator. The unit is able to deliver bytes at 100
MHz — twice the frequency of the HP unit—and 16-bit
words at 50 MHz. Wavetek of San Diego, Calif., also
aimed at HP'S signal source market, in particular that for
the 8165A programmable signal source, with its model
178. Trading off some of the features of the 8165A,
Wavetek is able to market the unit for $3,995, half the
cost of the HP unit. HP is not likely to take the competition from these companies lightly and will undoubtedly
respond in the coming year.

New wave.

Although the vast number of instruments with which
to build has made this route to measurement systems
extremely attractive, there are some potholes that both
instrument and system builders are becoming aware of.
The smaller instrument makers who rely on chip sets
from semiconductor houses to implement bus protocols
were annoyed to discover bugs in the chips that the
semiconductor manufacturers and larger instrument
companies who helped develop them already knew
about. Semiconductor manufacturers Intel and Texas
Instruments have upgraded their chips, claiming that the
new versions will be free of earlier problems. Still, users
will be wary for some time to come, checking to see if
bug lists develop.
Potential system builders, on the other hand, became
aware of aspects of system configuration not addressed
in the original bus standard—namely, the conventions
for coding and formatting device-dependent data. While
an IEEE committee tries to formalize those conventions
without limiting the designers' freedom, some companies
are adopting their own coding and formatting rules with
an eye to the proposed recommendations.
In the meantime, instrument manufacturers are working to produce complete measurement systems that can
be easily tailored to many sets of measurement tasks.
Hewlett-Packard, for example, by combining its highspeed DMM with anew data-acquisition unit, the 3497A,
and an HP desktop computer, can now offer a sophisticated control system, the 3054A, that is equally at home

Through the umbilically attached keypad seen at bottom

right, designers can make the processor in the Tektronix 7854 scope
above it transform acquired waveforms mathematically and display them
or transmit them to another unit via an IEEE-488 interface.
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Some bumps
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in the research laboratory and the industrial plant.
Fluke, too, is taking advantage of the bus to offer such
systems. The company's model 2400A measurement and
control link is offered with the 1720A controller to form
acomplete high-frequency data-acquisition system, and
the bus controller is also employed in its new 7405
calibration system. Other instrument companies will
take advantage of this philosophy in the coming year,
providing measurement systems that feature their individual areas of instrumentation expertise. As the ease of
configuring such systems increases, along with their
capabilities, they may provide strong competition for the
automated test equipment manufacturers.
ATE to the fore
But while instruments are being tied together to make
test systems, automatic-test-equipment manufacturers
are tying systems together into powerful data-gathering
networks to revolutionize production control and efficiency. Fairchild Camera and Instrument Corp.'s Test
Systems Group in San Jose, Calif., began the move with
the introduction of its Integrator II, followed by Teradyne Inc.'s Semiconductor Test Systems group in Woodland Hills, Calif., with its test system administrator. This
year, GenRad Inc. of Concord, Mass., introduced its
first network, the daisy-chain GRnet, claiming the fastest
data-transfer rate yet —a raw figure of 655,000 bits/second. With this rate, down-loading of test routines takes
less time than changing tapes or disks.
In aiming to become the No. 1ATE company, GenRad
is preparing to enter the semiconductor test system market for the first time. The company's Semiconductor
Test Instrument group in Santa Clara, Calif., which has
already secured a contract with IBM to provide a 100MHz very large—scale integration test system, plans to
begin deliveries of that system late next year. According
to industry sources, it will be modular and a slowerspeed version will debut early in 1980.
As a newcomer to this market, GenRad may have a
strong advantage in not having to worry about upward
system compatibility in its architecture. But Teradyne,
Fairchild, and Macrodata do not plan to relinquish any
portion of their market share without astrong fight.
Teradyne, for one, has clearly demonstrated its ability
to provide measurements accurate enough to be meaningful for foreseeable RAMS. In its J389 RAM tester, the
company is able to control placement of test
signal edges with an accuracy to within 250 picoseconds.
With its architecture, Teradyne can go well beyond the
present 20-M Hz operating speed of the system.
Teradyne is also taking a strong shot at the boardtesting market where GenRad has enjoyed much success.
Teradyne, in introducing the L200, may well have laid to
rest the problem of whether to use functional or incircuit testers. The new modular system can be configured to perform both types of board tests.
Another market in which GenRad was challenged this
year was that for benchtop linear test systems, which it
pioneered in 1979. The challenger, Analog Devices Inc.
of Norwood, Mass., was new to the test system market,
but the company made strong use of its converter knowledge to provide test capability for those devices, in
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device seen above will provide calibration laboratories with the ability
to make fine-resolution measurements and thus keep ahead of the
demands imposed by high-speed commercial applications.

addition to basing its design on a more powerful 16-bit
microprocessor than GenRad's. That company countered Analog Devices' introduction of a-d and d-a cards
at Wescon, but other companies will soon enter the
market.
While ATE companies move to provide networks for
factories, both instrument and semiconductor companies
are eyeing the design environment, planning to assist the
design process by allowing development system resources
to be shared. While reducing capital expenses in this
manner, they are also bringing out low-cost development
systems to make entry into the microprocessor design
process less of an economic burden.
Better field tools
Although networks will eventually extend into the
field to solve service problems, the need for immediate
solutions has given rise to better portable tools in the
past year. The fact that many field service people are
beginning to accept signature analysis as the answer to
their problems should ensure the success of the HP
5001A microprocessor exerciser. The first of a new line
planned by the company, it provides not only a known
stimulus for troubleshooting products in the field, but
also an easy way for manufacturers to retrofit signature
analysis into existing products.
The fact that several instrument makers use signature
analysis techniques in the design of their own products
will give rise to new signature analysis instruments from
them in the next year. Already Tektronix has incorporated signature analysis capability in its model 308 data
analyzer, tying it in with state and timing logic analysis
and serial analysis to produce avery versatile tool.
Taking early note of both the present field service
environment and the growing number of networks, Tektronix has aggressively addressed these issues in the past
year by adding to its data-communication tester line the
model 834, ago/no-go tester.
The analog side of the increasingly digital test world
has not been ignored in the field service markets, either,
this past year. Hand-held digital meters have multiplied
rapidly as they replace the common analog meter once
found in every technician's toolcase.
The price of 31
/-digit hand-held multimeters dropped
2
in November when Keithley introduced its first such
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unit, the $99 model 130. The ranging scheme—two
rotary switches offset so that they can be turned with the
thumb of the left hand—coupled with a large liquidcrystal display and extremely rugged packaging has
made the unit popular in both the U. S. and Europe.
Hickok Electrical Instruments in Cleveland, Ohio,
dropped the price even more, to $89.95, with the introduction of the LX 304, which uses a slide knob ranging
selector that can be moved with the probe.
The hand-held meter also got noisier as Weston
Instruments Division of Sangamo Weston Inc. in Newark, N. J., introduced the Roadrunner, a beeping unit
that allows the user to test continuity and to look for
measurements that exceed a certain value, and Data
Precision Corp. of Danvers, Mass., introduced the 936
with continuity beep.
But what may prove to be the best range-selection
scheme in such meters, autoranging, was first seen this
year in the model 2845 introduced by B&K Precision of
Chicago. If the feature proves easy to produce, other
manufacturers may adopt it. In the following months,
instrument manufacturers will introduce 41
/
2-digit units.
Even as commercial manufacturers produced arelent-

less flow of measurement tools to meet current demands
in design, production, and the field, metrologists upped
the capabilities of their research labs to handle the
demands of technologies about to break.
Staying ahead
In laboratories around the world this past year several
significant gains were made. A team of researchers from
the U. S. National Bureau of Standards and Canada's
National Research Council reached new highs in frequency measurement, directly measuring one of 520
terahertz (10 12 hertz) in the latter part of 1979. Late last
winter, in Frankfurt, Germany, workers at the Battelle
Institute constructed a thin-film bolometer whose sensitivity approaches the theoretical lmit for thermal radiant
energy: 1.43 x 10 9 cm-Hz -1
/watt.
2
This past summer researchers at both the National
Bureau of Standards and IBM's Thomas J. Watson
Research Center in Yorktown Heights used sampling
techniques to measure signals on supercooled Josephson
devices with a resolution of 9 and 2 picoseconds. Both
groups are racing to apply the measurement scheme to
signals piped to the Josephson chip.

Loughry, Ricci, Nelson, and Knoblock: GP-IB founders
Thanks to the IEEE-488 standard, traditional instrumentation products are now commonly applied to automatic test
systems. And that standard, defining mechanical, electrical, and functional requirements for linking instruments
and computers, in turn owes most of its success to four
Hewlett-Packard engineers who conceptualized it, designed its important specifications, and nurtured it along
its way to acceptance through a gamut of international
committees and rivals in the instrumentation world. Donald
Loughry (pictured below), David W. Ricci, Gerald Nelson,
and Daryl Knoblock all are quick to insist that the 488
project was not theirs alone—nor even HP's—but a
truly international effort. Other industry participants, however, point to these four as its founding fathers.
It began in 1971, when automatic test equipment engineers were still spending half their time designing interfaces instead of instruments. "We had wanted a standard
set of voltage levels for instrumentation-oriented computers since the late 1960s, but 1971 was when this effort
really got started," recalls Loughry, who became HP's
corporate interface engineer. Two HP groups, one in the
Santa Clara division under Ricci and one in the Loveland,
Colo., division under Nelson, had
begun similar work on specifying an
interface. Loughry brought the two
project leaders together on Dec. 7.
By the end of the meeting, the major
specifications of what later became
the IEEE-488 had taken form.
"In that meeting our thoughts solidified on specs for 15 of the signal
lines," recalls Ricci, now the interface engineer for HP's instrumentation group. "We agreed on the eight
data lines, the four management
lines, and the three handshake lines,
and also to use one bus for both
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address and commands—an idea that came from Loveland." Later, the end-of-interval (FOI) line was added to
facilitate binary records and parallel polling. The service
request line (SRO) was added even later, as the standard
journeyed into international waters.
Loughry, Ricci, and Nelson were joined in the spring of
1972 by Knoblock, who wanted to use the interface for
computers as well as instruments. "I suggested a number
of small changes that would make it useful as a computer
I/O bus, and somewhat to my surprise the other three
accepted them," recalls Knoblock. Though he recognized
that the interface was not the speediest possible computer
bus, he saw that its adoption in HP's line would make it
easy for computers to swap peripherals.
The cost of the logic to implement the interface was also
a stumbling block, but the arrival of large-scale integration
solved the problem. "With the coming of the HP LSI chip
for the IEEE-488 in 1977, we had the best of both
worlds—a low number of connections and the economies
of LSI," Knoblock notes.
Standardization did not proceed without difficulty. The
international community differed over whether a most significant or a least significant bit
should be transmitted first, whether
the standard should be productindependent, and whether polling
should be serial or parallel. The most
serious disagreement, however, was
over choosing a 25- or a 24-pin connector. The IEC committee finally
adopted both the 25-pin connector
favored by the Europeans and the
24-pin version preferred by the
Americans. The specs for hardware,
pinouts, and voltage level were
decided on in 1975 and further clarified in 1978.
-Martin Marshall
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Hi
FLU

Complete
vacuum fluorescent
display modules
for under $100!
You bet we've flipped, and so will you when you
see what's happening to the FLIP family.

DIVERSE! Twelve models to choose from. The widest variety
offered by anyone.
THIN! Most FLIP Models are less than 1inch (25mm) deep.

NOW YOU HAVE A CHOICE! Twelve FLIP Models give you unprecedented freedom of choice. Choice of features, choice of
size...and choice of vendors.
CHOOSE ECONOMY! FLIP Series 3700 segmented is the answer.
Display the full range of commonly used upper case characters,
punctuation and symbols. Some segmented FLIPs are under $100
in production quantities. Segmented FLIPs are the choice for cost
sensitive designs. Select from seven models offering from 10 to 32
characters.
CHOOSE SOPHISTICATION! FLIP's Series 3600 Dot Matrix
Models display the full ASCII 96-character set and more! European
font sets, scientific symbols...one FLIP Dot Matrix Model even lets
you define your own character sets! Five models. Single line or
multi-line, 5x7 and 5x12 dot matrix up to 240 characters. Simple or
sophisticated -with FLIP, the choice is yours.
CHOOSE YOUR VENDOR! Best of all, now you have achoice of
vendors. Frankly, we think you'll choose IEE -the company with a
reputation for quality, on-time delivery, and customer care. At last.
there's a second source for vacuum fluorescent alphanumeric
display modules.
TALENT. BRAINS AND GOOD LOOKS! Every FLIP family
member...both segmented and dot matrix...was born with talent.
brains and good looks.

I'd like to meet the family!

(IEE)

The
Display
Maker

ASK ABOUT
OUR LIMITED-TIME
FLIP FAMILY
EVALUATION
OFFER!

INDUSTRIAL ELECTRONIC ENGINEERS, INC.
7740 Lemona Ave., Van Nuys, CA 91405
(213) 787-0311 • TWX 910-4951707

CONSIDERATE! FLIP family members operate from your
5 volt supply. No costly extras required!
SIMPLE! TTL level parallel, or serial ASCII interface. Bidirectional buss. This family fits right in!
BRIGHT! Blue-green (100f L) characters can be filtered to blue,
yellow, green or even red for tricky low light applications.
VERSATILE! Load characters from the left or the right. Flash
the display. Address the cursor. Scroll horizontally, and much
more.
FAMILIAR! Many models are "drop-in" replacements for products you previously had only one source to rely on.
INTELLIGENT! FLIP's on-board microprocessor relieves your
host system of time-consuming display duties.
RUGGED! FLIP's temperature, vibration and shock specs
would make any father proud.
GROWING! Additional, compatible models and features will
make FLIP your favorite family for years to come.
LOTS MORE! There's so much more; you'll just have to meet
the family for yourself -something your IEE representative will
be happy to arrange.

My application is:
Please have your sales representative contact me:
AREA CODE

PHONE NUMBER

EXT

NAME

COMPANY
ADDRESS

CITY STATE ZIP
E11023
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.-• wei
RF1/EMI/EMP immupromised interference-free, economical signal transmission.
But those promises dimmed when
you considered the time needed to
choose compatible parts, fit them
together and design aworking system.
Those days are over. Because
Du Pont, Honeywell and ITT Cannon
Electric are now offering completely
compatible components, standardized to wire dimensions and configurations, that give you an off-theshelf, ready-to-go fiber optics system.
It's called "HDC Interface:' Whenever
you have link-lengths up to 30 meters
and data rates up to 30 Mb/s, this
turnkey system plu .s right i
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available.
From ITT Cannon come m
channel connectors that let you use
both electrical and fiber optic lines simultaneously. When space is limited,
there's the miniature line with densities
capable of contact spacing down to
.050 centers. Available soon are adaptations for other standard Cannon
connectors in the D Subminiature,
environmental and military lines.
So let fiber optics become standard equipment in your system.
Whenever you
;• need adata link
for short distances in applications ranging from
medical instrumentation to con' trol equipment,
ly the system in one easy
installment. To help you get information
about HDC Interface and to make
ordering easy, contact Fiber Optics
Product Manager; ITT Cannon
Electric, adivision of International
Telephone and Telegraph
Corporation, 666 E. Dyer Ro
Santa Ana, California 927
Telephone: (714) .557-47
TWX: 910-595-1131.
TELEX: 65-5358.
`DU PONT TRIA DEMARK
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CANNON

You can always connect with Cannon.
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Local networks sprout to handle all types of gear
as peripheral devices benefit from large-scale integration
and distributed processing and office automation mushroom

by Tom Manuel,

Computers & Peripherals Editor

ore than anything else, the past 12 months
marks moves to new levels of utility and
convenience for computers. Perhaps most
noteworthy has been the attention given to
ways to connect processors and peripheral devices, especially at single sites. Local networks have emerged in
response to rapidly growing markets for distributed processing and office automation and in turn will open up
these markets even further.
Meanwhile, peripheral devices have undergone significant changes, in large part due to the thrust of largescale integration. For disk drives, ashrinkage from 14to 8- and even 5.25-in. Winchester units and the application of thin-film semiconductor techniques to read/write
heads have also played roles. As aresult, such peripherals as disk files and color terminals that were once mere
accessories are becoming intrinsic system components.
As for the machines themselves, several firms have
presented interesting solutions to the challenges of Lst:
getting the most of the new capabilities without sacrificing architectural flexibility or existing software.
Keeping in touch
Data communications, long considered an important
adjunct to computers, has become an inherent requirement of the fastest-growing applications—distributed
processing and office automation. Indeed, it is becoming
virtually impossible for designers to work on computers
these days without aknowledge of communications.
Just coming to the forefront is local networking that
can accommodate many types of gear from different
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makers. As its name implies, this technique is used to
connect equipment together over limited distances—
typically within an office building or industrial complex.
Taking a big step toward making such networks a
reality, Xerox Corp., Stamford, Conn.; Digital Equipment Corp., Maynard, Mass.; and Intel Corp., Santa
Clara, Calif., last May announced that they would pool
their efforts to perfect Ethernet. First introduced by
Xerox in December 1979, Ethernet operates at 10 million bits per second much like aparty line. Each piece of
equipment is attached to acoaxial cable and is given a
48-bit address. A transmitting device waits for a quiet
period on the network and then broadcasts its message to
all attached equipment. Only the addressed device or
devices pick the information off the net. The beauty of
such a system is that no central controller is needed to
handle message routing, and hence there is no one piece
of equipment whose failure will shut down the network.
Several other local networking schemes also came to
the front last year. Newcomer Ungermann-Bass Inc.,
Santa Clara, last May introduced its 4-mb/s Net/One,
which also promises to interconnect locally awide variety of computer gear. In addition, Zilog Inc., Cupertino,
Calif., announced its Z-net packet-switched local network. "We're on the verge of throwing open awhole new
market for communications, and it will be big enough for
everybody," declares Manny Fernandez, group vice president at Zilog. "Ethernet-like communications network
systems will be the local communications of the future."
From Britain came word that researchers at the Computer Laboratory of Cambridge University had devel-
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Supercomputer.

Cyber

205 computer from Control
Data is the fastest commercially available.

The CPU

has two specialized units.
one for vector stream (parallel)

processing and the

other for scalar (serial) processing. The vector processor can operate on 64-bit
or 32-bit operands at the
exceptionally high rates of
200 and 800 megaflops.
respectively.
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III. Most significant is its capability to perform adaptive
path routing and to change the network configuration as
line conditions change. The feature, not readily available
commercially, is crucial to improving the reliability of
networks.
Speak to me

One-board mainframe. Using custom 8-bit-slice ECL circuits on
hybrid logic modules (shown with heat sinks attached), the CPU of
Sperry Univac's system 80 computer fits on a 17-by-29-in. board.
The older system 90/60's CPU used 400 5-by-7-in. boards.

oped a local network based on twisted-pair cable that
promises to be less expensive to operate than Ethernet.
By being a closed ring, the unit also promises to be
conceptually simpler than Ethernet, although it is less
reliable—the failure of any element on the network
breaks the ring. In any case, Logica Ltd., in London,
hopes this year to start marketing the network, called the
Cambridge Ring, at prices of about $2,000 per station.
In a broader sense, International Business Machines
Corp. also put communications in the spotlight last year.
In an unusual announcement last June that bordered on
pre-announcement, the Armonk, N. Y.—based company
said it would use communications to integrate its various
office automation products into what it calls "single,
coherent enterprise-wide solutions."
Actually, communications seems to get the industry
leader out of aserious bind. Three IBM divisions— Data
Products, General Systems, and Office Products—had
developed three completely different product lines. Making them compatible would require the tremendous task
of changing to identical instruction sets, data formats,
and file structures. Instead IBM chose to use communications for the interfacing. A new "document interchange
architecture" will handle the translation and emulation
of communications protocols and provide a standard
format for the transmission of data between systems.
Traditional communications
Meanwhile, traditional data communications was also
gaining sophistication. Data General Corp., in Westboro, Mass., announced its Xodiac communications
architecture. Unlike most of the proprietary datacommunications structures now offered by the leading
mainframe and minicomputer makers, Xodiac is based
on the increasingly popular CCITT X.25 packet-switching
standard.
Digital Equipment Corp., Maynard, Mass., one of the
first to announce a proprietary scheme, continued to
refine its offering with the introduction of DECnet Phase
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Interest in how people interface with computers has
heightened considerably this past year, especially in the
area of voice recognition. Very few of the existing products until now have come close to recognizing speakerindependent speech that is continuous.
Threshold Technology Inc., apioneer in the field, has
perhaps done the most with continuous speech. The
Delran, N. J., company has been delivering systems since
1972, and this past year it upgraded its software algorithm for voice recognition to work at almost connectedspeech speeds. Labeled Quiktalk, the algorithm uses
dynamic programming to match strings of sounds at a
rate of 180 to 200 words or phrases per minute; it is
available on the company's $16,525 model 600 voice
data-entry terminal.
Verbex, formerly Dialog Systems Inc., an Exxon
Enterprises affiliate in Bedford, Mass., has had aspeaker-independent system on the market—the model
1800—but words are limited and must be enunciated
carefully.
Other computer input/output devices were improved
as well in the past year. Most noticeable, both literally
and figuratively, were color cathode-ray-tube terminals.
A spin-off of color television technology, color monitors
and terminals have been around for several years, primarily from Conrac, Ramtek, Chromatics, and Intelligent Systems. But the additional electronics needed to
handle the color display has made them too expensive for
most applications and has limited their popularity. Now,
however, new self-convergent CRTs and large-scale integration have combined to bring the cost of color terminals down while increasing their features.
Colorful choices
The color terminals really took off when the major
computer manufacturers added color to their product
lines. First was IBM, which unveiled its model 3279 color
CRT terminal, ranging from $4,300 to $6,700, in December. Then in May, DEC introduced its more complex
VS11 color graphics terminal, priced at $15,000. A 2901
bit-slice—based central processing unit executes software
that off-loads from the host computer much of the
graphics and color display details. It generates 16 basic
colors that can be mixed to produce up to 256 tints.
Original-equipment manufacturers that want to add
color to their systems also now have awider selection of
equipment. Chromatics Inc., Atlanta, introduced its
CG3999 in May that sells for $7,997 in single units but
drops to $5,995 in quantities of 100. Like most recent
color terminals, it is microprocessor-based—a Z80 with
128-K bytes of random-access memory controls every dot
in the 512-by-512-element display. The intention of the
new displays is clear. "We intend to make black and
white terminals wholly obsolete in this decade," says
Chromatics' president, Terence Hughey.
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For those willing to design the terminal electronics,
the selection of color monitors also blossomed last year.
For example, Japan's Hitachi Ltd. unveiled the HM 2619/13 and -2719/13 monitors, which feature shadowmask civrs with self-convergent single in-line guns. In
quantities of 100, these monitors can be had for as little
as $1,480 in astripped-down 13-in. version or $2,470 for
a 19-in. version ready to plug in.
Disk fever
Though not so colorful, disk drives had more than
their share of excitement in the past year. Across the
board, new technologies were brought to bear to lower
the cost of data storage. This development was especially
true at the low end, where Winchester technology was
scaled down for small systems, from 14-in, disks to 8and 5.25-in. sizes. These drives provide storage capacities ranging from 6 to 120 megabytes in packages no
bigger than afloppy- or minifloppy-disk drive.
During the year, such manufacturers as Shugart Associates, Pertec Computer, Memorex, and Kennedy that
had introduced 8-in, drives during 1979 began shipping
their products. But as the evaluation units rolled out the
door, the question of backup was persistently asked.
Now that the disks are fixed inside the drive, it is
impossible to remove them for safekeeping.
Control Data Corp., Minneapolis, proposed a system
that combines Winchester technology with the best of
the old disk cartridge drives. Its Lark, unveiled in June,
filters the air in the removable cartridge before operation
starts; then the Winchester-type heads are moved into
position.
Another approach that gained popularity adds highdensity tape cartridges to the system. The leading proponent and supplier of these devices, Data Electronics Inc.,
San Diego, Calif., introduced lower-priced OEM versions
of its units that drop the drive cost to about $600.
Al Shugart, who had originally founded Shugart
Associates and then sold it, returned to the disk business
to start Shugart Technology Inc., which spearheaded the
development of the 5.25-in, units and was the first into
production at this size. Close behind were Tandon Magnetics Inc., Chatsworth, Calif., and Britton-Lee Inc., Los
Gatos, Calif., whose founder Dave Britton was the pioneer of the 8-in. drives. Then Irwin International, of Ann
Arbor, Mich.—founded by Sam Irwin, who was also the
founder of Sycor —introduced a 12.3 megabyte 5.25-in.
Winchester disk drive with a integrated tape cartridge
drive for backup, to be available in May 1981.

Shrinking. Controller for Storage Technology Corp.'s model 4500
tape drive, which can handle up to eight of the drives, is small
enough, thanks to custom LSI and microprocessors, to fit in a
cabinet with one of the drives instead of in aseparate large cabinet.

Once again, it was IBM's moves this past year that
provided the impetus behind the industry's actions.
When the company began delivering the 571-megabyte
3370 drive, which it had introduced in January 1979, it
released specifications. The use of thin-film heads
increased area recording density to 7.8 million bits per
square inch—some 2.5 times that of the previous topof-line 317-megabyte model 3350. To facilitate access to
all this data, the drives also use dual actuators.
The first after IBM to go commercial was Dastek
Corp. in Los Gatos, founded by former IBM disk designer
Jim Koeber. The company unveiled its model 4835 drive
using athin-film head in April. Available in 200-, 300-,
and 400-megabyte versions, it records at 12,772 b/in.—
roughly twice the density of the model 3350, until now
IBM's best ferrite-head drive. This coming year is sure to
see ahost of introductions using the new heads.
But no sooner did IBM begin shipping the 3370 than it
surpassed itself. In June, it unveiled the model 3380,
Narrowing the gap
which stores a staggering 1.26 billion bytes on each of
While existing technologies were scaled down at the two spindles—four times more than the 3350. And with
low end of the disk drive spectrum, new technological purchase prices starting at $97,650, storage costs half of
ground was being broken at the high end. Borrowing a what it did on the older unit.
page from semiconductor fabrication, the disk drive
makers were developing thin-film read/write recording LSI in control
heads. With photolithographic and etching processes
In addition to improved basic recording technologies,
similar to those used for integrated circuits, thin-film the storage peripherals are also benefiting from the use
heads can be made having recording gaps about aquar- of large-scale integrated circuits. All forms of Ls!
ter of the best width attainable with manually produced parts—microprocessors, off-the-shelf specialized periphferrite-core heads. Narrowing the gap increases the eral controllers, and custom chips—are being employed
amount of data that can be stored on adisk.
to reduce the size and cost of the peripheral's electronics
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Future office today. Integrating many functions in one automated
office system, Datapoint Corp. combines word and data processing,
electronic mail, and voice and data telecommunications management. Content-addressable data access makes it easy to use.

while increasing its features and performance.
The benefits are especially important in small computer systems. For such small systems, a plethora of new
peripheral controllers became available in the past year.
For example, Advanced Electronics Design Inc., Sunnyvale, Calif., unveiled its Flex family of controllers that
can be programmed to work with just about any doubledensity floppy-disk drive. Based on a Z80 microprocessor, the controller interrogates the drive to determine its
head-positioning characteristics and, once it has adapted
to those, determines and adapts to the recording format
used on the floppy disk.
Similarly, for the new, smaller Winchester hard-disk
drives, a spate of controllers became available. Often
based on microprocessors, these units generally packed
all the controller functions and error-correction circuitry
onto a single circuit board. Typical was the SA1400
controller from Shugart Associates, Sunnyvale. Built on
a single 8.25-by-13.7-in. printed-circuit card using 2900
series bit-slice processors, it can control a mixture of the
firm's 8- and 14-in. Winchester disk drives, as well as its
8-in, floppy disk, or abackup cartridge tape drive.
Other units came from manufacturers like Xylogics
and Microcomputer Systems Corp. For one, Microcomputer Systems, also in Sunnyvale, crammed 75% of the
control circuitry for an 8-in, disk drive controller into a
hybrid 3-in.-square module called the Micromodule
9000. Using an unspecified mos microprocessor and
Schottky logic gate arrays, it handles buffering, error
detection and correction, and other controller functions
that are independent of the drive. Designed for internal
use, it is also for sale to others.
Custom control
Some peripheral makers opted for custom circuitry.
Control Data was one of the first, designing and fabricating four custom integrated-injection-logic chips for its
CDC Series/1 controller. Teamed with aZ80, these four
chips make it possible to construct a single controller
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that can attach an IBM Series/1 minicomputer to products ranging from slow devices like floppy-disk drives
and CRT terminals to fast ones like hard-disk drives.
Despite its versatility, the controller fits on a single
7-by-9-in. board. IBM also used custom chips in its 3370
drive and most notably in the 3880 controller that it uses
with all its new disk drives. The heart of the 3880 is a
custom microprocessor built from a bipolar gate array
containing 1,496 gates on achip 224 mils square.
Perhaps the most sophisticated example of the custom
chip trend was the model 4500 tape memory subsystem
from Storage Technology Corp., Louisville, Colo. Introduced in March, it employs a broad array of standard
microprocessor parts, along with custom logic. For starters, the controller is built around a Z80. The sequencer
chip, designed to process microinstructions for abit-slice
processor, is employed here instead to generate errorchecking and -correcting codes for incoming data. Nine
custom n-mos chips, one for each tape channel, are used
in the read electronics to replace 173 chips. These and
other chips result in acontroller that fits into the bottom
of one of the tape drives.
LSI moves in
All this attention to peripherals is not to say that no
progress was made in computer technology. Indeed, several new designs surfaced that illustrated new solutions
to the problem of how best to use LSI circuits, maintain
architectural flexibility, and at the same time not make
existing software obsolete.
A premier example was the Eclipse MV/8000 from
Data General. The minicomputer maker's first 32-bit
computer, the MV/8000 maintains complete compatibility with existing 16-bit Eclipse machines yet expands the
family with such mainframe features as 4.3-gigabyte
virtual memory. Built around 2900 bit-slice processors,
the hardware features a novel cache memory arrangement that uses separate buffers for data and instructions;
a pipelined, microprogrammed CPU; a separate systemcontrol processor; an vo subsystem that can transfer
data at rates as high as 16 megabytes per second; and an
independent 1/0 processor that can support up to 128
terminals. Unlike other recent computers, which typically have two modes of operation—a native mode and
one compatible with the existing machines—the
MV/8000 has only one. To achieve this unique level of
compatibility, the existing 16-bit Eclipse instructions
were incorporated into the 32-bit instruction set.
No longer intent on keeping a low profile in minicomputers, NV Philips Gloeilampenfabrieken made one of
the most significant European announcements when its
Data Systems division in Apeldoorn, the Netherlands,
unveiled three new units based on a custom 16-bit CPU
chip that performs about twice as fast as the company's
previous equipment. The two largest units, the P858 and
P859, feature a memory management unit that provides
virtual memory and gives users a real-time multiprogramming operating environment while still keeping system prices down. The smaller P853 will use bubble
memory chips for peripheral memory.
Exemplifying the trend toward the use of custom
circuitry by computer designers was Sperry Univac, Blue
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A simple solution to shorts and
opens inspection of loaded boards.

The Series 55:
Improves throughput at in-circuit
and functional test levels
Pinpoint troublesome shorts and
opens on loaded boards quickly
with an easy to use, low-cost, selfprogramming machine. The Series
55.
Inspects populated boards in
seconds, relieving congestion and
increasing throughput at in-circuit
and functional test — without tying
up expensive personnel and high
cost equipment.
Self-learning and self-testing, the
Series 55 accurately and efficiently
locates defects introduced during
the production process.

There are other good points you
can count on. Three interchangeable
test heads for flexibility,
Everett/Charles Test Equipment
spring contact probes for reliability
and test point capability greater than
any loaded board system on the
market.
For a simple solution to the complex problem of production testing,
the Series 55, from Everett/Charles
Test Equipment, Inc. points the way.

2 eFITET
CA/AMES
TEST Ern/eery/NE/VT,
2887 NORTH TOWNE AVENUE
POMONA, CALIFORNIA 91767
(714) 621-9511 TVVX 910-581-3838
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Brand-Rex: The state-of-the-artcompany in electronic packaging,
connector and circuit assemblies
and systems.
At Brand-Rex, we make it our
business to be on the growing edge
of technology.
That's why we've moved aggressively to electronic packaging,
connector and circuit assemblies
and systems. That's why we took our
wire and cable manufacturing
know-how into electronics and telecommunications over adecade ago.
A move that has created acompany

of more than $200 million in sales with
8divisions covering the entire spectrum of the interconnection marketplace. At Brand-Rex we connect
genius with common sense. Imagination with experience. Blue Sky
product planning with down-to-earth
business know-how.
At Brand-Rex we don't just ride
the waves of progress into the future.
We make the waves.
That's what it means to be a
state-of-the-art-company.
Abbott & Company, Marion, Ohio.
Producer of electrical interconnect-

ing assemblies, harnesses, cord
sets, plugs and inserts for the consumer appliance and related industries. Three plants in Ohio and one in
Tennessee.
Electronic & Industrial Cable
Division, Willimantic, Connecticut.
Wire and cable for the business
machine, utility, military, and industrial process industries. Also, extruded electrical insulating materials.
Additional plants are located in Manchester, Connecticut and Glenrothes,
Fife, Scotland (Brand-Rex Ltd.).
Garry Manufacturing Company,
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New Brunswick, New Jersey. Manufactures avariety of electronic
interconnection devices, including
integrated circuit logic panels, sockets and related accessories. Also
operates aplant in Pennsylvania and
at two locations in Switzerland.
General Circuits, Inc., Rochester,
New York. Manufactures multilayered, double-sided and
flexible printed circuits for the computer and telecommunications
markets.
Nonotuck Manufacturing Company,
South Hadley, Massachusetts. Fabri-

cates uninsulated copper and copper alloy wire.
Pyle National Company, Chicago,
Illinois. Specializes in commercial
and military connectors for aircraft,
missile, industrial, railroad and general purpose applications. Has subsidiaries in Mississauga, Ontario,
Canada, and Nottingham, England.
Telecommunications Cable Division, Willimantic, Connecticut. Producers of abroad line of telephone
wire and cable products, including
fiber optic cables, at plants located
in Asheville, North Carolina, and

Siloam Springs, Arkansas.
Teltronics, Inc., Lakeland Florida.
Supplier of awide range of telecommunications products, including
central office, pay station and key
system line units, toll restriction
devices, and test equipment for
the telephone and aerospace
industries.

BRAND-REX
Al<zona

BRAND-REX COMPANY A PART OP

INC

Willimantic, Connecticut 06226
Phone: 203/423-7771
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Measure transmission and
reflection with
stark simplicity, "Apo MHz.
It's aWiltron.
Here in one compact instrument,
Wiltron gives you acomplete RF Analyzer
for swept measurements on 500 or 750
devices over the 1to 1500 MHz range.
Use the Wiltron 640 to make
transmission gain/loss, reflection (return
loss/SWR), absolute power and absolute
frequency measurements. You'll find the
640 is one of the easiest instruments you've
ever used. Simply connect the test device.
You won't need an armful of couplers,
amplifiers, cables or other equipment. All
the circuitry— sweeper, directional signal
separator, calibrated amplifiers, detectors
and display system — is inside the case.
No more muddled measurements.
Wiltron's 640 offers features
you won't find in far bigger, more expensive
instruments.
It gives you the most versatile
marker system available, stable, crystal
accurate, on adual-trace display with a
±90 dB calibrated offset.
You can precisely sweep over
the entire 1500 MHz range or over just
1MHz. Dynamic measuring range is 70 dB
(+15 to —55 dBm). Measure return
loss to below 30 dB (1.06 SVVR).
Low cost plug-in flexibility.
Five plug-ins are offered:
aswept signal source, log reflection unit,
log transmission unit, linear amplifier
unit and log transmission/reflection unit
for use with external detector and SVVR
Autotester.
Ask for Technical Review 4#7.
For complete details ask for
acopy of Technical Review #7. For an early
demonstration, call Walt Baxter, Wiltron,
825 East Middlefield Road, Mountain View,
CA 94043. Phone (415) 969-6500.
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Bell, Pa. Its entry-level system 80 mainframe, introduced
in May, is built on a custom 8-bit-wide processor slice
family developed jointly with semiconductor makers
Fairchild Camera and Instrument Corp. and Motorola
Inc. and fabricated with 100000 family ECL parts. The
major functions of the CPU are partitioned between these
chips, with one—the address and data interface unit—
performing both the basic arithmetic and logic functions
and the memory interface functions.
Thanks to LSI, the CPU fits onto a single 17-by-19-in.
board, whereas the CPU of a comparable older system,
the 90/60, used 400 5-by-7-in. boards. Rather than just
milk EcL's speed, Sperry Univac chose to add errorchecking and -correction features for reliability.
Relatively quiet
Compared with recent years, the past 12 months was
relatively uneventful for IBM in the area of mainframe
computers as it concentrated on reaching volume production with its attention-getting model 4300 processors.
It added two new model groups to that series, filling the
gap between the 4331 and the 4341 with the 4331 group
2 and extending the performance of the series by 80%
with the 4341 group 2. At the top of the line, IBM
doubled the addressable memory of the 3033 to 32
megabytes. Although the company maintained its traditional silence, industry observers became convinced that
a more powerful line of processors—code-named the H
series—would be announced by the first quarter of 1981.

While others were waiting for new IBM machines, the
Japanese vendors continued to compete with existing
IBM products, especially in the U. S. market. Hitachi, for
one, brought the most powerful IBM-compatible computer to world markets through marketing agreements with
Olivetti of Italy, BASF of West Germany, and National
Advanced Systems of Palo Alto, Calif. Hitachi's model
M-200H, using the latest in LSI, bipolar RAMS, and
advanced architecture, offers 1.8 times the performance
of the IBM 3033 processor.
Nippon Electric Co. expanded its Acos line to better
compete with the IBM 4300 series. The Acos 350 countered IBM's low-end 4331, the Acos 450 matched the
mid-range 4341, and the 550 brought the line in against
the high-end IBM model 3031.
Mitsubishi Electric Corp. unveiled a new top-of-theline mainframe, the Cosmo model 90011. Built with ECL,
it had three times the performance of the company's
largest previous unit. Prices were in the same range as
those of IBM's 3031, but performance was closer to that
of the larger 3032 machine.
Furthermore, Japanese manufacturers indicated that
more product developments were soon to surface.
The uppermost end of the computing scale was unusually active in the past year. Control Data claimed it had
the most powerful computer with the introduction of its
Cyber 205 in June. Built from LSI ECL circuits, the unit
performs 800 million floating-point operations per second (megaflops). Sperry Univac quietly entered the fray

Wallach: manager of asuper-minicomputer effort
Steven J. Wallach is tired but happy these days. For more
than two years, as manager of advanced Eclipse development at Data General Corp., he headed the team responsible for the firm's Eclipse MV/8000, 32-bit super minicomputer, announced last May.
In April 1978, Wallach got the task of turning management's rough product description into design guidelines.
He spent four months putting together an architectural
specification sprinkled with famous quotations. One from
George Santayana, the philosopher— "Those who forget
the past are condemned to repeat it" —was especially
appropriate as the company's managers stressed the new
machine's compatibility with earlier equipment.
Wallach met that goal even though his design—which
he terms an asymmetrical multiprocessor—is totally different from any earlier Data General system architecture. He
feels the design is so flexible that it will serve as a springboard for DG products far into the coming decade. "I
believe in multiple buses and multiple specialized processors," he says. "You can get more raw performance,

higher efficiency, and far more growth than with typical
multiple-central-processing-unit designs."
Wallach also likes to get the processing as close as
possible to the data. "If you're smart, you move the least
data as seldom as possible as short a distance as possible," he says. Also, "you tailor the processor to the job. If
you want floating-point operations, you don't need the
features of a communications processor, and vice versa.
The same is true for diagnostics, I/O management, and
other tasks."
Finally, he likes the fluidity of the approach. "The
MV/8000's alterable microcode lets it adopt new characteristics fast, take on instruction set augmentations easily,
or take advantage of new processor modules." For example, he believes the MV /8000 is flexible enough to be
used in a shared memory configuration with other, outboard processors.
Wallach received an MSEE from the University of Pennsylvania in 1969. He worked at logic and computer design
at Honeywell Information Systems and at Raytheon's Missile Systems division, gaining an MBA at night from Boston
University. He joined Data General in 1975 and has been
with its advanced development efforts ever since.
Looking back at the development of the MV /8000, he
says, "We worked 12-hour days seven days aweek, and it
wasn't unusual for me to get calls in the middle of the
night as a team member ran up against some seemingly
insoluble problem. But Ithink that almost everyone who
stuck it out is glad to have done so. It is a huge ego boost
to see a machine like the MV/ 8000 out there and know
you had a part in making it possible." -James B. Brinton
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with an array processor attachment for its
boosting speed to 120 megaflops.
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automation. Both Datapoint Corp. and Prime Computer
Inc., for example, recently expanded their office automation offerings, not with new hardware, but with new
Supercomputers
software. Recognizing the trend toward combining funcThen newcomer Denelcor Inc., in Denver, challenged tions onto a single system for office use, Datapoint
the established supercomputer makers with its Heteroge- introduced its integrated office last December. To its
nous Element Processor, or HEP. This novel parallel existing Attached Resource computing hardware, the
processor—built from 1to 16 processing modules and as San Antonio, Texas, firm added new software that permany as 128 memory banks of 1million words each—is forms word processing, handles electronic mail, and
unusual because it executes multiple streams of instruc- manages voice communications, as well as performing
tions on multiple streams of data. Most of the other the data-processing functions already on the system.
supercomputer architectures, in contrast, execute only a
Most notable was an electronic file system called
single set of instructions that act simultaneously on Associative Index Method, or AIM, that allows files of up
multiple pieces of data.
to 12.5 megabytes to be searched for all mentions of key
Challenging from overseas is International Computers words, phrases, or numbers. (The first such commercial
Ltd., in Putney, London, which delivered its first Distrib- product, however, that searches by content, rather than
uted Array Processor. Consisting of an array of 64 by 64 by address, was the CAFS— for content-addressable file
processors, each with its own memory, the DAP can also store-800, from England's ICL. Hardware-based, it
execute multiple instructions and multiple data streams.
uses key index words to access up to 14 disks of 60
megabytes each, for atotal of 840 megabytes.)
Heavy investments for software
In a move similar to Datapoint's, Prime, Wellesley
Underlaying all the activity in hardware was a growHills, Mass., added software in April to its 50 series
ing shift in emphasis to software. After a decade of minicomputers to create its content-addressable office
talking about the problem, companies are investing automation system. A word-processing module lets users
heavily in new software engineering techniques, pro- create, store, retrieve, and modify documents; an
grammer training, and automated programming aids advanced text-management module has adictionary for
like interactive editors.
automatic proofreading, hyphenation, and multilingual
The importance of software is especially evident in
translation; and a support package establishes an electhat most glamorous application of computer gear, office tronic mail system.

Martin: backer of voice recognition
"We lost money in 1980—in fact, we've lost money every
year since we started in 1970." Yet the man saying this is
far from worried that his company will fail in either the long
or short term. In fact, Thomas B. Martin's Threshold Technology Inc. has some very big backers—Siemens AG,
Xerox Corp., and Time Inc. —as well as some private
investors and the public at large. On paper, the company
is worth between $20 and $25 million at $12 per share,
with one of the hottest products for the 1980s in its
technological portfolio: voice-recognition terminals.
Martin, 45, chief operating officer and president, helped
found the Delran, N. J., company, after leaving RCA Corp.
There, as an electrical engineer with a Ph.D. from the
University of Pennsylvania, he headed up the speechprocessing group in the Advanced Technology Laboratory. Together with cofounder Marvin B. Herscher, Martin
developed the logic to do feature extraction from voiced
sounds and applied it in their first voice-recognition unit,
the VIP 100, shipped in January 1973. Still being sold for
around $17,000, it is built around a Data General Nova
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minicomputer and has avocabulary of 32 words.
More recently, Threshold Technology began building its
units, which must be "trained" to recognize a particular
speaker, around a smaller processor—Digital Equipment
Corp.'s LSI-11 microcomputer —and this year introduced
a software algorithm called Quiktalk that can be used to
analyze about 200 words per minute. That is virtually
continuous speech. The system with Quiktalk, the Threshold 600, recognizes up to 250 words.
Martin's greatest concerns right now are product planning and marketing strategies. He wants to move from the
standalone systems he has been selling to industrial end
users and the handicapped into the market among original-equipment manufacturers for stripped-down terminals
and even boards.
Helping in this is the acquisition last winter of Auricle
Inc., a custom semiconductor design house in Santa Clara, Calif. Within a year, Martin hopes that Auricle will be
turning out a speech-recognition chip for a board product
that uses his original feature-extraction logic.
He is also eyeing office automation. "A manager will
have powerful terminals with a lot of function keys—why
not let him control them by voice?"
Then, as "there's a need for asecurity system when you
get into communications between people and computers," he says, speaker verification will be another new
market. "You may need a voice print as well as an
identification number." Threshold Technology will ship its
first speaker verification system sometime next year. "The
deal with Siemens helped to speed up our development
work alittle bit," Martin admits.
-Pamela Hamilton
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Tacide big problems

with power and speed not
previously available in a
desktop computer. With
convenience and economy
you couldn't imagine with
timesharing.
Take aproblem in simple linear
regression: In less time than it
takes to dial acomputer and logon, the 4052 can fit 20 pairs of
data to an equation and plot the
answers, numerically and graphically, complete with residuals.

Using the optional FFT
ROM Pack, it takes less than 4
seconds to transform 1024
real data points into complex
spectra...with the same 14-digit
accuracy found in all other 4052
computation. With fast display
of text and graphics that complements the fast computation.
Our supporting products
let you shape the perfect
solution. Choose our data communications option to reach
into central data bases and extra
computing power. Applications
software, including excellent
volumes for statistics and math,
minimize development costs,
while our advanced peripherals—
including copiers, plotters and file
manager—maximize your
problem-solving power.
This is one compact
computer that lets you keep
thinking big! For information
call, toll-free, 1-800-547-1212
(in Oregon, 644-9051 collect).
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IThe best of both worlds.
for DEC® users

Data Systems Design's
DSD 880
Introducing the DSD 880—
A DEC-compatible
disk system combining
eight-inch Winchester and flexible disks
For DEC users who need more capacity and performance than a dual RX02,
the DSD 880 now offers a more cost effective alternative than a dual RL01.
Consider these benefits offered by the DSD 880:
• significantly lower initial and total life-cycle costs
• the reliability of a Winchester, with 7.5 Mbytes, emulating RLO1
• the removability of a flexible disk, with 1 Mbyte, emulating RX02
• valuable saving in rack space (5 1
/
4"vs. 21" for dual RL01)
• unique "hyperdiagnostics" enabling fast and easy trouble-shooting to the
modular level
• built-in bootstrap eliminating the need for an expensive DEC bootstrap board
and saving a backplane slot
• one half-quad backplane slot vs. Iwo quad boards for the RLV11
• versatile interface card for easy integration with any LSI-11 backplane, unlike
DEC's RLV11 interface that needs a special backplane and cannot
be used with the VT 103 terminal
Compare for yourself and see why nothing compares to the DSD 880.

The Intelligent Alternative to DEC Disk Systems
To get more information on the DSD 880 call or write:
CORPORATE HEADQUARTERS:
2241 Lundy Avenue
San Jose, CA 95131
TEL: (408) 727-9353
1WX: 910 338-0249

WESTERN REGION SALES:
2560 Mission College Blvd.. Suite 108
Santa Clara. CA 95051
TEL: (408) 727-3163
1WX: 910 338-0249

EASTERN REGION SALES:
51 Morgan Drive
Noiwocd. MA 02062
TEL: (617) 769-7620
TWX. 710 336-0120

INTERNATIONAL SALES: Australia. Melbourne (03) 543-2077. Sydney (02) 848-8533; Canada (416) 625-1907: Denmark 01/83 34 00;
Finland 90/88 50 11: France 01/956 81 42; Israel 03/ 298783: Italy 02/ 4047648; Japan, Osaka (06) 323-1707. Tokyo (03) 345-1411;
Netherlands 020/45 87 55; New Zealand 693-008; Norway 02/78 94 60: Sweden 08/38 03 70: Switzerland 01/730 48 48: United
Kingdom 01/2077-1717; West Germany and Austria (089) 812 6005.

Circle
®Registered trademark at Digital Equipment Corporation
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Large fiber-optic systems are at last being built or planned;
coder-decoder chips are in the forefront of the invasion of
telecommunications by large-scale integration; an antenna
capable of dealing with several satellites at once emerges

by Harvey J. Hindin,

Communications & Microwave Editor

J ...4 iber optics, which gained the attention of the
-^,4 communications industry in 1979, held onto to it

connect 19 of Bell's electronic digital switches.
The all-digital system will let Bell carry voice, video,
I
t
.
I firmly in 1980, with the giant American Tele- and data while taking full advantage of new large-scale
phone & Telegraph Co. dominating the field. integrated communication circuitry. It is the strongest
Around the world, last year's work in reducing fiber evidence yet of Bell's commitment to afuture all-digital
attenuation gave way to planning and building operating network making extensive use of fiber-optic technology.
systems. In telecommunications, the semiconductor
The first part of the link will operate at arate of 44.7
made further inroads, aiding the development of more megabits per second—fast enough to handle 80,000 calls
cost-effective equipment, and interest in the home and per second on the 1
/-inch-diameter optical cable.
2
office of the future continued.
Because of the long distance, the cable will have light
Government agencies became even more involved in amplifiers placed at intervals along it, but there will be
the industry in 1980, with activity centering around far fewer of them than in a conventional electrical
AT&T and its competitors as Bell set up an unregulated
system. The $79 million system is expected to be
subsidiary to go into previously off-limits data-communi- extended to Chicago, Atlanta, and Miami later in the
cations businesses.
decade, with the Boston, New York, and Washington
Satellite technology had its dramatic moments, too. work completed by 1983.
Participants at the World Administration Radio Conference agreed to disagree on orbit and frequency rulings. More applications
The first satellite able to be retrieved at the end of its
Looking even farther beyond the land link for the
useful life was launched—its retrieval depending on the Boston-to-Washington corridor, Bell tested fiber-optic
fate of the long-delayed space shuttle—and anew satel- equipment this past year with an eye to laying a fiberlite network to search for downed airplanes was optic cable 6,500 kilometers under the Atlantic to
designed. The year also saw important basic work in new Europe. The cable would have one fifth the cost of
antennas and in frequency measurements.
projected coaxial cable systems of the same capacity and
one
third that of today's undersea cable systems.
Put it to work
The system will be powered by indium gallium arseFiber-optic technology's turn to asystems emphasis in nide phosphide lasers operating at a 1.3-micrometer
1980 was led by AT&T, which started development of a wavelength—a so-called second-generation system. At
611-mile system to link Boston, New York, Philadelphia, this longer wavelength-0.8 tm has been used until
and Washington by a laser-powered lightwave system. now—cable attenuation is lower. Far fewer amplifiers
The largest system announced so far, it will ultimately than for acopper-cable system need be placed under the
206
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also the first bird that can to be
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and reused.
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equipment, though software and organizational problems continued to plague it in 1980. Xerox Corp.'s
XTEN, a system with similar goals but with microwave
transmission for local distribution, was likewise troubled.
The distinction between computers and communications techniques was also further blurred in 1980 by
some of the private branch exchange equipment introduced by Rolm Corp. in Santa Clara, Calif.; Plessey Ltd.
of Essex, England; Mitel Inc. in Ontario, Canada; and
other manufacturers. These PBXs are so intelligent and
have so many programmable features that they look like
small computers—able to act, for example, as data-entry
terminals for the user's main computer.
Home information

Integration. Fiber-optic systems for communications are making
more use of large-scale integration. Each of the integrated circuits on
this TRW-Optron wafer has aphotodiode, an amplifier, and aSchmitt
trigger and operates as alow data-rate receiver.
sea to boost the signal; in the second-generation system
they will be 35 km apart compared with 9 km for the
electrical cables.
Each amplifier will have an operating laser and three
standbys so the system will have a mean time between
failures of eight years—an acceptable figure for submarine cables. The digital amplifiers can carry 4,032 conversations per fiber compared with 200 for copper systems.
Messages will be received by p-i-n diodes, which Bell
considers far more reliable than the other competitor for
this chore, the avalanche photodiode. And unlike the
avalanche devices, the p-i -n diodes can operate at low
voltage.
Other second-generation fiber optics went into action
in an experimental system in September of 1980. As part
of its plans to progressively phase out copper-cable trunk
telephone systems on new links, British Telecom, part of
the British Post Office, transmitted optical data at 140
mb/s over 49 km of graded-index fiber. The feat was
accomplished without amplifiers, using the low-loss optical window that occurs at the 1.5-gm wavelength. A
dramatic 90% drop in the fiber loss over the first generation system was achieved for atypical attenuation figure
of 0.45 decibel/km. The Post Office expects the
decreased attenuation to show up directly as lower-cost
systems because of the fewer amplifiers needed.

Office of the future
Computer-controlled communication service became
more available in 1980, although some much-heralded
systems got nowhere. The Bell Telephone Company of
Pennsylvania continued AT&T's move into data and
information processing by offering a service delivering
voice messages immediately or later, as desired, to other
subscribers in the network—a form of electronic mail
where the sender specifies phone number, message, and
delivery time. Some form of this service will also be
offered by Bell's Advanced Communications Service.
Telephone-based Acs will offer digital transmission of
the outputs of almost every kind of office communication
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The feat of bringing information services into the
home via atelevision set was dominated by the English,
French, and Canadians in 1980 as they continued to test
their well-developed viewdata systems. But, in a small
way, AT&T finally got into the act jointly with the
Knight-Ridder newspapers to test such asystem in Coral
Gables, Fla. There, viewers can choose from some 1,500
pages of information sent over their telephone lines and
displayed on special television sets. With the present
setup, there is no sound and the graphics are freezeframe only.
While Bell gets started, Great Britain's Prestel system,
available for some years now, supplies customers with up
to 150,000 pages of information both in England and the
U. S. through a General Telephone and Electronics
Corp. license. The French system Antiope was tested,
along with the competing British system, in St. Louis in
1980 by the CBS network and atest in France was slated
to start near Paris late in the year. And tests of the
Canadian Telidon system were announced this year for
both the U. S. and Venezuela.
The various systems differ not only in their technical
implementations, but in cost, the kind of services supplied, and the degree to which the viewer can interact
through his keypad with the system.
The home information system and the very intelligent
PBX are but afew of the products and services that AT&T
may offer to the home and business community through
a new unregulated subsidiary it formally announced in
1980. This event was long expected, but was the year's
major news in the complicated world of lawsuits, consent
agreements, and conflicts that characterize the dataprocessing and communications industries. It was Bell's
answer to how it would compete in unregulated markets
without having the advantage of its regulated operations
for financial and technical support.
The dust has still not settled and Bell faces continued
challenges, both political and technological, as to how
the research, development, manufacturing, marketing,
and financing for its new subsidiary will be carried out.
Both Federal agencies and Bell's competitors for the
various lucrative markets that it wants to get into will
have their say.
The new organization is also expected to have amajor
effect on next year's congressional efforts to rewrite the
1934 Communications Act. This legislation was drawn
up before certain present-day communication services
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could even be imagined, and all concerned parties want
to see it revised in the light of today's conditions.
The semiconductor industry continued the drive to
bring the benefits of large-scale integration to telecommunications equipment, with most companies introducing or further developing a wide variety of specialpurpose chips.
A crowd of codecs
Codec development was agood example of this worldwide effort in 1980. These analog-to-digital and digitalto-analog converters are a major stepping stone toward
cost-effective all-digital communications networks.
Besides those appearing out of almost all U. S. semiconductor houses, codecs came from both Europe and
Japan. In West Germany, for example, Siemens' twochannel codec —a combination bipolar and c-mos
device, entered production. The SM610 occupies aplace
between the single-channel approach favored by nearly
all U. S. manufacturers and the 4-, 8-, or 16-sharedchannel codec made by Precision Monolithics Inc. of
Santa Clara, Calif.
Not to be outdone, in February 1980 Plessey Telecommunications Ltd. of Liverpool, England, also decided
that sharing is the way to go for certain communication
applications. Its 30-channel two-chip device can handle
more channels than any other codec.
Finally, on the other side of the world, the Japanese
entered the codec market in 1980. Fujitsu Ltd. of
Kawasaki was typical with a two-chip set. One chip
encodes and the other decodes; both have an on-board
filter. This approach eliminates transmitting and receiving crosstalk.
If codecs were accepted by equipment makers, users of
both data- and voice-communications systems were slow
to adopt another product of large-scale integration—the
chips that implement the data-encryption standard.
Sales for these chips, meant to ensure that no one but the
intended recipient of sensitive material can read it, were
slow. But the year saw another development that promised to change the way encryption is done. Software or
computer programs started to show up on the market
that could do the job the chips were cut out to do; a
variety of programs were developed that destroyed the
myth that only ahardware or dedicated-chip implementation can yield speedy encryption and decryption.

Smeller is better. At Bell Laboratories' "artificial ocean" in Holmdel, N. J., Robert Gleason, undersea cable design group supervisor,
compares a 1-inch-diameter, 12-fiber cable with its coaxial rival. With
at least twice as many circuits, the fiber cable is easier to lay.

gigahertz area still unsettled. Some countries, like Canada, even issued regulations at variance with some WARC
regulations. A prime problem: the world is fast running
out of synchronous-orbit parking spaces for satellites.
This is especially true for North America, and some new
proposals for slots filed in 1980 called for places in space
that were not so desirable for ground coverage.
The National Aeronautics and Space Administration
launched many satellites this year, including one to
study the sun. Most important for the future course of
space operations, this satellite is retrievable by the space
shuttle. Launched on Feb. 14 and dubbed smm, for solar
maximum mission, the bird watches for the solar flares
that are peaking this year and next. Early warning of
these bursts of electromagnetic noise, which can all but
wipe out military and commercial communications, is
vital to minimizing and compensating for outages. If the
satellite is picked up by the space shuttle in 1982 or 1983
and refurbished for use, NASA says it could save millions
of dollars over the cost of launching anew satellite.
Though the smm is already in orbit, a pickup may
More birds flying
never be made; the shuttle's timetable has continued to
As more earth satellites joined those already in space, slip throughout 1980, largely because of difficulty in
various legal questions about their orbit and frequency fastening heat-shielding tiles to the shuttle's skin. Conseassignments were much debated, although few problems quently, several satellites planned to be launched by the
were solved.
shuttle were switched over to the tried and true launchThe World Administrative Radio Conference, which rocket approach. This includes Satellite Business Sysfinished several months of discussion at the beginning of tems' bird, which is assigned alaunch date in November.
the year, is aUnited Nations—sponsored general meeting
While the shuttle delays mount, the European Space
occurring every 20 years—although there are smaller,
Agency is going ahead with testing of its low-cost Ariane
more specialized meetings more often. The purpose of rocket, which it hopes will compete with the shuttle in
the meetings is to divide up frequencies and satellite offering inexpensive launches.
orbits to avoid interference and so that both are used in a
With 30% more communications satellites in orbit
cost-effective way.
than two years ago, it is getting more difficult to pick up
WARC left most questions of how to allocate old, still
their signals efficiently with one ground antenna per
unassigned frequencies and new frequencies in the 14- satellite. So, Comsat Laboratories has further developed
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its multiple-beam torus antenna, deciding to incorporate
it in earth stations in West Virginia, Maine, and California to serve as many as seven satellites in the 6-GHz
uplink and 4-GHz downlink bands. Such birds are grouped along arcs of ageostationary orbit about 20 ° wide.
Several beams
The single torus-shaped reflector can generate several
beams because of the overlapping illumination of its
surface by a number of small, movable antenna feeds.
Each beam aims at a specific bird, so that an earth
station is simultaneously linked to anumber of satellites.
Antennas can be designed to pick up the signals from
many satellites, but satellites may also be designed to
pick up and relay the signals from many ground transmitters. That is the idea behind the U. S., Canada,
France, and Russia's joint project, begun this year to
send up specially dedicated satellites to pick up the weak
signals from transmitters on downed aircraft.
As the satellite passes over the crash site, the doppler
shift of the downed plane's transmitter frequency
changes. A measurement of this shift, sent to earth
station receivers, will be directing rescuers by 1982.
With the available electromagnetic spectrum becom-

ing even more crowded, all communications system
designers and users must be certain they are operating
exactly at their assigned frequency. A major step in
ensuring this accuracy for the microwave and optical
regions of the spectrum was taken this year when
researchers at the National Bureau of Standards in the
U. S. and Canada's National Research Council teamed
up to make the highest direct frequency measurement
ever made of an electromagnetic wave.
The feat, accomplished with the cesium-beam frequency standard and a chain of microwave and laser
oscillators, is important because measurements based on
frequency can be up to 1,000 times more accurate than
wavelength checks. The researchers measured 520 terahertz (52 X 10" hertz), which is in the visible region of
the spectrum and is 50,000 times higher than the
frequency of the cesium beam oscillator now used as a
microwave frequency standard.
The 520-THz measurement required a chain of 14
lasers and 6 klystrons (microwave tubes) to determine
the frequency of a neon laser operating near 260 THz.
After this was done, a helium-neon laser from Canada's
research council and a frequency-doubling crystal was
used to make the 520-THz measurement.

NASA's Burr: chief of retrievable satellite project
At the National Aeronautics and Space Administration's
Goddard Space Flight Center, Peter Townsend Burr is the
project manager for the Solar Maximum Mission. A NASA
employee for 20 years, Burr had the pleasure of seeing the
successful launch of the satellite—the first ever to be
devoted entirely to observing and analyzing solar flares—
on Feb. 14 of this year. And it was he who had made sure
the SMM met its scheduled launch date and budget —no
mean feat since work started six years ago.
The SMM is now orbiting with seven instrumentation
packages sending back data for U. S., English, and Dutch
scientists to study. A severe sunspot cycle was predicted
for 1980, and this effort was aimed at a better understanding of those massive electromagnetic eruptions
93,000,000 miles away that can wipe out both commercial and military radio communications. But, too, the stateof-the-art of solar-flare instrumentation had advanced to
the point where it was the logical next step to launch a
dedicated mission.
The SMM has an impressive list of design firsts for space
technology. Not only is it the first satellite to be dedicated
to solar flares, but it is also the first with specific mechanical and electrical design features that will let the space
shuttle retrieve it. Reusable satellites that save millions of

dollars have long been the dream of spacecraft engineers,
who will have no trouble thinking of new experiments to
perform with the money that would otherwise go toward
building new birds.
"We plan an early 1984 retrieval," says Burr, 45 years
old and a University of Virginia electrical engineering graduate. But he somewhat wistfully adds that, by that time,
NASA will have put him to work on some other project—
probably "the Upper Atmosphere Research Satellite,
which is in NASA's 1982 budget proposal."
Some folks are, by now, jaded by space firsts, but not
Burr. His enthusiasm for his work is obvious as he relates
that "the SMM is also the first satellite to have modular
instrumentation and transmitter components designed to
be serviced by the shuttle while the satellite is in orbit. It
will also have an antenna on board—not deployed at
present—for communicating with the first TDRS satellite
when that data-relaying satellite is launched in 1982."
To make the SMM retrievable, Burr, though an EE, had
to oversee a lot of mechanical engineering effort, much of
it being done for the first time. The satellite's solar-array
panels, for example, were designed to be ejected rather
than folded up just before the bird is tucked into the
shuttle's cargo bay for the return journey.
The technical stresses of the shuttle pickup were a
major problem. "All of our stress analysis had to be based
on shuttle load factors rather than just the classic Delta
rocket launch vehicle," he says. Even more fundamental,
the SMM had to be designed with a grapple system and
mounting so the shuttle retrieval arms could grab it.
Satellite project management is no new task to Burr
who, as he modestly puts it, "has been lucky." In a
four-year period in the early 1970s, before working on the
SMM, he was spacecraft manager for a series of synchronous meteorological satellites. He watched the launch of
the first of those, also.
-Hervey J. Hindin
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Pride in our people.
You can't see it, but you can
definitely feel it. Pride makes all
the difference in your career,
giving your knowledge and skills
astrong foundation.
At Signetics, we're proud of
our leadership in semiconductor
technology. We're proud of
our good people who make it all
happen. We'll give you the strong
foundation which only aworldwide company with extensive
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research facilities can afford. Of
course, you'll also earn salaries
and benefits of which anyone
would be proud.
If pride is what you want, you
want us. We're setting the pace
for the '80s in the semiconductor
industry.
For more information
regarding opportunities in California, Utah or New Mexico,
send us your résumé. Signetics,

Opportunity 100, 811 East Argues
Avenue, Sunnyvale, CA 94086.
(408) 739-7700.
We are an equal opportunity
employer.
The Good People Company
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Our TULIPcontact
will have it.
Even after 40 years.
Aging tests on T&B/Ansley BLUE
MACS' insulation displacing connectors showed that after forty years,
our exclusive TULIP' contact will
retain at least 92% of its initial contact energy, even with conductor
creepage or deformation.Your benefit
is long-lasting contact integrity even
after forty years.
Impressive. How did we make it so
durable? With the unique, patented
shape of our beryllium copper TULIP'
contact. The two contact slots have
been designed to provide high contact pressure and maintain mechanical stability. They also provide up to
four separate points of contact on
each conductor.
The TULIP' design accommodates
solid, stranded, and flat conductors.
It's reliable and versatile.
Every single BLUE MACS mass
assembled flat cable-connector system
i
ncorporates the TULIP' contact.
Call or write for our free report, "The
Design Characteristics and Benefits
of the T&B/Ansley TULIP' Contact:'
If it's vital for you to have long term
mechanical and electrical connection
reliability, rest assured.
We have it.
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Entertaining the eye and the ear are sharper TV pictures,
achoice of video disks, and more talking toys; teasing
the brain are pocket computers; videotext is on the way;
and automotive electronics is improving car mileage

by Gil Bassak,

fr 1

Industrial/Consumer Editor

onsumer sales of electronic products are at the
opposite end of the spectrum from research and
%,. 1 A development. They are perhaps the ultimate test
Nib re of R&D—its final destination on ajourney that
often ends with the ubiquitous television receiver.
Not surprisingly, TV pictures this year are clearer—
comb filters are in place and integrated circuits have
refined the art of remote control. Video disks are poised
for the test of consumer acceptance as suppliers amass
software and disk-stamping facilities. Video cassette
recorders have recently spawned a smaller and more
portable breed that threatens to supplant the 8-millimeter movie camera. And though progress for videotext in
the U. S. remains stymied by a lack of industry standards, ongoing tests of numerous systems continue.
The year 1980 marked the birth of the pocket home
computer, as well as the first entry by the Japanese into
the U. S. personal computer market. Speech synthesis,
like video disks, is gaining momentum, as myriad integrated devices promise the low production costs
demanded by toy, auto, and appliance makers.
Finally, clever use of the microcomputer has plucked
automobile manufacturers from the Environmental Protection Agency's grip. Detroit is going electronic both
under the hood and behind the dashboard to meet stringent EPA standards without sacrificing performance.
The most significant change in television receiver
design has been the widespread use of comb filters for
better picture quality. The filters, which appear as discrete glass—delay-line devices as well as in integrated
form, are particularly effective in separating the inter-
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laced chrominance and luminance signals. Although
these devices have been known for decades, the manufacturing cost has been prohibitive.
The integrated charge-coupled-device comb filter
from RCA Corp.'s Consumer Electronics division in Indianapolis is particularly noteworthy. Unlike its glass—delay-line counterparts in some other sets, it is a single
integrated component and thus is advantageous in reducing manufacturing costs. The integrated comb filter
improves picture quality beyond that of the discrete
glass—delay-line version since unlike that version, which
operates only at the 3.58-megahertz peak of the chrominance signal, it operates across the entire 4.5-MHz baseband frequency range of the video signal. The result is
enhanced vertical detail and asharper picture.
Better remote control for TV
In other developments, integrated phase-locked—loop
circuits like the MC145144 from Motorola Inc. in
Phoenix, Ariz., as well as infrared emitters and detectors, have served to eliminate the expensive and noisy
mechanical kludges associated with past remote-control
tuning systems. In the U. S., for example, electronic
tuning and remote control are in arecord number of sets.
In Europe, West Germany's Grundig AG went to
market last fall with asingle-chassis series that has all its
circuitry.packaged in adozen metal-clad modules. Topof-the-line versions have synthesized-frequency phaselocked—loop tuners with automatic search for up to 30
preselected stations. The tuning memory, the synthesizer, and the search function are implemented with com-
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Video disks. Fueling the race to develop a consumer video disk
system is the lower cost of producing the vinyl disks, compared with
magnetic tape cassettes. As shown here at RCA, both the grooved,
capacitance electronic disk and the electromechanical pickup stylus
are tested to maximize longevity and wear resistance.
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conversion and a variety of compression techniques to
reduce the memory requirements for storing the phrases,
vastly different from Ti's vocal tract model. National is
selling the chip sets for about $12 in large quantities.
Finally Votrax, an old-timer in the speech-synthesis
field, offers a single complementary-mos chip that
requires aminimum of memory and asimple controller.
However it offers a potentially unlimited vocabulary.
Since speech is formed from phonemes, or basic speech
sounds, rather than previously coded words, no highpowered processing is required to develop the phrases.
The Votrax SC-01 sells for $12 in OEM quantities.
Electronics moves into the car

The past year found the basic engine-control electronics needed to meet emission and gas mileage requirements, and auto makers are turning their talents to
developing electronic accessories like cruise control and
special dashboard displays, as well as entertainment
electronics.
Some of the most advanced systems appeared in 1981
models from General Motors Corp., Detroit. Gm's Com-

puter Command Control, built around acustom microcomputer, coordinates spark advance, air-fuel ratios,
exhaust gas recirculation (EGR), vapor canister purge,
and air management—the control of fresh air to the
catalytic converter.
One of the most exotic advances is the so-called Modulated Displacement System on Gm's 1981 Cadillacs,
which varies the number of cylinders operating in the
engine. Either eight, six, or four will fire according to the
load and speed of the car. The ability to perform this is a
direct function of the engine parameters sensed and fed
to the microprocessor..
GM also added built-in test equipment that lets a
serviceman check for faulty subsystems. Error codes are
read out either on blinking light-emitting-diode displays
(for example, two blinks mean the number two) or in the
Cadillac, on the climate-control temperature display.
In the passenger compartment, Chrysler, Ford, and
GM hope to attract buyers with eye-catching electronic
displays reading instantaneous fuel consumption, milesto-empty calculations, and amessage center for monitoring engine status.

Keizer and Clemens: Inventors of RCA's video disk system
When RCA Corp. begins shipping its SelectaVision video
disk system early next year, it will be in large part because
of the work of two men. Both Eugene O. Keizer and Jon K.
Clemens have been involved with the video disk project at
RCA's Research Laboratories in Princeton, N. J., ever
since its inception in 1965, and both believe that their
capacitive pick-up design will be easy to manufacture,
easy to use, reliable, and relatively inexpensive.
Keizer, 62, has now spent 40 years with RCA, having
joined directly after receiving his undergraduate degree in
electrical engineering from Iowa State University in 1940.
The list of projects he has worked on includes microwave
circuitry design and early radar development during the
war years. After World War II, Keizer spent much of his
time examining fm and television communication, putting
much of that knowledge into the development of color TV
over the next 10 years.
After that, he notes, "I moved into interdisciplinary
projects. Around 1960, people at the labs started looking
at ways of storing large amounts of information, and they
reached the conclusion that the technique used to press
audio records could store much more data" than magnetic media could. With his background in communications
and Tv, Keizer was an obvious choice for the video disk
research project. He
is now the staff
scientist for the video
disk systems research laboratory.
Clemens, 42, also
joined RCA directly
after leaving school;
he received his Ph.D.
in electrical engineering from the Massachusetts Institute of
Technology in 1965
and has been with
the labs ever since,

working on the video disk system. At present he is the
head of signal systems research. "My whole professional
life, and over one third of my entire life, has been devoted
to the video disk," he comments. Clemens figures his
background in information transmission and his interest in
electronic systems helped him to formulate a design
approach to the project. "We studied all the systems —
optical, pressure, even holographic—but we finally settled
on the capacitive-type system," he points out. "We even
gave demonstrations in some of the other technologies to
higher management just to prove we could handle them.
We opted for the capacitive approach around 1967 -68."
Clemens has aword of caution for other research scientists like him and Keizer. "It's very tempting to go after the
exotic," he observes. "But the consumer doesn't care if
the most exotic component is in his system. A definition of
what is best is very often 'how easy it is to operate?' or
'does the disk warp?'"
Clemens has a few thoughts on the future of video disk.
"Obviously the technology we're using in the video disk
can be applied in the digital audio area," he says. He
notes that "multiple pick-up heads could be put on one
machine to get a totally different output from either single
signal." But perhaps most importantly for Clemens, "this
multiple-head technology will open the
door to non-FCC
standards for television-type programs.
If you make the player, supply the medium, and provide the
programming, some
very interesting technological approaches
arise. It certainly will
allow some room for
experimentation."
-Pamela Hamilton

New from the CMOS people:
Acomplete Microboard
computer for $99.
At $99 for 100 pieces, RCA's new
604 single-board microcomputer
gives you more functions for less
money than most other computer
boards on the market.
Plus, you get all the added benefits
of RCA CMOS technology at no extra
cost to you. Such as low power
consumption. High noise immunity.
Wide voltage tolerance. And low heat,
which makes our Microboards far
more compact (4.5 x7.5 inches) than
equivalent NMOS boards.

RAM

Our newest board includes an
1802 microprocessor, 512 bytes of
RAM, sockets for 1K or 2K of ROM/
EPROM, 21 parallel I/O lines, and
aconvenient user breadboard area.
To see just how good avalue RCA
is offering, check the chart to see
what some of our NMOS competitors
put on their "low-cost" boards. Our
competitors charge you more but
give you less. Of thethree, only RCA's
low-cost Microboard is both complete and expandable.
RCA
(COPI 8S604)
512

Complete with I/O
Expandable
Prices (1-9 Units)

yes
yes
$199

Price reductions up to 47%.
And we have significantly reduced
prices on our entire Microboard line.
For further information on the new
604 board or any of the 22 other RCA
Microboards, plus our full line of hardware and software compatible
development systems, contact any
RCA Solid State sales office or
appointed distributor.
Or contact RCA Solid State Headquarters in Somerville, N.J. Brussels,
Belgium. Hong Kong. Sao Paolo, Brazil.

Intel
Mostek
(SBC-80/04) (MDX-CPU-1)
256
256
yes
no
no
yes
$230
$260
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Control Data: Committed to
Control Data people, systems and services are
helping manufacturers prepare for the '80's.
American manufacturers are
challenged by spiraling inflatión
and increasing competition.
They must keep pace with
productivity gains abroad to
maintain market share and
protect the jobs of their
employees.
In the U.S., the annual growth
in productivity over the last ten
years has been half of what it
was over the previous two
decades. Many manufacturers
are turning to computer-based
technology to reverse this trend.
Over half the FORTUNE 500
are using our products and
services.

Exemplifying what state-of-the-art CAD technology can do for manufacturers, Chrysler
Corporation Chief Engineer Robert Brauburger reports dramatic gains in the speed and
efficiency of their design process. Above: aChrysler engineer uses acolor graphics terminal
to analyze piston performance. Below: the control room at ChryslerS Technical Computing
Center, where an operator monitors four interconnected Control Datas CYBER 170 systems.

Large scale Control Data
computers are recognized for
their outstanding ability to
perform complex scientific and
engineering computations
rapidly and with great accuracy.
Our systems are installed in
major manufacturing companies around the world. And
Control Data's recently
announced CYBER 170 Series
700 continues in this tradition
by offering increased performance at reduced cost.
Control Data also offers
manufacturers awide range of
data services through some of
the world's foremost data
processing networks.
Through our CYBERNET®
Services we provide the benefits
derived from processing on
Control Data computer
systems, along with sophisticated application programs
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the Manufacturing Industry
TRENDS IN LABOR AND COMPUTER COSTS
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for structural, mechanical and
electronic design and analysis.
Through our Service Bureau
Company, we provide awhole
range of services for business
planning, analysis and control,
plus acomplete interactive
system for material requirements planning, production
control and management
information.

Coming from Control Data —
afully integrated CAD/CAM
system
The critical link between CAD
and CAM is the effective
control and flow of data among
respective systems. Control
Data has the products and
expertise to allow the interface
of design, analysis and manufacturing applications.
And when our new CAD/CAM
technology is available, manu-

technologies. Through our
Manufacturing Consulting
Services organization we are
helping manufacturers plan and
implement their CAD/CAM
strategies through training,
consultation and technical
assistance. And through
Commercial Credit Company,
an important part of Control
Data, we provide manufacturers
with awhole range of financial
services, including capital
equipment financing.

In addition, many companies
are training their personnel
with our PLATO® computerbased educational service.
A new automated design and
drafting system
One of the most important
ways Control Data is helping
manufacturers make better use
of human resources is through
computer-aided design (CAD).
Recently, we announced
AD-2000? an automated design
and drafting system which
speeds the design process by
eliminating many of the tedious,
time-consuming tasks previously performed by hand.
AD-2000 offers practical and
up-to-date design and drafting
capabilities while providing a
link to numerical control and
other computer-aided manufacturing (CAM) functions.
*Developed by Manufacturing and Consulting
Services, Inc.. Costa Mesa, C.A.
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Boeing, along time user of Control Data computers, recently installed two CYBER 175S
in aCAD/CAM center to assist in the design of its new generation of passenger aircraft

facturers will be able to go
from adesign on aCRT screen
to afinished part—all with
greater productivity and better
use of resources than offered
by the present technology.
Control Data is committed to
helping industry bridge the gap
between the old and new

OD

Systems. Services. Solutions.
Measures of Control Data's
commitment to the manufacturing industry.
For further information, write:
Control Data Corporation,
Manufacturing Industry
Marketing, HQW09F, Box 0
Minneapolis, MN 55440.

CONTROL DATA
COKPOKATION

Addressing society's major unmet needs
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1980's big discovery is the laser's many talents as
aproduction tool; chip-carriers are entering the packaging
mainstream and forcing circuit boards to change

by Jerry Lyman,

Packaging 8, Production Editor

rf

he laser is carving out several new careers for
itself in welding and chip and board processing.
Originally developed for wideband communications, the narrow beam of coherent light has
long been used to scribe and mark silicon and ceramic
substrates or trim thick- and thin-film resistors. Then
within the past 12 months, it began annealing silicon
wafers damaged by ion implantation, turning up in
advanced chip processing, writing patterns on resistcovered printed-circuit boards, and also welding flexible
circuits to connectors.
Accompanying the burst of laser activity were two
strong trends in the chip-carrier field. This year, more
and more integrated-circuit manufacturers began supplying linear as well as digital ics either in leadless
ceramic chip-carriers or in such carriers mounted on
leaded ceramic motherboards. Meanwhile, the attaching
of chip-carriers to plastic printed-circuit boards rather
than ceramic substrates is on the increase.
The chip-carrier development has prompted several
modifications in pc board design—namely, narrower
lines and spaces, extra conductive layers, and the
replacement of plated through-holes by solid vias, since
chip-carriers are not inserted but surface-mounted.
Chip processing
LaVerne Hess, head of the laser chemistry section of
Hughes Aircraft Co.'s Research Laboratories, Malibu,
Calif., is enthusiastic about the potential of laser lc
processing. Calling it "a revolutionary change," he says
it promises "improvements in semiconductor device per-
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formance, packing density, yield, and reliability that
extend beyond the reach of conventional techniques." He
also sees altogether new possibilities opening up in several aspects of solid-state device fabrication.
The twin strengths of laser processing are its ability to
spot-heat very limited areas, for a very limited time.
These attributes improve device performance by improving and even changing material properties. They also
make possible new Ic configurations such as stacked
structures, with alternating layers of polysilicon and
silicon oxides, for charge-coupled devices or randomaccess memories.
Already a wide range of lasers has been tried out as
possible tools for IC processing. The table lists some of
the more popular types and their critical parameters,
such as penetration depth and pulse duration.
The first_ use of the laser in IC fabrication came last
year with the experimental annealing of ion implantation
damage on silicon wafers. By now this has become one of
the more popular production applications of the laser,
but many more possible uses of the device for lc fabrication are now being studied at research and development
facilities here and abroad.
At Hughes' Malibu laboratory, for instance, lasers
have proved adept at forming ohmic contacts, annealing
polysilicon resistors, doing laser epitaxy, and annealing
silicon on insulators (sapphire, silicon oxide, and silicon
nitride). Other talents of theirs are reflow step coverage
and backside gettering of wafer defects.
Gettering of semiconductors reduces crystalline
defects in wafers by melting the silicon and allowing it to
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uo pads on 50-mil centers. New types of boards are
therefore either being made or in planning.
The new chip-carrier orientation produces a board
with thinner pc traces, about 5 mils wide, and many
more inner conductive layers interconnected by agrid of
small vias on 50-mil centers. There are no through-holes
because there are no component leads.
At present, two major factors are holding back the
mass production of these boards. For one thing, it is hard
to solder ceramic carriers to conventional laminatedplastic pc substrates because the two materials have very
different coefficients of thermal expansion. However,
there is an industrywide push to solve this problem and
when the solution emerges, which may be soon, the via
will replace the plated through-hole, since all components will be surface-mounted.
The second problem, plating 5-mil lines to a tight
tolerance and plating small deep vias with a high aspect
ratio, already is well on the way to being solved.
This year PCK Technology division of Kollmorgen
Corp., Glen Cove, N. Y., developed an additive plating

process called CC-5 that could be suitable for the densely packed multilayer boards of the future. CC-5 can put
down 5-mil lines and spaces to a ± 1-mil tolerance along
with achieving an aspect ratio of 10:1 in plating
through-holes. PCK has already used its new process to
plate a grid of solid vias 20 mils in diameter on 50-mil
centers on an 11-layer board—a unit typical of those
carrying arrays of chip-carriers.
By the late 1980s advances in very large-scale integration may have forced even further changes in pc boards.
Their makers may have to switch over to hybrid-like
processes that form conductors and vias photolithographically and eliminate such operations as drilling.
Another future possibility is a substrate of the kind
made by Pactel Corp., Newbury Park, Calif. Its thin
layers of polymide, additively coated with copper patterns and vias, are laminated to a heat-sinking plate. A
3-in.' four-layer substrate of this type with 3-mil-wide
lines and spaces and 4-mil vias can hold 48 mediumscale chips and 28 small-scale ics all attached to it by
tape-automated bonding.

Hess: leader in laser processing
In the scramble to push semiconductor device geometries
down to the submicrometer dimensions of very large-scale
integrated circuits, it turns out that the much-publicized
progress being made in lithography is not enough. While
critical, it must be backed by concurrent improvements in
other basic fabrication steps as well.
At the forefront of developing solutions, LaVerne D.
Hess and associates at Hughes Aircraft Co.'s Malibu
Research Laboratories, Malibu, Calif., have helped define
what he calls "a new breed of fabrication activity." His
generic term is "directed energy beam processing," and
the Malibu group has made notable advances in annealing
ICs using lasers rather than furnaces.
Hess, 46, has been at the Malibu labs since 1965, the
year he received his Ph.D. in physical chemistry from the
University of California, Riverside. He has been in laser
research "since its inception in the early '60s," he points
out. He now heads the laser chemistry section's chemical
physics department.
The heart of the problem addressed by laser annealing
is that high furnace temperatures (up to 900 °C for a half
hour) may cause ion-implanted IC-transistor source-drain
regions each to "wander" as much as 0.25 micrometer.
Although this works all right for present 3-to-4-gm geometries, at the 1.25-gm levels called for in the zero phase of

the VHSIC program, for example, it is unacceptable. It has
bad effects across the board—not only reduced device
speed and variable threshold voltages, but higher current
leakage that boosts power consumption.
"We have found that with laser annealing we can keep
the dopants in the same position," explains Hess. As an
example, he cites an n-channel MOS transistor, where a
continuous-wave laser "in a few hundred microseconds,
or on the order of a millisecond, activates the ions and
maintains their distribution in the proper dimensions."
Experiments in laser annealing over the past year or so
by Hughes have proved its importance as a new technique
for fabricating submicrometer circuits, say industry
sources. Underscoring its potential is the fact that several
semiconductor and computer firms are either intensively
studying or setting up operations to exploit it.
Even for a customarily fast-moving industry, beam processing has come on the scene quickly. Hess is the best
illustration of this: he has been working with the technique
only since 1977.
The approach is also very interdisciplinary, drawing on
specialists with general and diagnostic materials backgrounds, as well as semiconductor experts and Hess's
own fundamental science and laser experience. Hughes is
in an ideal position to pioneer in beam processing
because it has programs and top personnel in all the
necessary areas.
Another reason for the research lab's fast pace are the
attitudes of Hughes' management towards R&D, which
encourage getting results out fast and widely to the scientific community. Publicizing Hughes studies "definitely
helped us with good feedback," says Hess.
At present, laser annealing is the subject of a phase 3
VHSIC award, along with more of Hughes's own internal
research. Also engaging Hess's attention are related,
basic theoretical studies of the advantages of growing
crystals with a laser heat source. A hitherto impossibly
precise degree of control seems possible. To Hess, this
finding shows "beam processing is just starting to evolve
and lots more research is still needed."
-Larry Weller
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Intel in Oregon:

WheretAtloha"Means
Opportunity.
Just west of Portland is
the town of Aloha. We opened
our Oregon plant there in 1976.
And, in the four years since.
Oregonians have recognized
the technological innovation
and sound financial management that have characterized
Intel in its twelve-year history.
Twice during the last
decade, we revolutionized the
world of microelectronics—first
with the semiconductor memory, then with the computeron-a-chip. Our business is built
on our ability to introduce new
technologies and products. To
this end, we've been responsible for more than adozen
products that are now industry
standards, and at least seven
major semiconductor fabrication processes.
Awesome as these
achievements were, they will
be dwarfed by the innovations
of the 1980s. We plan yet
another revolution in microelectronics that involves
putting the entire operating

system on ahandful of silicon
chips. The computer with
software on achip.
Today, Intel's Aloha and
Hillsboro facilities, located
just ashort drive from downtown Portland, are involved in
all facets of this technology,
from semiconductor fabrication
to advanced development of
memory components, microcomputer systems, peripherals
and microcomputer instrumentation. With facilities still
to come, Intel is broadening
the economic base of northwest Oregon to make the area
acenter for high technology.
An industry most compatible
with the splendor of the Pacific
Northwest.

The result of these technological innovations has been
tremendous growth—from sales
of just $4 million in 1970 to
over $662 million in 1979.
Earnings also have grown
accordingly—pretax profit margins averaging over 20% during
the decade of our existence,
roughly twice the average of
our competitors. Thus, to spur
growth further, we've been able
to reinvest heavily in research
and development.
This success means
opportunities are nothing short
of dazzling. For design
engineers with ahardware or

software background. For technical marketing professionals.
For technicians. Intel in the
Portland area means the best
opportunity to work with the
most advanced technology in a
location that can be described
as truly beautiful. Of course,
we have opportunities at our
other sites in California.
Arizona. New Mexico. and
Texas.
Send your résumé now to
Mike Gore, Intel Corporation.
Dept. 39AP, 5200 N.E. Elam
Young Parkway. Hillsboro. OR
97123. An equal opportunity
employer m/f/h.
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delivers solutions

Attention: Engineers Age 40 and Up

Put yourself on easy street
by spending pre-retirement years
with Armco in Saudi Arabia
Retirement incomes that sounded
princely afew years back are beginning
to look paltry in today's economy. And
they may be hopelessly inadequate
in tomorrow's.
What can you do about it? Come to
work for Aramco in Saudi Arabia.
Just compare these Aramco benefits
with what you're getting now.
Collect more extras you
can put right in the bank
First, you get atax-protected bonus of
up to $5,000 as soon as you join us.
You can open an automatic payroll
savings plan in which Aramco matches
up to 6percent of your salary (the match
begins at 50 percent and escalates up to
100 percent after ten years of service).
And you participate in Aramco's retirement income plan.
Earn awhopping tax-protected
pay premium
We start you off with abase salary that
compares with any in the oil industry.

We also give you acost-of-living differential in Saudi Arabia so that the
higher costs of things like food come
out of our pocket, not yours.
The best part is our premium for
overseas employment. This is fully
sheltered from all taxes.
We pay you a40 percent premium on
the first $30,000 of base pay—plus a20
percent premium on the next $20,000.
Maximum is $16,000 per year.

Tuition and board anywhere in the
world for high schoolers
High school students get their educations in Europe, the United States,
anywhere. We pay 80 percent of all tuition and board (up to $4900 annually)
for three years of high school.
We also pay air fare for high schoolers visiting parents in Saudi Arabia —
three trips per year. (The same goes for
air fares for college students but they
get fewer trips.)
Youngsters from kindergarten
through the ninth grade attend our
American-style schools in Saudi Arabia.

Free trip home every
year—long vacations
You get 40 days of paid vacation every
12 1
/ months — plus an average of 12
2
holidays every year—plus weekends.
You get a travel allowance every
year, too. This is equal to the economy
round-trip air fare between Saudi
Arabia and the U. S. or Canadian city
where you were hired. Good for you
and your family. Every year.
Where you go is your business. Is it
any wonder that so many Aramco
people get to see Europe, the Orient,
the world on their annual leaves?
Free life insurance
and health care
You're automatically covered with a
life insurance policy the day you join
Aramco. No cost to you.
You can also buy extra insurance
up to thirty times your monthly salary
for about 3e amonth for every thousand dollars.

Will your retirement home be near some mountain greenery, orfarther south within the Sun Belt, or on the shores
of the Pacific? Aramco's big bundle of benefits will help you secure it sooner than you think. See below.
All your medical needs are free while
you are in Saudi Arabia—even your
prescriptions.
Unlike medical care, dental care is
not free for Aramco employees. However, the costs are comparable to what
you'd expect to pay back home.
A chance to save huge
sums of retirement money
We can only give you abare idea of how
the money can multiply over a10-year
span. For the sake of illustration, let's
add up the fortunes of an engineer
working for Aramco in Saudi Arabia
making $35,000 U.S. in base pay, with
no raises for the 10 years (not likely!).
Remember this is just ahypothesis.
Right off, you see that our imaginary
engineer in Saudi Arabia can gross
INCREMENTAL INCOME OPPORTUNITIES
WITH ARAMCO
CUMULATIVE OVER 10 YEARS

fl

RENEWAL

•$34.000
•$19,000
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•$130.000
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erEcTED
eC.,

cee
S350.000

0 YEARS
BASE SALARY $35,01,3

This is not an offer or an indication of wage
scales. It is merely a hypothetical example of
how your gross income can accumulate dramatically when you work for Aramco in Saudi
Arabia. Employees are not fully vested in the
savings plan until 60 months of continuous service. All projections subject to change.

around $183,000 more. The amount
saved out of that grand total is strictly
up to the individual.
But look at that $130,000 premium.
Whatever the dollars work out to in
your case, please remember that
this is the bundle which is totally
tax-protected.
This graph doesn't show what you
save on medical expenses, it doesn't
show the allowances on your children's
education, it doesn't show the travel allowances which cut down on vacation
costs, it doesn't show the retirement
benefits you may accumulate.
What it does show is that you
have the chance of alifetime to save a
really important amount of money.

A sensible way to
check out the new lifestyle
Everyone in Saudi Arabia lives within
the letter of the local law. (No alcohol,
for instance.)
But the Americans and Canadians eat
steak and french fries, they go golfing
and sailing and water-skiing, they tend
their nice suburban houses.
While the lifestyle is easy, sometimes living so far away from relatives
and friends can be difficult for some.
That's why we've begun anew policy.
The Aramco overseas tryout.
If you don't want to move your
whole family over at once, come and
work for us on bachelor status for one
year. We'll fly you home three times so
you can keep the family informed about

your adjustment to life in Saudi Arabia.
Then at year's end or sooner all of you
can decide whether the life is for you
or not.
Take on job challenges you
thought you'd never see again
Aramco is the world's largest oilproducing company. So the job opportunities for experienced engineers are
boundless. You can stay within your
specialty — or you can expand into
new territories.
Here are the engineering job categories we're interviewing for right now.
Project Management & Construction •
Oil & Gas Operations •Facilities Planning •Refinery & Plant Engineering •
Resources Planning • Exploration &
Development •Maintenance
(P.S. Our job opportunities are open
to qualified engineers of all ages.)
Interested? Call our 24-hour line any
day: (713) 654-3264—if you wish, call
toll-free (800) 231-7577 ext. 3264 between 7:00 A.M. and 5:00 P.M.,
Monday-Friday, Central Time.
If you prefer, send your résumé in
full confidence or write for more information to: Aramco Services Company,
Department ELT 1023 80 MCLA
1100 Milam Building, Houston, Texas
77002.

ARAMCO
SE RVICES COMPANY
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October 1979

• Standard Elektrik Lorenz AG, Stuttgart, West Germany, attains an attenuation of 0.31 dB/km
in agraded-index optical fiber, the lowest ever reported. Oct. 11, p. 73

November 1979

• The National Bureau of Standards performs the highest direct-frequency measurement ever
made on an electromagnetic wave-520 THz. Nov. 8, p.12
• Intel Corp. introduces the first high-speed 16-K static RAM, which uses overlapped implanted
areas to minimize masking steps. Nov. 22, p.40
• U. S. Air Force's Rome Air Development Center employs ultraviolet exposure system to
fabricate submicrometer lines in SAW filters. Nov. 22, p.46

December 1979

• ITT announces a single-chip 4-bit microcomputer in C-MOS, its SAA 6001, which has a
dissipation of only 45 /..¡W in standby and 135 µW in operation, the lowest thus far reported for
such adevice. Dec. 6, p.65
• Japanese researchers from the now defunct VLSI Cooperative Laboratories describe quadruply
self-aligned MOS, claiming that the process produces the smallest possible dynamic RAM cell.
Dec. 6, p.125
• Toshiba unveils the first all -C-MOS 16-K static RAM. Dec. 6, p.125

January 1980

• IBM fabricates a 30-nm-wide niobium "bridge" that suggests junctionless Josephson circuit
elements can be built. Jan. 3, p.41
• RCA American Communications announces that its missing Satcom III communications satellite
probably self-destructed in its launch orbit. Total losses — $70 million. Jan. 3, p.46
• Bell Labs announces apolysilicon fabrication process that produces ICs capable of handling up
to 500 V. Jan. 31, p.41
• AT&T petitions FCC for construction permit to build a611-mile fiber-optic link between Boston,
New York, Philadelphia, and Washington. Jan. 31, p.41
• Motorola launches its EXORmacs development system, the first to employ a bus structure that
supports 32-bit microprocessors. Jan. 31, p.81

February 1980

• MIT's Lincoln Lab builds the fastest three-terminal semiconductor—a GaAs Schottky barrier
transistor that can operate at 17 GHz. Feb. 14, p.39
• Data General succeeds in reducing the central processing unit of its Eclipse C/350 to a single
silicon chip. Feb. 14, p.119
• NEC-Toshiba and Nippon Telephone and Telegraph's Musashino Lab jointly announce the first
256-K dynamic RAMs. Feb. 14, p.138
• Matsushita introduces the first fully static 64-K RAM. Feb. 14, p.138
• National Semiconductor designs a successive-approximation a-d converter in C-MOS, a monolithic 12-bit device having only aSO-Ms conversion time. Feb. 14, p.146
• Tektronix unveils the 7854, the first programmable oscilloscope capable of transmitting and
receiving waveforms over the IEEE-488 bus. Feb. 28, p.39
• NASA launches the sunspot-charting SMM, the first satellite designed to be retrieved by the
space shuttle. Feb. 28, p.48

March 1980

• AT&T announces plans for acost-effective transatlantic fiber-optic communications link. March
13, p.39
• Japan's VLSI Cooperative Labs announces the first half-megabit monolithic dynamic RAM.
March 13, p.42
• National Semiconductor becomes the first to supply a speech-synthesis IC, its 40-pin SPC
device, to OEMs. March 27, p.39
• Hybrid Systems announces the DAC 370-18, the first microprocessor-compatible d-a converter
to combine 18-bit resolution and 16-bit linearity. March 27, p.199
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Significant developments in electronic technology reported over the past year in Electronics

April 1980

• MIT's Lincoln Lab designs optical a-d converters for 2, 4, and 6 bits that can perform up to 2
billion conversions per second. April 24, p.33
• Researchers at Thomson-CSF develop gallium indium arsenide phosphide laser that operates at
room temperature. April 24, p.80
• Following quickly in IBM's footsteps, Dastek Corp., Los Gatos, N. M., becomes the first
independent to sell thin-film disk drives. April 24, p.201

May 1980

• NEC develops a 512-K ROM, four times larger than state-of-the-art devices, by utilizing
electron-beam, direct -writing-on-wafer lithography. May 8, p.39
• Data General enters the 32-bit computer market. With its Advanced Operating System/Virtual
Storage, its MV/8000 is unusually compatible with existing 16-bit systems. May 8, p.185

June 1980

• A new high in supercomputer performance is reached by Control Data's Cyber 205, which does
astaggering 800 million floating-point operations per second. June 5, p.34

• Kurzweil

Computer Products Co., Cambridge, Mass., announces speech-synthesizer system
with unlimited vocabulary that is OEM-board-compatible. June 5, p.42

• Advancing the state of the disk-drive art once again, IBM unveils its model 3380, which stores
1.26 billion bytes per spindle, four times more than the 3350. June 19, p.35
• Hitachi introduces an EE-PROM, the HN-48016, whose 16-K capacity is the largest thus far
attained with MNOS technology. June 19, p.206
July 1980

• AT&T initiates test of the first long-wavelength ( 1.3 gm) fiber-optic telephone system, in
Sacramento, Calif. July 3, p.59
• Systems Engineering Labs, Fort Lauderdale, Fla., announces the first 32-bit single-board
computer. July 3, p.212
• Lincoln Lab develops a programmable SAW convolver for improving jamming resistance in
spread-spectrum communications systems. July 31, p.41
• AT&T and Knight-Ridder Newspapers Inc. launch first national test of a viewdata system in
Coral Gables, Fla. July 31, p.44

August 1980

• First fusible-link C-MOS PROMs from Harris hit the market. Aug. 14, p.36
• Communications Transistor Corp. in San Carlos, Calif., comes up with a line of high-frequency
high-power devices that are housed in plastic packages. Aug. 28, p.42
• Texas Instruments introduces the first n-channel FET-input, bipolar op amps. Aug. 28, p.46
• RTC-La Radiotechnique Compélec ships the market's fastest 1-K static RAM memories to its
suppliers. Maximum access time is 10 ns. Aug. 28, p.67
• Siemens develops method for viewing undulations of SAW devices, enabling researchers to
better understand the mechanisms active in such components. Aug. 28, p.73

September 1980

• in a process created by Photowatt International Inc., Tempe, Ariz., thick-film conductors
additively plated with copper combine to cut the cost of solar-cell manufacture. Sept. 11, p.40
• Texas Instruments, Motorola, Hitachi, Toshiba, Mitsubishi, and Fujitsu all agree that they must
protect their 64-K RAMs, using overcoats, against alpha radiation. Sept. 11, p.41
• AT&T announces the birth of its fully separate business subsidiary to compete in the
deregulated telecommunications market. Sept. 11, p.100
• lnmos announces the fastest 16-K RAM to date, the IMS1400, a 16-K-by-1-bit static device
that sports atypical access time of 30 ns. Sept. 11, p.117
• Datel-Intersil, using an error-distribution scheme, introduces an 8-bit successive-approximation
a-d hybrid converter with 12-bit linearity. Sept. 11, p.171
• Hewlett-Packard introduces the first autoranging oscilloscope, its 1980A. Sept. 25, p.41
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The Industry challenge:
Make it smaller. Make it better.
Make it cost less.
How Non-Linear Systems
has done it for three decades.

The new Touch Test 20 OMM weighs only 2 tbs. 4oz. Yet it puts twenty key test functions at your fingertips. Plus
exclusive light pressure touch function selection Shown from above on leather shoulder sling (optional)

When we set out to develop the
first digital voltmeter, the new
Touch Test 20 digital multimeter
and the new MS-230 miniscope,
we knew it wouldn't be easy. But
we weren't looking for easy
answers. We were looking to do
it right.
That's why, for nearly three
decades, innovation has come
first at Non-Linear Systems. And
why our contributions to the
field of electronics have been so
far-reaching.

Age by introducing the first digital voltmeter. Suddenly and
ingeniously, data was translated
into the universal language of
numbers on easy-to-scan readout panels.
With this single idea, NonLinear Systems set two bold
precedents. It made clumsy
analog systems a thing of the
past. And it committed the company to first rate value and performance through sophisticated,
yet simplified electronic test tools.

First DVM to see the light. In
1952, Non-Linear Systems propelled electronics testing out of
the Stone Age into the Space

The remarkable Touch Test 20
DMM. With the Touch Test 20,
Non-Linear Systems introduces
the 2lb. 4 oz, test lab. Now, with

20 key test functions at your fingertips (plus the ability to measure 10 electrical parameters
and 44 ranges), you can take
one lab to the field instead of a
cumbersome collection of individual testers.
Another bright idea. The Touch
Test 20 is the only DMM with
light pressure touch function selection. No more dials to fiddle with.
Instead, an LED shows the function you choose. And when you
switch, you get an audible bleep
and visual blip to let you know.
This small wonder is miniaturization at its best. The new
Touch Test 20 is the most innovative portable/bench-type multimeter in the industry today.
Or, you can choose from NonLinear Systems' eight other

Remarkably light and versatile.
is perfect in-shop or on-site.

hTest 20 OMM

sophisticated DMMs. And rest
assured that you'll be getting the
kind of performance and valuepacked instrument we've been
making for nearly thirty years.

MS-230. A whale of aminiscope.
With our ingenious, new MS-230,
30-megahertz, battery-operated,
dual-trace miniscope, portability's suddenly not a problem
anymore. At 3lbs. 10 oz., it's the
smallest, lightest miniscope in
the field today.

matchless performer.
DPMs are faster, easier to use
and more accurate than outmoded pointer meters. What's
more, our DPMs have an extremely wide range and acute
sensitivity. The model PM-450,
for example, has 20,000 counts

At 3 lbs. 10 oz., the MS-230 is the lightest miniscope around Now you
Or bring the problem to the scope.

The state-of-the art MS-230
works wonders on site or in the
shop. Anywhere there's a need
to accurately test or measure
electronics equipment.
The versatile MS-230 is perfect
for TV repairmen. Services
microcomputer systems when
the chips are down. Maintains
avionics equipment with flying
colors. And diagnoses sophisticated medical equipment with
the precision of asurgeon.
However, if your budget or
needs demand something more
economical or less sophisticated,
chances are the MS-215 dualtrace or MS-15 single-trace will
fit the bill
Over 2000 DPMs. One commitment: accuracy. The same fore-

sight that distinguishes our
miniscopes and DMMs is built
into every digital panel meter as
well. Whether your job calls for
a miniature AC/DC voltmeter,
DIN/NEMA frequency monitor,
DIN/NEMA temperature meter
or digital counter, Non-Linear
Systems can oblige with a

full-scale. The PM-450 has no difficulty at all reading the difference
between 19.994 and 19.995 volts.
In addition, our DPMs combine a variety of useful features.
Like automatic polarity indication.

Another big plus. Our rugged,
solid-state circuitry outperforms
pointer systems. Our meters can
withstand a shock without
requiring the services ofa jeweler.
Our versatile DPMs serve a
variety of industries. From electronic products, such as ignition
analyzers and automated test
equipment, to mechanical
products using electronic components, such as cars, farm
equipment and machine tools.
We serve avariety of customers,
too. From design engineers to
wholesale and retail distributors.
So if your problem calls for an
accurate, dependable DPM, NonLinear Systems has over 2,000
answers. One to fit your need.
Get the word on us. Non-Linear
Systems has been intelligently
innovating in the digital instrument industry for nearly three
decades. And one reason stands
out. Our reach always exceeds
our grasp.
To get the whole story, from
product facts to philosophy, write
for our free 1980 Catalog today.
Non-Linear Systems, Inc., Box N,
Del Mar, California 92014. Telephone (714) 755-1134, TWX
910-322-1132.
Non-Linear Systems, Inc.
Specialists in the science

of staying ahead.

We offer over 2.000 DPMs — AC/DC voltmeters.
DIN/NEMA frequency monitors. DIN/NEMA temperature meters and digital counters.

So there's no need for reversing
leads or a reversing switch. A
clear, bright plus or minus sign
shows the polarity.
Likewise, aprogrammable illuminated decimal point eliminates the need for memorizing
scale factors and the mental
arithmetic to apply them.
We offer LED and LCD style
readouts. And terminal blocks
and edge connectors are available
for input and output connections.

C 1980 Non-Linear System. Inc
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Non-Linear Systems, Inc.
Box N, Del Mar,
California 92014
Please send me your free
1980 Catalog.
Name
Company
Phone __ _
Address_ _
City

__

State _ _
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Signed« helps you stay
with innovative productt
I(

Ilt

)

Innovation in Integrated Circuits from
Signetics helps you gain acompetitive
edge. We keep your design options
open with aproduct range that includes
MOS and Bipolar—analog and digital. And, our
concern for reliability and quality gives you
products you can depend on.
Signetics'8X300 012speeds
bit-stream management
without bit-slice bother.

Innovation brought you the 8X300 —a bipolar microcontroller that executes 4 million operations/second. The
architecture of the 8X300 lets you operate directly in the data path.
That means you can achieve design flexibility simply by making
changes in firmware.
The 8X300: powerful on-chip features that make it easy to implement high performance on asingle circuit board.
Our 2653 gives you complete
data integrity control
with just one chip.
Innovation in system solutions lets you put high
speed intelligence to work simply, with the 2653
data integrity controller. It distinguishes control characters from data for complete data integrity control. It gives you bisync without
alot of extra software. And it does it all
on asingle chip. Plug it in and free your
CPU to do other work.
The 2653: one more example of an innovative system solution in data
i
communications circuits.
I
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ahead of competition
across all technologies.
Signetics' 5.539 op amp
brings you hybrid performance
at monolithic prices.

Innovation in Analog IC's gives you superior hybrid performance—
"DC-to-daylight"—using our NE5539 op amp. But you'll pay low
monolithic prices. It's unbeatable for speed
or bandwidth, two good reasons to make it
your choice for wideband video and data
acquisition systems.
We also bring you awide choice of ¡LP-compatible DAC systems. And when you select our
phase-locked loop and timer IC's, you're getting industry standards that we introduced.
Our LSI Logic Sequencer
converts your complete
state diagram to hardware.

Innovation in Bipolar Memory means products that expand
your design freedom to make your designs come together faster.
At alower total cost. Take our field programmable logic sequencer (FPLS), for example. It gives you PROM-like programming ease to replace alot of TTL with asingle IC.
Plus an on-chip state register with
internal feedback loop.
It's part of our new IFL
(Integrated Fuse Logic) series.
Total sophistication in programmable logic.
Find out today why
Signetics is your best
source by innovation.
Contact your nearby
Signetics sales office or distributor for full details. Or write
us. Signetics Corporation,
811 E. Argues Ave., P.O. Box
409, Sunnyvale, CA 94086. Phone (408) 739-77(X).

SiglintiCS
asubsidiary of U.S. Philips Corporation
Multiple Technologies from 8Divisions:
Analog, Bipolar Memory, Bipolar LSI,
MOS Memory, MOS Microprocessor,
Logic, Military, Automotive/Telecom
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Your Data Acquisition Requirements
are Unique
The parameters involved in data acquisition applications are
seldom the same. They vary in the quantity and types of
transducer inputs and discrete I/O signals, speed and accuracy
required, local or remote operation...and so on. When choosing
hardware, you may feel that you must compromise your unique
requirements for the sake of convenience.. availability,
integration, etc. You may buy an analog front end from acomputer
manufacturer...limited performance, at best. Or, you may take a
chance with custom hardware from a"systems house"...expensive
and poorly supported. Neff offers an alternative.
Our System 620 is afamily of data acquisition products that can
be configured to exactly meet your requirements...and because
it's a family, integration is built in. A custom system built for you
with standard...and existing... Neff products.

System 620 can handle afew channels or thousands of
channels. It offers signal conditioning...and throughput rates to
50kHz, even with remote operation. Plus many sophisticated
options... automatic transducer calibration and automatic zero
offset, for example. And, of course, we have astandard interface
to your computer and software drivers to your operating system.
Let's talk about your application. Call us
toll free on (800) 423-7151 (outside
California). In California, call us collect on
(213) 357-7151.
INSTRUMENT CORPORATION

700 South Myrtle Ave., Monrovia, CA 91016
TVVX 910-585-1833

Our Solution is Simple...
Custom Systems from Standard Products
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New products

Roundup: Winchester controllers shrink
The recent proliferation of one-board controllers
for 14- and 8-in. Winchester drives includes some for under $1,000
by Ana Bishop, Assistant New Products Editor

The proliferation of hard -disk drive
controllers on single boards—a rare
sight at this time last year—has
obviously been facilitated by the
availability of microprocessors. But
drive makers themselves figure
prominently in the current trend to
offer the controllers at reduced
prices and sizes.
Prices for about 20 controllers for
8- and I4-in, drives introduced since
spring range between just under
$5,000 to $300 (see chart on following pages), depending on number
and type of drives controlled, errorcorrection capabilities, interfaces,
the size of the computer it interfaces
with and other extra features. When
an 8-in. Winchester drive sells for
$4,500, a controller that costs the
same or more than that is hard to
justify. It is even more difficult to
justify if it is atwo-board controller,
with logic on a separate board—a
controller that is perhaps twice the
size of the drive.
"If you have adrive like the Kennedy 5300, which offers 42 megabytes of memory for $2,600, you
can't ask $3,000 for a controller,"
says Allan Krosner, vice president
and technical director of Distributed
Logic Corp. (Dilog), "so you make a
cheaper controller. Also, if you have
a small computer like an LSI-11,
you are really limited in size. Going
to an expansion chassis is out of the
question, so you go for the cost of a
microprocessor board that will reduce the real estate."
"Size is the key," agrees Chris
Bailey, marketing manager for
boards at Piiceon Inc.'s OEM Computer Products division in San Jose,
Calif. "The users of the desktop
computers have the same computing
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needs as the big guys but lack the
money and space. We have cheap
computing power now and cheap
video and 1/0 devices. What we're
lacking is cheap memory."
"One objective should be a controller priced at less than half the
cost of the drive," says Jim Toreson,
president of Microcomputer Systems
Corp. His company, Piiceon, and
Western Digital Corp. seem committed to just that. Western Digital's
yet to be introduced WD1000 [Electronics, June 19, p. 106] will operate
both 8- and 51
/-in, hard-disk drives
4
for around $350. So will Piiceon's
upcoming controller [Electronics,
Aug. 14, p. 181]. And Microcomputer Systems' MSC-9000 [Electronics,
June 19, p. 48] packs 75% of the
circuitry of acontroller for avariety
of drive sizes into a 3-in.-square
package priced around $300 (see
photo). With interfaces and additional circuitry, a complete controller would still cost under $600.
Cost. Falling prices should in time
fulfill the wish of the drive manufacturers—to encourage potential OEM
users to install the new drives. In
fact, the drive manufacturers themselves are either developing or
encouraging the manufacture of the
low-cost single-board controllers.
Shugart Associates, for one, introduced the SA1400 this spring [Electronics, April 24, p. 208], a multidrive, multimedia controller priced
between $995 and $1,420. "Our
main purpose in getting into controllers is to help customers integrate
our disks into a system," according
to Mike Kirby, product manager for
hard-disk drives at Shugart Associates.
Although he feels that the future

growth potential of the market for
controllers is extremely large, Kirby
thinks that it is difficult for new
controller manufacturers to enter it.
"So far, the OEM has designed his
own controller. In fact, many still
prefer to build their own," he points
out, "so a controller manufacturer
has to make his product extremely
cost-effective to sell it to the system
OEM."

The winning combination, according to Microcomputer Systems' Toreson, is large-scale integration applied by someone with computer systems experience—that is, someone
who knows the needs of the user as
well as the technology of manufacture. "The new guys are facing a
technological barrier: integrated-circuit manufacturers don't have the
systems experience, and the systems
guys don't have the LSI experience."
Toreson claims msc has all sides of
the issue covered, proof of which is
its MSC-1900, which is halfway to a
controller on achip.
Nevertheless, the majority of the
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ROUNDUP: THE LATEST IN SINGLE BOARD CONTROLLERS FOR 8- AND 14-IN WINCHESTER DISK DRIVES
Company and
model
Advanced Electronics
Design Inc.
WINC-01

Computer
Products Corp.
Rimf ire-38

Price/quantity

$3,930/1

disk-andtape:
$2,295/1,
$1,795/50

disk- or
tape-only
version:
$1,895/1,
$1,485/50

Distributed Logic
Corp.
DO 202

$1,592/50

DU-202

$1,786/50

Emulex Corp.
SC21

Electronics/October 23, 1980
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Transfer rates

Error checking
and/or correction

20

960-K bytes/s

24-bit errorcorrection code

150 on disk,
46 on tape

up to 1.3 MHz with
enough host system
memory

cyclic redundancy
checking across
16 bits

Features

Transparent with
standard RLO1
software drivers,
optional backup to
cartridge

8- or 16-bit
central processing

up to 5Priam 8- and
14-in, disks and

unit; Multibus

4

LSI-11;
SMD, O-bus

2 8-/14-in.
Winchesters

160

not specified

—

runs standard DEC
driver software and
bootstrap loader

PDP-11;

2 8-/14-in.
Winchesters

160

not specified

—

bootstrap loader

SMD, Unibus

VAX-11!780;
SMD, CMD

LSI-11;

SMD, 0-bus

$2,700/1,
$2,000/large orders

most minicomputers
and microcomputers ;
Multibus

MSC-1088

$2,650/1,
$2,000 /large orders

small-business
systems;
IEEE-488

MSC-1101

$4,850/1

MSC-1086

Maximum capacity
(megabytes)

1Winchester drive

$3,000 /1

Microcomputer
Systems Corp.

Number and type
of drives

LSI -11; 0-bus

PDP-11,
under $3,500/50

General Robotics
Corp.
SMV-11

Computers and
bus interface

PDP-11, VAX series;
Unibus

tapes

up to 4 drives in any
mix of SMD- or CMDtype removable or
fixed drive

32-bit ECC code that
corrects single-burst
errors of up to 11 bits
per sector, 16-bit
CRC for header

streamer tape for
backup, direct
memory access

(DMA)

models A, B, C

emulate DEC RP11E,

600

not specified

600 on line

not specified

—

compatible with
RT-11 and RSX-11
software, DMA

200

adaptable

yes

tape cartridges for
backup storage

2 SA4004, 4008, or
4100 drives

over 100

adaptable

yes

verifies disk
positioning and
buffer data

SMD-type highcapacity drive, number
not yet specified

not specified

adaptable

corrects single-burst
errors of up to
11 bits per sector

software integration
for RT-11, RSX,
IAS, RSTS/E, and
VAX/VMS operating
systems ; DMA

1or 2SMD-type

drives

up to 4 SA4000,
4 SA850, or
1 3M HCD (may

RH11, and RK611;
DMA

be mixed)

•Ez Jacioloo /sopeopea

MSC-1102

under $4,000/large
orders

PDP-11 ;Unibus

up to 4 SMD-type
drives

80 per drive

adaptable

32-bit ECC code that
corrects single-burst
errors of up to 11 bits
per sector

MSC 1360

under $4,000/large
orders

Nova, Eclipse; SMD

up to 4 14-in.
hard-disk drives

200 per drive

adaptable

32-bit ECC code that
corrects single-burst
errors of up to 11 bits
per sector

emulates 6060 family
of drives, DMA

$3,900/26 - 50

TM 990 models 8
through 12; SMD

up to 3 SMD-type
drives

300 per spindle

adaptable

32-bit ECC code that
corrects single-burst
errors of up to 11 bits
per sector

full-sector buffer, two
256-word buffers,
DMA

$3,900/1

VAX 11/780; SMD

any 2 SMD-type drives

600

up to 20 MHz

32-bit ECC

DMA

Nova, Eclipse; SMD

up to 4 SMD-type
drives

600 per drive

32 sectors per read/
write command

32-bit ECC code that
corrects single-burst
errors of up to 11 bits
per sector, 32-bit CRC

emulates DG 6060
Zebra d i
sk subsystem,

LSI-11; Q-bus, SMD

up to 4 SMD -type
drives

600 per drive

MSC-1990

MiniComputer
Technology
SMV-15

EDC-22

EDC-24

$4,500/1

$2,900/25

$4,700/1
$3,800/25

$4,900/1
$3,800/25

64 kilowords
transferred with
one read/write
command

emulates RM02, DMA

DMA

32-bit ECC,
16-bit CRC

emulates DEC's
RK06/07 and RM02/
03 disk subsystems,
3-sector RAM buffer,
DMA

Point 4 Data Corp.
Lotus 700

$3,390/ 1

Point 4and similar
16-bit machines;
SMD, CMD

any mixture of 4 drives

300 per drive

1.209 megabytes/s

32-bit ECC

IRIS-compatible

Lotus 701

$1,450/1

Point 4 and similar
16-bit machines;
SMD, CMD

up to 4 10-megabyte
14-in, hard-disk drives
or cartridges

10 per drive

1,500 or 2,400 rpm

data error checking

transparent to IRIS
operating system

$995 to $1,420/
large orders

machines using the
General Purpose
Interface Bus

up to 4 8- or 14-in.
Winchester or floppydisk drives, plus tape
cartridge

232

adaptable

32-bit ECC

data-separator logic,
1-K-byte buffer, DMA

8-bit
8-bit bidirectional
bus, ST500/SA1000,
S-100 bus

up to 4 ST500
(5%-in.) or SA1000

—

5 Mb/s

CRC

DMA

Shugart Associates
SA1400

Western Digital Corp.computers;
about $300/100
WD1000

SOURCE
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Carborundum
noninductive
ceramic power
resistors solve
tough problems.
Carborundum makes three types of
noninductive ceramic resistors that
can solve tough resistance problems,
save money and space.

Energy Dissipation
60 KV

50,000 Joules
890AS (18"x 1")

(to
a

100 Joules
234AS (1"x /
4 ")
1

2.5 KV

o

time

Power Dissipation
moo

Watts
892SP (24"x 2")

e
o100 Watts

e
234SP (1"x /
4 ")
1
10 Watts
time

Regardless of the pulse shape, we
have the resistor. Our Type SP handles
large amounts of power from 60
cycles to many megahertz. Type AS
can absorb huge amounts of energy
while maintaining its noninductive
properties at high voltages. Type A
solves high resistance problems in
high voltage situations.
For more information on ceramic
power resistors and our broad line of
thermistors and varistors, contact:
The Carborundum Company,
Graphite Products Division,
Electronic Components Marketing,
P 0. Box 339, Niagara Falls, New York
14302. Telephone: 716-278-2521.

CARBORUNDUM
A Kennecott Company
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New products
controllers reaching the market now
are still the single-board variety—a
factor which does confirm the tendency toward smaller and smaller
controllers. With the entry of floppy
disks, especially the 8-in, and smaller variety, the consumer got used to
seeing smaller and smaller computer
systems with larger and larger
capacity. Psychologically—or as
Toreson puts it, emotionally—the
user has gotten used to seeing his
drives housed, if not within the computer, then in a very small standalone space. Hard-disk drive manufacturers have accommodated the
user by going smaller.
Size reduction, of course, reduces
capacity but allows installation in
tighter spots. The industry has not
yet settled on astandard small hard
disk; 8- and 51
/-in. versions are both
4
available. Toreson says there is little
difference between what the two
have to offer: "It all depends on who
starts delivering first." So, MSc, Piiceon, and Western Digital have put
their efforts into versatile drives that
will bridge the gap between the two
sizes and let the user decide.
The influence of the floppies on
the system user is obvious in the
capabilities offered by many of the
new single-board controller makers—controllers that handle both 8and 14-in, hard and floppy disks (see
chart) as well as tapes. This may
ease the transition to the smaller
hard disks and may also aid in
returning the floppies to their original and natural function—input/output.
This also points to one issue that
remains in question: backup storage.
There does not seem to be aconsensus as to which way the industry will
go—to floppies, tape cartridges, or
streaming tapes.
"All the scrambling by controller
manufacturers is preliminary to
what is really going to sell in terms
of backup," says Dilog's Krosner.
"A streamer tape is limited in that it
can't back up to selected files; you
can't read what's on the tape," he
says. Nevertheless Dilog offers control of the Cipher streamer as backup on a separate circuit board.
"We'll wait ayear or so til the dust

331 Cornelia Street, Plattsburgh, N.Y
12901; (518) 561-3160
2150 Ward Street, Montreal, Quebec
H4M 1T7; (514) 744-5507
Stamford House,Altrincham WA141DR,
England
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FREE
(
7
.
cublit

Systems Catalog

Compumart's new 36-page catalog is devoted entirely to DEC
LSI-11/2 and LSI-11/23 systems
Besides DEC, this catalog offers
awide range of proven DEC
compatible hardware and software to configure your system,
from manufacturers like
tUP

M

National
Semiconductor
Corporation

ileum

139 "a1
C''
*Wen

This catalog is FREE if you write
us on your company letterhead
or send us your business card
S2.00 otherwise.
Compumart. Selling computers
since 1971.

COMPUMART
270 Third Street
P.O. Box 568, Dept 407,
Cambridge, Ma. 02139.
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We just e were
our one millionth
Why the celebration?

We have the experience.

We just delivered our millionth D.C. power supply to a
very happy customer. Borrowing anote from the record
industry, we presented aspecial solid gold unit to
further honor the occasion.

We do all manufacturing in our new 100,000 sq. ft.
facility. And we continue to guarantee the service,
quality, and reliability you demand.

One million.
An impressive number in itself. But consider what it
took to get there.
Electrical Wire -about 475 million feet. That's
enough to wrap around the world afew times.
Sheet Metal -an estimated 820,000 sq. ft. Or enough
to cover more than 17 football fields.
Transformer Magnetic Steel -around 2,200 tons.
This translates into the weight of about 1,250
mid-size automobiles.
Resistors, Capacitors and Semiconductors approximately 54 million. And each one was
individually tested, along with adouble
in-circuit test.
Assorted Screws, Nuts and Hardware -45 million
pieces or so. Though mostly automated, it's still alot
of turns of the screwdriver.
And on and on it goes. Which leads to the reason we
have become, in just afew short years, the world's
largest manufacturer of open-frame D.C. power supplies.

So now begins the second million. And it won't take
long to get there. Not when you see our expanded line
of open-frames -plus anew and growing family of
switchers. All at our same old low prices!

See for yourself.
Send for our new 1980-81
Catalog and Power-One
Tour Guide. You'll know
why we reached the first
million in record time.

oPoweene
Power
ILC.

SUPPLIES

Power-One. inc •Power One Drive •Camarillo. CA 93010
Phone. 805/484-2806 •805/987-3891. TWX 910-336-1297
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New products
settles and then go to a single-board
controller with whatever backup
looks promising."
Shugart Associate's Kirby feels
that for backup the most useful are
the floppy and the 1
/
4-in, tape cartridge—two capabilities offered by
the SA1400. "The main issue is uo
and what the floppy has to offer is

that it can be removed and easily
mailed," he argues.
"The business of backing up a
Winchester drive is ludicrous," says
MSc's Toreson. "That's merely the
use of brute force, since most of the
information that gets transferred in
backing up has not really changed."
He maintains that if the Winchester

'The
Isotronics
Difference'
We don't just
make packages.
We solve your
fibre-optics problems.
Isotronics has always been committed to
solving hybrid packaging problems We've
developed many packaging inventions and
innovations through the years, and each one has
been aspecific solution to aspecific problem
Our fibre optics packages, for example They
allow absolutely precise positioning of the fiber at
the input and output interfaces, to cut coupling
losses
Coupling losses can be asignificant problem
in fiber optics We've solved the problem That's the
Isotronics difference.

drives get cheap enough, a user can
own two drives—one to have in operation, and one on standby. Then it
would be a matter of switching back
and forth, accessing the memory
directly to make limited changes,
and keeping unchanged data in the
standby drive. "This is no dumber
than disk-to-disk or disk-to-tape
copying of entire files," he concludes. "Besides, the second drive
gets free use of the same controller."
To provide system versatility,
most of the controllers handle a mix
of drives, or at least multiple drives.
Transfer rates are usually adaptable
to the drive's rates in such cases, but
the manufacturers do not offer standardized specifications for these
rates—a practice that would ease
comparison.
In the present crop of controllers,
all offer some form of error checking
and/or correction, afeature that has
been facilitated by the availability of
chips that perform the function. The
controllers also cover most standard
interfaces with large and small computers, and some even offer emulation. In fact, MiniComputer Technology, which had not made emulating
controllers before, found itself responding to requests from their clients to offer emulation.
Advanced Electronics Design Inc.,
Potrero

Ave.,

Sunnyvale,

Calif.

440

94086.

Phone (408) 733-3555 [401]
Computer Products Corp., 2415 Annapolis
Lane, Plymouth, Minn. 55441 [402]
Distributed Logic Corp.,

12800-G Garden

Grove Blvd., Garden Grove, Calif. 92643.
Phone (714) 534-8950 [403]
Emulex Corp., 2001 East Deere Ave., Santa
Ana, Calif. 92705 [404]
General Robotics Corp.,

57 N.

Main St.,

Hartford, Wisc. 53027. [405]
Microcomputer Systems Corp., 432 Lakeside Dr.,

Sunnyvale, Calif.

94086.

Phone

(408) 733-4200 [406]
MiniComputer Technology, 2470 Embarcadero Way, Palo Alto, Calif. 94303. Phone
(415) 856-7400 [407]
Point 4 Data Corp.,

lsotromes
Isotronics, Inc., industrial Park, New Bedford, Mass. 02745
(617) 998-2000 • TWX 710 344 1961 • Cable — Isotronics
Augat SA .9 Allee de la Vanne 12 ISofhcl B P 440 Cedex 94263/Fresnes. France, Tel 668 30 90/Telex. 201 227

2659 McCabe Way,

Irvine, Calif. 92714 [408]
Shugart Associates, 415 Oakmead Pkwy.,
Sunnyvale, Calif. 94086 [409]
Western Digital Corp., 3128 Red Hill Ave.,
Box 2180,

Newport Beach, Calif.

92663.

Phone (714) 557-3550 [410]

FLATPACKS • PLUG-INS • DUAL IN-LINES • AID'S • STANDARD HEADERS • MICROWAVE MODULES
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The onlypixcontrolled
11:113MHz.3nsTIMING
PULSE GENERATOR

All parameters displayed simultaneously! E-H's new
Model 1560 is capable of adding 7 slave units.
A short form catalog of pulse generators & waveform analyzers is now available.
Circle 243 on reader

service card
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Beckman thin film
reduce cost,
Beckman thin film resistor networks can reduce cost
while improving your linear circuit design.
Per resistor prices of Beckman networks are lower than
matched resistors, and comparable in price to the metal
film discretes they replace. That's because thin film
networks are a standard product line at Beckman.
High-volume production contributes to significant cost
reductions over traditional thin film networks.
Inherent cost-saving features in thin film networks also
include ratio matching and low tempco tracking error,
eliminating the high labor costs of tolerance sorting and
tempco testing.
Additional cost advantages over discretes are board
space conservation, manufacturing/assembly time reduction and increased reliability. Using Beckman standard

In this example, the common reference voltage drops
across two inherently ratio matched network resistors,
providing precise and equal reference currents to the
DACs. Since the feedback resistor is part of the network,
it too is ratio matched with the input resistors and tracks
their movement with temperature change. The result is
output stability because the input currents to the op amp
track the DAC reference currents, thus the output voltage
tracks the reference voltage.
Inherent Ratio Matching
The following encoder/decoder circuit application
(Fig. 2), used in pulse code modulation transmission
systems, again demonstrates the advantages of inherent
network resistor ratio matching.

thin film networks also makes implementation of the
linear circuit easier and more efficient.
To enable you to purchase only the degree of precision
needed and to enhance design flexibility, Beckman offers
avariety of accuracy ranges.
Improved Circuit Performance
The Beckman vacuum deposition process creates consistent resistor values with typical tempco performance of
25 ppm/ °C; 50 ppm maximum. More importantly,
tracking tempco is only 5 ppm.
With absolute tolerances from 1% down to 0.1% and
ratio matching from 0.5% to 0.05%, standard thin film
networks from Beckman can boost linear circuit performance — especially when similar values or matched resistor
sets are required.
As demonstrated in the digital addition or subtraction

Flg. 2

Copyright © 1980 Advanced Micro Devices Inc.
Reprinted with permission of copyright owner.

circuit below (Fig. 1), several common value resistors are
supplied by asingle thin film network.

By utilizing a series of 5K resistors with 0.5% tolerances (matched to within 0.1% )the thin film network
provides stable inputs to the comparator in the encoding
mode or to the op amp in the decoding mode.
The feedback resistor of the op amp tracks the input
resistors to within 5 ppm, resulting in an extremely
accurate gain on the output.
Additionally, a2.5K resistor is required to tie the noninverting input of the op amp to ground. This resistor is
created by paralleling two of the 5K resistors in the network. The new value will also track the other resistors to
within 5 ppm.
The precision summing amplifier circuit (Fig. 3) is an
excellent example of how requirements for amatched set
of resistors can be supported with a standard thin film
network.

resistor networks
boost performance over discrete:
Accurate Voltage Ratios
FAIRCHILD

The capability to create accurate voltage ratios which
track throughout the temperature change can also be
used to improve circuit performance. In the bipolar out
circuit below (Fig. 4), Beckman's new thin film miniDIP is employed to achieve a2:1 voltage ratio between
the output of the first op amp and the input from the
voltage reference.
This ratio will remain stable throughout temperature
change and permits asimple — yet accurate — circuit for
bipolar output.
The use of the Beckman thin film mini-DIP allows the

—159
PRECISION SUMMING AMPLIFIER

designer to gain the performance improvement of anetwork even in applications that require only a limited
number of matched resistors.

698-3-R1OK BOR II
Fig. 3

Copyright © 1980 Fairchild Camera and Instrument Corp.
Reprinted with permission of copyright owner.

These four applications have graphically demonstrated
how Beckman standard thin film networks can improve
your circuit design in the critical areas of performance,
cost and versatility.
Beckman is the number one resistor network producer,
and can fully support your thin film requirements with
off-the-shelf stock from our nationwide distributors.

In this application, the accuracy of the input resistors
determines the common mode noise rejection. Matching
the feedback resistor to the input resistors sets the accuracy of each input to the summing point. Close ratio
matching is therefore essential.

New Thin Film Catalog

The non-inverting input resistor is used in this application to cancel the effects of the bias current, and should
be equal to the parallel combination of feedback and input

For more information on any of these thin film applications, or to request our new Thin Film Resistor Network

resistors. This can be easily accomplished using the network — especially where equal weighting of the inputs

Catalog, contact your nearest Beckman distributor or
write: Network Products Operations, Beckman Instruments, Inc., 2500 Harbor Blvd., Fullerton, CA 92634.
(714) 773-8525.

is desired.
Since the amplifier error can be as low as .0015%,
most of the error results from the resistors. This error can
be minimized by using astandard thin film network with

BECKMAN

a ±0.1% tolerance and ratio match.

NATIONAL SEMICONDUCTOR CORP.
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Giant nuclear power station...

or compact solar cell,
the key to successful
sales in Japan lies here:

Energy is one of the many
growth fields of the Japanese
economy today. And attracted
by the market potential, foreign
corporations engaged in this and
other electronics-related fields
are entering the Japanese market
in increasing numbers.
But in acomplex market
like Japan's, success seldom
occurs overnight. The market
needs to be approached from a
longer-term perspective.

It helps, also, to have the
right connections. Which is where
we can help.
Japan's leading vernacular
electronics magazine, Nikkei
Electronics is read by more than
43,000 key decision makers in
Japan's foremost electronics publication

Nikkei
Electronics

leading Japanese corporations. It
is published bi-weekly and is distributed on subscriber basis.
Nikkei Electronics. A
powerful way to make your name
known in Japan.
Subscriptions: 43,345 (July 9, 1980 issue)
Circulation 40,465 (Jan.—Dec. 1979)
Japan ABC
Regularly audited by the Japan ABC
For further information, write to:
H.T. Howland, Marketing Services Manager,
Electronics, McGraw-Hill Publications Co.,
1221 Avenue of the Americas, New York,
N.Y. 10020, U.S.A. Tel: (212) 997-6642

NIKKEI McGRAW-HILL. IN(
The Publisher of Nikkei Electronics
Wataru Mak 'shim& Manager. Advertising
Nikkei Annex Bldg 2-1-2. Uchi-Kanda.Chiyoda kll.
Tokyo. Japan
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GTE Automatic Electric Laboratoriesm
is investing in the future. In fact, we're spending
$23.8 million to create one of the most sophisticated
telecommunications research facilities in the world...and
it's located right in Phoenix. Arizona, the third largest
electronics center in the country.
This is your chance to test your own ideas and gain high
visibility in aprogressive organization which is at the
forefront of the telecommunications industry. We are
looking for degreed professionals with experience in
software development and application for highly
advanced telecommunications switching systems.
The new Phoenix facility is scheduled for completion in
early 1981, which means you can be in on the very
beginning of atotally new career adventure. Invest in
your future now by joining our Northlake, Illinois staff in
preparation for the move to Phoenix next year OR BY
EXPLORING POSITIONS IMMEDIATELY AVAILABLE IN
PHOENIX.

At GTE Automatic Electric Laboratories, you'll find a
comprehensive salary and benefits package along with
tremendous potential for advancement. To find out more
about the opportunities in GTE and Phoenix, Call collect
at (312) 681-7730 or forward adetailed resume to:
Manager, Technical Employment, GTE Automatic
Electric Laboratories, 400 North Wolf Road, Northlake,
Illinois, 60164.

CEO

Research and
Development

Equal Opportunity Employer M/F
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If Newton
Were Measuring Today, He'd
Probably Rent A Measurement
System From General Electric.
Today, it takes more than a bonk on the
bean to make test observations. When you
need a measurement system,
you can rent the equipment
as a single unit from the
GE Rental Shop nearest you.
(There are 48 nationwide.)
We'll select your equipment
from our huge rental inventory
of instrumentation from leading
manufacturers, calibrated with
standards traceable to the NBS.
Our computerized inventory
control provides instant information on availability and location of
equipment for fastest delivery.
Your phone call sets in motion a convenient weekly or monthly rental program.
You can specify components for your

measurement system, or rely on competent
GE technicians to configure a system to your
requirements. They can rack
mount and wire the units for a
turnkey operation—even run the
test and reduce the data for you.
Down-to-earth service. That's
what you get when you "gravitate"
to General Electric, your complete
instrument rental source.
For your FREE RENTAL CATALOG
call collect to the inventory
center nearest you: cLos Angeles,
CA (213) 642-5350 cAtlanta, GA
(404) 457-5563 oChicago, IL (312) 8542994 Er Detroit, MI (313) 285-6700 DSchenectady, NY (518) 385-2195 El New York
City (201) 227-7900 DHouston, TX (713)
672-3570. Or call (518) 372-9900.

GENERAL ELECTRIC COMPANY
Apparatus Service Division
Building 4, Room 210, 1River Road
Schenectady, New York 12345

GENERAL
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New products

Board tester combines techniques
Teradyne line does in-circuit and full-board functional
tests on high-density analog and digital circuit boards
by Linda Lowe, Boston bureau
Denser, more complex printed-circuit boards will increasingly tax the
capabilities of board testers as largeand very large-scale integration take
over in the coming decade. But Teradyne says it is ready with the first
members of its new L200 series, a
family of board-test systems that
combine in-circuit with full-board
functional testing capabilities. The
testers' distributed architecture and
fast modular hardware and software
will pace escalating performance and
throughput demands in the 1980s.
To bow at next month's Cherry
Hill test conference in Philadelphia
are the L230 and L260 systems, representing the low end and middle
range, respectively, of the line. Teradyne will be showing off a demonstration model of the L260, which it
schedules for first shipments in
March 1981 and will sell for from
$350,000 to $500,000. The Boston
firm says it will demonstrate the
L230, priced between $250,000 and
$600,000, next February and begin
shipping it in June.
The L260 performs analog or digital, in-circuit or functional testing in
any combination using common
hardware, fixturing, and programming language. Its effective test rate
of 100 kHz (the time taken to load
test data, run the test, and make a
pass/fail decision is less than 10 its)
is 10 to 100 times faster than current
testers, according to Teradyne. Its
maximum clock rate for functional
testing is 10 MHz. The L260's testpoint capacity, expandable to 1,152
pins for functional and 2,304 pins for
in-circuit testing, outstrips today's
test systems. Its automatic diagnostics pinpoint multiple faults on very
complex pc boards.
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The L260 is built around a Digital
Equipment Corp. PDP-11/44 supervisory computer, which communicates via DEC's Unibus to peripherals
and to two dedicated processors controlling digital test electronics and
analog instrumentation. Four different types of channel cards—one analog and three digital—are being
offered initially. Users can mix them
to configure the L260 for any combination of analog and digital, incircuit and functional testing. A
highly interactive Pascal-based language allows construction of modular routines that programmers can
combine into test programs.
The combination of in-circuit and
full-board functional testing in one
test system responds to a major
problem presented by increasingly
complex boards, says Jeffrey R.
Hotchkiss, product manager. In-circuit testing alone, which caught 98%
of board problems in the era of

1,000-circuit boards, may only provide 75% to 80% now that boards are
successfully packing in 10 times the
circuitry, he notes. "That kind of
potential failure rate demands that
testers today evaluate overall board
performance in a systems environment as well as checking its individual components."
Fast exercise. Programmable load
pins and dual-threshold detectors
permit the L260 to exercise boards
at their full rated speeds, just as a
final system would do. Each channel-card pin is backed up by random-access-memory chips— the
number varies. The L260 performs
functional tests at clock rates of up
to 10 MHz; the eventual high end of
the L200 family will clock as fast as
30 MHz, says Hotchkiss. In-circuit
testing runs at up to 2 MHz, which
allows over-drive of dynamic parts
with minimum keep-alive rates. The
power dissipation of overdriven parts

Amphenor 801 Series connectors.
8 individual channels. Low insertion loss.
Plus the assembly speed of Am phenol
circular connectors.

Shown 2/3 actual size

Now there's afast, precise reliable way to make up to eight separate fiber-optic
connections at one time. And to replace any optical channel as required.
The insertion loss per channel is only 1.5 to 2.0 dB with most fibers. It's done
with our spring retainer* that makes each channel independent of the tolerance
build-up of any other.
The 801 Series looks familiar because its an adaptation of our Mil-qualified
circular connectors. So you get environmental sealing. And the speed of rear
insertion/rear removal. And you can use M83723/31-12 insertion and removal tools.
801 Series connectors are available in 4-channel or 8-channel configurations
(shown above). Both are designed for single fibers, but they can be adapted to
multiple fiber bundles. When using multi-fiber bundles, you can mix electrical and optical
contacts in any combination.
Optional strain relief mechanism protects the fiber bundle, maintains integrity of
fiber optics interconnect and can be potted for environmental sealing.
Put the speed and performance of our 801 Series to work on your fiber-optic
problem. For more information, call the sales office or distributor nearest you. Or contact
our Danbury, Connecticut operations. (203) 743-9272.
*Patent pending

BUNKER
RAMO

AMPHENOL NORTH AMERICA
A Division of Bunker Ramo Corporation

See us at
Electro Optical/Laser 80
Boston, 11/19-21
Booth No. 416

Amphenol North America Division Headquarters: Oak Brook, Illinois 60521
Sales Offices: Atlanta (404) 394-6298 •Boston (617) 475-7055 •Chicago (312) 986-2330 •Dallas (214) 343-8420 •Dayton (513) 294-0461
Denver 1303) 752-4114 •Greensboro (919) 292-9273 •Houston (713) 444-4096 •Indianapolis (317) 842-3245 •Kansas City (816) 737-3937
Knoxville (615)690-6765 •Los Angeles (213) 649-5015 •Minneapolis (612) 835-4595 •New York (516) 364-2270 •Orlando (3051647-5504
Philadelphia (215) 732-1427 •Phoenix (602) 265-3227 •St Louis 1314 I569-2277 •San Diego (714) 272-5451 •San Francisco (408) 732-8990
Seattle (206 )455-2525 •Syracuse (315) 455-5786 •Washington. DC (703) 524-8700
Canada: Montreal (514) 482-5520 •Toronto (416) 291-4401 •Vancouver (604) 278-7636 •International: Oak Brook. Illinois TELEX 206-054
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New products
is controlled by keeping the duration
of test bursting short.
Digital testing, whether in-circuit
or functional, takes place under the
direction of a digital command processor (DcP). Built with 2900-type
bipolar bit-slice parts and using a
direct memory access scheme, the
DCP transmits test patterns directly
from the PDP-11/44 to channelcard pins at a rate of 500 kHz. It
directs digital drives that apply test
stimuli to the board and runs tests in
hardware while comparing board
response with memory to make
pass/fail decisions in real time. An
algorithmic pattern processor for
testing on-board memories at clock
rates up to 10 MHz is optional; operating with standard memory-testing
algorithms such as Galpac, March,
and Walk, it accepts user microprogramming for more extensive custom
testing.
For analog testing, an analog
instrumentation processor (Alp) supervises up to 10 programmable
power supplies and up to 20 forcing
and measuring instruments for functional tests. The AIP switches instrumentation to each analog channel
card's 24 pins over three Kelvin
lines, through a full-crosspoint reedrelay matrix; software can reconfigure the matrix to six non-Kelvin
lines if required. The AIP also directs
an in-circuit instrumentation group
that performs guarded measurements of most active and passive
devices. An optional IEEE-488 bus
connects to additional instruments.
The L260 test-station fixturing
scheme is based on a frame that
accommodates almost any kind of
fixture for both in-circuit and functional testing. Vacuum beds of nails,
edge-connector frames, and userbuilt custom fixtures all can be used.
The frame interfaces directly to test
electronics via zero-insertion-force
connectors on the digital channel
cards. Teradyne's design dramatically cuts lead lengths between channelcard outputs and a board's critical
nodes to about 3 or 4 in. typically,
eliminating reactance problems associated with the 18- to 24-in, leads
generally found in current testers.
Two diagnostic software packages
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trace test failures to their source.
Inciter, the In-Circuit Test Evaluator package, analyses even multiple
in-circuit failures and diagnoses
shorts, opens, and component failures. It delivers detailed diagnostic
messages on a cathode-ray-tube
screen or high-speed line printer as
faults occur, or it summarizes faults
statistically. The State-Sensitive
Trace package directs automatic system probes of functional-test failures
if avacuum bed-of-nails fixture is in
use or it directs an operator to probe
suspect nodes and devices with handheld probes.
Timesharing. The L260's software
compiles programmed instructions
automatically and allows timesharing of program generation, editing,
and testing operations. An In-Circuit
Composer automatically generates
in-circuit test plans from a physical
description of a good board and
draws test data from astored library
to determine the measurement approach for each component.
Programmers compose digital and
analog functional test programs using an interactive test editor that
enters and automatically compiles
instructions and notifies the programmer of violations as they occur.
Teradyne's Lasar software is an
optional package that further eases
the writing of very long, very complex digital functional test sequences
and can generate programs for the
L260 on an off-line computer such
as DEC's VAX 11/780. An Immediate-Response Debug package incrementally compiles and reloads program changes, readying them for
execution typically in about 5 seconds. The package also gives programmers the power to alter program flow interactively, interrogate
or modify system hardware, execute
L260 language commands, and display the source program on aCRT.
The L260 comes with up to 1
megabyte of PDP-11/44 main memory, and users can add up to two
10-megabyte cartridge disk drives
for primary storage and two 512K-byte floppy-disk drives for backup storage.
Teradyne Inc., 182 Essex St., Boston, Mass.
02111. Phone (617) 482-2700 [339]

Advance Tip:
The PCB Mod
Jack connectors on
the next two pages
are available from
these Berg distributors.
ARIZONA

MINNESOTA

Phoenix
Weatherford
602-272-7144

Minneapolis
Aero Space
Computer Supplies
612-884-4725

CALIFORNIA
Anaheim
Weatherford
714-634-9600
Belmont
LoDan Electronics
415-592-4600
Glendale
Weatherford
213-849-3451
Inglewood
Force Electronics
213-776-1324
San Diego
Weatherford
714-278-7400
Santa Clara
Force Electronics
408-739-1324
Sunnyvale
Weatherford
408-738-8694

COLORADO
Englewood
Wecrtherford
303-770-9762

CONNECTICUT
Norwalk
Harvey Electronics
203-853-1515

FLORIDA
Orlando
Hammond Electronics
305-849 ,6060

ILLINOIS
Arlington Heights
LoDan Electronics
312-398-5311

INDIANA
Fort Wayne
F011 Wayne Electronics
219-423-3422
Indianapolis
Graham Electronics
317-634-8202

KANSAS
Kansas City
Tennant Electronics
913-287-2100

MARYLAND
Baltimore
Resco. Baltimore
301-823-0070
Beltsville
Resco Washington
301 ,937-9100

MASSACHUSETTS
Lexington
Harvey Electronics
617-861-9200

NEW JERSEY
Pinebrook
Harvey Electronics
201-227-1262

NEW YORK
Binghamton
Harvey Electronics
607-748-8211
Commack
Canco Electronics
516-543-8300
Fairport
Harvey Electronics
716-381-7070
Woodbury
Harvey Electronics
516-921-8700

NORTH CAROLINA
Greensboro
Hammond Electronics
919-275-6391

OHIO
Cincinnati
Graham Electronics
513-772-1661
Cleveland
CAM Ohio
216-461-4700

PENNSYLVANIA
Philadelphia
Almo Electronics
215-698-4000
Pittsburgh
CAM RPC Electronics
412-782-3770

SOUTH CAROLINA
Greenville
Hammond Electronics
803-233-4121

TEXAS
Austin
Component
Specialties Inc.
512-837-8922
Dallas
Component
Specialties Inc.
214-357-6511
Weatherford
214-980-1110
Houston
Component
Specialties Inc
713-771-7237

WASHINGTON
Seattle
Weatherford
206-575-1340

An electronics company.
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Go modular with the proven
Mod Jacks...every one
With 300 million Berg jacks built
since 1971 you know where to go
when it's time to go modular. Berg
has been the primary source of jacks
that have helped revolutionize the
telephone industry.
Look at your choices:
• 4-, 6- and 8-wire jacks for both
line and receiver cords, all
available in various lead lengths.
• Similar jacks for direct mounting
pc boards.
•
• 4-wire coil cords in a variety of
lengths and colors.

• 4-, 6- and 8-wire line cords in a
variety of lengths and colors.
All of these jacks are completely
assembled, ready for use on your
production line or in field service.
Berg Modular Jacks are made under
license from Western Electric and
meet all FCC requirements.
The quality remains high. Regardless
of volume. Regardless of delivery
requirements. Because during our
years of producing mod jacks we've
developed the most reliable, totally
automatic production and inspection

performance of 300 million
of them built by Berg.
system in the business. No one else
is even close.
The latest practical developments
are incorporated into these connectors. Developments like the porosityfree, gold-plated spring wire used in
each jack to help prevent corrosion.
Or the foreign object guard that adds
an additional measure of safety.
Find out more about Berg Modular
Jacks and how you too can "go
mod". For detailed data see our
catalog pages in EEM (Vol. 1). Or
write or call us for Bulletin 1800.

Remember:
Nobody knows
modular jacks
like Berg knows
modular jacks.
We've made over
300 million.
Now we want
to make yours.

Berg
Modu

sarJock

/800

The Du Pont Company,
Berg Electronics Division,
New Cumberland, PA 17070.
Telephone (717) 938-6711.

An electronics company.
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d11080 waveform storage
for aprogrammable system
Whether controlled and directed by acomputer or GPIB
controller, or used as abench instrument, the d11080
Programmable Transient Recorder from Datalab is
apowerful dual channel waveform acquisition device
for fast events.Used in an automated system,the d11080
is aflexible waveform digitiser,giving instant access to
digitised records, or filing them away on it's integral cassette
for analysis later, For direct measurements, d11080 can display
stored waveforms on an oscilloscope or plotter. With cursor
readout, trace expansion, interpolation and awhole list of
special functions to aid measurement.

datalab
data laboratories limited. 28 wates way. mitchani
CR4 4HR, surrey. england.
tel: 01 640 5321.telex: datalab 947680
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Computer board stores

Y2

megabyte

The arrival of 64-K dynamic random-access memories
puts HP's L-series processor in minicomputer arena
by Martin Marshall, West Coast Computers & Instruments Editor

The humble designation "option 012"
marks a quantum leap for HewlettPackard Co.'s 1000 L computer
series: the availability of 64-K
dynamic random-access memories
has allowed the company to offer a
board that carries half a megabyte.
Modifying the operating system of
the complementary-mos-on-sapphire microprocessor so that it can
map memory on 64-K-byte boundaries, HP has a stout 16-bit machine
on two boards for a price of $15,450
(the 2103L, with 10-slot rack and
power supply). The company will not
identify the two makers of 64-K
RAMS it has qualified, but outside
sources named Hitachi and an
unknown U. S. semiconductor house.
When the L series was announced
in March [Electronics, March 27,
1980, p. 48], HP did not reveal the
extent of its memory and software
plans for the series. The prime components that would carry the upgrades, however, were in place. The
proprietary 16-bit silicon-on-sapphire microprocessor, called the Lseries processor, emulates the architecture of the bit-slice HP 1000 M
series and is the backbone of the L
series. Also integrated into this chip
are the time-base generator, boot
loaders, and self-test and memoryprotection features.
Another 16-bit sos microprocessor is used in a coprocessing role on
each separate board that performs
input/output functions. This coprocessor gives the L series its most
outstanding characteristic—a 2.7megabyte/s data-transfer rate, the
highest for any computer in the
under-$50,000 class. This 1/0 processor provides one channel of direct
memory access per board. Versions
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of the 1/0 card can provide an IEEE488 interface ($850), a standard
serial interface ($600), and a general-purpose parallel interface ($600).
Company. HP is not the only firm
to put its minicomputers onto achip
set. Digital Equipment Corp. has
had great success with its LS1-11
board line, which uses a PDP-11
reduced to a chip and is at work
putting its VAX-11/780 onto achip
set [Electronics, Oct. 9, p. 33]. With
its L-series boards and their expanded memory capacity, HP is hoping to solidify the bottom end of its
line just as DEC has done.
According to HP, the 512-K-byte
memory represents the full imple-

mentation of the processor's direct
addressing capability. Versions that
contain 128- and 256-K bytes will
also be made available, but these use
16-K RAMs.

The price of the 512-K-byte, twoboard 2103LK option 012 is $13,250
in single units and $8,215 to original-equipment manufacturers in
quantity, compared with $2,250 for
a single unit of the 64-K-byte version. The additional $11,000 for the
big memory ripples through the larger systems built around the twoboard set. At the system level, the
model 10 includes a 2103LK computer, a 16-slot card cage, acathoderay-tube terminal, a cabinet, a 1.2-
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Productive workers boost
your profits in Corpus Christi
In Corpus Christi, you can be sure of finding the capable,
conscientious workers you need to make your business
more profitable. Labor productivity here is so high it's like
getting afourth worker free for every three you hire! (Value
added per wage dollar in Texas is more than 34% above
the national average.)
Choose from alarge pool of people eager to work for you;
specific job training is available at local colleges and technical
schools.
Productive workers are just the beginning in our impressive list of business advantages, including lower operating
and living costs •no state income taxes (corporate or personal) •favorable labor laws •lower than average unemployment insurance tax rate •excellent transportation
facilities •arapidly expanding market •and industrial
revenue bonds.
In addition, you now can select asite in our strategically
located new Industrial Technology Park.
Practical considerations alone make Corpus Christi a
smart choice, but you also get abonus: abetter way of life
in acity by the sea where you enjoy outdoor recreation
all year long.
Please send me information on Corpus Christi
and the new Industrial Technology Park.

*brim/ Chrieti

Name and Title
Company
Zip

City/State

Brodie Allen, Directól-/ Corpus Chrísti Industrial Commission
P.O. Box 640, Dept. E -100 / Corpus çhrist, Texas 78403/ (512) 883-5571
-' •
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NEW 1980 Electronics Buyers'
Guide
Yes, please send me
EJ I've enclosed 830 per

copies

of 1980 EBG.

copy delivered in USA or
canada. Address: EBG, 1221 Avenue of the Americas.
New York. N.Y. 10020.

The only book of its kind in the
field. If you haven't got it,
you're not in the market.
To insure prompt delivery
enclose your check with
this coupon.

CI I've enclosed 852 for air delivery elsewhere.
Address: EBG, Shoppenhangers Road. Maidenhead,
Berkshire S16, 201 England.
Name
Company
Street
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megabyte floppy-disk drive, and a
14-in. 12-megabyte Winchester disk
drive; it will be priced at $32,500.
HP also revealed that the L series
will be able to use the software for
image data-base management, as
well as the DS/1000 networking
package developed for the larger HP
1000 computers. For the versions
with 128-K bytes or more of RAM,
HP'S Query language is also available. The Lseries' instruction set and
operating system is a subset of those
used on the larger HP 1000 systems.
The 512-K-byte version contains
both the RTE-L real-time multitasking operating system and RTE-XL,
which performs the mapping across
the 64-K-byte boundaries. The L
series differs from the M, F, and E
series in that the larger systems run
RTE-IV, which has a batch spool
monitor and a session monitor as
well as the ability to address 2megabytes. The instructions on the larger
machines pertaining to these features do not translate into instructions in the L series, except through
emulating subroutines.
Options. The networking applications of the L series are greatly
enhanced by a single ho card
($1,800—$2,400) that contains the
HP I/O processor and a Z80-based
1/0 subsystem. The subsystem addresses its own 8-K bytes of readonly memory and 16-K bytes of RAM
and has its own serial I/O, timer, and
control circuitry. It can even allow
direct-memory-access transfers
within DMA transfers. A similar
Z80-based card can multiplex eight
terminals while operating at rates up
to 19.2 kb/s per terminal. It has
store-and-forward capability and
communicates using High-level
Data-Link Control protocols. Other
new 1/0 cards include a digital one
for measurement and control applications ($1,500) and an analog input
card that combines 12-bit 55-kHz
eight-channel analog-to-digital conversion ($1,500) with an additional
32-channel analog multiplexer
($600). Deliveries of the new L
series of computers and uo cards are
from stock to eight weeks.
Hewlett-Packard, 1501 Page Mill Rd., Palo
Alto, Calif. 94304 [340]
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HARRIS
COMPUTERS
PERFORM
Harris builds high-performance
super-mini computers for
engineering, scientific, and
related applications.
Complete systems start at $74,950.

HARRIS
COMMUNICATION AND
INFORMATION PROCESSING

For more information, call or write:
larris Corporation, Computer Systems Division, 2101 Cypress Creek Rd., Ft. Lauderdale, FL 33309, (305) 974-1700
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FRANCE
INTRODUCES
ANEW
TELEPHONE
SYSTEM
THAT ISN'T
ALL TALK.
4

OP
IP
IP
al

IF
IP
OP
OP

IP
IP
OP
IP

IP
IP
MP
OP

IP IP IBM»
IP
IP UP 111111ffle
IP
IMIMMINI›

As one of the first countries to
recognize the future significance of
an information based society, France
invested some 30 billion dollars
in the modernization of its telephone
system and the development
of arange of products based on the
convergence of telecommunications
and computers. This is known today
as the 'Telematique Programme:
Using the advanced technology of
TDM and packet switching (Transpac), the French telephone line is
being transformed into amultifunctional tool, permitting information to
be transmitted in all forms: Oral, visual, and by means of the Telewriter:
even handwritten or drawn.
Once equipped with avideo
screen, the telephone user will have
access to Teletel (the French videotex service), offering services such
as armchair shopping, reservations
and electronic mail, as well as awide
range of information including entertainment, travel and even electronic
directories, which will be given a
250,000 terminal trial in France during 1981. (This system is technically
compatible with Antiope broadcast
teletext service.)
Recently, the USA's largest
computer information service for the
home signed adistribution
agreement for aquarter of amillion of
these low cost Teletel terminals over
the next three years.
Another Telematique product, the
digital fax terminal, will produce hard
copies of the information provided by
Teletel and will also serve as alow
cost copier.
A further major development is the
'smart card: employing amicrocomputer. The added security and
intelligence this provides will be
invaluable for both point of sale and
Teletel home based transactions.
For the first time in the USA, the full
range of these products will be demonstrated live in the 'French Pavilion'
at the Intelcom '80 exhibition, opening on November 10th.
Come and take alook. You'll see
that the French 'Telematique
Programme' isn't all talk. It's areality.
For further information, write to
Intelmatique, C/O France Telecom,
1270 Ave. of the Americas,N.Y.,10020.

THE FRENCH PAVIUON,
INTELCOM 80.
LOS ANGELES, NOVEMBER 10-14.
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AND NOW
FOR THE GOOD
NEWS.

Forget tight money. And the
even tighter supply of skilled
engineers and technicians. If
you make electronic equipment, you don't have to divert
precious resources in order
to expand manufacturing.
You can have Grumman
Electronics Center produce
your equipment .from
blueprint right through final
testing. We're the same
Grumman that produces a
wide range of products
including military and space
systems and equipment. We
can do the same for you —on
time, on spec, on budget. How
do we make sure?
Grumman assigns your
project adedicated team
headed by ahighly qualified
program manager. This

program manager supervises
every phase of your project,
including strict in-process
testing. So there's careful control and follow-through, from
contract to delivery. And by
having one person to call, you
always know the exact status
of your project.
Some of America's best
known companies use us to
make such products as computer, office, petrochemical,
telecommunications and
medical equipment. Find out
how we can help you. Contact Bruno Caputo, General
Manager of Great River
Operations, Grumman Aerospace Corporation, P.O. Box
608, Great River, NY 11739.
The reliable source .

GRUMMAN
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New products
Components

Chip looks for
64-bit word
Correlator checks serial
stream at 20 MHz for
agreement with stored word
The TDC1023J is the first singlechip digital correlator. Capable of
comparing apreviously stored 64-bit
reference word with an incoming 64bit serial word at a20-MHz rate, the
24-pin unit replaces several smalland medium-scale integrated packages in digital signal-processing applications, including communications, instrumentation, telemetry, radar, and medical electronics.
The device uses correlation to recognize specific signal patterns in digital form. (Correlation is a mathematical technique that allows a bit
pattern of interest to be detected
amidst noise.) In addition, the chip
can be used to measure time delays
through various media, human tissue, radio-frequency paths, and electronic circuits in general.

The device is based upon four 64bit, independently clocked 40-MHz
shift registers. Incoming data is
clocked into the A register. The reference word is entered into the B
register, then copied into the R register, allowing the user to load anew
reference word serially while correlation occurs between the A and R
registers. These registers are continually compared, bit for bit, by exclusive-OR gates whose outputs go to a
digital summer via AND gates. The
7-bit output of the summer is the
binary-weighted sum of those bit
positions of the A and R registers
that are in agreement.
The mask register, M, allows the
user to adjust the word size. Since
each bit in this register feeds an AND
gate, any zero will prevent the corresponding exclusive-OR output from
reaching the summer.
Inverted outputs can be obtained
from the correlator through a control line that feeds seven other exclusive-OR outputs attached to the output of the summer. These gates in
turn feed athree-state buffer, allowing the correlator to be used in busoriented systems.
A correlation threshold can be set
through an independently clocked 7bit register. After placing the out-

puts in their high-impedance state,
this register is loaded via the data
bus. When the sum equals or exceeds
this value, the flag is set.
The correlation codes may be
expanded in multiples of 64 bits by
connecting the Am, Bout, and Mcm
lines to the Ain ,Bin ,and M in lines of
a succeeding chip. With this multiple-chip arrangement, an external
binary adder must be used to obtain
the final sum. Also, an external
threshold register must be used if
that function is desired. The maximum number of correlators that can
be used in acascade is limited by the
loading and speed of the external
circuits.
The TDC1023J operates from a
single 5-v supply, and all inputs and
outputs are 'HI-compatible. The
price is $85 in 100-piece lots, with
availability set for December.
TRW LSI Products, P. 0. Box 1125, Redondo
Beach, Calif. 90278 [341]

$2.72 C-MOS op amp has
1-µ,V input offset voltage
With a$2.75 price tag, the ICL7650
operational
amplifier has input offset voltage of

complementary-MOS

Correlator. Data clocked into A register is compared with 64-bit reference word in Ft register; output of summer is number of agreeing bits.
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Icare about your business. That's
why Iput atough guarantee on
every instrument.
Good service and dependable delivery
are important to me, because they arc
important to you. That's why I've put a
tough guarantee on every instrument.
Either we live up to our guarantee or
you get 25% of your first month's rental
fee back for that unit.
Here's what Ipromise:
1. The instrument will arrive on the
day we say it will.
2. It will work properly, be calibrated
and have everything you need
right down to the operator's manual.

Choose from the industry's largest
pool of general purpose test
instruments.
USIR stocks more than athousand
models of instruments from more than
one hundred leading manufacturers. We
add more every day as new instruments
arc introduced. No one else offers you
this much to choose from.
See what adifference caring makes.
Systems and computers don't solve your
test and measurement problems. People
do. At USIR we have people who arc
willing to try just alittle harder to get
you the instrument you need, when you
need it. In short, we care.

Call or write for acomplete 92-page,
illustrated catalog today.
2121 S. El Camino Real,
San Mateo,California,
94403, (415) 574-6006

United States
Instrument Rentals, Inc.

AU.S. Leasing Company
Circle 261 on reader service card

"GET THE TEST INSTRUMENTS YOU WANT.
I E. OR GET MONEY BACK."
—Anthony Schiavo, President.

New products
1µV. It does not require atrimming
potentiometer. Operating over — 20 °
to 85 °C, the op amp achieves athermal drift of 0.01 µv/ °C. Long-term
offset drift is 1.0 µv/year. Dc input
bias current of the device is 10 PA;
the gain, common mode rejection
ratio, and power supply rejection
ratio are all in excess of 120 dB. The

slew rate is 2.5 v/µs and the gainbandwidth product is 2 MHz. Phase
error between the applied signal and
the chopping frequency is less than
10 °.
All clock-oscillator and control
circuitry is contained on the chip,
which comes in a TO-99 package
and is priced at $3.05 for 100 units

or more. In the same quantities, a
14-pin dual in-line package version is
available for $2.75. Included on the
circuit is a clamping option in the
feedback network to reduce gain just
before maximum output is reached,
plus an optional connection for an
external clock. The ICL7650 is
available from stock in industrial
and military temperature ranges.
Intersil Inc., 10710 North Tantau Ave.,
Cupertino, Calif. 95014. Phone (408) 9965000 [343]

Thyristors reach high
voltage, current ratings

There's more
to Photodetectors
than meets the
eye
E-Beam Evaporators
deposit high
reliability metal
contacts on all
devices.
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Look to Applied Solar Energy for stateof-the-art devices that meet your
toughest requirements for high performance, reliability
and economy. Superior technology and engineering
support are the reasons. Their 75,000 sq. ft. plant is
unmatched for economical, high volume production.
And experienced applications engineers perfectly
match your requirement to afinished, quality
component. Whether it be aGeneral Purpose,
Blue-Enhanced or High-Speed device.. custom or
standard configuration.. assembly or array. See the
technical details for yourself. Write for the series of
NEW Photodetector Data Sheets.

Applied
Solar
Energy
Corporation
k)251 E. Don Johan Road, P. O. Box 1212,
City of Industry, CA 91749, (213) 968-6581, TWX 910-584-4890.
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Designed for high di/dt (rate of rise
of peak current) capability, the
T72H thyristor has a rating of 100
to 1,200 V, 400 A average and a
turn-off time of 10 µs. It can be used
in chopper controls, inverters, and
crowbars. It has a minimum and
repetitive di/dt of 500 A/µs and a
nonrepetitive rating of 1,200 A/µ5.
In quantities of 100, the 10-µs,
1,200-v devices are $216 apiece.
Delivery is four weeks.
Another thyristor, the phase-control TA20, can handle currents of
1,200, 1,600, and 1,800 A and voltages ranging from 600 to 3,000 V.
These high ratings minimize the
need to combine several devices in
parallel or series. The TA20's minimum rate of rise of peak voltage is
300 V/µs. Typical turn-off times are
250 and 400 µs. Gate current is 200
A with soft gate control; thermal
impedance is 0.015 °C/w, junction to
case; and forward voltage drop is
1.65 V at 6,000 A for the 1,800-A
device. In 100 quantities, the 1,200A, 3,000-v devices sell for $552
apiece. Delivery is in six to eight
weeks.
Westinghouse Electric Corp., Youngwood.
Pa. 15697 [344]

Tuning diode has ± 11/2%
capacitance tolerance to 25 V
The model KV3 111precision hyperabrupt tuning diode has a ± P/2%
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Intel® RAMs advance
Now at your command:
Our full line of military RAMs.

In military and high-reliability
Furthermore, with RAMs like
applications, Intel's full line of MILthe M2115A, M2125A, and M2147H,
spec RAMs continues to advance.
you can achieve fast access times for
Produced under our military products cache memories and for systems
program, the RAMs listed below
that process data in real time.
represent the pacesetters in memory
For microprocessor applications
devices, all built in full compliance
also, you need all the performance
with the Class Brequirements of MIL- you can muster. For those, Intel offers
STD-883B, Methods 5004 and 5005.
the low-power MOS microprocessorcompatible M2114A. Or the highIntel. Mil tary RAMs
(Class B. MIL-STD-883B)
speed M2148H, suitable for fast
Current
Maximum
Omani.
random logic and
Model

anon

Access

(ns)

Active/Standby
(mA)

Static'
M2115A
M2115AL

1Kx1

55

1Kx1

75

125
75

M2125A

1Kx1

125

\

M2125AL

1Kx1

55
75

75

Ili

M2114AL-3

1Kx4

150

50

1.,

M2114AL-4

1Kx4

200

50

M2114A-4

1Kx4

200

70

M2114A-5

1Kx4

250

70

M2148H

1Kx4
4Kx1

70

180/30

M2147H-3

180/30

M2147H

4Kx1

55
70

180/30

Dynamle 2
M2118-4

16Kx1

120

25/2

M2118-7

16Kx1

150

23/2

'TA: —55*to 25°C
27A: -55° to 85°C

For systems ranging from shipboard and ground communication
systems to avionics and missile controls, these RAMs offer away to forge
ahead with cost-effective designs.
And, because they're available now
in volume, you can press them into
service immediately.
The RAM brigade, HMOS
company
Intel revolutionized RAM design
when we introduced our proprietary
HMOS* technology. With HMOS,
power consumption and corresponding cooling requirements are drastically reduced —both critical factors
in military applications. In the denser
static RAMs (M2147H and M2148H),
automatic power down on deselection
further reduces system power dissipa tion—a very important power and
reliability advantage in larger systems.

bipolar microprocessor
designs. And for very high density
applications, you can call out the
M2118. It provides 16K of dynamic
storage in a16-pin package. Plus it
uses only asingle +5-volt supply,
which reduces space requirements
and increases system reliability.
The vanguard in military
microelectronics
Inters advancing line of RAMs
reflects our strong commitment to

military customers: to continue to
deliver the broadest line of LSI
devices to military systems designers.
From devices like the M8080A, the
fist microprocessor to receive JAN
approval (QPL-listed as M38510/
42001), through the M8085A, the
world's highest performance 8-bit
microprocessor, to the first military
computer-on-a-chip: the M8048. And
continuing on with other MIL-STD883B products, such as EPROMs,
bipolar PROMs, and microprocessor
peripherals. We've shipped hundreds of
thousands of these high-performance
parts to vital military programs over
the past four years. Proof of our
commitment to remain the leader
in military microelectronics.
Our military aid program
To ensure smooth, cost-effective
designs, Intel supports its military
customers with advanced development tools, such as the Intellec®
development system and ICEn"
in-circuit emulation modules.
So the next time you're on the
lookout for state-of-the-art
military LSI devices, look to
the leader—Intel. For further
information on Intel's advancing line of military products,
contact your local Intel sales
office/distributor.
Or contact Intel Corporation, 3065
Bowers Ave., Santa Clara, CA 95051.
Telephone (408) 987-8080.
*HMOS

is apatented Intel process.

interdelivers

solutions.

Europe: Intel International, Brussels, Belgium.
Japan: Intel Japan, Tokyo. United States and Canadian
distributors: Alliance, Almac/Stroum, Arrow Electronics,
Avnet Electronics, Component Specialties, Hamilton/Avnet,
Hamilton. Electra Sales, Harvey, Industrial Components,
Pioneer, L.A. Varah, Wyle Distribution Group, Zentronics.
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PRECISION MECHANICAL
COMPONENTS
48,523 DIFFERENT PRODUCTS FROM STOCK
ARE IN OUR NEW, 544 PAGE CATALOG
AND DESIGN GUIDE

New products

MANUAL 8 IS YOURS

FREE
p•e00cq,
,4 GE AFIS,SHAFTS,CHAIN,
LINEAR COMPONENTS,
BEARINGS, SPROCKETS
MINIATURE DRIVE SYSTEMS,TIMING BELTS &
PULLEYS, COUPLINGS,
HARDWARE, 0 .RINGS,
ROD WIPERS, HELICAL
GEARS, BREADBOARD
KITS,ENGRAVED DIALS

tolerance capacitance curve over the
full 1-to-25-v tuning range. It allows
diodes to be interchanged in tracked
circuits, eliminating the problems
associated with matched sets. The
diode has been designed for communications and radio-frequency test
equipment. Typical capacitances are
15.9 pF at 1V and 2.125 pF at 25 V;
a typical Q value is 415 at 3 V and
50 MHz. Delivery is from stock with
a 100-unit price of $1.90 each.
KSW Electronics Corp., South Bedford St.,

INDEXES,WASHERS,
DIFFERENTIALS, RACKS

Burlington, Mass. 01801. Phone (617) 273-

INSTRUMENT PLATES&

1730 [348]

HANGERS,CABLE DRIVE
SYSTEMS,ANTI.BACKLASH GEARS, GENEVA
MECHANISMS, SYLENT
CHAIN ,
TOOLS, DESIGN

62-W op amp has 1-MHz

DATA,REFERENCE AND
TECHNICAL TABLES,
METRIC CONVESIONS

gain-bandwidth product

tbe rn

CALL OR WRITE TODAY
•

WINFRED M. BERG INC.
499 OCEAN AVENUE
EAST ROCKAWAY,L.I.,N.V. 11518

•wm.B„,,
ilitterie
..

516.599.5010
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The

I

high speed servo pot
designed for the life of your system.
The HO-5 with its patented damped wipers and glass-smooth co-molded
conductive plastic element provides high response speed without "grassy"
noise — for aguaranteed life of 100,000,000 revolutions!
Internationally standardized servo sizes —11,13, and 15. All equipped with
ball bearings and still the only pot linearized after assembly with its own wiped
Standard resistance values of 1K, 2K, or 5K with linearity of 0.1% independent.

ANA
.
.
AAJA,

Available from factory stock.
For further information call (617) 358-2777.

Waters Manufacturing, Inc.

The PA07 high-performance power
operational amplifier has a supply
voltage of ± 50 v, power dissipation
of 62 W, and a 1-MHz gain-bandwidth product. These specifications,
says the manufacturer, constitute
improvements over Burr-Brown's
3572AM, with which the PA07 has
been designed to compete. The unit
is basically pin-compatible with the
Burr-Brown device, but the currentlimiting resistors connect from the
CL pins to the output rather than
from the CL pins to the supply rails.
This change has been made to
improve stability. A new input-stage
design uses a high-voltage fieldeffect transistor as a bias current
source for the cascade stage.
The unit has a capacitive load at
unity gain of 10 nF maximum. Common-mode rejection is typically 100
to 120 dB, and initial bias current is
a maximum of 50 pA for the model
PA07 and 10 pA for the model
PAO7A. The PAO7A has a maximum offset voltage of ± 1 mv and
sells for $85.50 in single quantities
and $53 each for 300 to 999. The
PA07 with ± 2 mv offset voltage
sells for $72.50 in single quantities
and for $44 each for 300 to 999.
Delivery will be from stock for small
volumes and four weeks for production orders.
Apex Microtechnology Corp., 1130 E. Pennsylvania St., Tucson, Ariz. 85714 Phone
(602) 746-0849 [349]

Longfellow Center. Wayland, MA 01778 • (617) 358-2777 -Telex 948441
264
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You're looking at the first IC handler to solve the
reliability problems of cold-handling. The model 2608C
from MCI'. The cold handler that operates reliably, even
at testing temperatures down to —55°C.
The key to the reliability of the 2608C is its simple
"dedicated" design. In competitive hot/cold handlers,
mechanism failures, freeze
ups, jamming and poor
temperature control have
been commonplace.
Recognizing this problem,
MCI' chose to build
handlers "dedicated" to a
single temperature mode.
First the 2608E for elevated
temperature
dling. And n

the 2608C cold handler...built with parts made
specifically to withstand cold temperatures.
But "dedicated" design isn't the whole story The
2608C also features 5,000 DPH speed, an economical
liquid nitrogen cooling system and heated input and
transition gates that prevent frost.
Best of all the
2608C is backed by
MCT's industryleading capabilities in
sales and service.
Write or call MC'!'
today for abrochure
on the 2608C. And
find out why it beats
all other handlers
cold.

Micro Component Technology, Inc.
P.O. Box 43013, St. Paul, MN 55164, (612) 482-5170
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CAMBIoN IC SOCKETRY
gm am mu mil um am ma mi

703-42XX

703 •
53XX

Now as a
boon to
design engineers, production and
QC specialists—and
everyone else concerned with loaded
PC board performances —Cambion offers
TWO great series of LOW PROFILE
solder-tab IC sockets: the new nylon
body 703-53XX Series and the newest
polyester body 703-42XX Series
(UL 94V-0 rated).
Both super-dependable series feature
an inverted contact design for excellent
lead-in and secure gripping of the flat
sides of delicate DIP leads (face-wipe).
Both series offer anti-moisture bosses
and Kapton" anti-wicking sealing strips.
Cambion helps—all across the (PC)
board—check out the chart for fast, easy
reference, and keep your PO's handy!

Li wAND sAvi-

mum ow um Ns um No mu

I CAMBION LOW-PROFILE IC SOCKETS
I

Solder-Tab ,,Electrotin Finish 2,Kapton seal

I

111
I

Series 703-53XX

Series 703-42XX'

11

Red Nylon Body

111
I
•
I

I

Total
No. Pins
8
14
16
18
20
22
24
28
40
64

Centers

Body
Length

Cambion Part No.

Black Polyester Body
For Automatic IC Insertion
Cambion Part No.

.300
.300
.300
.300
.300
.400
.600
.600
.600
.900

.396
.6%
.7%
.8%
.996
1.096
1.196
1.396
1.996
3.196

703-5308-01-04-12
703-5314-01-04-12
703-5316-01-04-12
703-5318-01-04-12
—
703-5322-01-04-12
703-5324-01-04-12
703-5328-01-04-12
703-5340-01-04-12
703-5364-01-04-12

703-4208-01-04-10
703-4214-01-04-10
703-4216-01-04-10
703-4218-01-04-10
703-4220-01-04-10
703-4222-01-04-10
703-4224-01-04-10
703-4228-01-04-10
703-4240-01-04-10
—

Get our new
IC Socket
Catalog!
Carasor

CAMBION .

I The Right Connection.

a

111
II

a
II
I

I
Mounting Data:
Drill no. 67, rate.
hole dia is .032
2For gold finish,
specify -03 instead
of -04
'Open ended for air
circulation and easy
access for removal
of DIP.

Cambridge Thermionic Corporation, 445 Concord Avenue, Cambridge, MA 02238
•
(617)491-5400, Telex: 92-1480, TWX: (710)320-6399
IMIIMIMMMIIIIMMMII

I
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Pluggern

Connector/

Our new connector line offers versatility never
before available to the packaging engineer.
With "PLUGGEM" you can interconnect ribbon
cable to ribbon cable, ribbon cable to standard
.100 center edge card receptacles with various
terminal styles. We offer eight sizes of ribbon
cable plugs and receptacles. We offer twelve
sizes of plugs in right angle header style and
straight plugs with various terminal styles.
In addition to "PLUGGEM" connectors, we
manufacture an extensive line of .125 and .156
c/c edge card receptacles with various terminal
styles. Call or write for catalog which fully
depicts our products:
•PLUGGEM connectors
.100 c/c printed circuit connectors
.125 c/c printed circuit connectors
.156 c/c printed circuit connectors

•Card Racks
•Printed Circuit Boards
•Wire Wrapping Guns
•IC Sockets

QUALITY ....ECONOMY ....DELIVERY

INCORPORATED
P.O. Box 313
[3141392-7174
266
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Eldon, Mo. 65026
Telex: 42-301
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FOR A CLEANER
BRIGHTER PICTURILTRYA
TUBE OF MITSUBISHI.

Mitsubishi cathode ray tubes will do
wonders for your image.
Because each of our high-resolution
color CRTs actually discriminates among 64
distinct colors.
Our radar CRTs give your data systems
the kind of pin point clarity that assures pin
point accuracy.
And our black and white CRTs differentiate between shades of grey.
We begin with our own phosphors,
specially developed for their brightness.They
give our screens their notably short, or long
flicker-free persistence.
Our precision electron gun system
insures that each beam is perfectly aligned
with the shadow mask.

And, combined with our ultrafine pitched shadow mask, the
gun system produces apicture so
sharp, it actually encourages
reading fine print.
Another Mitsubishi innovation is our internal magnetic
shield. It not only more
efficiently eliminates exterior
magnetic forces, but makes
the unit much easier to
service. Not to mention what
the magnetic shield does for
apurer image, in both monochrome and color.
Mitsubishi's complete
CRT line includes high-resolution
flying spot scanner CRTs. Fiber optic
recording CRTs. High-precision display, radar
and beam penetration CRTs.
For more information on adisplay that's
worthy of your data system, call our Display
Products Group at (213) 979-6055 (or in
New Jersey, call (201) 753-1600) or write
Mitsubishi Electronics of America, Inc., 2200
W Artesia Blvd., Compton, CA 90220.
Well gladly show you aCRT for sore eyes.

ÁMITSUBISHI ELECTRIC COLOR CATHODE RAYTUBES
Electronics/October 23, 1980
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MARKEM
MARKING
TECHNOLOGY
Your partner
in productivity.
UV Curing Systems
Markem has housed
economical ultraviolet light
energy in afree-standing,
parts-handling conveyor—the
new Model 550 UV Conveyor
System—for curing imprinted
flat-product substrates.
The Markem 550 system
cures decorative and identifying prints instantly—so
inspection, assembly and
packaging can start
immediately.

The system ends the
need for bulky batch curing
ovens, drying shelves and
storage racks. It also exposes
products to less heat, thus
reducing the risk of damage
to sensitive products.
The 550 requires only
one operator.

New products
produced by the industry, including
those with embedded memory,"
states Richard A. Garlic, director of
engineering at the firm's Industrial
Products division in Irvine, Calif.
According to Garlic, the combined
functions provide a complete range
of conditions for testing every cell of
Functional board tester gets
embedded memories, along with all
facility for testing memory
logical functions, on a complex
board at speeds equal to the board's
embedded in complex logic
system environment. Static tests are
executed at from 1 to 10 kHz for
Data storage embedded in complex boards with small- to medium-scale
logic on a circuit board has left test
integration.
engineers with little choice but to
High-speed tests for boards using
test the memory and logic separatelarge- and very large-scale integraly, using a dedicated memory tester tion or with dynamic components
and alogic-board tester. But reliabilrequiring execution rates of up to 2
ity suffers, for the board is not tested
mHz are performed with timing relain an environment like the one it tionships precisely like those of the
operates in.
system environment of the unit
Computer Automation has mar- under test. Static and high-speed
ried memory and logic test capabili- tests can be intermixed within a sinties in the Capable 4900M. It has gle test program.
the features of astored-program logKey to the MPG function are the
ic tester and a programmable hard- 4900M's programmable pin interware interface that generates memoface subsystem and the algorithms
ry test patterns. The system com- that take advantage of the system's
bines the real-time testing capability versatility. The pin interface can be
of the company's earlier 4900 with defined as groups of fields—address
memory pattern generation (MPG), a and data—with each of up to 1,024
hardware and software package that pins in the system representing 1bit
generates test patterns algorithmi- in the field. Although a field can be
cally for random-access memory any length up to pin capacity (368
arrays not not directly accessible via pins for the MPG function, the balacard-edge connector. Memory tests ance for anything else), each fourcan be run concurrently with logic pin group has behind it adistributed
tests.
microprocessor (Advanced Micro
"This means we can functionally Devices Inc.'s Am2901 4-bit bipolar
test on asingle system, without pull- slice) operating on data. A system
ing off any memory, any logic board with a full complement of MPG pins

Instruments

Logic tester

handles memory

Get the whole ultraviolet
story. Call Roger Langley in
Keene at (603) 352-1130.

MARKEN/

150 Congress St., Keene, NH 03431
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Promises, promises, promises.

We've made over 80,000
promises. And we've delivered
every one of them.
Pertec® has shipped more tape
drives into the minicomputer
market than any other independent manufacturer in the world.
Tension arm models.Vacuum
column models. Microformatters
and mini-size drives. Tape drives
that set the industry standards.
Available in thousands of
final feature and specification
configurations.
With Pertec, there's less down
time and lower maintenance costs.
In fact, some of our models have
been in service adozen years and
are still producing at top speed.
Thanks to our sophisticated,
high-volume production facilities,
we're geared to meet your most
Electronics /October 23, 1980

demanding time schedules.
But then, that's what our promises
are all about.
Write for our new full-line
peripherals brochure. Pertec Computer Corporation, Peripherals
Division, 21111 Erwin Street,
Woodland Hills, California 91367.
Or call (213) 996-1333 (Western
Region); (603) 883-2100 (Northern
Region); or (305) 784-5220
(Southern Region).
You don't get lip service...
you get delivery.
PERTEC
PERIPHERRIS

©1980 Pertec Computer Corporation.
Reading, England 734 -582- 115;
Frankfurt, Germany 395.387;
Meudon, France 534-7647; Sydney,
Australia 437 -6668;Tokyo, Japan
662 -8151; Metro Manila, Philippines
85 -4236; Taipei,Taiwan 768-1232;
Singapore 293-2630; Hong Kong
543-1772.
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These days, an American
made relay is like money
in the bank.

New products

Think of the U.S. economy as abank, one
with too many withdrawals and too few
deposits, and you've got amajor cause for
inflation. Putting your money into American
made goods, like Wabash Relays, can help
bring inflation under control.
Wabash relays are 100% American made.
That says something special about our
quality and our fast, dependable
service and delivery. Wabash
offers over 6,000 reed relay
variations alone, at a price
competitive with those
manufactured outside the U.S.
For relays you can bank on, give
Wabash acall. Just tell 'em
Sam sent you.
Wabash Relay & Electronics
First and Webster Streets
Wabash, Indiana 46992
(219) 563-2191

Wabash
The Reed Relay Specialists
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Make tracks
to Max

Nobel Prize winner, Max Planck did much of the work on his

Quantum Theory of Radiation while a
Professor in Bavaria That

same tradition of scientific inquiry lives on at ten Max Planck
Institutes throughout Bavaria, Germany's largest state
More importantly, Bavaria has emerged as one of
the leading technological centers for Germany Here you
will find for example manufacturing facilities of leaders in
electronics, mechanical engineering and aerospace
industry or production plants of wellknown chemical.
pharmaceutical and automotive companies
In electrical engineering and electronics
alone. Bavaria is

-home -

for fully one-quarter

of nearly one million German workers in this
growing industry sector A network of
nine universities and ten technical colleges,
as well as vocational and secondary schools
supplies Bavaria with a labor force at once
welltrained. industrious, dependable and stable
Energy, communications, transportation
and some of Europe's most desirable
recreational facilities combine with generous
government programs of incentives, grants
and loans in the development areas to make
Bavaria first choice for overseas plant location
If modern technology is your stock
and trade. Bavaria is the place for your

European facilities
Make tracks to Max

3avan'a I
There's room for many morel

Industry Location
Advisory
Service
Bavarian
State Ministry
of Economics.
Postfach, 0,9000 Munich 22, as( Germany
In US

This material distributed by Kallman

Associates. 30

Ministry ot Economics. Munich. German
where the required registration statemen

KALLMAN AS.MCIATES 30 Journai Square

Jersey c

NJ 07306 Phone (201) 6513304

City. NJ 07306, aregistered agent of the Bavarian
under the Foreign Agents Registration Act Copy is tiled with the Department of Justice
is available for public inspection Registration does not indicate approval of this material
Journal Square. Jersey

by

contains 92 such microprocessors.
A specific block of bidirectional
pins is dedicated to MPG control,
data, and address functions, Garlic
explains, while the remainder are
used for logic testing. The algorithms by which data is written into
the memory of the board under test
and then read back by the 4900M
for comparison require knowledge of
the memory array size, its static and
dynamic characteristics, and its accessibility through associated logic.
Details are fed in using instructions
that have been added to Computer
Automation's test operating system
(TOPS). "One application program is
all that is required to test acomplete
board, with the system automatically
switching control to MPG in the
appropriate sequence of test steps,"
Garlic states.
Microsteps. The 4900M has the
real-time subsystem (RTs) of the
earlier model 4900 that was designed
for dynamic tests of boards containing microprocessors and other LSI
components. The RTS module is a
package that features a programmable clock rate of up to 10 MHz
and a test-step repetition rate of up
to 2 MHZ. "While 2 MHz is adequate
for dynamic testing of most logic
boards," Garlic claims, "higher
speeds are possible from the ability
to supply eight clock phases programmable to 20 microsteps that
execute in 25-ns [40-MHz] increments."
To be introduced at next month's
Cherry Hill test conference in Philadelphia, the 4900M is principally
targeted at environments requiring
board-test confidence levels of 95%
and up for manufacturers of avariety of complex circuit boards who are
now using both dedicated memory
testers and functional board testers.
It is particularly suited to producers
of pipelined and array processors,
word processors, telecommunications gear, and avionics systems,
Garlic notes.
Priced at $119,800, the basic
model 4900M tester includes a 16bit minicomputer, 256-K bytes of
RAM, 10 megabytes of disk memory,
the RTS and MPG subsystems, and a
floppy-disk subsystem, as well as a

ELG

the U S Government
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¡AMER SUP LY HASSLES
programmer's console with a cathode-ray-tube display and standard
software and programming aids.
Availability is 90 to 120 days after
receipt of order.
Computer Automation Inc., Industrial Products Division, 2181 DuPont Dr., Irvine, Calif.
92713. Phone (714) 833-8830 [351]

Misleading specs, excessive failures, false
promises, poor service ...

GO WITH DELTRON
Truthful specs, low field failures, honest
promises, outstanding service.
"We take pride in high ethics
and professional performance."

Instrument does manual or
programmed tests on relays
The RT 160 programmable relay
tester is believed to be the first of its
kind. The tester, which replaces
largely manual test setups of scopes,
meters, and potentiometers, measures up to 16 key parameters on
both latching and nonlatching relays. It handles contact arrangements ranging from single-pole, single-throw to four-pole, doublethrow, including diode-suppressed
and transistor-driven hybrid relays.
The unit either tests one parameter
at a time manually or sequences
automatically through an entire
group test, both with preprogrammed test limits. It is designed to perform full tests to mil spec group A
requirements.
Relatively unskilled test personnel
can program the unit. In a group A
test, for example, all applicable test
steps can be done automatically in
less than 10 seconds. Among the
steps are pickup and dropout characteristics (voltage, current, timing,
and bounce) and contact and coil
resistance, along with diode and
transistor performance where necessary. If a relay under test fails, the
failure and supporting data are displayed. Also, pass-fail status is indicated along with the parametric
data.
The unit has these maximum pullin and drop-out limits: voltage, 40 v;
current, 400 mA; and operating and
release time, 40 ms. Contact resistance is 4,000 m51 (at 10 mA per
0.6-v open circuit) whereas coil
resistance is 4,000 SI at 10 mA. Line
voltage is 115 V ac at 60 HZ and the
tester consumes 65 w.
The RT 160 uses an 8035 Intel
microprocessor with 2,048 bytes of
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SD 300-12 @ $469.

SINGLES

S0175-1221 $329.

iRIPLES

LINEAR
• 105 Models
•5V-28V, to 27A

LINEAR
•32 Models
•5V-24V, to 12A

LINEAR
•31 Models
•5V-24V, to 15A

LINEAR
• 14 Models
•5V-24V, to 30A

SWITCHER
• 12 Models
•5V-28V, to 60A

SWITCHER
• 12 Models
•5V-28V, to 60A

SWITCHER
•42 Models
•5V-28V, to 60A

SWITCHER
•63 Models
•5V-28V, to 20A

• 311 MODELS • STOCK ON MOST UNITS • 3YR. WARRANTY
UL and CSA • INDUSTRY STANDARDS • UNITS FOR MICROS.
DISK DRIVES. PRINTERS • CUSTOMS AVAILABLE

73eItecors. Inc.

/

P 0 BOX 1369
WISSAHICKON AVENUEBNORTH WALES. PA 19454
PHONE 215/699 9261
TWX 510/661 9061
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The magazine
you're reading now
could be your own.
Drop off the routing list. Get your own fresh, unclipped copy mailed
to your home or office. Turn to the subscription card in the back of
the magazine. If somebody has beat you to it, write: Electronics,
P.O. Box 430, Hightstown, N.J. 08520.
271

We dont just
build
We've set the
standards.

New products
program memory and 256 bytes of
random-access memory for data.
The price of the unit is $4,995, with
deliveries taking from 12 to 16
weeks. One version incorporates an
inexpensive line printer for applications where data logging is required.
The Markenrich Corp., 14946-F Shoemaker
Ave., Santa Fe Springs, Calif. 90670. Phone
(213) 921-0250 [352]

Development system for 6500
At Delevan, our experience in building coils and inductive components has made us recognized leaders. The
performance standards we helped to develop still serve
as base specifications throughout the entire electronics
industry today.
This background gives us ahigh degree of quality consciousness so you're assured ahigh degree of reliability
and less chance of latent failure in your overall system.
Coils are our only business. We carry acomplete line
of on-shelf items. And for anything not in the catalog, our
engineers are available to help you design and build
components to your particular specifications.
For further information,
contact your local Delevan
representative or call
the factory direct.

-

Delevan
Division

AMERICAN
PRECISION
INÍJUSTRIe INC

270 QUAKER RD. EAST AURORA. NY 1404• TEL 716/652-3600 •TEL
91-293
OTHER DIVISIONS & SUBSIDIARIES INCLUDE APITRON, BASCO, DUSTEe.
AMERICAN PRECISION INDUSTRIES (U.K) LTD, DUSTEX OF CANADA. INC
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sells for under $4,000
The Flaim/65 development system
for the 6500 microprocessor family
is priced at less than $4,000 but has
features of processors costing over
$10,000. The heart of the system is
Rockwell's Aim 65, which includes a
20-character alphanumeric display,
thermal printer, and keyboard.
The Flaim/65 includes an expansion motherboard with five card slots
(three unused), a 51
/-in, dual disk
4
drive with 160 kilobytes of program
and object-code storage, a power
supply, and a 16-R-byte static random-access memory. The entire disk
operating system is contained in
erasable programmable read-only
memory.
The Flaim/65 software includes a
Rom-based PL/65 compiler designed for the 6500 family; its output
is assembler language source code.
This code is passed through an A/65
RAM-based assembler to produce the

final object code. A PL/65 optimizer
is also included.
A complete system is priced at
$3,705 in the U. S. Availability is
from stock to four weeks.
Compas Microsystems, division of Computer
Applications Corp.,

224 S. E.

16th St.,

Ames, Iowa 50010. Phone (515) 232-8187
[353]
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Channel
your
efforts.
16 Channels oF

BrickwallTM Filter
Performance,
plus aBuilt-in
egZEI>
Introducing System 716—our
multi-channel system of antialiasing Brickwall filters, the
Wavetek Rockland innovation
that provides remarkably shalp
rolloff of better than 115 dB per
octave. Up to 16 channels of sta.
ble low-pass or high-pass filtering lets you apply our Brickwall
technology to multi-channel digital signal processing and other
systems use.
A built-in GPIB makes programming easy. And this smart
system features anon-volatile
memory that stores up to 16
groups of cutoff frequencies and
gain settings per channel!
System 716 gives you the same
performance features found in all
our Brickwall filters—dynamic
range of 80 dB, achoice of cutoff
Circle .273 for literature
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frequencies from 1Hz to 100 kHz,
and 2-digit resolution for 400 discrete frequencies per channel.
The passband and stopband
characteristics are near-ideal,
and you can pair up channels to
get band-pass, band-reject or
double rolloff (230 dB per octave).
Phase match is tight between
channels, typically ±0.5°. And
the 716 offers even more features,
such as sophisticated automatic
overload detection and aself -test
capability.

Whatever your application,
you can't find asmarter, sharper
programmable multi-channel filter
system that's as cost effective and
"rack economical" as the 716. You
can even buy the system in its
simplest form today, and add
more channels later, as you
need them.
Contact us or your nearest
Wavetek Rockland representative for complete data or afree
demonstration.
Wavetek Rockland, Inc.
Rockleigh Industrial Park
Rockleigh, NJ 07647
(201) 767-7900

VVAN/ITE
ROCICI-RNLI
Circle .218 for demonstration

STATE-OF-ART EQUIPMENT
FOR ADVANCED
TECHNOLOGIES:
LETS YOU CONTROL
YOUR SOFTWARE
PROBLEMS

• for
• for

4222 F2
LASER
MACHINE

II
Il

0 RESET
ENRMD
0 PROGREM
0 \ARMED
0 ERA

working patterns of holes in preselected arrangement
cutting hard-workable materials

• for working holes in the electrode systems of gas-discharge light-indicating panels, in grids of aircraft components, in ceramic electronic components

o for

profiling multiedge cutting tools made of elbor and
other extra-hard carbides

Special-design

NC CONTROL SYSTEM

governs

work

table

FEATURES:
• in circuit simulation of popular 2758,
2716, 2732 and 2764 PROMS
• programs popular 5 volt PROMS

motion along two coordinates with 10-micron accuracy, and
laser operation

• RS422 /RS232 /20mA, data loading
capability

LASER OPERABLE in the free generation mode, and in ultrasonic oscillation-modulated one

• simulates up to four 2716's, two 2732's
or one 2764 PROM's simultaneously

TOP PRECISION and MINIMIZED DEFECTIVE LAYER, owing
to the ultrasonic-modulated beam
PROJECTION-TYPE

LOCALIZATION, enabling to

adjust the

beam spot in the working area within a broad range, WITH
NO FOCUSING LENS REPLACEMENT REQUIRED
Provisions for WORKING A PART IN THE LENS FOCAL PLANE
Beam energy, J

within 2

Worked hole dia., microns

20 to 200

Worked hole depth at multipulse action, mm

within 4

Ease of operation and program manipulation, portability and versatility will make the ROMAID PROM
Programmer/Simulator the answer to your software
debugging problems.
The ROMAID PROM Programmer/Simulator lets you
put downtime at a minimum when software problems
arise. It features in-circuit emulations of the most popular 1K, 2K, 4K and 8K X 8 PROM's and has full 8digit
hexidecimal display for address and data information.

Max. table travel along two coordinates, mm

300 x 100

And we're saving the best till last...Price! ROMAID
cats less than other PROM Programmer/Simulators
on the market today. Let us tell you more about how this
revolutionary software "debugger" can save you time
and money.

Table motion accuracy (error accumulated over
300 mm of travel), mm

0.03

Write today to:

Rate of working 100-micron dia. holes in pieces
to 0.1 mm thick, holes h

9,000

8

TECHMA SHEXPORT
CORPORATION

35, Mosfilmovskaya Ul. 117330 Moscow, USSR.
Tel. 143-86-60. Telex 411 068 TEH EX SU.
274
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Micro Link Corporation
624 S. Range Line Road
Carmel, Indiana 46032
Phone (317) 846-1721

There's no body
like our newie
The new AO STEREOSTAR 3/
4
Zoom "T" microscope features
the "T" zoom body with coaxial
illumination and photo capabilities.
It may be just what you need
to boost output in your
production, assembly or
inspection department.

e
b aâ,

The Zoom "T" gives you aconstant 4" of working room. It has a
lx -6x magnification range, and
with auxiliary lenses and eyepieces
it offers atotal range of 5x -300x.
Magnification can be conveniently
changed with controls on both
sides of the body. No matter what
magnification you're working with,
you get crisp, sharp image definition.
Modular in construction, the Zoom "T"
can be ordered with or without the coaxial
illuminator. In fact, any accessory can be
simply added at any time. However, if you're
working with highly reflective opaque
surfaces, coaxial illumination is invaluable
because it gives contrast without hot
spots, glare, reflections or shadows.
We invite you to compare the new AO
STEREOSTAR Zoom "T" microscope,
feature by feature, with any other
competitive microscope.
We're confident you'll immediately
see that it offers the outstanding
value in its field. See your AO dealer
or representative for ademonstration.
Or write for a
detailed brochure
American Optical,
Scientific Instrument
Division, Box 123,
Buffalo, NY 14240.

American
Optical

Electronics/October 23, 1980
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MO NEW FOILS
FROM GOULD
WILL HELPYOU
DESIGN MORE
RELIABLE PRINTED
CIRCUIT BOARDS.
TCS Im foil. The growing use of multilayer laminates
has placed a premium on the reliability of the printed
circuit board.
Thermal z-axis expansion of multilayer laminates
during the solder operation can induce strains in the
copper foil near the edge of plated thru holes. Gould
TCS foil has been developed to help withstand this
thermally induced strain. That means added reliability in
the circuit board.
Double treated copper foil.TC/TCT" double treated copper
foil is used in the manufacturing of the copper clad inner
layers of high density multilayer printed circuit boards.
TC/TC double treated foil eliminates the need for the
oxide treatments currently in use. The foil is uniformly
treated on both drum and matte sides with aTC treatment
to enhance the bonding strength.
Add an extra dimension of reliability to the circuit boards you design. Specify TCS
foil and double treated copper foil from Gould.
For more information, write Mr. Frank Zust, U. S. Marketing Manager, Gould Inc.,
Foil Division, 17000 St. Clair Ave., Cleveland, Ohio 44110.

m>i

°owl)

An Electrical/Electronics Company
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NOW,
HALF-WAVELENGTH
RECORDING FO
TERM
NSIT
4
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Half-wavelength recording to 120 ips— it's a
new option for the Model Ninety-Six that lets
you pack your digital data well above 33 kbpi.
And you achieve these densities with no significant increase in error rate. Frequency
response is 4MHz at 120 ips. The payoff is
impressive savings in system utilization, tape
logistics and tape consumption.
If your applications are primarily analog,
you'll also appreciate the new extended
bandwidth capability of the Model Ninety-Six,
4MHz at 240 ips. This frequency response lets
you produce Wideband Group Il compatible
recordings.
Quite frankly, few users of the Model
Ninety-Six really need the full 4MHz bandwidth

11111181111M

at 120 or 240 ips. They buy the system because
it gives them good solid data at any record or
reproduce speed. standard or half-wavelength.
Because every system comes with highperformance solid-ferrite heads; acapstan
servosystem that holds flutter and TBE to
extremely low levels; and an adjustment-free
tape path for gentle, consistent tape handling
and minimum skew.
For complete information on the
Model Ninety-Six, just call Ed Haines at
(303) 771-4700.0r write for afree illustrated
brochure that describes all our magnetic tape
systems and other instrumentation products.
Honeywell Test Instruments Division,
Box 5227, Denver, CO 80217.

WE'LL SHOW YOU ABETTER WAY.

Honeywell
Circle 18 on reader service card

Now, a675 Mbyte
disk drive with
an SMD interface...

...from the people who invented
Control Data's new 9775 Fixed Module Drive
is at the peak of today's capacity range— 675
Mbytes plus an optional 1.9 Mbytes of fixed-headper-track storage for fast access.
And better yet, it comes with our popular SMD
interface. So it can be attached to the same
controller that you probably are using already.
That means you don't have to change your basic
system design every time your storage requirements change. That means easier system
integration and simple field upgrades.
Control Data knows the whole range of OEM
storage requirements. One application may
demand the compact size and removable media

of our 8" Lark Module Drive (LMD). Or the
larger capacity of our Cartridge Module Drive
(CMD). Perhaps your application needs the fixed
media of our Mini-Module Drive (MMD). Or
the 40, 80, 150 or 300 Mbyte capacity of our
Storage Module Drives (SMD). So that as your
requirements vary and grow—we can grow
along with you. All the way to 675 Mbytes on a
single spindle.
We'd like to tell you more about how we can
help you put quality behind your nameplate.
Call us at 612/853-8087. Or write, OEM Product
Sales, FMD Information. HQN11I, Control Data
Corporation, P.O. Box 0, Minneapolis, MN 55440.

DATA
@D CONTROL
CORPORATION
1ddressing societs's major unmet needs.
on reader service card

12 Weeks
From This

New products
Communications (Bisync) protocol,
allowing a"dumb" ASCII terminal to
appear to the host computer in the
same way an intelligent IBM 3270
terminal does. The 871 gives the
same dumb-terminal option to users
of Univac machines.
Their extensive bidirectional buffPort concentrator for Univacs
ering capabilities are what separate
allows serial port to handle mix the 871 concentrator from TDMs and
statistical-multiplexing units. The
of modems and terminals
usual TDM technique does not use
buffering and does not compress
Adding ports to a computer to data. It must, in fact, put characters
accommodate a large number of ter- into the data stream that represent
minals can be an expensive proposi- blanks in order to keep track of the
tion. But it may not be necessary terminals sending the data. Statistiwith what Kaufman Research Man- cal multiplexing uses buffering and
ufacturing calls a true port concen- compresses blank-space information
trator such as its model 871, for use to achieve increased bandwidth.
However, except for the Micom
with Univac 80/60 computer systems using the protocols of the UTS series 900, which uses multidrop
operation, these multiplexers are not
400 terminal.
Unlike time-division—multiplexing capable of feeding into asingle com(
rpm) concentrators and even most puter port.
Mixtures. Because of the extensive
statistical-multiplexing concentrators, the 871 uses up only one RS- buffering capability in the line-inter232-C communications port on the face modules (ums) of the 871, it
host computer system. On its other can handle amixture of transmission
rates among the devices it services—
end, it can be servicing up to 31
nodes with eight drops each, for a from 300 b/s to 19.2 kb/s. It comtotal of 248 terminals (or other municates with the host at similar
rates. A slow and a medium-speed
peripheral devices).
The 871 is similar in design to the terminal can both communicate
firm's 870, which communicates through the concentrator with a host
through IBM's Binary Synchronous computer that is receiving and trans-

Computers & peripherals

Unit ties port
to 248 terminals
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Custom
Hybrids
Aerospace
••
Medical

Crys alonics can deliver prototype
quan ities of custom hybrid circuits
in less than 12 weeks from the time
you present your debugged design.
Our people have been designing
and building devices and circuits
exclusively for high reliability
applications for twenty years. Our
engineers have sharpened their
skills in teamwork with designers
of aerospace, military and medical
projects, such as F15, Hawk,
Viking Mars, Intelsat and
implantable pacemakers. We can
ease you quickly and confidently
through the transition from
schematic to finished hybrid
package. Utilize the hybrid's
advantages of space, weight,
reliability and cost by calling on
our experience: (617) 491-1670.

1

"e• TELEDYNE
CRYSTALONICS
147 Sherman Street
Cambridge, MA 02140
Tel: (617) 491-1670
TWX 710-320-1196
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New products
mining at ahigher rate.

Conap
Conformal Coatings
for Printed Circuits
•Proven Reliability •High Performance
Expect Conap's conformal coatings to be different Each product in
this family of polyurethane and epoxy coatings was developed specifically for protecting printed circuit boards and electrical/electronic
parts from adverse environments
They are not intended for use as general purpose protective coatings or for other purposes This accounts for their high quality performance in circuit board applications Reliable performance attested
to by years of successful on-the-job service and backed with afull
staff of customer service specialists
Broad Selection of Coatings
Conap seconomical, easy-to-process printed circuit coatings include both single component and two part systems conforming to
MIL-1-46058C, Type UR requirements There are formulations for
dipping, spraying, or brushing Coatings that cure at room temperature or elevated temperatures Available in quart, gallon, 5-gallon
and 55-gallon containers as well as convenient, easy-to-use, aerosols
High Performance Properties
Films are available to provide excellent resistance to reversion,
abrasion, impact, chemicals and solvents, fungus, thermal shock
Good electrical properties are acommon denominator.
These coatings will protect assemblies from water, high humidity,
contamination, and other severe environmental conditions At the
same time, they can ruggedize units against shock and vibration
Excellent adhesion, uniform coating thickness, and easy repairability are other important features
Free Bulletin, Low Cost Evaluation Kits.
Send for Conformal Coatings Brochure C-110 containing complete
specifications and information on inexpensive evaluation kits
Conap Means Many Things
•Epoxy and Urethane Resins •Chemical Specialties •Adhesives,
Sealants and Coatings •Potting and Casting Systems •Fabricated
Elastomer Components For an over view of Conap's complete
capabilities, write on letterhead for copy of Brochure FB -1

CONAP

L

Conap /Olean, N Y 14760/716-372-9650

80
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Each line-interface module contains its own Motorola 6800 microprocessor and its own bank of random-access memory to control and
buffer the data. The modules also
allow the user, for the first time, to
freely mix data-terminal with datacommunications equipment. Each
LIM can support either amodem or a
terminal.
Unlike statistical multiplexers and
TDMS, the 871 can be operated
remotely or locally. That means that
only one unit is required for a phone
hookup, rather than one on each end
of the line to condense and then distribute signals.
The 871's basic price is $4,765
with one line-interface module; additional Lims are $690 each. Delivery
of the concentrator and the Lims is
60 to 90 days.
Kaufman Research Manufacturing Inc., 175
S. San Antonio Rd. No. 217, Los Altos, Calif.
94022. Phone (415) 948-3777 [361]

5.25-in, floppies have
96-track/in. densities
Two 5.25-in. minifloppy disk drives
have track densities of 96 tracks per
inch. The single- (SA410) and double-sided (SA460) drives feature
unformatted capacities of 500 kilobytes and 1 megabyte, respectively,
using double-density recording. For
improved access time, the drives
incorporate a helical cam V-groove
lead screw for head positioning,
instead of the usual band or disk
positioner.
Track-to-track access time is 6
ms; average access time to the disk is
160 ms; and average latency is 100
ms. Transfer rates for the drives are
250 kb/s for double-density recording. Recording density is 5,876 b/in.
Mean time between failures is 8,000
power-on hours.
The SA410 reads disks written by
the SA400, and the SA460 reads
those written by the SA400, SA450,
and SA410. The drives are priced at
$325 for the SA410 and $400 for the
SA460, when bought in quantities of
100. They are available in the fourth
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As of today, $800* may buy all
the real-time, multi-tasking executive
capability you'll ever need:
Announcing

ANA

0100 [363]

for 8080 and Z80 systems

Shock-absorbing head-loading

•Supports PLM, Fortran and Assembler
•Adapts to your memory and 1/0
•ROMable for control applications
•Multiterminal device independent 1/0
•Conversational builder simplifies system development
•Design proven in 10 years of industrial use
•Unlimited use licence agreement
•Source delivered on single density diskette

system increases floppy life

PASCAL interface available separately

Z—

quarter of this year.
Shugart Associates, 475 Oakmead Parkway,
Sunnyvale, Calif. 94086. Phone (408) 733-

$800 price includes source and set of four manuals •
$35 for 190 page AMX Reference Manual only.

jk

New products

An 8-in, flexible-disk drive features
an air-damped head loading system
that increases disk media life to better than 6million passes. The model
FD1160 Soft-Touch drive has a
mean-time-between-failure rating of
15,000 power-on hours, about twice
the industry average, says the manu-

For further information, call or write:
W 1.. (Bill) Renwick

KADAK Products Ltd.

206-1847 West Broadway Avenue,
Vancouver, B.C., Canada V6J 1Y5
Telephone (604) 734-2796

Dealer enquiries invited.

Circle 23 on reader service card

facturer. The double-sided, dualdensity drive has aformatted capacity of approximately 1.2 .
megabytes
and an unformatted capacity of up
to 1.6 megabytes. Maximum trackto-track access time is 5 ms. The
head-loading system used in the
drive is a pneumatically controlled
shock-absorbing device that minimizes media scoring and scratching.
The FD1160 is available immediately and is priced at $740 in quantities of 100.
NEC Information Systems Inc., 5 Militia Dr.,
Lexington, Mass. 02173. Phone (617) 8623120 [364]

TTITTTTITTTTITITTTITTITTTITTTITTT

$10,900 OCR reader puts
250 pages/hour into system

iih
Ifir
you'd

like your career to get back in the saddle again,
watch for the Texas Career Opportunities Section
in this issue.
92

The Burroughs 1205 optical-character-recognition page reader can triple the productivity of a word-
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SYSTEM 19 NOW PROGRAMS
MORE THAN 200 DIFFERENT
PROMS WITH ONLY ONE
SOFTWARE SELECTABLE MODULE.
-

—
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Modules available now include
the UniPak, agang programming pak for MOS devices,
and aseries of programming
paks for logic devices and
individual PROM families.

ES

En

II..

Our new System 19/UniPak
lets you program most MOS
and bipolar PROM'S from
AMD, Fairchild, Harris, Intel,
MMI, Motorola, National,
Raytheon, Signetics and
Texas Instruments. UniPak's
software assembles the programming algorithm and selects the
correct socket for 16, 18, 20, 24
and 28-pin PROMS.
System 19/UniPak gives you
design and purchasing freedom. This means you can select
the best PROM for each application,
and you can second-source for the
best price and availability.
Semi-house approvals and
easy calibration help maintain higher device yields.
UniPak has earned written approval from device manufacturers. And
easy calibration lets you keep performance within PROM manufacturers' specifications.

UniPak algorithms shorten
programming time enhancing System 19's use as a production tool. UniPak is the first
module to use anewly developed
algorithm which makes it possible to
program a64K EPROM in less than
half the time it takes to program a
16K EPROM using standard
methods.
And the System 19/UniPak is
easy to operate, with aminimum of
operator training.
New System 19 concept is
open ended to keep it state
of the art. The System 19 is
designed around astandard main
frame and plug-in modules.

23 communication
formats including six
for development systems.
Development systems', computers,
teletypes and CRT terminals interface easily with the System 19. The
System 19 accepts micro-processor
instruction codes from Motorola,
Intel, Tektronix, Fairchild, FutureData
and other development systems
without intermediary equipment.
Let us show you the future.
The new Data I/O System 19/
UniPak is available now. To make
arrangements for ademonstration or
to get your free copy of this valuable
32-page book, circle reader service number or contact Data I/O, PO
Box 308, Issaquah, WA 98027.
Phone 206/455-3990 or TOLL
FREE: 800/426-9016.
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NEW PRODUCT

NOW THE BOOK

CHARGE SENSITIVE

ex"

‘
411
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Models A-203 and A-206 are a Charge
Sensitive Preamplifier/Pulse Shaper and a
matching Voltage Amplifier/Discriminator
developed especially for instrumentation
employing solid state detectors, proportional counters, photomultipliers, channel
electron mutipliers or any charge producing detectors in the pulse height analysis
or pulse counting mode of operation.
These hybrid integrated circuits feature
single supply voltage, low power dissipation (16mW), low noise, pole zero cancellation, unipolar and bipolar outputs and adjustable discrimination level.

The editorial edition of

New products

PREAMPLIFIERS

Electronics' 50th Anniversary
issue of April 1Z 1980

processing center for less than the
cost of asingle work station, says its
manufacturer. The OCR text input
device will sell for $10,900, whereas
competitive OCR systems sell for
from $16,000 to over $50,000, says
Burroughs. The 1205 reads typed or
printed documents electronically,
translates the words and formats
into digital form, and automatically
transfers the digitized documents to
a word processor or computer for
final formatting. It can put 250
pages an hour into aword processor
with less than one error in 100,000
characters scanned. In addition, the
1205 turns an ordinary 10-pitch, single-element typewriter with an OCRB type font into a text entry device,
so that any typist can enter text.
Burroughs will allow full-price
trade-in of a model 1205 toward a
more advanced OCR page reader if
the transaction takes place within
one year of the date of purchase. The
1205 offers 100-page feeders and
interfaces to most stand-alone, clustered, or shared-logic word-processing systems. It is available for delivery in 30 days.

AN AGE OF
INNOVATION
The World of Electronics
1930-2000
by the Editors of Electronics
Beautifully casebound and
jacketed for your permanent
pleasure.
300 illustrations, many in full
color. 274 pages, $18.50
The most exhilarating, comprehensible look at past and future
developments in electronics
that has ever been published.

Burroughs OCR Systems, 9 Ray Ave., Burlington,

Mass.

01803.

Phone

(617)

273-

2222 [365]

Model A-101 is a Charge Sensitive Preamplifier-Discriminator and Pulse Shaper
developed especially for instrumentation
employing photomultipliers, channel electron multipliers and other charge producing detectors in the pulse counting mode.
Its small size (T0-8 package) allows mounting close to the collector of the multiplier.
Power is typically 15 milliwatts and output
interfaces directly with C-MUS and TTL
logic. Input threshold and output pulse
width are externally adjustable.
All Amptek, Inc., products have a one year
warranty.

AMP> TEK

AMPTEK

INC.

6 DeAngelo Drive, Bedford, Mass 01730
Tel: (617) 275-2242

94
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Painstakingly researched and
written, AN AGE OF INNOVATION gives you an unforgettable
overview of electronics. Everything from the individuals
whose foresight and daring led
to the great advances ...to the
origin of specific technological
breakthroughs you use in your
own work and home...to the
challenges and discoveries we
will face tomorrow.

8-in. Winchesters include
controllers for $2,195
A single-board controller has been
integrated into the shoebox-sized
packages of International Memories
Inc.'s 7710/7720 10- and 20-megabyte drives. With the controller, the
drives have what the company says is
the fastest access time for 8-in. Winchesters-35 ms average—and require only 75 w. The controller provides an asynchronous parallel interface between the drive and acentral
processing unit. It handles a wide
range of diagnostics—from servo
tests to media verification. The drive
with controller sells for $2,195 in
quantities of 250. Delivery is off the
shelf.
International Memories Inc., 10381 Bandley
Dr., P. 0. Box 880, Cupertino, Calif. 95014.
Phone (408) 446-9779 [366]

Order today!
r

Electronics Magazine Books
PO. Box 669
Hightstown, NJ 08520
Tel. (609) 448-1700, ext. 5444
Please send me
copies of AN AGE
OF INNOVATION @ $18.50
Name
Company
Address
City/state/zip
McGraw-Hill pays regular shipping and
handling on pre-paid orders. Ten-day
money-back guarantee on all books.

ELT I
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When your applications
change,
ern'

O

recors er
changes
with them
Plug in your choice of
modules and the
Omnigraphic Model 2000
is tailored to your
need
The Omnigraphic Model 2000 is the
world's best known most versatile
X-Y recorder. The basic building
block is a rugged die casi
metal mainframe. A choice oi
27 modules enables the recorder tc
perform in virtually any application

n

--'
GRAPHICS DIVISION OF

BAUSCH & LOMB CD
ONE HOUSTON SQUARE
(512) 837.2820
EUROPEAN OFFICE

AUSTIN, TEXAS 78753
TWX 910.874-2022

R x̀nem ''''' 6 8240 G

'lei Be r n
Phone 059,277445 Telex Bausch 1399

•30 in./sec. speed (40 in./sec. available)
. ±0.2% accuracy
•Best common mode rejection
•Same servo response on both axes
•Modules can be changed in minutes
•Amplifiers interchangeable
.Priced from $1200. OEM discounts
available.

Circle number 26 for 1iterature

' Registered Trademark of Houston Instrument
For rush literature requests, outside Texas call toll free 1.800-531.5205. For
technical information ask for operator 82.

•U.S. Domestic Price Only

Circle number 28 to have a representative call
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SIX REASONS WHY THE SMART LASER
TRIM SYSTEM IS YOUR SMART BUY.
S

requires just minutes. Efficient circuit
design has reduced the total number of
modules to be considered in fault finding
—another time saver.

(MART is a word that defines intelligence; it can be applied to machines
as well as humans. There's no better
machine to apply that title to than the
CLS-33 from Chicago Laser Systems.
Introduced as the smartest, highest
throughput laser trim system, it has
proven that CLS-33 buyers are also
smart.

Free training. With every system
sold, Chicago Laser provides complete training of operator and maintenance personnel at no extra cost and
with no limits on time or number of operators. In addition, the easy-to-understand
documentation supplied with the CLS-33
is so comprehensive that it is virtually a
training course in itself.

5

Lower overhead. Reduced production costs for the high-volume
user is the greatest strength of the CLS33. Its practical design and high
throughput lowers both immediate and
long-term production costs of trimmed
networks.
Design sophistication. Laser trim
systems no longer need be massive
monoliths of hardware and wire. In the
CLS-33, engineering sophistication has
overcome traditional size and complexity
barriers. This achievement has not gone
unnoticed by the many major network
manufacturers who have become CLS
customers.

2

ri

Intelligent software. The system
microcomputer of the CLS-33 is
backed up by the most intelligent
software operating system in the laser
trim industry. Its structure frees the operator to concentrate on trimming the

cL
Circle
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product, instead of on time-consuming
computer programming procedures.
Programming effort is further minimized
thru on-line compiling and editing and
thru program de-bugging in user language. This remarkable software operating system is another CLS exclusive.
Maintenance ease. The CLS-33
4 was built to require a minimum of
maintenance, but at the same time was
designed to be highly maintainable.
Faults can be rapidly isolated to the
module level with the systematic diagnostic programs. Diassembly of the entire system, for full access to modules,

Adaptability. From computer prop gram inputs to system operation,
the CLS-33 is adaptable to most any
production demand. For high-volume
applications, an available air-bearing
step-and-repeat handler allows the
CLS-33 to trim an incredible 100,000 resistors per hour. A stack-load station is
also available.
If you've been searching for a sophisticated yet manageable laser trim system,
discover the CLS-33 and search no
more. It's a system that will continue to
remind others that you made a "smart
buy" and selected the Smart Laser Trim
System. For the complete story and a
frank appraisal of how the CLS-33 can
fulfill your needs, contact:

4034 North Nashville Ave.. Chicago. IL 60634 •Phone 312-282-2710 TELEX: 206-647

AUTOMATED PERFORMANCE THAT WON'T SHIFT
BETWEEN
SHIFTS.
...m
e\

Our DSW Wafer Stepper - direct step on the wafer .,
Automatic Wafer Leveling reduces imaging
system is highly automated. So you can expect
problems on GGG or SOS substrates, automatihigher yields of good, small feature circuits than
cally correcting for substrate wedge.
with any other system available.
Automatic Temperature Control and
You can also expect those yields to stay consislaminar air flow optimize the operating
tently high. From shift to shift and operator to
environment.
operator. And now this automated system is even
L
And we're adding an Automatic Reticle
more efficient-especially when you're
Changer that will let you randomly select
working with high density devices and geomand align any one of up to ten reticles.
etries under two micrometers.
An automatic detection system inspects
Here's why:
each reticle for particles before transfer
Automatic Wafer Handling virtually
to the platen.
eliminates wafer breakage and contaminaIn short, our DSW Wafer Stepper is untion, holds transfer time to aminimum, and
matched for automated performance and wafer
can handle the new 5" wafers right now.
**
imaging precision. Which is precisely what
Automatic Wafer Alignment steps up throughput
you'd expect from aMann - photolithographic product.
and greatly enhances repeatability.
For more information, write GCA/Burlington DiviAutomatic scaling makes linear corrections to comsion, 209 Burlington Road, Bedford, Massachusetts
pensate for substrate changes.
01730. Or call (617) 275-5400.

•SA
GCA
1980 GCA CorporatIon
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OCA CORPORATION

Burlington Division
209 Burlington Rd
Bedford. Mass 01730
(617) 275-5400
Telex: 95-1257
Part of the GCA/IC
Systems Group
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Whodunit?
Radar &Radio
Communicatio
IC Handbookns

The new Plessey RADAR &
RADIO COMMUNICATIONS IC
HANDBOOK should be at the very
top of your current reading list. It's
chock-full of applications notes and
design tips, a"cookbook" for all you
high frequency fans that will simplify
your designs, increase reliability, im-

288

prove performance
and lower your system cost.
Even if our Handbook unravels but
one small systems solution for you,
it will have been well worth the $4
(postage paid) purchase price.
For your copy, just write

Plessey Semiconductors,
1641 Kaiser Avenue,
Irvine, CA 92714.
Telephone (714) 540-9979.

Plesseydunit.
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New from Wells!.
elliatio,

Check these
features:

\

t4

WIDE TARGET
AREA

e
el
llelleI

prevrie
emes

The "VIP" Line of
Screw Machine Sockets
• Solid or open frame construction with solder
or wire wrap tails.
• All pin sizes from 8 to 64.
• Precision-machined contacts, gold or solder plated.
• Gold-plated, 4-leaf inner clip.
• Large, tapered entry area.
• Closed bottom...no solder wicking.
• Designed for thousands of insertions.

High Performance
Production Sockets
For Just Pennies!
Our Series 802 "Lo-Rise" I/C socket gives you all
the features you've ever wanted. .at a very competitive price! A consistent, low insertion force of
only 39.91 grams/pin. Dual, face-wiping contacts. A
large target area for easy device insertion. A closed
bottom to eliminate solder wicking. An "orientation" groove for automatic machine loading. Endto-end and side-to-side stackability. 8- to 40-leads.
Gold or tin plating. Call 219/287-5941 for samples.

For samples, call
219/287-5941 or
telex 25-8325.

Wells Electronics, Inc. 1701 S. Main, So. Bend, IN 46613, USA
Circle 36 on reader service card

NON WICKING
CONTACTS

CONSISTENT, LOW
INSERTION FORCE

OPEN FRAME
CONSTRUCTION

Wells Electronics, Inc.
1701 S. Main Street
So. Bend, IN 46613, U.S.A.

Circle 38 on reader service card

Robert Bosch announces
anew Mini-Giant built
to help resist moisture, dust
and galloping inflation
Here's anew 30-amp, 12 VDC plug-in relay
engineered to do the job better than ever. Yet it's
available at or below our 1979 price. The secret is in
the housing of rigid polyamide plastic.
Robert Bosch engineers chose this tough, impact-resistant
plastic to replace traditional galvanized steel as the housing
material. That helps explain the savings— in production costs
for us, purchase price for you.
The relay is protected by aseamless housing. Neither
moisture nor dust can easily penetrate.
The bottom of the unit is vented with a
single hole to avoid heat buildup. But
for extra heavy-duty, outdoor applications, even this vent can be closed with
aTeflon plug that filters out foreign matter
while allowing air to circulate.
PCB Relay
0.56 cu. in.

Electronics/October 23, 1980

Plug-in Relay
1.2 cu. in.

For free specifications on
the full line of Mini-Giant
relays, both plug-in and
PCB, write:
Robert Bosch Corporation
Dept. 0/PGE 4
2800 So. 25th Avenue
Broadview, IL 60153
or phone Dave Robson,
(312) 865-5459

°BERT BOSCH
r 191S0 Robert Bosch Corporation

Circle 43 on reader service card
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New products
duces uniform solder joints, and it
eliminates any possibility of solder
bridging.
The diagram shows an exploded
view of the strip, which contains soldering flux, solder, and a carrier
strip. The top layer is a 5-mil thick
polyparabanic acid film coated with
Solder delivery system cuts
adhesive. The adhesive holds the
hand work of terminating
solder. The bottom layer is made
from an irradiated cross-linked polyflat transmission cables
vinylidene fluoride sheet having windows that correspond to the spacing
Transmitting digital data at high of the wire terminals. During solder
speeds often calls for the use of flat melting, the windows divide the soldtransmission cable consisting of con- er evenly between terminals. A flux
ductors 7to 10 mils or less in diame- coating is applied to the surfaces facter molded into aTeflon FEP (fluori- ing metal to be cleaned.
nated ethylenepropylene) insulation
The components of the strip are
layer. Signal wires are spaced on 50- laminated together to form a tape
mil centers with pairs of ground less than 0.020 in. thick and 0.325
wires placed in between. This type of in. wide. The laminate is convenientcable, with its tiny conductors, does ly packaged in spools and dispensed
not lend itself to insulation-piercing as required per connnector length.
mass-termination techniques: solderThe companion soldering tool uses
ing is necessary.
twin infrared lamps in a special
Space limitations and difficulties reflector to provide high wattage per
in heating and positioning of wires unit length at the focus. A copperover terminals make hand-soldering alloy platen receives the radiant
the only satisfactory way of termi- energy and conducts it to the soldernating these cables to aconnector or wire interface.
a paddleboard. A highly skilled solIn a typical application, the soldderer with excellent eyesight is er-filled tape is placed over the prerequired to handle the tiny wires in pared cable conductors that are to be
the cramped space. A replacement terminated to the connector termifor this difficult and time-consuming nals and then cut to fit. A drawermethod is clearly in order.
holder assembly is closed and
Raychem's solution is a solder- inserted into the heater module, inidelivery system that allows as many tiating automatically timed heating
as 300 joints to be soldered in 1 of the solder delivery vehicle. After
minute. The delivery system has two soldering, the plastic part of the
components, a solder-delivery strip solder strip can be peeled away if
or tape, and a companion heating necessary.
tool. The system consistently proThe Berg Electronics division of

Packaging & production

Tape delivers
solder evenly

The use of our large
experience in the
electronic industry for
know-how, engineering, licences, technology, studies, design,
manufacturer's marks,
complete assembling
lines, technical assistance, training of the
staff, services, would
certainly give you a
complete satisfaction.
High qualified specialists of alarge experience
are ready to answer
accurately your most
exigent demands just
contact them!
Ask for technical data
and any other informations on the following
address:
ELECTRONUM
EXPORT — I
M PORT
Specialized Foreign
Trade Company
70 317 Bucharest-Romania
11-15, Olari Street
P.O. B.: 34-36
Telex: 11547, 11584

ELECT ENUM
BUCHARIST
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Solder control. Many evenly spaced connections on flat digital transmission cables can be
soldered quickly with this solder-delivery tape (shown exploded) and aheating tool.
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For:

Stability.
Repeatability.
Low Noise.
Linearity.
Accuracy.

6
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From 60°to 240°C,
the MICROTEMP cuts
off thermal hazards fast.
OEM's need a thermal cutoff they can rely on.

Which is why they've relied on the MICROTEMP"
over abillion times.
They know the MICROTEMP' thermal cutoff not
only works fast, it's designed to protect the
average product for its projected lifetime.
So if you're looking for alow cost thermal cutoff
you can count on, look no further. Go with the
one that's No. 1 around the world.
The MICROTEMP.

(11D

MICRO DEVICES
—

s EDC Model MV105J
D.C. Voltage Startdard
for use in design and
development labs as a
eference, asource and a
supply. It serves as a
simulator for thermocouples and transducers. Production line quality
con
d service calibration rely on this
instrument as a dependable reference/standard.
Model MV105J's calibration accuracy is •0.003%
of setting. You can't do better than that!
Two output ranges: •10 Vdc resolved to 10 pVdc
and
100 mV resolved to •0.1 idVdc.
Line and Load Regulation is -0.0005°4).
Other models as low as •10 mV or up to -1000
Vdc. down to
10 mA or up to •10 Adc.
Model MV105J price 51.250.00; Galvanometer
option S325.00.
For complete information contact Bob Ross

ELECTRONIC
DEVELOPIVIENT
CORPORATION
11 Hamlin St.. Boston. MA 02127. Tel: (617) 268-9696
TLX: 955329 • TWX 710

.
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"ELECTRONIC TAB"
RANDOM
FILING
SYSTEM

The source for...

DEFENSE ELECTRONIC
PRODUCTS AND SERVICES

New products

low-power integrated circuit. The

Du Pont Co. is already applying this
method for terminating its TLC connector to transmission-line cables
having a pitch of 50 mils. The Raychem solder-delivery system is being
used to mass-terminate signal and
ground wires and selected grounding
fingers on the Berg connector.
The system can be extended to
other window spacings, wire terminal geometries, and layout patterns.
In large volumes, the strip will cost
20 to 100 per line.

potential market is several tens of

Raychem Corp., 300 Constitution Dr., Menlo

millions of "ELECTRONIC TABS"

Park, Calif. 94025 [391]

Small

French

office-equipment

manufacturer has developed and
patented

worldwide

"ELECTRONIC

a unique

TAB"

system

that

makes

random

shelving

retrieval
possible

or storing

of

books, document boxes, spare
parts,

etc.

Now looking for a

partner to finance production
model based on C-MOS or similar

ayear. For details on the Tabs and
the system,

WRITE
BO-2863
ELECTRONICS
Class. Adv. Dept.
P.O. Box 900, NY, NY 10020

EXPERTS/
CONSULTANTS
Electronics magazine has opportunities for short-term assignments commanding significant
exposure.

•Telecommunications

•Software engineering
•Computer languages
•Memories
•Fiber optics
•Interconnections
•Speech synthesis
•Display technology

Wire bonder has impactless
head and programmable table
A semiautomatic wire bonder designed for use with hybrid chips
incorporates an impactless bonding
head and a microprocessor-controlled, three-axis (X -Y-Z) table.
The bonding head deforms wire uniformly. Capillary perpendicularity,
tail length, search height, bond
forces, and microscope focus are all
kept constant by the programmable
table regardless of changing bonding
heights.
Bond time and bond locations on
the model 2406 are programmable
on a per-wire and per-die basis. The
machine is programmed by stepping
a device through a bonding routine
and entering the positioning reference points in computer memory.
The wire bonder sells for about
$20,000.
Kulicke and Solfa Industries Inc., 507 Prudential Rd.,

Horsham,

Pa.

19044.

Phone

(215) 674-2800 [393]

•Test and maintenance
•Manufacturing and
production reliability
•Electronics and energy
•And other technical and
management specialities
For further information about
these professional opportunities
contact:
J. S. Pecorella,
Electronics magazine
1221 Avenue of the Americas
New York, N.Y. 10020 • (212) 997-2996

i-7Electronics

Laser imaging system
cuts need for artwork
The Laser Artmaster Generator has
been designed for the precise exposure of images on photosensitive
media. It is driven by computeraided-design-generated magnetic
tape. A computer controls a laser
scanner, which produces the images—either artwork or images that

U.S. Suppliers
1980

Sixth
Annual
Edition
28 pp.
$40
The only technical sourcebook
of its kind, covering more than
40 categories of U.S. defense
products and services.
Sixty major U.S. suppliers
provide detailed specifications
and some 300 illustrations in
such categories as...
•Command and control •Communications, including data
communications •Displays •EW
• Fire control •Maintenance
services • Navigation •Radar
•Recorders •Systems engineering •Telemetry •Test
equipment and instruments
•Training aids and simulators
•Plus...cross-index and five
appendixes.
Order your copy today!
The Directory of Defense
Electronic Products and
Services, 1980
Electronics magazine
1221 Ave. of the Americas
New York, NY 10020 USA
Please ship_copies of
"The Directory of Defense
Electronic Products and
Services, 1980" at $40 each,
postage and handling included.
Non-U.S. orders add $14 for
air shipment.
Payment must accompany order,
checks payable to Electronics.
Name/title
Company/organization
Address
City/postal code/state/country
Electronics/October 23, 1980

TELESCOPE
TIME AND SPACE WITH A
TELECONFERENCE.
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You are having your regular
weekly conference with the field
office.
Though you are at headquarters and your field office is athousand miles away, it's as if you all
meet in one location.
You deliver the latest directives.The field reports that aproject is completed. They ask for
instructions on acontinuing problem. You clarify apoint by going
over to the blackboard.
What makes this work is that
it all takes place over the phone.
It's ateleconference.
A teleconference, whether
held regularly or on aspot basis,
eliminates the barriers of time and

space. The U.S. Geological Survey
has found that it speeds up work.
Makes executives' time more productive. Cuts travel expenses.
Clears up problems and takes care
of emergencies immediately.
You can have ateleconference
simply by using aSpeakerphone,
which enables several people to hear
what is being said at once. So there's
no need to repeat information.
At its most complex, you
could have acompletely equipped
conference room utilizing private
lines. You might even include an
electronic blackboard, which you
write on with chalk. Your writing
is reproduced simultaneously on a
TV monitor at your field office a
thousand miles away.
Bell's advanced communications technology is changing ideas
about how to transact business.
It's becoming clear, for instance,

e4lani

PeleMit

that what we call the "conference"
is one of the many aspects of information management and communications. And that's our business—
the knowledge business.
For snore information, call toll
free 800-331-1750. In Oklahoma, call
collect: 918-664-8300.

The knowledge business

The Sou
to Nuts
Wrap nFill
From sophisticated computer
and telecommunication
equipment to outboard
motor ignitions and the flashing lights in pinball
machines, Acushnet makes wrap and fill capacitors for
just about everything.
Whether it's a 4 uF mylar© for Wang Labs or a .0047 uF
polypropylene for Digital, we always make
a capacitor that does the job.
At Acushnet we cater to special functions.
Write us, or better yet, call.
' DUPONT

ACUSIMET

ACUSHNET CAPACITOR CO.. INC.
720 BELLEVILLE AVE. • NEW BEDFORD, MA. 02741

(617) 999-3291

At Acushnet. We're Accustomed to Solving Capacitor Problems
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Dimension: mm
3.341m

SUPER MINIATURE
Neon Glow Lamps
urculis Volts
AC105-125
Series Resistance
Nominal Current
Total Flux

:-)

'TI
-1
mm
t

150KS2
0.3mA
20mIm MIN

NL 85

Average Life Hours •
•
•30,000

1
'6.0

CLEAR-GREEN
Fluorescent Glow Lamps
Circuit Volts
Series Resistance
Nominal Current
Total Flux(MIN.)
Avg. Life Hours

mn

19mm

AC crDC 105-125
33KS2
I.6mA
AC:120m1m.DC:130m1m
NL-35 G
AC:30.000 DC:40.000
.fE,0
AC 105-125
27KQ
I.5mA
22mm
90mIm MIN.

Circuit Volts
Series Resistace
Nominal Current
Total Flux
Avg. Life Hours

rii

20.000

• MAIN PRODUCT
NEON GLOW LAMP, XENON FLASH LAMP,
RARE GAS, DISCHARGE LAMP.
MINIATURE: BLACK-LIGHT, UV-LIGHT,
FLUORESCENT COLOR-LIGHT.

NL -2 1G

ELEVAM ELECTRONIC TUBE CO., LTD.
EXPORT DIVISION
NO.

17-8CHUO

2 CHOME

TELEPHONE: 03 , 774
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OTA-KU.
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New products
go directly on printed-circuit substrates without artwork. Throughput
depends on the photosensitive medium used: silver halide film, 18 by 24
in., can be exposed in 2 minutes. In
contrast, the vectorized plotter
method takes up to 2to 5hours. On
printed-circuit substrates coated
with certain standard film resists,
18-by-24-in. images can be exposed
in 4minutes.
The base price for the laser imaging system is $6,600. Delivery takes
six to nine months.
Eocom division of American Hoechst Corp.,
15771

Redhill

Ave.,

Tustin,

Calif.

92680

[395]

Hybrid assembly system has
five programmable axes
The Microplacer is a computer-controlled assembly system for hybrid
chips that moves along five servomotor-driven axes, each individually
programmable. Tweezer-like grippers can selectively pick up as many
as 60 different electronic components in any combination and place
up to 200 on a substrate without
changing component feeder mechanisms. The unit places 3,000 components per hour.
Programming is done by manually
taking the gripper through each
cycle. The computer calculates the
most efficient series of movements
from picking up the component to
placing it and records that series in
its memory. The entire program is
retained on a floppy disk, which is
standard on the Microplacer. The
location of each feeder mechanism is
also retained in microprocessor
memory.
The system will be sold either as a
complete customized hybrid assembly system with a choice of component feeders and substrate presentation mechanisms, or as a basic
assembly system to which the customer will add the component feeders. The basic system starts at
$95,000 and can be delivered in 22
to 24 weeks.
MTI Corp., 55 Industrial Dr., Ivyland,

Pa.

18974. Phone (215) 355-3110 [396]

JAPAN.

TELEX: 246-8855
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Now designers can
eliminate snubbers from
switching power supplies
(with new 60V,175 °C, high-energy TRW Schottkys)

Test TRW's new Schottky superstars
in your design—they deliver a
33% higher margin of protection
against overvoltage. High reverse
energy tolerance makes them
damage-proof and means greater
reliability. And eliminating the

snubbers simplifies your design
and cuts manufacturing costs.
Check it out—our 60V, 175 °C
Schottkys are astate-of-the-art
design that can help your design,
cut costs and improve performance.
What's more, our new expanded

ca
ty means that you can
continue to rely on TRW for
consistent quality, dependable
delivery and advanced performance
—with plenty of design leeway.
Mail the coupon for afree sample,
make your test and see for yourself.

Reader service inquiries will receive data information only.
Circle 62 on reader service card

(<,

PHONE JOHN POWER at (213)679-4561 (or) MAIL COUPON
TRW Power Semiconductors •14520 Aviation Blvd., Lawndale, CA 90260

Check the free test sample Schottky Diode
you'd like to receive (limit one to acustomer).

NAME

POSITION

IF

Vg

Ti

Package

SD-71•

75A

60V

175 °O

DO-5

fl

SD-31•

30A

60V

175 •O

DO-4

E

SD-23i *(Dual)

30A

60V

175 °O

TO-3

•SD• 31, SD-71 and SD-231 In regular and hyphenated form
are Trade Marks of TRW Inc

COMPANY NAME

MAILING STATION

ADDRESS

CITY/STATE/ZIP

TRWpoVVER SEMICONDUCTORS
4/
44,

çe%

An Electronic Components Division of TRW Inc.

PHONE

THErODIGY PT900 SYSTEM FROM
3H INDUSTRIES TESTS:
Power Supplies
Relays
Transformers
All of the above
Our PRODIGY PT900 Power Supply Test System provides
multiple answers to your test requirements in Production
Testing, Incoming Inspection and Engineering Evaluation.
The complete turn-key system provides a PDP 11,3 computer with two floppy disks, a video terminal with keyboard, and programmable modules for testing power
supplies, relays, transformers. regulators or batteries.
Proven software packages in PASCAL allow complete
software control, using your choice of three programming
methods: existing 3H proven test programs. primitive
commands, or your own new test procedures written in
simple testing language. You won't require a staff programmer as the system features operator prompting,
making it very easy to use.

of the PRODIGY makes it simple for you to expand your
system to meet specific individual requirements.
The PRODIGY Multiple Choice Tester is the answer to
your testing requirements. It's built with the same reliability
that makes our linear test systems the most accepted
in the world. For further information, contact one of our
offices listed below.

The PRODIGY is not only the fastest power supply tester
available, it is also the most versatile. The modular design

111
INDUSTRIES

1289 Hammerwood Avenue, Sunnyvale, CA 94086
(408) 734-5970 TELEX: 352022

REPRESENTATIVES WORLD-WIDE
EUROPEAN HEADQUARTERS
27C Chemin Boissier
1223 Cologny
Geneva. Switzerland

FAR EAST
Sumitomo Corporation
New Sumitomo Shoji
2-2, Hitotsubashi 1-chome
Chiyoda-ku, Tokyo, Japan

VISIT US AT CHERRY HILL -BOOTHS #119 & 120

SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA
32129 Lindero Canyon Road
Suite 210
Westlake Village, CA 93161

Circle 65 on reader service card

POLYSULFONE PCB SUBSTRATE GIVES

PERFORMANCE CLOSE TO PTFE/GLASS,

ATA PRICE CLOSER TO EPDXY/GLASS
When you're looking for high performance in PCB's—
particularly in high frequency applications—a polysulfone substrate can give it to you at far less cost than
PTFE/glass. Polysulfone has excellent electricals: low
dielectric constant and low dissipation factor for low
loss (see graph). It withstands hand and wave soldering (500°F. bath for 5seconds).
Polysulfone can be easily extruded for PCB substrate, and easily drilled. Copper-clad laminate of
polysulfone has good peel strength and low zaxis
expansion. It can be processed by subtractive, semiadditive and fully additive processes. (Copper-clad
sheet is available from Norplex.)
You can also mold polysulfone for PCB's with
standoffs, holes of all sizes, and in almost any shape—
to save finishing and machining time.
And cost is modest. Tektronix saved $120,000
annually by switching from polyphenylene oxide to
extruded UDEL* Polysulfone.

For full data on UDEL Polysulfone for PCB and
other electric/electronic applications, use the coupon
below or the reader service card.
UNION CARBIDE CORPORATION
Engineering Polymers, Dept.PE2-1080
Old Ridgebury Road, Danbury, Connecticut 06817
I'd like to get high performance in PCB's at lower cost.
Please send me bulletin on UDElf Polysulfone.
Mlle

Name
Company
Street
City
State

Zip

Phone

UDR* is a repisterd trodemark ot Union Carbide Corporation.

PEOPLE PLANNING THE FUTURE.
UNION
CARBIDE
Engineering Polymers
Circle 68 on reader service card

Standard designsuse catalog ICs.
"Hordesignsuse SSi customs!
Item: If there's nothing special about your design, you
don't need our customs ICs. Use standards.
Item: If you've got aspecial design that gives you a
competitive edge and you want to discourage imitators—come
to SSi, the leader in custom ICs.
Item: At SSi you get it your way: analog or digital, or both
on the same chip: MOS or bipolar: large volumes or small.
If you want it your way, call SSi. Director of Marketing:
or send for our capabilities brochure today.
Silicon Systems incorporated, 14351 Myford Road, Tustin,
California 92680. Phone: (714) 731-7110 or TWX 910-595-2809.

Silicon o
Systems
inc rporated
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More guts.
Better value.
From NCR
for OEMs.

New High Value 0226 Thermal Printer

C.•

We've packed over 10 years of thermal
printer experience into this new. quiet.
lightweight 80 column unit. The result is a
machine with advanced design features
and solidrCR reliability, that actually
costs les than competitive models.
Compare us with other printers. You'll find
were a better value.
Unique 5x8 Dot Matrix — gives you a true
lower case, easier reading.
Low Print Head Replacement Costs —
save almost half the price of most.
Simpler Design — requires fewer drivers.
less circuitry: less potential problems.
lower cost.
You can buy "mechanism only" --- or
get complete RO or KSR cabinet units.
For delivery information, prices, or
literature, please contact us at
NCR Engineering and Manufacturing.
OEM Marketing. P.O. Box 627. Ithaca.
New York 14850. (607) 273-6066.

N
Circle 75 on reader service card
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New products

•Transistors
•Capacitors
•Diodes

Microcomputers & systems

•IC's

I/O board has
four 8-bit ports

‘,0

Z-bus-compatible board
allows bidirectional ports

CONTROLLED HEATING
where it counts

to be enabled independently

THERMO-PROBE
Heat any integrated circuit or electronic
component to its rated temperature
with a heat probe. Accuracy ± 3*C or
better. Or check the component's temperature with a thermo-couple probe.
Model 810 Thermo-Probe does both.
Reads out directly in •C and •F on a
large 41
/ -inch meter.
2

MTI INDUSTRIES

MICRO-TECHNICAL

r

P.O. Box 287 South Laguna, CA 92677
f

i

1 TELEPHONE (714) 545-3734
TNX 910 590-1325 MICROTECH MN

ma

le
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\
NEED SERVICE
ON YOUR
SUBSCRIPTION
TO ...

The latest addition to Zilog's line of
Z-bus—compatible products is adigital input/output board (D10) featuring 32 1/0 lines configured as four
8-bit ports. Separate data-strobe
inputs are provided for each bytewide port so that external devices
may update the on-board latches 8,
16, 24, or 32 bits at atime.
The bidirectional ports are programmed as either an input or output by the processor. A control register serves that purpose as well as
that of enabling the external strobes:
4 of the register's 8 bits determine
whether the four ports will be input
or output, while the other 4 determine whether input data will be
latched by external strobes or upon
request by the processor.
The board operates in the polled
mode and has no provisions for generating interrupts. Switches in adual

in-line package determine whether
the board will operate as a memorymapped device or in a separate ho
space. The ports are buffered from
the outside world by high-drive
transceivers able to deliver 48 mA.
Backplanes. The DIO joins the
zcm family of Z-bus—compatible
boards. The two Z-bus backplanes
use either one or two 96-pin connectors, thus offering higher density and
reliability than standard card-edge
connectors. Only one of the connectors is used by the Z bus; the second
is provided for any custom interconnections the system designed may
require. The DIO is a single-width
board that, like the other singlewidth boards, works with both single- and double-width backplanes.
Double-width boards include a
Z8001 microprocessor unit featuring
32 K bytes of random-access memory and two serial ports, a Z80-based
single-board computer, a 64-K-byte
dynamic RAM board, and an IBMcompatible double-density floppydisk controller.
Other single-width boards include
a Z8-based single-board computer
featuring the Basic language in readonly memory, a RAM/ROM module,
analog input and output boards, and
acontroller for single-density floppydisk drives.
The DIO uses a single +5-v sup-

Joins family. Z-bus-compatible digital input/output board's tour independent bidirectional

Electronics

8-bit ports can be memory-mapped or can be operated in aseparate I/O space.

Do you want to change
your address?
Have you missed an
issue?
Was your copy damaged?

CALL

(609) 448-8110 *
FOR IMMEDIATE
HELP
a.m.-4 p.m. EST
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Make no mistake
with Computrol Megabit modems
"...We have successfully utilized
thousands of them in a variety of
Sanders' graphics products and
systems. ...

EzaSAN13E12

Sanders Associates, Inc.,
Information Products Division,
produces a variety of high speed,
interactive graphics products
for a broad range of government
and industrial uses.

1 bit in 10' 2 error rate
for local networks on coaxial cable
William Bernstein, Vice President, General Manager, IPD of Sanders
Associates, Inc. talks about Computrol modems. "The Computrol
coaxial cable modem was selected after a careful evaluation of alternative products and approaches, taking availability, reliability,
performance and cost into consideration.
We have successfully utilized thousands of them in a variety of
Sanders' graphics products and systems.
Its flexibility gives our designers freedom to readily incorporate the
modem into new systems."
Sanders uses Computrol modems to build fast, reliable
distributed computer graphics systems. You can profit, too,
from features like these:
•Operates at all data rates from DC to 2 Megabits/sec
without readjustment
• FSK modulation on coaxial cable for error rates
less than 1 bit in 10"
•Multidrop up to 255 devices on a
single coaxial cable without directional
couplers
•Transmission distance up to 32,000 feet
without repeaters or sensitivity adjustments
•Low cost- less than $200 in production quantities
Write today for technical data, or call Garry Stephens at (203) 544-9371.
2 Megabit/sec modem, packaged
for mother board mounting.
measures 4.5" a 2.0" a 0.38"

computrol
15 Ethan Allen Highway
Ridgefield, CT 06877
(203) 544-9371
Electronics/October 23, 1980
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YEARS OF
WARNING YOU...

New products
ply, is priced at $375 in single quantities, and will be available in January 1981.
Zilog Inc., 10340 Bubb Rd., Cupertino, Calif.
95014 [371]

Entry-level desktop computer
sells for $3,695

NEW SOUND
GENERATORS OFFER
LOW-COST EFFICIENCY
Projects Unlimited's new line of Piezo Ceramic Benders (Series PCB-1)
combine low-cost efficiency with small size, reliable construction and
superb performance. These units will sound with as little as 3VAC applied
and are useful over the range of 1.5 to 15 KHz depending on the bender size
and model number. High impedance allows the units to be easily driven
from conventional I.C. devices.
For more information, write: Projects Unlimited, Inc.,
3680 Wyse Road,
Dayton, Ohio 45414.
Phone: (513) 890-1918.
TWX: 810-450-2523.

projects
unlimited

Circle 84 on reader service card

The Vector Intelligent Partner (v1P)
offers state-of-the-art word-processing and list-management capabilities
and can be easily upgraded by adding disk capacity. This entry-level
computer consists of an integrated
video console and a single 315-K byte minidisk drive.
The drive is housed separately so
it can be replaced by a 2-megabyte
diskette unit or a 30-megabyte Winchester drive or so three more 315K-byte drives can be added. The VIP
is available off the shelf and is priced
at $3,695.
Vector Graphic

Inc.,

31364 Via Colinas,

Westlake Village, Calif. 91362. Phone (213)
991-2302 [373]

!lecttens
,,ERva' .
'"

FREE
Brochure
describes Electronics editorial
reprints, services, books...

Four-user microcomputer on
S-100 bus costs under $5,000
In a four-user configuration, the
Decision 1, a multitasking S100—bus microcomputer, will sell for
under $5,000. The processor will feature a UNIX -like operating system
that runs CP/N4 as a subtask. The
central processing unit has a 4- or
6-MHz Z80, memory management
hardware, and a floating-point processor. The memory management

•More than 70 article reprints in 15 subject
categories
•Handy wall charts
•Custom-made reprint services
•Books especially for Electronics' readers
•Convenient postage-paid order cards
For your free copy, circle #275 on
the reader service card.
For faster response, write directly to
Electronics Reprints, PO. Box 669,
Hightstown, NJ 08520, or call
(609) 448-1700, ext. 5494.
302
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IT'S HARD TO KEEP
A GOOD MACHINE DOWN.
At least that's what our customers tell us.
They report that
the Teletype* model 43
printer is the most
reliable machine
;If:1%A
they've ever bought.
e
'
And that downtime is practically nil.
For example, Mr. Albert
Brooks of NCE Terminals writes us to say that,
"our records show the Teletype model 43 has
the highest reliability and mean time between
failure rates of any terminal we presently
distribute and service:'
Thanks, Mr. Brooks.
And Mr. Robert Jones of Leasametric, a
company that currently rents out over 1000
of the model 43 teleprinters, reports that
iame

"according to our records, the
failure rate ranges between
11
2 % and 2%:'
/
And while that
may surprise some
people, it's no
surprise to us.
Because the reason for the
model 43 teleprinter's amazing
reliability is simple: simplicity.
Now LS! (Large Scale Integration) circuitry
performs almost all of the functions that used
to be done mechanically. So less moving parts
means less chance of downtime.
And less downtime means less aggravation. And isn't that the kind of printer you
want working for you?
The Teletype model 43 printer. It's the
kind of machine that gets fan mail.

r Mr:"
Teletype Corporation
5555 Touhy Avenue, Dept. 3185
Skokie, IL 60077
Telephone (312) 982-2000

*Teletype is atrademark and service mark of the Teletype Corporation.

Circle 86 on reader service card

DIP Circuit
Insurance:

Program and
Monitor with
Minelco

The NEW
Electronics
Buyers' Guide
is now available!

New products
hardware includes a memory map
that supports up to 16 tasks without
swapping. Disk support includes
dual 800-kilobyte 5-in, floppy-disk
drives mounted in the mainframe,
dual 1.2-megabyte 8-in, floppies,
and a 26-megabyte Winchester hard
disk. Decision 1 will be available
through local computer stores.

Completely new listings of catalogs, new
phone numbers. new addresses, new manufacturers. sales reps, and distributors ,
The total market in abook—four directories
in one ,

Morrow Designs, 5221 Central Ave., Richmond, Calif. 94804. Phone (415) 524-2101
[374]

16-bit microprocessor is
STD-bus compatible

DIP Slide Switches
Eliminate operational errors due to
incorrect sequencing common to many
"rocker" types. Minelco assures consistent break-before-make contact performance
over
30,000
cycles
elec mech per position, for ultimate
performance. Widest variety of switching combinations available anywhere
TTL compatible, wave solderable, for
standard 100 x.300 DIP matrix

DIP Bite Indicators
Eliminate hours of downtime tracing
faults. Minelco low-profile, magneticlatching indicators monitor critical circuits, respond to a 150ms pulse, then
remain latched without power, showing
a highly-visible white non-volatile display. Reset by pulsing a separate reset
coil. TTL compatible, wave solderable,
for all standard DIP sockets

PROTOTYPES
available on phone or letterhead request

MINELCOIT II
Industries
135 South Main Street
Thomaston, CT 06787
203-283-8261
TWX 710-475-1091

High-performance systems like fastFourier spectrum analyzers can be
implemented with STD components
now that the DM-8800 microcomputer board has brought 16-bit processing and 1-megabyte addressing
to the 8-bit bus. The 20-bit full
addressing range of Intel's 8088
microprocessor is available in the
DM-8800. The 1megabyte of memory is addressed on asystem with 16
address lines by multiplexing the 4
high-order address bits over the data
lines at the beginning of a memory
cycle. STD memory boards ignore
these bits and are thus compatible
with the DM-8800 if no more that
64-K bytes are used. For 2-, 4-, or
8-K bytes of memory, the DM-8800
has an on-board erasable programmable read-only memory (a 2716,
2732, or 2764) decoded at the top of
the megabyte address space to leave
the first 64-K bytes free for offboard memory. The DM-8800 is
priced at $395 and delivery is in four
weeks.
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The only book of its
kind in the field.
If you haven't got it,
you're not in the market.
To insure prompt delivery
enclose your check with
the coupon now.

Desert Microsystems Inc., Star Rte. 1, Box
1174-D, Pasco, Wash. 99301. Phone (509)
547-3397 [376)

Yes, please send me
1980 EBG.

copies of

D I've

enclosed $30 per copy delivered in
USA or Canada. Address EBG, 1221 Avenue
of the Americas. New York, N Y 10020

E I've enclosed $52 for air delivery
elsewhere Address EBG. Shoppenhangers
Road, Maidenhead, Berkshire S16,
201 England.
Name
Company
Street
City
State

Zip

Country

Visit Minelco at MIDCON, Booth 1003-1005
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Afull range of products...
aname to rely on!

Daytime -Night-time -Thermal imaging
•Vidicons •Silicon-target vidicons •Pyroelectric-target vidicons •Nocticone
L3 TV tubes •Supernocticon e L3 TV tubes.
Potted, integral-coil, and ruggedized models available.

'THOMSON-CSF

1 1 1 11 '
1
1 1 1 THOMSON-CSF
coupcmEm

THOMSON -CSF ELECTRON TUBES /750 BLOOMFIELD AVENUE 1CLIFTON NJ 07015 /TEL :11.201) 779 10

BRAZIL •Sao-Paulo
THOMSON-CSF COMPONENTES
DO BRASIL Ltda
TEL
(111 61 64 83
FRANCE •Boulogne-Bdlancourt
THOMSON-CSF DIVISION TUBES ELECTRONIOUES
TEL
(1) 604 81 75

Electronics/October 23, 1980

GERMANY -Munchen
THOMSON-CSF GmbH
TEL
(89) 75 10 84
UNITED KINGDOM -BasIngstoke
THOMSON-CSF COMPONENTS
AND MATERIALS LTD
TEL
(256) 29 155

ITALY Roma
THOMSON-CSF TUBI ELETTRONICI SRL
TEL
(6) 638 14 58
SPAIN -Madnd
THOMSON-CSF COMPONENTES Y TUBOS S A
TEL
(I) 419 88 42

04

TWX

710 989.7149

SWEDEN -Stockholm
THOMSON-CSF KOMPONENTER & ELEKTRONROR AB
TEL
(8) 225815
JAPAN Tokyo
THOMSON-CSF JAPAN K K
TEL
(3) 264 36 46

Circle 98 on reader service card
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ELECTRONICS ENGINEERING FOR
PROFESSIONAL ENGINEERS' EXAMINATIONS. By C. R. Hafer. 336
pp.. more than 200 illus. Actually
two books in one—a quick preparation manual to help you pass your
RE. exams on the first try and a
rich source of practical electronics
engineering information and
know-how.
254/303 Pub. Pr.. $19.50 Club Pr., $15.50
ELECTRONICS ENGINEER'S HANDBOOK. Editor-in-Chief, D. G. Fink.
2,104 pp., 2.026 illus. Huge in
every sense, this instant-reference
volume gives you every latest essential in the field. 2,100 formulas
and equations, a 2.500-item bibliography. and every illustration you
need to clarify all of modern electronics!
209/804 Pub. Pr.. $57.50 Club Pr.. $40.50
ELECTRONIC DISPLAYS. By E. G.
Bylander, Texas Instruments Incorporated. 172 pp., illus. The
book describes current electronic
displays by family types, discussing their operation, application,
and circuit requirements. You
cover photometry and contrast enhancement, together with such
critical components as mounts and
drives, interface requirements,
and other necessary engineering
information.
095/108 Pub. Pr., $24.50 Club Pr.. $18.50

VIANDBOOK
ydef eewrebe

BUY ONE

of these
great professional books and

GET ONE FREE

when you join
McGraw-Hill's Electronics and Control
Engineers' Book Club (values up to $62.50)
Choose any one of these books at the special
Club discount, and select any other
as your gift ftiee-of-charge when you enroll!

,

MICROPROCESSORS/MICROCOMPUTERS/SYSTEM DESIGN. By
Texas Instruments Learning Center
and the Engineering Staff of Texas
Instruments Inc. 634 pp., illus.,
outsized 71
/ x 10 1/
4
4 format. This
practical, authoritative guide details the versatile, proved-in-action
methods and technical features of
the 9900 minicomputer architecture that can be employed to create
outstanding products and systems.
637/58X Pub. Pr., $24.50 Club Pr., $19.50
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HANDBOOK OF ELECTRONICS
CALCULATIONS FOR ENGINEERS
AND TECHNICIANS. Edited by M.
Kaufman and A. H. Seidman. 653
pp., 725 i//us. This first comprehensive tool of its kind includes
hundreds of worked-out problems
in analog and digital circuits. Includes more than 700 diagrams,
curves, tables, and graphs.
333/920 Pub. Pr.. $24.50 Club Pr.. $18.95
MICROCOMPUTER-BASED DESIGN. By J. B. Peatman. Expanded
4th printing. 604 pp., over 400
photos and other illustrations. Do
all your best day-to-day designs, as
well as your supercreative and special designs, around the new microcomputers and the specific
"how to" help you get here!
491/380 Pub Pr, $213 95 C11.13 Pr. $20 95

0

AP

HANDBOOK OF OPERATIONAL
AMPLIFIER CIRCUIT DESIGN. By D.
F. Stout; edited by M. Kaufman.
434 pp.. 223 illus. Compact, concise, highly concentrated, and containing a storehouse of information, this one-stop volume will help
you quickly solve any op amp circuit
problem!
617/97X Pub. Pr., $31.50 Club Pr.. $20.50
PRINTED CIRCUITS HANDBOOK,
2/e. By C. F. Coombs, Jr. 256 pp.,
327 illus. Blueprints every important phase of printed circuitry.
Provides the information you need
to establish a ptoduction facility
and control the processes. Avirtual
encyclopedia in the field, five
major sections cover engineering,
fabrication, assembly, soldering,
and testing.
126/089 Pub, Pr. $32 50 Club Pr 524 50

TRANSISTOR CIRCUIT APPROXIMATIONS, 2/e. By A. P. Malvino.
371 pp. Makes your arrival at an
ideal solution to problems in your
transistor work much easier than
you ever dreamed! Using the "idealize and improve" approach, the
book shows you how to arrive at a
working degree of accuracy in the
shortest time. All transistor topics—from power supplies and
linear ICs to types of coupling.
JFETs, and MOSFETS—are covered.
398'180 Pub Pr 515 95 Club Pr .$11 95

INTRODUCTION TO RADAR SYSTEMS, 2/e. By M. I. Skolnik. 698
pp., 244 illus. This new edition of a
widely used text on radar from the
systems engineer's point of view
brings you full discussions of the
many major changes that have occurred in the field recently.
519/091 Pub. Pr.. $34.95 Club Pr.. $21.95
MICROELECTRONICS: Digital and
Analog Circuits and Systems. By
J. Millman. 881 pp., 700 illus. This
giant book takes you step by step
from a qualitative knowledge of a
semiconductor, to an understanding of the operation of devices, and
finally, to an appreciation of how
these are combined to form microelectronic chips.
423'270 Pub Pr 528 95 Cluh Pr 522 50

BIT-SLICE MICROPROCESSOR DESIGN. By J. Mick and J. Brick. 320
pp., 230 illus. All in one place-the
crucial information you've been
needing about the 2900 family of
bit-slice microprocessor components! A remarkable "first," this
book designs right before your eyes
not just one but two complete
16-bit machines!
417/814 Pub. Pr., $18.50 Club Pr., $14.50

INTRODUCTION TO THE THEORY
AND DESIGN OF ACTIVE FILTERS.
By L. P. Huelsman and P. E. Allen.
430 pp., illus. Once you add active
filter design to your repertory of
specialties, you'll possess a skill
that's in great demand today.
Here's one of the best texts we
know on the theory, design, application, and evaluation of modern
active filters and the various techniques used today.
303/543 Pub. Pr.. $25.95 Club Pr.. $19.95

MICROCOMPUTER INTERFACING.
By B. Artwick. 352 pp., illus., 7 x
91
/ format. Here's your passkey to
4
trouble-free, low-cost interfacing!
The book gives you the data and
describes the techniques you need
to conceptualize, select, mate and
match, build, and interface microcomputer systems-no matter
what the application.
789/438 Pub. Pr.. $18.95 Club Pr. 514 95

PHASELOCK TECHNIQUES, 2/e. By
F. M. Gardner. 285 pp., illus. This
edition of the standard working
reference shows you not only better
methods of analysis and better
procedures for deciding on loop parameters, but also the circuits and
the results.
582029-3 Pub Pr . $21 50 Club Pr.. $16.95

ELECTRONICS DESIGNERS' HANDBOOK, 2/e. Edited by L. J. Giacoletto. 2,344 pp., 1,686 illus. Now
doubled in size and with 90% of its
material new, this famous classic
(first edition by Landee, Davis, Albrecht) has been thoroughly revised and updated to give you not
only the how and the why of all your
design work but also the how much
of every design step you take!
231/494 Pub. Pr., $62.50 Club Pr.. $45.50

SEMICONDUCTOR DEVICES AND
INTEGRATED ELECTRONICS. By A.
G. Milnes. 816 pp., 605 illus. The
main secret of this book's quick
and tremendous success with engineers is the way its logical grouping and handling of the material
builds and strengthens your indepth grasp of the subject, plus its
real-world application of just the
right amount of theory.
789/487 Pub. Pr.. $26.50 Club Pr.. $20.95

ELECTRONIC COMMUNICATION,
ee. By R. L. Shrader. 801 pp., 870
illus. This thoroughly updated edition offers all the theory and fundamentals you need to prepare
yourself for the FCC commercial
and amateur grade license examinations-and pass them the first
time!
571/503 Pub. Pr.. $19.50 Club Pr.. $15.50

Be sure to
consider these
important
titles as well!

DESIGN OF SOLID-STATE POWER
SUPPLIES, 2/e. By E. R. Hnatek.
640 pp., illus. A total revision and
expansion of an essential, readyto-use sourcebook on the design of
power supplies, particularly of the
switching variety. Incorporates the
latest developments in the field
while emphasizing the how-to help
designers want.
582054-4 Pub. Pr.. $27.50 Club Pr.. $21.50

HANDBOOK OF ELECTRONIC SYSTEMS DESIGN. By C. A. Harper.
266/832 Pub. Pr.. $39.50 Club Pr.. $29.50

STANDARD HANDBOOK FOR
ELECTRICAL ENGINEERS, 11/e. By
D. G. Fink and H. Beaty. 2,448 pp.,
1,414 illus. Today's most widely
used source of electrical engineering information and data serves
you as no other single work when
you need detailed, timely, and reliable facts and how-to on the generation, transmission, distribution,
control, conversion, and application of electric power.
209/748 Pub. Pr., $54.50 Club Pr., $41.95

DIGITAL FILTERS. By A. Antoniou.
021/171 Pub. Pr.. $26.95 Club Pr.. $20.50

ELECTRONICS DICTIONARY, 4/e. By
J. Markus.
104/313 Pub. Pr.. $21.50 Club Pr.. $19.50
ENGINEERING FUNDAMENTALS
FOR PROFESSIONAL ENGINEERS'
EXAMINATIONS, 2/e. By L. M.
Polentz.
503/800 Pub. Pr.. $22.50 Club Pr., $16.95
ENGINEERING MATHEMATICS
HANDBOOK, 2/e. By J. J. Tuma.
654/298 Pub. Pr., $24.95 Club Pr.. $19.95
RADIO HANDBOOK, 21/e. By W. Orr.
172/1311 P.S. Pr, $21.50 Club Pr.. $16.111
TRANSFORMER AND INDUCTOR
DESIGN HANDBOOK. By W. T.
Mc Lyman
786/755 Pub. Pr.. $35.00 Club Pr.. $26.50
CRYSTAL OSCILLATOR DESIGN AND
TEMPERATURE COMPENSATION.
By M. E. Frerking.
781/973 Pub. Pr.. $18.95 Club Pr., $11.95
NATIONAL ELECTRICAL CODE
HANDBOOK, 16/e. By J. F. McPartland.
450/909 Pub. Pr.. $19.95 Club Pr.. $14.50
NOISE REDUCTION TECHNIQUES IN
ELECTRONIC SYSTEMS. By H. Ott.
169/631 Pub. Pr., $27.95 Club Pr.. $20.95

EUCTRON ICS
ENGINEERING
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Why YOU should join now!
• BEST BOOKS IN YOUR HELD -Books are selected from awide range of
publishers by expert editors and consultants to give you continuing
access to the latest books in your field.
• BIG SAVINGS- Build your library and save money too! We guanintee
savings of al least 15% off publishers'' list prices on every book. Usually 20%.
•
or even higher!
BONUS BOOKS - You will immediately begin to participate in
our Bonus Book Plan that allows you savings between 70-80% off
the publisher's price of many books.
• CONVENIENCE -1-1 times a vear vou receive the Club Bulletin FREE,
fully describing the Main Selection and alternate selections, together with
a dated reply card. If y ou want the Main Selection, you simply do
nothing-it will be shipped automatically. If y ou want an alternate selection -or no book at all - y ou simply indicate it on the regular reply card
and return it by the date specified. You will have at least 10 days to decide.
If, because of late mail delivery of the Bulletin you should receive a book
you do not want, just return it at the Club's expense.
As a Club member,

y ou

agree only to the purchase of four books

•tincluding your first selection) over a two-year period.

MAIL THIS COUPON TODAY

McGraw-Hill Book Clubs
Electronics and Control Engineers ,
Book Club
P.O. Box 582, Hightstown, New Jersey 08520
Please enroll me as amember and send me the two
books indicated, billing me for my first selection only
at the discounted member's price, plus local tax.
Postage and handling. If not satisfied. Imay return
the books within 10 days and my membership will be
canceled. Iagree to purchase aminimum of 3additional books during the next 2years as outlined under
the club plan described in this ad. Membership in the
club is continuous but cancellable by me anytime
after the four book purchase requirement has been
fulfilled.
Write Code # of
FREI.. selection here

Write Code # of
FIRST selection here

orders from outside the u.s. must be prepaid with
international money orders in U.S. dollars.
Signature
Name
Address
City
State

Zip

This order subject to acceptance by McGraw-Hill. All
prices subject to change without notice. Offer good
only to new members. Apostage and handling charge
is added to all shipments.
E33449

Grayhill's best!

Rugged
1-inch 1-amp
rotary switch
superior
contact system
provides crisp
make-or-break

actual size

Have it your way! Many
variations and options.
• Standard, UL recognized, or military
styles (Military has diallyl phthalate
molded parts, meets MIL-S-3786/4)
• Single or concentric shafts
• 30°, 36°, 45°,60' or 90° angle of throw
• Ithrough 6poles per deck, 1through 12
decks
• Shorting or non-shorting contacts
• Fixed or adjustable stops
• PC mounting available
• Add-a-pot, shaft and panel seals, and
many other options
These enclosed Series 42/44 switches offer
alife expectancy of 100,000 mechanical
cycles of operation—yet cost about $7.00
for asingle pole, single deck, two position
switch (in quantities of 100 or more). And
you get the added convenience of local
availability through your Grayhill
distributor. No wonder Grayhill's best is
also our best seller!
Write for free Grayhill Rotary Switch
literature.

New products
ANOS implements a disk paging
system that maintains the most often
used file pages (each 1,024 bytes
long) in its free semiconductor memory, thereby streamlining throughput. It also holds the input/output
routines in a separate area that is
easily configured for the particular
CP/M-compatible network
hardware being used. On power-up,
each user logs in via the command
operating system lets users
line interpreter using passwords that
share common peripherals
are remembered by the hub. A user
may form sign-on and other proceThe ANOS/ADAY network operating dural files that employ any combinasystem lets stand-alone computers tion of commands but are executed
share expensive and seldom-used with asingle directive.
Avocet, originator of several crossresources like hard disks and line
printers. What's more, it is CP/M- assembler programs (1802, 6502,
compatible, so that its users have a and 6800-to-8080), offers ANOS/
wide range of compilers, utilities, ADAY in two configurations. An endand application programs available user version includes object code
only and is priced at $400. A packto them.
Implemented in a star configura- age for the original-equipment mantion, the network dedicates one com- ufacturer includes source code, unputer, the hub, to handling files on limited distribution rights, and six
mass storage devices, printing out- months' implementation assistance
put, and communications with each for $100,000. Both are available now
satellite computer. Each satellite for CP/M 1.4 compatibility, and in
does its processing locally, using the two months for CP/M 2.2.
network only for mass storage. Com- Avocet Systems Inc., 804 South State St.,
munication between satellites is re- Dover, Del. 19901 [3811
stricted to sharing any data in disk
files that is made public and available to all users.
16-bit chips get enhanced
The main user interface to the system is the command-line interpreter. UNIX operating system
This program provides each user
with all the common disk file manip- Xenix, a portable operating system
ulation commands, plus arithmetic, for 16-bit microprocessors, is the
boolean, relational, and string-han- Version 7 UNIX operating system
dling functions that may serve as from Bell Laboratories with several
command parameters or else stand enhancements. The interactive, multiuser, multitasking system will run
alone in adesk-calculator mode.
Illusion. Of the two major system on all advanced microprocessors,
components, ANOS is the operating including Intel's 8086, Zilog's
system proper, residing in the hub, Z8000, and Motorola's 68000, as
and ADAY consists of two monitor well as on Digital Equipment Corp.'s
programs, one for the hub and one PDP-11 series. Because Xenix is
for the satellites. The satellite moni- writen in the C programming lantor appears to the user to be a resi- guage, it is easily transported to difdent disk operating system, but in ferent microprocessors.
All of Microsoft's existing system
fact all file accesses are performed
by direct communication with the software, including Cobol, Pascal,
hub. The hub monitor interprets Basic, and DBMS, will be adapted to
requests from the satellites, spools run under the Xenix system, and all
output requests to printers, and existing software written for the
refers file accessing to ANOS. At pre- UNIX operating system will be comsent the hub processor must be a patible as well.
The Xenix system is available
Z80, but the satellites may be 8080s.

Software

Operating system
shares storage

561 Hillgrove Avenue •LaGrange. Illinois 60525
(312) 354-1040
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Termination strength is the key to network reliability—
patented CTS Anchor Lock Terminations
are the key to strength.
The secret? Our superior process forcefully drives
the leads into tapered holes in the substrate, cold
forming the lead to the substrate and wedging it
tightly in place prior to soldering. Try pulling out a
CTS lead; you'll see how much assurance our 5lb.
pull strength gives you. Then try it with a competitive product! You'll see what we mean.
Why risk a loose termination that can alter the
resistance value of your network? CTS, and only
CTS, can deliver the superior mechanical and electrical reliability qualities of Anchor Lock terminations. The same exclusive insertion process applies
to both CTS Series 750 SIP and Series 760 DIP
style cermet resistor networks.
Reliability has been our key to success. With

CTS

more than one billion element hours of extended
load life testing, CTS resistors have exhibited a
failure ate of only 0.00041%/1,000 hours @ a95%
confidence level. Each SIP and DIP network is
100% value and tolerance tested before shipment.
Ask us about customizing your special network
requirements; or choose from 400 standard part
numbers available off-the-shelf from authorized
CTS distributors.
See for yourself how superior Anchor Lock terminations earned that patent—plus a lot of respect
over more than fifteen years of production experience. Ask for your free samples and network
catalog. Write CTS of Berne, Inc., 406 Parr Road,
Berne, Indiana 46711. Telephone (219) 589-8220.

CORPORATION
ELKHART INDIANA

A world leader in cermet and variable resistor technology.
Circle 105 on reader service card

nstati.
Na..Eliminator
REDUCES
ELECTRONIC
COMPONENT
ASSEMBLY
LOSSES

0

MODEL 2061
NUCLECEL
BLOWER

mor

PROTECTS STATIC-SENSITIVE MOS
AND IC DEVICES WITH CONDUCTIVE
IONIZED AIR
• Costs pennies per day to operate

• Can save dollars per hour in components
• Preferred method for neutralization
• Low volume blower on swivel stand
• Controls both low and high level
static charges

NRD DIV. MARK IV INDUSTRIES

2937 ALT BOULEVARD N. /GRAND ISLAND. NEW YORK 14072
716-773-7634

TELEX 91-578
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For
1\ fiber-optic
solutions to
analog-data
problems, there's
only one place to
go in the whole
wide world.
And that place is Math Associates. We're the only company
that manufactures 5different fiber-optic analog
transmission systems. One is almost
1113E141f)er1('S
certain to solve your problems, but if none
does, we'll create aspecial that will.
We also manufacture digital
1/18EHLINK
transmission systems.
We'd like to send you our systems
brochure as well as our 60-page catalog
describing the most extensive line of
fiber-optic components and accessories
in the world. Call or write to
/

17 Math Associate%E' Inc.
THE FIBER OPTICS PEOPL

6Manhasset Ave., Port Washington, NY 11050 (U.S.A.) 516/944-7050
Circle

312
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for Systems Brochure.
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New products
through an OEM license agreement,
priced on ascale that depends on the
number of users per system and the
number of systems sold by the original-equipment manufacturer. The
Xenix on the PDP-11 is available
this month; Xenix-8000 for the
Z8000 is scheduled for general
release at the end of this year.
Microsoft, 10800 N. E. Eighth St., Suite 819,
Bellevue, Wash. 98004. Phone (206) 4558080 [385]

Report generator computes
tables on 8080, 8085, Z80
The T/Maker system combines a
fast, easy-to-use tabular report generator with word processing for the
8080, Z80, and 8085 processors. Using
a 48-K-byte CP/M system and
CBasic-2, it provides easy analysis
and presentation of the numerical
data and text copy used in financial
modeling and report preparation.
For word processing and report generation, it includes a full screen editor, while for computing tables, it
has avisual two-dimensional syntax.
Files can be inserted, appended, and
sorted as well as created, loaded, and
processed automatically. The
T/Maker system, complete with
documentation and reference card, is
$275. Documentation alone is $25.
Lifeboat Associates, 1651 Third Ave., New
York, N. Y. 10028. Phone (212) 860-0300
[384]

Cross assemblers run under
UNIX system on PDP-11 series
A full line of microprocessor cross
assemblers runs on the Digital
Equipment Corp. PDP-1 Iseries under Bell Laboratories' UNIX operating system. The line includes cross
assemblers for the 8048, 8086, 8085,
Z80, Z8000, 6809, 68000, 6502, and
9900 microprocessors. The cross
assemblers are available in either
relocatable or absolute versions,
written in Macro-11 assembly language. UNIX versions of the Macro11 assembler and linker are also

for Components Catalog.
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CHIP CARRIERS — The Shape of Things to Come
Kyocera's multilayer ceramic chip
carriers provide a reliable, hermetic
environment for all generations of I.C.
devices. Kyocera's chip carriers
accommodate high lead counts while
improving overall space efficiencies.
The shorter electrical lead traces in
chip carrier construction greatly
enhance I.C. device speeds and
high performance requirements.
Kyocera's chip carriers also reduce
your costs per package because of
pretesting capabilities before board installation, as well as decreased usage
of precious metals.
Kyocera ...the expert in designing
chip carriers and multilayer circuit

boards ...has the largest variety of
chip carrier designs and tools ...
offers our expertise to your design
engineers. Together we can create innovative solutions to your most
challenging packaging requirements.
Semiconductor Headquarters
Kyocera International, Inc.
10050 North Wolfe Road
Cupertino, California 9501 4
408-257-8000
Corporate Headquarters
Kyocera International, Inc.
8611 Balboa Avenue
San Diego, California 921 23
714-279-8310

KYOCERA International, Inc.

Challenging the Future with Innovation in Ceramics
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Culligan Water: pure economy
for critical circuits at Rockwell.

wan mate mm

6'

Can Culligan water treatment help amajor MOS/LSI
manufacturer increase production cost efficiency?
Ask Rockwell International Microelectronics.
Volume manufacturing of MOS/LSI's, with electronic
densities of about 400,000 circuit elements per
square inch, requires rinsing water as pure as the
production tolerances are critical. Electronic Devices
Division of Rockwell International, acircuits industry leader, tried to meet the need with bulk quantity
distilled water, but production engineers weren't
satisfied. Variances in purity increased unit spoilage, and the high cost of trucking in huge quantities
of distilled water reduced profits. EDD needed a
better answer.
Culligan delivered the solution—A Reverse Osmosis/
Deionization water treatment system was installed
at EDD's Anaheim MOS/LSI manufacturing plant.
Using city water, the Culligan RO/DI system yields
product water virtually free of particulate matter,
total dissolved solids and bacteria. This results in a
process water with a resistivity of 18 megohms.
That's about five times as pure as commercial
distilled water. And for EDD, far more cost
effective.
314
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Your Inquiry is Welcome —Culligan RO/DI water
treatment systems are finding increasingly wide
applications in the electronics industry. To find out
how Culligan can improve your manufacturing cost
efficiency, call your local authorized Culligan
dealer. Or contact Greg Montgomery at Culligan
USA. Phone 312/498-2000. Or mail the coupon.

Greg Montgomery, Culligan USA
Northbrook. Illinois 60062
Iam interested in knowing more about Culligan water
conditioning.

El

EJ Have representative call

Name

Title

Company

Phone

®

Send literature

Zip

L-

-J
WATER TREATMENT

U

WORLDWIDETM
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New products

FLAW11/65

available. The assemblers feature
upward compatibility with the DEC
Macro-11 and VAX assemblers at the
directive level.
Prices range from $2,000 for the
8085 cross assembler to $3,500 for
the 8086 version. Delivery is one
week after receipt of order.
System Kontakt Inc., 6 Preston Court, Bedford, Mass. 01730. Phone (617) 275-2333
[386]

Word-processing package
FLAIM/65

is

a complete,

professional

quality

development

system for the 6500 microprocessor family. FLAIM/65 includes a
ROCKWELL AIM 65 (with 20 character display and thermal
printer plus full size keyboard), five slot motherboard, 16 K static
RAM memory, dual drive 5'A inch disk system with full operating
system in EPROM, CENTRONICS 730 dot matrix printer
(100 CPS), assembler, PL/65 compiler and full system power
supply. Best of all — the system pictured is priced well under
$4000 (U.S. only).
224 SE 16th St.

P.O. Box 687

AMES, IA 50010

(515) 232-8187
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Culligan Industrial
Water in the West
Peairs Engineering, a division of Culligan Industrial Water in
California, delivered the solution -the Reverse Osmosis/Deionization water treatment system featured on the opposite page.
Today, 10 years later, Culligan Industrial Water continues to service
the entire Rockwell facility and to provide equipment to industry
throughout the world.
Improve your cost efficiency and yield.
FOR IMMEDIATE ACTION CALL COLLECT TODAY:

(714) 772-9270
(213) 663-8335

includes keytops for terminal
The VTS/80 is a word-processing
software package that operates on
cP/m-compatible microcomputers.
Designed for use by operators who
have no previous computer or wordprocessing experience, the VTS/80
package includes a replacement set
of keytops for installment on adumb
cathode-ray-tube terminal's keyboard. With the keytops, the keyboard will look like adedicated word
processor. The keytops are colorcoded by function and have the commands engraved on the side.
In addition, the VTS/80 package
includes acolor-coded manual and a
software diskette. Versions are now
available on both 5- and 8-in, diskettes for any 8080, 8085, or Z80
microprocessor running under the
CP/M operating system. The keytops
can serve over 90% of commercially
available terminals. A multi-user
version of VTS/80 operating under
MP/M will be available Nov. 1. The
suggested retail price of the package
is $549; it is available in English now
and will be available in Dutch,
French, German, and Spanish on
Nov. 1.
National Microsoftware Producers Inc., 3169
Fillmore St., San Francisco, Calif. 94123.
Phone (415) 346-7025 [387]

Software provides direct
access to data files

Culligan Industrial

Water

315 North Hoover Street, Los Angeles, CA 90004
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A data-file access method named
(for associative index method)
provides several capabilities that,

AIM

315

Plenco and
Prestolite
...good under
the hood

New products
according to the manufacturer, have
been heretofore unavailable to dataprocessing users. Released with Datashare 6, the latest version of Datapoint Corp.'s Business Timesharing
System, AIM is compatible with systems running under the Datashare 6
software with a minimum 120-K
bytes of memory.
The software eliminates the need
for index pointers, links, networks,
and trees in data files by providing
direct access to any or all parts of
every record. AIM is a contentaddressable file whose key is defined
at the time of inquiry, not at the
time the file is set up by the system
designer. Disk space is conserved
because the index file takes up only
about 14% of the space occupied by
the data file it indexes.
AIM software is available exclusively with Datashare 6software and
is covered by the standard Datashare
6software licensing agreement.
Datapoint Corp., 9725 Datapoint Dr., San
Antonio, Texas 78284 [388]

Networking software for
HP 1000s includes HDLC

...distributor caps, molded of our 1510 alkyd.
To help things get going.
Caps like this are used in automotive ignition systems, an
application requiring a high
degree of arc and track
resistance. Manufactured by
the Prestolite Electrical Division
of Eltra Corporation, Toledo, OH,
the caps are molded of athermosetting compound formulated
with polyester resins: Plenco
1510 Electrical-Grade Alkyd
Molding Compound.
Laboratory tests, according to
Prestolite, showed this material
to have an excellent combination
of electrical properties, dimen316

sional stability, and resistance
to water absorption.
Why not get going on your own
molding needs? Give Plenco a
call at (414) 458-2121, and more
than likely our wide selections,
experienced counsel and service
can get you started right.

FeL_E NCO
THEF•?MOSL T PI_ ASTICS

PLASTICS ENGINEERING COMPANY
Sheboygan, WI 53081
Through Plenco research ... a wide range of
ready-made or custom-formulated phenolic,
melamine-phenolic and alkyd thermoset
molding compounds, and industrial resins.
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Distributed Systems/1000-IV, the
fourth generation of networking software for the HP 1000 computer
family, offers the High-level Data
Link Control (HDLC) protocol, message accounting, dynamic re-routing,
and remote peripheral assignment. It
provides network support for all
HP 1000 computers and their realtime executive operating systems,
including the new L series. Application programs that run on DS/1000
will run unchanged on the new product.
The HDLC protocol is implemented on a family of intelligent
interface cards that perform all the
link-level processing needed.
An original license for the
DS/1000-IV is $4,000; licenses for
additional copies are $1,600 each.
DS/1000 users will be upgraded
without charge. The interface cards
cost $1,400 to $2,000.
Hewlett-Packard Co.,

1507 Page Mill Rd.,

Palo Alto, Calif. 94304 [389]
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DARKROOM DATA

records your data at the
world's highest resolution and
fastest speed on color film.
Today the world is looking to
CELCO for answers to the problems
arising in the exciting field of color
graphic arts. And now you can create
your own color slides on THE CELCO
MACHINE. CELCO's High-Speed,
High-Resolution Color Film Recorder.
The CELCO MACHINE provides
rapid production of high resolution
color film from 16mm to 105mm. 4x5
and 8 x 10 inch color Polaroid is also
available for instant monitoring.
CELCO MACHINES in the field
are now producing over 180 (35mm)
color slides per hour, 24 hours per
day, day after day, month after month,

eee
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year after year. At 4600 line resolution
and in less than 20 seconds per slide.
For black and white requirements,
THE CELCO MACHINE provides even
faster speeds and higher resolution.
Unequalled performance. In an
independent survey for the U.S.
government, THE CELCO MACHINE
was shown to provide the highest
resolution and speed of all the laser
and CRT film recording systems
available in the world. Think what this
can mean in savings alone to your
organization. Instant data management from your own computergenerated image data.

Picture your imaging requirements on THE CELCO MACHINE.
Whatever the demands of your unique
software for business slide generation, CAD/CAM applications, Landsat,
animation, microfiche and micropublishing. Or for other applications
... from architecture and design to
city planning. You can record it on
color film on THE CELCO MACHINE.
Send for our colorful and detailed data brochure. Or call Paul
Constantine, Vice-President, at
201-327-1123 in Mahwah, NJ for immediate information on THE CELCO
MACHINE for YOU. (CELCO Pacific
Division: 714-985-9868)

Published by Electronics magazine...

Books of special interest
to our readers
Applying Microprocessors

Large Scale Integration

Reprinted from Electronics, completes the EE's transition from the
old methods of electronic design to
microprocessor engineering. Pub.
1977, 191 pp. Order #R-701, $9.95

As published in Electronics, covers
the entire range of design applications in sections on bipolar LSI,
MOS LSI. new devices, system
design, computer-aided design,
testing, and applications. Pub.
1976,208 pp. Order #R-602. $9.95

Basics of Data
Communications

Memory Design:

This compilation of essential articles from Data Communications
magazine includes chapters on
terminals, acoustic couplers and
modems, communications processors, networking, channel performance. data link controls, network diagnostics, interfaces, and
regulations and policy. Pub. 1976,
303 pp. Order #R-603. $12.95

Microcomputers to

CIRCUITS
CIRCUITS
CIRCUITS
CIRCUS'S
CIRCUITS

Mainframes
The technology, devices, and applications that link memory components and system design. How
to apply the new technology to
meet specific design goals. Edited
from the pages of Electronics. Pub.
1978. 180 pp. Order #R-732. $12.95

aRCUITS
ttitt electRonics

Circuits for Electronics

Microprocessors

Engineers

The basic book on microprocessor
technology for the design engineer.
Published in 1975, articles are
drawn from Electronics. 150 pp.
Order #R-520. $8.95

Almost 350 circuits arranged by 51
of the most useful functions for
designers. Taken from the popular
"Designer's Casebook" of Electronics, these circuits have been
designed by engineers for the
achievement of specific engineering objectives. Pub. 1977, 396 pp.
Order #R-711, $15.95

Personal Computing:
Hardware and Software Basics
More than 50 articles from leading
publications give you up-to-date information on personal computing
hardware. software, theory, and
applications. Pub. 1979, 266 pp.
Order #R-903. $11.95

Design Techniques for
Electronics Engineers
Expert guidance at every point in
the development of an engineering
project—making measurements,
interpreting data, making calculations, choosing materials, controlling environment, laying out and
purchasing components, and interconnecting them swiftly and
accurately. Nearly 300 articles
from Electronics' "Engineer's
Notebook." Pub. 1977. 370 pp.
Order #R-726. $15.95
Microelectronics
Interconnection and Packaging
Up-to-date articles from Electronics include sections on
lithography and processing for
integrated circuits, thick- and
thin-film hybrids, printed-circuitboard technology, automatic wiring
technology, IC packages and connectors, environmental factors affecting interconnections and packages, computer-aided design, and
automatic testing. Pub. 1980.
320 pp. Order #R-927. S12.95
FREE
Brochure describes Electronics .
editorial reprints, services. books. For
free copy, check the coupon in this ad or
circle #275 on the reader service card.

Microprocessors and
Microcomputers:
One-chip Controllers to

Practical Applications of
Data Communications:
A User's Guide

High-end Systems

Articles from Data Communications magazine cover architecture
and protocols. data-link performance, distributed data processing,
software, data security, testing and
diagnostics. communications processors, and digitized-voice and
data-plus-voice. Pub. 1980,
424 pp. Order #R-005, $13.95

Practical orientation to secondand third-generation 8-bit devices,
the latest 16-bit devices, one-chip
microcomputers, and software for
microprocessors in 95 articles from
Electronics. Pub. 1980, 482 pp.
Order #R-011, $13.95
Order today using this coupon!
r—
Electronics Magazine Books
PO. Box 669
Hightstown, NJ 08520
Tel. (609) 448-1700, ext. 5494
Order #

Oty.

Price

Name

Title

RCompany

RStreet! P.O. address

R-S

_
City/state/zip

R-

$

D Payment enclosed (payment must accompany orders under $25)
El Bill my company (or attach company Purchase Order)

[1 Bill me

Send afree copy of the Electronics Editorial Reprints brochure.
Total

Ten-day money-back guarantee applies on all books.

EL

MDB makes synchronous communications interfaces for
Q-Bus*and Unibus* that handle both bit and byte protocols.

Imagine what else we can do!
DUP-11* compatibility— plus! Now it's yours for
Q-Bus as well as Unibus with the MLSI-DUPV-11
and MDB DUP-11 synchronous, single line communications interfaces.
In addition to providing functional equivalency
and software compatibility with DEC, the quad
size MDB DUP-11 and MLSI-DUPV-11 interfaces
will accommodate BI-Sync and DDCMP in bytecontrol and SDLC, ADCCP and HDLC bit-oriented
protocols, with programmable character lengths
of one to eight bits for BOP and five to eight for
BCP. This is performance flexibility never possible
before. In addition, the MDB DUP boards feature
complete error control including CRC-CCITT
preset to O's or I's, CRC-16 preset to O's or VRC
odd or even. For Q-Bus users this hardware error
checking saves alot of computer time and memory
over the software checking of other systems.
But that's not all MDB can do. If you need
line printer controllers for your DEC, Data General,
IBM Series/1, Perkin-Elmer or Hewlett-Packard
computer, we've got them for more than 100
computer/printer combinations. We
'Trademark Digital Equipment Corp

[11
I]
SYSTEMS INC.
1995 N. Batavia Street
Orange, California 92665
714-998-6900
TWX: 910-593-1339

Circle123 for PDP-11,125 for LSI-11,
124 for DG,126 for PE,127 for IBM.
See us at Midcom booth .829 and 831
and Mini-Micro booth .204 and 205

don't just make plain PROM modules —we have
modules that let you program EPROM on the
board and we have interprocessor links which will
maintain high speeds over distances to 3,000 feet.
MDB's new multiplexors let you mix up to eight
lines of EIA and/or current loop, and our foundation modules require only one card slot.
All MDB interface products are warranteed
for one year, most can be delivered in 30 days
or less and all are available
under GSA Contract
#GS-00C-01960.
Now, what can
we do for you?

Microsoft is
pleased to announce
there will be no
16-bit software crisis.
They didn't realize it at
the time, but when Bell Laboratories developed the UNIX*
Operating System they solved
some mighty weighty problems
for 16-bit software development. Now Microsoft is picking
up where Bell left off and putting the UNIX Version 705 on
the Intel 8086, Zilog Z8000 and
Motorola 68000. (We've got
the PDP-11t version too, at a
very reasonable price.) We call
it the XENIXTM operating system, pronounced "zeenix."
Naturally, we are customizing
and enhancing the XENIX OS
to meet your needs, and we are
providing complete support for
every customer.
That's great news for the
legions of UNIX OS fans, as
well as for everyone getting
into the 16-bit market. But even
better news is that Microsoft
can offer XENIX to OEMs at
very competitive prices.
16-bit micros and the
UNIX OS—that's apowerhouse combination, and only
Microsoft has it.

Finally, astate-of-the-art,
standard OS.
As the biggest name in
microcomputer system software, Microsoft will define the
common ground to unite the
next decade's microcomputer
hardware.
And the XENIX operating
system should make life alot
easier for everyone in the business. As the standard operating system, it will eliminate the
crises that normally accompany emerging technology: the
relearning and rewriting
needed for each new machine.
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Circle 132 on reader service card

The software investments that
become outdated the minute
hardware diversifies. The
wasted efforts.
The XENIX OS (written in
the C programming language)
will provide long sought-after
hardware independence and
portability, thus protecting
software investments across
hardware lines. Switching to
anew microprocessor will be
easy, since Microsoft will
support them all.

Honest-to-goodness
UNIX OS. Only better.
The UNIX system well
deserves the attention its received in the past decade. It's
ahighly sophisticated, interactive, multi-user, multi-tasking
system with extensive utilities
and accompanying software
packages—creating atotal
working environment. A
standard environment.
Actually, the operating
system itself is only asmall part
of the XENIX package. The
vast system of utilities, developed over the last 10 years at
Bell Laboratories, includes a
C compiler, software development tools, function libraries,
games, text formatting and
typesetting programs, and
much more.
And Microsoft's modifications and enhancements make
the XENIX OS even more suitable for general commercial
applications. XENIX software
will fully utilize the powerful instruction sets and large addressing capability of the 16-bit
microprocessors.
As with all Microsoft products, the XENIX system will

be customized to your exact
needs and specifications, then
supported, maintained and
updated every step of the way.
In addition, all of Microsoft's already-famous system
software (including BASIC,
COBOL, Pascal, DBMS), will
run on the XENIX operating
system. XENIX will also run all
existing UNIX Version 70S
software.

A proven leader in
worldwide software
standards.
Microsoft's role as the
leading supplier and authors
of microcomputer system
software has meant that we've
established anumber of standards throughout the industry.
That's why we're called a
leader.
The establishment of a
16-bit standard operating system will be abig step forward
for the industry.
With the introduction of
the XENIX operating system,
we're offering asuperior standard system, plus the benefit of
our extensive knowledge and
expertise.
The XENIX operating
system. The standard that
ends the 16-bit software crisis.
Before it's even begun.
*UNIX is atrademark of Bell Laboratories
tPDP-1lisa trademark of Digital
Equipment Corporation

We set the standard.
10800 NE Eighth, Suite 819
Bellevue, Washington 98004
206-455-8080 Telex 328945
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Products Newsletter

Chip detects singleto triple-bit errors

Hard-disk tester
scans in 40
or 60 seconds

Two companies find
second sources

Price cuts

Electronics/October 23, 1980

Since the new breed of 64-K dynamic random-access memories are over
five times more susceptible to alpha-particle-induced soft errors than are
16-K RAMS, Advanced Micro Devices Inc. is beginning to offer samples of
a error detection and correction chip that can correct all single-bit
memory errors in a data word and detect all double-bit and even some
triple-bit errors. The bipolar Am2960 uses amodified Hamming code to
boost memory reliability more than sixtyfold and detects errors in 25 ns,
while correcting them typically in 40 ns. Expected to be available from the
Sunnyvale, Calif., firm by the end of this year, the 2960 is flexible enough
to handle word widths of from 8to 64 bits.

Look for Media Test Specialists Inc., a new firm in San Jose, Calif., to
introduce a hard-disk test system priced in the $100,000-to-$120,000
range, depending on options. The model 5814 is oriented toward production rather than engineering testing, cutting test time to under 40 seconds
in its fast-scan mode and 60 seconds in its normal-scan mode. The system
checks for extra bits, missing bits, modulation, and amplitudes. Mechanical adaptors allow the system to test either 14-, 8-, or 5.25-in. disks. Head
positioning for track densities of up to 2,080 tracks/in, can be accommodated in 0.5-mil steps. This will enable the system to test disks using
thin-film heads, as well as current disks.

• International Microcircuits Inc., Santa Clara, Calif., has entered into
an agreement with Supertex Inc. for the Sunnyvale, Calif., firm to
second-source imrs two families of gate arrays, now totaling more than
two dozen basic circuits. Included are a metal-gate complementary-mos
family with 50 to 550 cells per chip and a silicon-gate, oxide-isolated
c-mos family with adensity of 200 to 2,000 cells per chip and a30-MHz
switching frequency.
• Silicon Systems Inc., Tustin, Calif., has signed a second-sourcing
agreement with ITT North Electric Co.'s Microsystems division, Deerfield
Beach, Fla., for the latter to manufacture and market the SSI 201
monolithic dual-tone multifrequency receiver used in Touch-Tone telecommunications applications [Electronics, Feb. 15, 1979, p. 105].

• In switching from its H-MOS Ito H-MOS ii high-performance process for
its 16-bit 8086 microprocessor, Intel Corp., Santa Clara, Calif., substantially increased its yield of higher-speed parts. As a result, last month's
Wescon saw the introduction of the 8086-1, a 10-MHz version of the 8086
at $187.50, and now the price of its 8-MHz 8086-2 processor has
dropped—from $200 to $118.75 in quantities of 100. The basic 5-mHZ
chip remains at $86.65 in the same quantities.
• National Semiconductor Corp., also of Santa Clara, has slashed prices
more than 40% on the four medium-sized programmable-array logic
(PAL) devices it has been manufacturing under a licensing accord with
Monolithic Memories Inc. The 100-piece price for the 16L8, 16R8, 16R6,
and 16R4 goes from $55 to $32 each, with further cuts expected through
1981.
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fNQ INURS
ELECTRONICS ENGINEERS.
$60,000. Choice entry level to
management positions immediately available in Pennsylvania & national locations.
Reply in strict confidence to
J. G. Weir, President, WEIR
PERSONNEL SERVICES, 535
Court St., Reading, PA 19603
(215/376-8486).
GROWTH POSITIONS, $22K.
WK. 25+ yrs exp placing
EE's nationwide. Many exclusive clients. Design/Mfg/
Mktg/Mgmt. Reply to Gordon
Hassell,
V.P.,
LONGBERRY
EMPLOYMENT SERVICE, 911
Main Place, Niles, OH 44446
(216/652-5871).
ELECTRONICS ENGINEERS,
$18,000-$40,000. Suburban NJ
and
Nationwide.
Numerous
choice positions in co's utilizing the latest State-Of-Art
methods & equip in areas of
data & telecommunications &
navigation. Reply in confidence to Jim Mann, VP/Eng,
Suite 06, 8 Forest Ave., Caldwell,
NJ
07006
(201/2264555.)
DESIGN ENGINEERS to $381C.
Central Penna. & nationwide.
Design connectors/terminals,
microprocessors & controls.
Reply in confidence to Z. A.
Gonglewski,
MECK ASSOC.
PERSONNEL, 1517 Cedar Cliff,
Camp Hill, PA 17011 (717/
761-4777).

nPo

NATIONAL
PERSONNEL
II
CONSULTANTS

• Design
• Development
• Project
• Software
S20,000-S50,000
Riddick Associates Engineering
Division specializes in placement of
electrical and electronics engineers
with top companies in the Southeast
and throughout the U S We provide
advice on careers, resumes and interviews for a position tailored to your
skills Client companies Pay all fees
For details call or send resume in
strict confidence to Phil Riddick.
President

Riddick
Associates, Ltd.
9 Koger Executive Center
Norfolk. VA 23502
Area 804-461-3994

$20,000 „c_o (11118111 $40,000
Specializing in
those critical
1st through 3rd
moves upward

for all types
Electronic and
Computer

experience
(Degree). We cover
the Southeast and
Southwest like a
blanket — with over
88,000,000 of success

çI

behind us. Client
companies pay
interview, relocation
and our fee. For fast.
personal attention, send
your resume to

Mike Howard,

Mike Howard Personnel
608 S. Gay St. Suite 206
Knoxville, Tn. 37902

Career outlook
On the changing hybrid. A special
issue of the Institute of Electrical
and Electronics Engineer's Components, Hybrid and Manufacturing
Technology Transactions is scheduled for publication next September.
This issue will focus on recent developments in the materials, design,
and application of hybrid microelectronics. The use of nonprecious metals, new substrate materials, and
new techniques to build lower-cost
circuits are all growing interests in
the hybrid field. The IEEE is looking
for papers on these subjects, as well
as in the areas of interconnection
techniques, device and wire bonding,
reliability, automation and computer-aided design, adhesives for fabrication, thermal design, characterization, and device screening.
Abstracts are due by Dec. 1, with
the final papers to be submitted by
Feb. 1, 1981. The associate editor
for this issue is Subash Khadpe, at
Bell Laboratories, 555 Union Blvd.,
Allentown, Pa. 18103; the guest editor is Gerald Lorenz, TRW Inc., 401
N. Broad St., Philadelphia, Pa.
19040. Contact either one for more
information.
Reliable engineering. Among the topics to be covered at the 18th annual
Reliability Engineering and Management Institute at the University
of Arizona, Nov. 10-14, are reliability engineering theory and practice,
life-cycle costing, and product liability. The program is being given
jointly by the university's College of
Engineering and Honeywell Information Systems, Large Information
Systems division, Phoenix, Ariz. The
cost of the program is $575, and
three continuing education credits
will be given for attending. For more
information, write to Dimitri Kececioglu at the Aerospace and Mechanical Engineering Department,
University of Arizona, Building 16,
Tucson, Ariz. 85721, or phone him
at (602) 626-2495.
Signal analysis, digitally. Covering
modern digital techniques of signal
analysis with emphasis on applications to vibration and acoustics problems, "Applied Time Series Analy-

sis" is scheduled to be presented in
Cincinnati, Ohio, Nov. 17-21. A
GenRad Inc. signal analysis system
will be used to provide live demonstrations of specific techniques for
six laboratory sessions. Sponsored by
Time Series Associates in cooperation with Genrad, the course will be
given by Robert K. Otnes of TSA and
Loren Enochson of Genrad. The
course is priced at $750, including
text, materials, and lunches. Contact
Robert K. Otnes, Time Series Associates, 2160 Middlefield Rd., Palo
Alto, Calif. 94301 or phone him at
(415) 324-1821.
Electronics seminars. Electronics is
sponsoring a series of two- and
three-day seminars on awide variety
of topics. The first, which will be
held in New York starting Nov. 10,
is entitled "Applying Single-Chip
Microcomputers."
Other seminars in the series, all of
which will first be given in New
York, are: "Microelectronics Interconnection and Packaging" (also
starting on Nov. 10), "Quality
Assurance for Electronics Manufacturers (Dec. 11), and "Pascal" (Dec.
15). A fifth, "Concepts of Digital
Electronics," will begin on Jan. 28.
The seminars will also be given in
San Francisco, Fort Lauderdale,
Boston, Dallas, and Chicago.
"Applying Single-Chip Microcomputers" is priced at $445. For
more information, write to Pam
Richards, McGraw-Hill Seminar
Center, 305 Madison Ave., Room
3112, New York, N. Y. 10017, or
call her at (212) 687-0243.
Fingertip pinouts. Available on floppy disk for the Apple Il or Apple
11+ computer, Chips is a software
program designed to ease the task of
locating pinouts and truth tables for
over 100 TTL and complementarymOS integrated circuits. New pinouts or truth tables are easily added
to the list. Available for $49.95, the
software program may be ordered
from Lamar Instruments, 2107 Artesia Blvd., Redondo Beach, Calif.
90278, or by calling Maura Robertson at (213) 374-1673.
-Pamela Hamilton

(615) 546-9446
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rENGINEERS1
COMPUTER PERIPHERALS

Magnetic Peripherals — Oklahoma City, asubsidiary of Control Data Corporation

MPI

is a

facility dedicated to the design and manufacture of computer peripheral devices such
as disk drives (both flexible and rigid). high speed reader/sorters and non-impact
printing systems
Continued expansion of our business and our people in the growing mini-computer
market has created a variety of technically challenging opportunities for engineers
and experienced technologists.

OKC

Our facilities are located in Oklahoma City, a growing metroplex in the heart of the
Sooner State Our city offers a number of desirable advantages that you owe to yourself to investigate Included are reasonable cost of living (including taxes and energy

If you have been thinking that 1980 might be your year for a change
in the direction of your career , we invite you to investigate the tech-

costs). moderate year-round sunbelt climate, excellent educational facilities at all
levels immediate access to outstanding recreational opportunities, and much more

nical careers available with us in Oklahoma
opportunities for

ELECTRICAL ENGINEER
(3 required per "A", "B" & "C"
below)
"A - Design of phase locked loop. closed loop systems and linear phase filters and amplifiers. Prefer familianty and expenence with LSI design for
disk products or similar technology background.
8SEE required or MSEE preferred and 4-9 years
expenence or equivalent expenence.
"8 - Design of analog and digital circuits. Ability to
analyze problems and develop practical solu.
lions. Experience in the area of read amplifiers
required. BSEE degree required or MSEE pre•
ferred plus 9 years expenence.
"C" Ability to handle all phases of design on rotary
positioning systems, including electro -mechanical design of positioning motor and all electron•
ics related to 8" ngid disk design. BSEE required
or MSEE preferred. A minimum of 9years design
expenence or equivalent required

ELECTRICAL ENGINEER
(2 required as per "D" and "E"
below)
- 0"

Analyze, design and develop analog circuits required for new products. Involves servo mech•
anism circuit design; A/D and DiA techniques,
optical, ultrasonic, and magnetic transducers.

SENIOR SYSTEMS ENGINEER
Responsible to develop systems requirments and
specifications for new non-impact pnnter products
as well as analyze and propose potential hardware/
software design approaches. You will be a proiect
leader for custom and special customer interlaces
Requires three (3) years of logic/system design expenence in the field of minicomputers or mainframes
with knowledge of disk/tape/terminal controller de•
sign and operation and knowledge of IBM or Honeywell operating system A BSEE or BS Computer Science degree or equivalent is desired with MS degree
preferred

MANUFACTURING ENGINEER
—MECHANICAL ASSEMBLY
Mechanical Assembly Tool Designer . Will design
small to medium tools and fixtures for Mechanical
Assembly . Minimum of three (3) years tool design
expenence preferred and drafting techniques are re
quired

Responsible to develop and evaluate quality plans
and inspection procedures Will investigate component part problems and initiate corrective action
May provide supervision of assembly inspection per

and use of micro processors as related to above
BSEE required. MSEE desirable plus 9 years de•

sonnet Good communication skills essential Should
have BS degree in technical discipline plus minimum

sign experience emphasizing analog circuit de
sign.

of 3 years quality control expenence, especially in
high volume precision electro mechanical devices

E- Protect Engineer responsible for the design and

Project Planning. Scheduling and Monitonng:
and Development Coordination for a group of
Engineers and Development Technicians. BSEE
or BSME required plus 6-9 years of equivalent
experience.

MANUFACTURING ENGINEER
—PLATING & PAINTING
Knowledge of paint and plating processes, must in.
dude electro.plating of zinc on steel anodizing alu.
minum and paint systems

DESIGNER

AUTOMATION ENGINEERS
Experienced in design, creation and implementation
of automation tooling, systems and methods Strong
background in mechanical, hydraulic and pneumatic
applications in design of sophisticated assembly devices for automatic assembly of electro -mechanical

Delineate sheetmetal process instructions Tooling
Justifications, work planning revision update and
problem solving

MANUFACTURING ENGINEER
—PWA TEST
Design PWA Test programs, procedures and equipment Circuit analysis worse case, interlace with
Design Engineering .Analysis of repair data on PWAs
for failure modes and corrective actions. Circuit analysis to provide PWA test diagnostics. Should have
6.9 years expenence.

Will design special test equipment of sophisticated
analog/digital instruments for total electncaVelecIronic measurement system. Will create specifications, design equipment. checkout designs and create
operating procedures. Skills desired include digital/
analog circuit design. hartlware/firmware/software in.
corporation techniques. Desire BSEE with test equipment design expenence

SOFTWARE ENGINEER
Experience in development of systems software, especially as it relates to penpherals (disks, Reader/
Sorters. pnnters). Assembly language programming
skill a must. Should be expenenced in microprocessor firmware/software development. Degree in Engi
neenng discipline or Computer Science required with
2.4 years software/firmware design background.

Attn: Dick Hill, Dept. E-2
or contact us on our TOLL FREE lin

1-800-654-3685

neenng and manufactunng processes and proce•
dures Should have 6-9 years related expenence.

disk dnve products. Expenence in cost reduction
programs desired BSME required: MSME preferred
plus 6 years related expenence or equivalent ex-

MANUFACTURING ENGINEER
—SHEETMETAL

Magnetic Peripherals. Inc.
P.O. Box 12313, Oklahoma City. OK 73157

written or oral information. Should be creative and
well versed in drafting techniques, as well as engi-

MECHANICAL ENGINEER

using microprocessor controllers in automatic as
sembly equipment Desire technical degree with 6 or
more years related expenence

If you are interested and qualified for any of these
career opportunities, please forward your resume to.

Create, design, and prepare layouts of products from

Mechanical design, development, evaluation, manu.
factunng release and continuation of new flexible

devices. Desire expenence in design of machines to
assemble small linkage mechanisms and expenence
in tool and die design or control systems background

TEST EQUIPMENT
DESIGN ENGINEER

QUALITY ENGINEERS
—INSPECTION

bar code and character reading: ink let circuitry:

development of test equipment and test systems. Will include Design and Design Leadership:

We have immediate

MAGNETIC PERWHERALS INC

(g9

asubsidiary ot
CONTROL DATA CORI-ORATION

Addressing society's major unmet needs

penence.
An Affirmative Action Employer
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WANTED

Advertorial/Texas Career Opportunities

Engineers to Work in the Lone Star State

Deep in the heart of Texas there is a
new and different sound. It is the
energetic beat of agrowing and
diversified economy powered by the
energy boom. To sustain this boom,
business, industry, and government

level of competency. Both
undergraduate and graduate
programs must be strengthened to
assure that highly trained engineers
are available to meet the demands
of complex technology. Providing

in the Lone Star State are avidly

adequate laboratory equipment in

seeking engineers at all steps of the
career ladder in avionics/aerospace,

our universities presents something

electrical/electronics, and computer
science and data processing.
There is asoaring demand for

advances in technology."
The hot spots for the high
technology professionals are

professionals in these high

clustered in the Fort Worth-Dallas

convenient to residents of the triangle

technology fields, according to

area, Austin, San Antonio, and

area.

William P. Clements, Jr., Governor of
Texas. He says, "Engineers are an
invaluable component of the

Houston. These cities are on the
perimeter of what is called the Texas
Triangle, with Fort Worth-Dallas at

engineering campus in the country,

professional force in rapidly growing,
industrialized Texas. Many areas of

the northern end, San Antonio at the

of a problem because of rapid

Because of its urban and industrial
growth, Texas is attracting people
from other parts of the country to live
and work.
Engineers who come to Texas and
want to continue their education for a
master's or doctor's degree can
attend some of the finest schools in
the country. For example, Baylor,
Rice, Southern Methodist, Texas
A&M, the University of Houston, and
the University of Texas are all

Texas A&M, with the largest single
has more than 10,000 students
enrolled in its engineering courses.

our economy draw on their creative
talents, skills, imagination, and

point of the western leg, and Houston
located on the eastern leg. Each leg
of this imaginary triangle is

dedication. We now have ashortage

approximately 200 miles long.

of engineers that is likely to continue.
We must support better quality

approximately four out of every five

Texas A&M is affiliated with the
Engineering Experiment Station, one

education at an increasingly higher

people in the Lone Star State.

of its research arms. It is astate

In this triangle resides

This total includes 1,621 women
engineering students, more than any
other engineering school in the
country.

agency that is designed to meet the
engineering needs of Texas and to

more than 23.4 million acres of forest
and woodland and approximately 80

test new concepts. The Engineering
Experiment Station is funded by both

scenic state parks and recreational
facilities that residents enjoy.
On its southern border, Texas

government and private industry. It
conducts approximately $20 million

exotic wildlife, waterfowl and upland
game birds.
The Lone Star State is also rich in
history. It has nearly 300 historical
museums scattered throughout its

meets both Mexico and the Gulf of
Mexico with its 640 magnificent miles

territory. It is the home of the Alamo
and frontier forts, and retains the

of shoreline that are dotted with a
myriad of beaches that encourage
swimming. The Gulf of Mexico is

charm of Old Mexico. It is also the
home of the Astrodome and the
Lyndon B. Johnson Space Center in

noted for providing some of the
world's best fishing.

Houston. It is the land of the cowboy
and the rodeo.

shortage in this burgeoning industrial
state. The 1970s were adecade of
growth for Texas, and it is continuing

Inland waters comprise atotal of
6,300 miles of lakes and streams that
are surpassed in numbers only by the
state of Alaska.

Engineers who enjoy spectator
sports have awide choice of
professional teams to root for in
Texas. For example, the Dallas

in the 1980s. The state's economic
boom is attracting EE engineers from

The 276,000 square miles that
contain our second largest state, with

all over the country, including

approximately 71
/
2% of our country's
total land area, is also noted for its
hunting and fishing. Texas is
rightfully famous for its native and

Cowboys and Houston Oilers supply
the thrills for football fans. Baseball
enthusiasts have the Houston Astros
and the Texas Rangers to argue
about. The Houston Rockets and the
San Antonio Spurs cater to the needs
of professional basketball fans. This
fall anew basketball team, the Dallas
Mavericks, are coming to town. Last,

of applied research annually on a
wide variety of subjects and
illustrates the Lone Star State's
commitment to the profession of
engineering.
Both industry and government are
working to solve the engineer

California.
The aerospace and electronic
industries have contributed to
industry's growing strength. New
manufacturing facilities are springing
up. One Texas-based company

but not least, the Dallas Tornado
soccer team completes the
impressive roster of big-time
professional sports in Texas.
The third most populous state in
the union is throbbing with afrontierlike enthusiasm. Its economy is as hot

recently came up with the latest
development in silicone chip
technology that will help the industry
in its fierce competition with the
Japanese.
Texas is also the state that has one
of the most active chapters of the
Society of Women Engineers in the
country.
In addition to the advantages Texas
offers, one must also consider the
lifestyle residents enjoy. For

as J.R. Ewing in a Dallas deal, and
offers engineers the opportunity to
cash in on the high technology
discipline of their choice.

example, the cost of living in Texas is

The welcome mat is out for
engineers in Texas. If you are looking

one of the lowest in the country.

for along and lucrative career in

Housing prices are also reasonable.
As one resident recently boasted,
You can buy adarn good house in a
fine community for $50,000." This is
much less costly than many other
areas in the country.

Texas as an engineer, turn to the
following Career Opportunities
The welcome mat is out for engineers in
Texas. Governor William P. Clements, Jr.,
says there is a shortage of engineers in
the Lone Star State.

section and meet some of the
companies that would like to talk to
you. One of them may make an offer
you can't refuse. —John Brand

Another advantage is that there is
no state income tax in Texas. And the
state's unemployment rate, as

percentage points below the national
average.
The climate is another attraction.
The state enjoys year-round
sunshine, with the average annual
temperature in the lower Rio Grande
Valley a pleasant 73°F. Parts of Texas
can get hot, however, during the
summer months.
Texas is also aland of contrasts. Its
rugged desert in the western part of
the state is rimmed by mountains
with more than 90 peaks that reach
more than amile into the sky.
In addition, the Lone Star State has

Texas is the home of the Alamo, one of the many historical sites in the state.

Advertorial/Texas Career Opportunities

reported in The Wall Street Journal
last month, is 5.5%, more than two

TEXAS CAREER OPPORTUNITIES

Schlumberger

Schlumberger is committed to finding new energy
reserves through the advancement of measurement
technology in oil & gas wells. Our engineering group
in Houston has need for:

SCIENTIST/ENGINEERS
with Ph.D. or M.S. in EE, Physics, Applied
Math, or Computer Science capable of
advancing the state of the art in these areas:

•Digital & analog circuit

•Signal processing
•Software development
design
•Microwave measurements •Reliability engineering
•Computer-aided design
•Electromagnetics
(CAD)
•Nuclear instrumentation
•Microprocessor
•Nuclear and acoustic
applications
modeling
SEND RESUME TO:
Michele Leforestier
Manager of Personnel—Engineering
Schlumberger Well Services
P.O. Box 2175
Houston, Texas 77001
.%

We are an Equal Opportunity Employer M/F
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TEXAS CAREER OPPORTUNITIES

HISTORIC
SAN ANTONIO
IS THE SETTING FOR
OUR HISTORY-MAKING
RESEARCH
S

outhwest Research Institute
is 471 acres of laboratories,
test facilities, offices and workshops
located in historic San Antonio,
Texas. Our campus has eleven
operating divisions working in a
multidisciplinary approach on a
variety of applied research projects.
Our staff of 1800 includes
internationally recognized scientists,
engineers and support personnel.
DESIGN AND DEVELOPMENT
OF SPECIAL PURPOSE
COMMUNICATIONS SYSTEMS
The Data Systems Department is seeking a BS or MS EE with five years of
diversified experience in defining,
designing and developing communications networks, structures, systems,
and equipment including design of
concentrators and multiplexers.
ANALOG AND DIGITAL
INSTRUMENTATION DESIGN
FOR SATELLITE AND
SOUNDING ROCKETS
APPLICATIONS
The Space Physics Section seeks an
experienced BS or MS EE for field support of space research programs and to
coordinate with NASA, universities,
and industry in developing instrument
specifications and requirements.
RADIO FREQUENCY
PROCESS CONTROL
The Electromagnetics Division is
seeking an inexperienced BS or MS EE
for high level and assembly level
language programming on various
mini/micro systems used in radio
frequency process control functions.
Applicants should have an interest
and aptitude in electromagnetics/radio
science and be willing to travel to U.S.
military locations outside the U.S.

ANALOG SIGNAL AND DIGITAL
CONTROL CIRCUIT DESIGN
The QA Division is seeking a BSEE to
prepare design specifications and
perform detailed circuit design for both
analog signal and digital control
circuits. Applicants should have
experience in low frequency RF work,
radar or sonar signal processing and
software related tasks as well as
circuit design of prototype instruments.
DIGITAL COMMUNICATIONS
SUBSYSTEMS AND DIGITAL
DISPLAY SYSTEMS
The QA Division is seeking aBS, MS
or PhD EE or Physics major to design
communication subsystems with error
coding and digital filtering and digital
display systems. Three or more years _
experience in design of prototype
•
digital circuits is required.
t •,
VIDEO SYSTEMS DESIGN
A BS or MS EE is needed for design Of '
video systems including automatic „4, 1
gain control, filtering, and video
display systems. Minimum of two
. 1
years experience in design of video
,
systems having band widths up to 20'
MHz required.
As our own operations have
expanded, we've also been pleased to
watch our community grow to be the
nation's 10th largest city. Boasting
near-perfect weather and a low cost
of living, San Antonio has proven to
be adelightful place to live as well as
to work.
Make your contribution to the history
being made at Southwest Research
Institute. Please send your resu
complete confidence to:
Southwest Research
Personnel Departmen
P.O. Drawer 28510
San Antonio, Texas 78284
or inquire: Bill E. Crumlett
(512) 684-5111, Ext. 2072
-7_

THE ALAMO: Photo courtesy of the San Antonio Convention and Visitors Bureau.
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TEXAS CAREER OPPORTUNITIES

ENGINEERS
AND PROGRAMMERS

SOUTH &SOUTHWEST
POSITIONS

Lockheed Engineering & Management Services Company is seeking qualified applicants for immediate positions at NASA's
JOHNSON SPACE CENTER in Houston, Texas. These positions
are in support of the Space Shuttle and Earth Resource Programs
and require applicants U.S. Citizenship or permanent residency ,
experienced in the following areas:

Engineering and Management positions throughout
the South. Southwest and U.S. Many of the best
openings are never advertised by companies. We
have hundreds of these openings in the $20 to $50K
range. Companies pay all expenses. We specialize
in the electronics, aerospace & high technology industries. EE's, ME's, etc.

• MICROWAVE ANTENNA DESIGN/
ANALYSIS/TEST ENGINEERS:

Submit resume in confidence stating current salary
and geographical preferences or call:
Bob Hogue, P.E.

With— exWence in disign, development, analysis, and/or
testing of antenna systems. Preferable in S-Band through KBand frequency range.

Soeileeee 7eciteacete

• ENGINEERING ANAI.YSTS:

Responsible tor developing and evaluating math models of
spacecraft/aircraft sub-systems including control surface actuators, landing gear systems, etc., for use in large scale
digital simulation. Applicants should have a knowledge for
modeling dynamic systems.

personnel consultants

P.O. BOX 33070

• C.ONTROL SYSTWS EN_GI.NEER_S:

(512) 658-3525
SAN ANTONIO, TEXAS 78233

With experience in digital control systems to perform simulation and analysis of spacecraft/aircraft flight control systems.
Applicants should have the knowledge of FORTRAN and be
familiar with the use of digital and computer analysis of control problems.

Company responses also invited

• FUNIV_efleOGUM,MERS:
nayze scienti f
ic, engineering and mathematical

problems
and develop numerical models and programs for their solutions on high speed digital computers. Applicants should have
athorough knowledge of FORTRAN and be familiar with the
use of large scale computers.

• SIMULATIQN APPLICATIONS:

Support tWdevWenent, evaluation and operation of alarge
dynamic simulation dedicated to Shuttle Flight testing. Applicants should have worked with spacecraft/aircraft
GUIDANCE, NAVIGATION AND CONTROL SYSTEMS.

—

GREATER TEXAS POSITIONS
Engineering and related management open
ings throughout the Southwest. Top client ,.
paying all fees and relocation expense ,,
Send resume in confidence to Ron Be,
nett.

KEY SEARCH

P.O. Box 38271
Dallas, TX 75238

Responsible for development and use of programs for
structural, thermal or environmental Control Systems
analysis. Applicants must be familiar with and capable of effectively utilizing large scale digital computers in the analysis
of engineering problems.

• DIGITAL pEsiGN ENGINEERS:

With experience in design and development of digital/analog
equipment including computer interface, display, control and
signal conditioning hardware.

•

îtiCt

• System EE's
• Design EE's
• Product EE's

cross-trained to support a large, diverse simulation
laboratory. Facility includes analog computers, mini-computers and second and third generation medium-to-large
scale systems manufactured by several companies.

LOCKHEED

ENGINEERING 81 MANAGEMENT
SERVICES COMPANY
An Equal Opporomay Employer MIFIH

•Software
• Design ME's
•Communications

$20,000 to $50,000
100% Fee Paid

PUTER MAINTENANCE ENGINEERS:

Send resume in confidence to William R. Jancha at Lockheed
Electronics Company, Dept. C-20-E, 1830 NASA Road 4,
Houston, Texas 77058
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S.W. & SUNBELT

ÇOMMUMATIONSINGINEM:
Support performance analysis of various communications

and
tracking links accessed by spacecraft/aircraft. Applicants
should be familiar with TACAN, MSBLS, and GPS SYSTEMS,
have the ability to develop and evaluate math models, have a
high level of competence and written communications and
have aknowledge of FORTRAN.

POSITIONS
EE'S, CHEM E'S, ME'S
Retained by major manufacturers in Texas to obtain
Technical Sales Engineers for immediate needs. Placement fees
are
employer
paid.
Send
Resume/goals to: SHERMAN
STORE.
RECRUITERS OF TEXAS
4000 Medical Parkway, Suite
131, Austin, TX 78756 1512)
454- 9546.

•MECHANICAL/AEROSPACE ENGINEERS:

•

TEXAS
SALES ENGINEERS

Specializing in placing technical people
with data acquisition and peripheral
equipment manufacturers located
across southern U.S. Send complete
resume, salary history and geographic
preferences to:

J. robert illompsen companies. inc.

II

Management & Employment Consultants
2200 West Loop South. Suite 800
Houston. Texas 77027

713/627-1940
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TEXAS CAREER OPPORTUNITIES

If you think all you'll work on at Vought
is military aircraft, think again.
Vought is many things to many people, and we're
becoming more things to more people year after
year.
For example. The U.S. Army recently awarded
us amulti-million dollar contract for our Multiple Launch Rocket System (MLRS). It's known as
the "Soldier's System" and from its mobile
launcher, it can ripple fire all of its individually
aimed free-flight rockets in less than aminute.
In space, aVought development, carboncarbon, forms the nose cap and the wing leading
edge structure of the Orbiter to protect it against
temperatures up to 3,000°F. We also developed
the heat-dissipating radiator that maintains the
required temperature levels for the Orbiter's systems and crew.
From missile and rocket system engineering to
space engineering and everything in between,
we're doing many things at Vought. Things that
will interest you, excite you, spark your imagination, and let you use your talents and experience
to the fullest.

Electronics/October 23, 1980

Write us about your field of interest. Tell us
what you'd like to do, what you'd like to accomplish. Because of our diversity, you can go as
far as you want to go at Vought.
Apartial list of openings for experienced specialists:
Visual Systems/Simulator Design •Electronic
Circuit Design •Engineering Software •Inertial
Systems •Electro-Optics Sensors •Digital Systems
Design •Laser Radar Systems •Guidance Systems
Analysis •Optimal Control Systems •Package
Design •ATE Software
Send your resume to:

Vought Corporation, do Point Communications, Inc., Dept. E1030,
Plaza of the Americas, 1700 South Tower! Lock Box 200,
Dallas, Texas 75201

Our diversity may surprise you.

cUeDr_Pr..rt
an LTV company

We Believe if) EO

6, We Practice LO E
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TEXAS CAREER OPPORTUNITIES

DON'T MISS THE CHAI IFINGE!
A growing company is the best place to
find the opportunity for career
advancement and Datapoint has grown
into acompany of over 5,900 people in
just twelve years. But while that is agood
demonstration of opportunity, Challenge
is what makes Datapoint the place to be
in Texas. We are not riding on our past or
following someone else's lead. We've
planned apath into the future with new
ideas and astrong momentum. Join in
the Challenge of bringing it all about. If
you have abackground in any of the
following areas we would like to hear
from you.

PRINTED WIRING DESIGNER
Must be familiar with layout procedures
and be able to take logic diagrams and
convert them into finished artwork.

SENIOR DESIGNER
Must have 4years experience in
electromechanical design involving sheet
metal, casting, plastics and structural
forms.

FACILITIES PLANNING
ENGINEER

SYSTEMS ENGINEER
Hardware and/or software systems
development engineers with advanced
computer architecture and technology
experience. BS or MS plus 5years
experience desired.

Must have degree with 5years
experience directly related to
facilities/manufacturing support.
Experience in planning and
implementation. Strong emphasis on
project management.

COMPONENT ENGINEER

Requires 5years experience in the test
and evaluation of complex semiconductor components, preparing
specifications, reliability and failure mode
analysis, and vendor negotiations.
Automated test equipment experience
required.

ANALOG DESIGN ENGINEERS
Must have interest in analog or power

supply circuits or strong analog
background including low level
amplifiers or any disk experience. Would
consider new graduate but prefer 5years
experience.

DIAGNOSIIC CERTIFICATION
ENGINEER
BSEE with software experience or BSCS
with hardware experience or equivalent.
Contemporary knowledge of computer
diagnostic techniques.

For more information send your resume
to: Personnel Manager/14, Datapoint
Corporation, 9725 Datapoint Drive,
MS P- 02, San Antonio, Texas 78284.
We are an equal opportunity employer
m/f.

DESIGN ENGINEER

Seeking engineers at all levels interested
in development of micro processor
based hardware utilizing the latest
technologies.

D

DATAPOINT

EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITIES

ENGINEERING
PROFESSIONALS
Kick Up Your Heels in DALLAS!
VARO, INC., Dallas-based developer of power supply
systems, night viewing systems, and semiconductor
products, invites you to kick up your heels in our lively
electronics environment:
.QC Engineer
•Process Engineer
•Data Manager
•Sr. Electrical Engineer

• Field Service Engineer
•Technical Writer
• Mechanization Engineer

•Junior Engineer

Life in DALLAS is something to cheer about top
rated teams in all areas of sports, mild climate yearround, and your choice of dizzying nightlife or quiet
suburbia It's all at your disposal.
Engineers, come kick up your heels in DALLAS with
VARO! For consideration, contact

AA

Professional Employment
VARO, INC.
P.O. Box 40676
Garland, Texas 75040

SENIOR LOGIC
DESIGN
ENGINEER
Cray Laboratories, the recently formed research and
development facility located in Boulder. colorado. seeks
outstanding technical professionals to be part of the expansion
team for a new advanced super computer. Cray Research
currently manufactures the world's most powerful computer
system for scientific applications. Cray Laboratories offers a
stimulating work environment in a medium-size university
community 35 miles northwest of Denver

Senior Logic Design Engineer
Qualified applicant must have large-scalecomputerexperience
and design with high speed, non-saturating logic and
knowledge of LSI partitioning desirable. The position is aproject
level design assignment to advance logic segmentation.
circuitry and packaging techniques. BSEE/Computer Science
with aminimum of 10 years applicable experience.
Cray Laboratories offers competitive salary and exceptional
employee benefits. Please send your resume and salary history
in confidence to:
Robert E. Blro
Cray Laboratories, Inc.
5311 Western Avenue
Boulder, Colorado 80301
Equal Opportunity Employer M/F

A progressive company with an
active aft irmative action
program

LABOR ATOR IE S, INC.
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VLSI Research

At General Electric
Research and Development
Center
As part of amajor Company thrust in electronics, General Electric's Research
and Development Center is mounting a new program in advanced VLSI R&D.
This program will establish a leadership position in VLSI device research
and support the explosive growth of IC applications in the General Electric
Company.
The R&D Center—one of the world's leading laboratories linking basic research to applications—has further openings for innovative talent. Not only
is this an opportunity to work with atop interdisciplinary team in superb facilities, but our upstate New York location offers unusual recreational, cultural,
and cost-of-living advantages.
We have immediate openings for people with appropriate degrees/experience in the following areas:

•Device Physics

•VLSI Design

•Silicon Process Development

•VLSI Architecture

•nChannel

•Analog Design

•Bulk CMOS

•CCD Design

•CMOS/SOS
Investigate excellent salaries, benefits, and growth prospects by sending
your confidential resume to: Mr. Neff T. Dietrich, University Relations and Recruiting, General Electric Research and Development Center, Ref. 78J, P.O.
Box 8, Schenectady, NY 12301. Or call COLLECT (518) 385-8322.

GENERAL

ELECTRIC

An equal opportunity employer, m/f/h
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SOFTWARE ENGINEERS.

WITH US,
YOUR PROECT IS
THE WHOLE-PROJECT.
LOCK, STOCK AND
BARREL.
At Coulter Electronics, we have atotal
systems approach to engineering.
You'll take special pride in your own
projects. Because you're involved from start
to finish. From concept to production to
marketing.
It's an approach that's helped make us
a recognized and expanding leader in biomedical electronics and instrumentation.
When you apply your micro-processor/mini-computer experience in our
top-down design, structured programming environment —you'll see your ideas
take full form.
When you utilize your degree in Math,
Computer Science or Electrical Engineering —you'll be improving the state of health
care worldwide.
It's abig job. A thorough, complete, farreaching job. It could be your job.
Send your resume and salary history to: Employment Manager,
Coulter Electronics, Dept. E, RO. Box 5-2794, Miami, Florida 33152.

ee

err e COULTER ELECTRONICS, INC.
INNOVATING AVITAL TECHNOLOGY.
An Equal Opportunity Employer M F

*

ATTENTION ELECTRONIC ENGINEERS!!!

Electronic Design Engineers
Design Engineers (Digital)
Analog Design Engineers
Systems Design Engineers
Electrical Design Engineers
Instrumentation Design Engineers
Test/Design Engineers

24-36K
25-35K
-25-35K
-28-35K
-24-40K
-25-40K
-24-35K

Our clients are aerospace and electronic firms who pªy
our fees for locating engineers. For more information,
send note or resume to Gregg Whitt.
CORPORATE PERSONNEL CONSULTANTS, INC.
5950 Fairview Road, Two Fairview Plaza, Suite 608
Charlotte, North Carolina 28210
(704) 554-1800

EMPLOYMENT SERVICES

Electronic engineering growth positions with clients located nationally.
Our service is enhanced by the fact
that Iam an EE with 20 years in industry and over 10 years in placing
professionals on an employer fee
paid basis. Send your resume to Joe
Torcassi, Director, J. Anthony &
Associates, PO Drawer AD, Lynchburg, OH 45142. 513/364-2305.

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES

How To Earn Money As AConsultant
—Special systems recently adopted
by major consultancies. $27.00.
Business Psychology Intl, 890-44
National Press Bldg., Washington,
D.C. 20045.
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RESUMES

Resumes—Complete instructions
and examples; $4. Consultants. Box
567—J. Bergenfield. N.J. 07621.

Engineers: Electrical-Civil-Mech. Nationwide openings—all levels—$1560K Energy, Environment. Chemical,
Power. 011/Gas, HVAC. Piping etc.
Send resume w/salary requirements
to:
Engrg/Mgmt
Recruiting
Services-416 E. Downs, Stockton.
CA 95204. "Mitch" 1209) 5298145 —All Fees Paid.

Electronics/October 23, 1980

ENGINEERS

$20,000-$60,000
Nationwide tee-paid opportunities
in aerospace, defense electronics,
weapon systems, microwave. communication systems
• DIGITAL 8 ANALOG
• MICROPROCESSOR
• MARKETING
• CONTROL
Call collect or send resume to
Glenn English. President

GUM

cnchish31GEEICP

7840 Mission Center Court
San Diego, CA 92108
(714) 291-9220

ENGINEERS
Quality Control
Industrial
Maintenance/Instrumentation

DESIGN
Analog
Software
Test Equipment

Digital
Micro Processing
Instrumentation

Salary ranges are $20-45,000 per year.
Our firm is associated with aleading network 8i all costs are paid by client cornpanes including interviewing, fees. relocation & free resume service. Call Dan
Wheeler at 1-317-899-1777 or send
resume to: TWT & Associates Inc, 3724 N.
Mitthoefer Rd., Indianapolis, Indiana 46236

EMPLOYMENT SERVICES
Engineers—EE/CS. Engineers—M/E.
Engineers —C/E. Immediate openings National and Overseas. Microprocessor /Applic. Programmers/
Analysts/Systems .Designers/Systems/Analysts .Avionics Electronics
.Microwave Components .Rel./
Maint.-QC/QA .Switching/Telecom
Also .Power*HVAC*Piping*Oil/Gas
.Estimators & Sales*R&D. $20-50K.
Send resume w/salary requirements
to: Engrg/Mgmt Recruiting Services.
416 E. Downs St., Stockton, CA.
95204. "Mitch" (209) 529-8145.
All Fees Paid.

Have questions about
Allen -Bradley's
opportunity for
Engineers?
We have answers...
Just call toll free

1-800-321-6980
(In Ohio Call 1-800-362-6120)

Talk to Tom O'Brien

about your skills and
background. Our continuing growth creates openings
for many engineering disciplines including...

Software Engineers

Capitalize on your Comp.
Sci. or related degree and apply your software experience --assembly languages, PASCAL, FORTRAN. Utilize our VAX11/7E30, DEC11 /34 or
TEKTRONIX Development Systems to support
your designs.

Hardware/Firmware Design Engineers Design NC and PC systems employing

advanced digital techniques. Degree and 2+
years experience desired. Your involvement
would include design verification using
VAX11/780, DEC11/34 or TEKTRONIX
Development Systems.

Application Engineers

Define customer control system
requirements, prepare proposals and assist new product
planning.

Product/Marketing
Engineers Research and

identify product
opportunities based on industry requirements utilizing
your degree and 2+ years of electronics or industrial
experience.
We are adynamic part of an international corporation
employing over 17,000 people. Our products apply "leading
edge" computer and microprocessor technology that increases productivity for all types of industry.
Our careers are challenging and rewarding...
Lees Talk About It —Call Today!
or if you prefer, send your resume to:

ALLEN-BRADLEY
747 Alpha Drive, Highland Heights, Ohio 44143
An Equal Opportunity Employer M/F
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NOW ZENITH QUALITY
ALSO GOES INTO VIDEODISC
JOIN US IN THE FOREFRONT
Videodisc — one of today's most exciting new developments in electronics — and
Zenith's target for leadership in the 80's. Join us now in our advance to the leading edge of
this dynamic industry as we bring our CED (capacitive electronic disc) player system into
full production during the next 18 months.
Right now we're staffing every phase of this highly charged new venture. Exceptional
opportunities with front line potential await innovative, enthusiastic professionals for
management and staff functions in the following areas:

ELECTRONIC DESIGN
• Video/Audio Engineers
• Servo Mechanism/Power Supply
Engineers
• R.F. Engineer
• Electronic Technicians

MICROPROCESSOR DESIGN
• Hardware Engineer
• Software Engineer

MECHANICAL DESIGN
• Mechanism Engineers
• Materials Engineer
•Tooling Engineer
• Designers

SYSTEM ENGINEERING
• Product Engineers
• Resident Engineer (Paris, Ill.)
• PC Board Technician
• Product Qualification Technician
• Manufacturability Engineer
• Program Scheduler-Planner
• Reliability/Maintainability Engineer

There couldn't be a better time to join Zenith. As one of the early explorers of videodisc
players, our expansion into this industry is natural and well founded. And videodisc
players represent only one of the many new product areas being pursued through
aggressive R&D programs at our Glenview Corporate Headquarters (suburban Chicago).
People who take advantage of this unique opportunity will find stimulation, challenge and
creative satisfaction through direct personal impact on the development of this technology.
To find out more about videodisc technology at Zenith, write for our fact sheet. To
find out more about where you fit in, CALL NOW (or at any time). Our "VIDEODISC
HOTLINE" is open 24 hours a day. Please leave your name, phone number and a
convenient time for one of our Videodisc Specialists to contact you:

24-HOUR VIDEODISC HOTLINE 800/621-0660
Or send resume in confidence to: Sandy Kolar

7 twee nrir

Radio Corporation

Dept. E /1000 Milwaukee Ave. /Glenview, IL 60025

An Equal Opportunity Employer m/f

Engineers
RCA Avionics Systems, a leader in the
commercial manufacture and development of
radar related equipment, has an immediate need
for Test Engineers.
The individuals we seek will formulate, design
and program automatic test systems for avionic
products, as well as evaluate production test
performance and automatic test equipment for
radar (color displays) data navigation
production.
Join RCA for a leading compensation program
and total benefit package that includes family
life and health insurance, income savings plan,
retirement plan and much more. Please send
your resume in confidence to Randall Takahashi.

RCA Avionics Systems
Dept. E
8500 Balboa Blvd.
Van Nuys, CA 91409
We are an equal opportunity employer.

ELECTRONIC PRE-PRESS &
PHOTOCOMPOSITION
ENGINEER
R.R. DONNELLEY & SONS COMPANY, the nation's largest
commercial printer, is looking for an Electronic Pre-Press
and Photocomposition Engineer to join our Chicagobased Research and Development organization.
Responsibilities of this position are to provide technical
consultation to several groups within the organization for
the design, development and implementation of an integrated digital image processing and photocomposition
system. The qualified candidate will be a self motivated individual with an electrical engineering degree and
knowledge of computer systems and typesetting. Excellent oral and written communications skills are a must.

R.R. DONNELLEY & SONS is an expanding company that
offers excellent career opportunities for achievement
oriented individuals. We offer paid relocation to distance
hires as well as Major Medical and dental programs for
employees and eligible dependents. 3 weeks vacation annually. Interested individuals are invited to forward their
resumes, in confidence, to:
Ms. M. Trainor

R.R. DONNELLEY &SONS COMPANY
2223 South King Drive
Chicago. Illinois 60612

Solid State Research
Group Leader
Tektronix Laboratories has need for an experienced
professional in the area of advanced silicon IC process
technology. The individual will be responsible for
contributing to and leading (5 to 10 engineers) a growing
research effort in new materials and advanced IC
structures and circuits. Primary focus will be high power
laser processing techniques. Background must include
significant R & I) experience in all aspects of device
oriented materials and processing. A well equipped
research oriented IC cleanroom facility is available for
R & 1) work as well as others for engineering
development and manufacturing. We feel this position
represents an excellent opportunity for someone to join a
respected company that has been developing and
manufacturing high performance custom IC's for over
13 years in the Portland metropolitan area.
For consideration, please call Gary Hecht at
(800) 547-1164, or send resume to Gary Hecht, MS 55-033,
Tektronix, Inc., P.O. Box 500, B-4, Beaverton,
Oregon 97077.
An equal opportunity employer m/f/hc.

Tektronix
(XIVIVIFT TEO TO DCELLE.1
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POSITIONS VACANT

POSITIONS VACANT

Engineers—discrete,
personal,
reputable national fee paid placement serv. Murkett Assoc. Box 527.
Montgomery. AL 36101.

Manager of Technical Services —
Major oil well service company has
an immediate opening for aManager
of Technical Services. Successful
candidate should have BSEE degree
or equivalent experience plus 5years
oil well logging experience with
knowledge of computerized support
equipment. This position supervises
7engineers and 4 technical support
personnel, thus proven managerial
ability is a requirement. Provides
field support through assisting with
logging tool performance problems;
recommending and designing equipment modifications and devotes approximately 25% of time in visits to
domestic and foreign locations to
provide on-site technical assistance.
Provides formal training for all field
service technicians. Salary $3400
monthly, work week 40 hours per
week. Qualified applicants are
requested to contact: Director of
Personnel, Gearhart Industries, Inc.,
P.O. Box 1936, 1100 Everman Rd.,
Ft. Worth, TX 76101, 817-293-1300.
Equal opportunity employer.

Electronic Engineers—Sunbelt/
Southwest. Opportunities in Design
Software, Digital/Analog. Micro processing. Personalized representation. Employer fee paid. J. Gifford
Inc., 5310 East 31st Street, #225
Tulsa, Oklahoma 74135.1918) 6652626.

Electrical Engineer—Will design,
construct,
test
and
perfect
components of new NMR spectrometers and associated instruments. Requires good knowledge of
digital pulse and RF circuitry and
knowledge of digital pulse and RF circuitry and knowledge of computer
hardware structure and programming. Salary $18,000-$22,000. Apply Carnegie-Mellon University.
Personnel Services, 5000 Forbes
Ave.. Pittsburgh, PA 15213. An
equal opportunity/affirmative action
employer.

Writer Wanted—Regis McKenna PR
Agency, Palo Alto, CA., seeks
professional writer with EE background and/or solid trade book
experience to join writing department. New product releases, news
and application stories for technical
clients. Growth opportunity for right
person. John Kane. Regis McKenna,
Inc., 1800 Embarcadero Road, Palo
Alto, CA 94303. EOE.

POSITIONS WANTED

Safes Director (41, Austrian), Specialist in the Plastics Machinery Business, offers worldwide experience.
To organize and strengthen your
sales activities in Europe. PW-3143,
Electronics.
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Our Most Important
Resource Is Our People
Burroughs Corporation, an innovator in the exciting field of Laser Based Optical Computer
Memories, has career opportunities for problem-solving oriented individuals interested in
developing project and technical leadership skills. These positions offer exciting opportunities to
contribute technically in this unexplored area of technology.

Error Detection & Correction Engineer
The error detection & correction engineer shall be responsible for the development and
implementation of an error detection and correction (EDAC) system for the optical disk memory.
A minimum of a BA (MS preferred) in Electrical Engineering or Computer Design and at least 2
years experience in the design of EDAC systems for data storage devices is required.
Lead Test Equipment Engineer
The lead test equipment engineer will be responsible for the design of the test equipment necessary
to fully test all phases of manufacturing and assembly of a laser based computer memory.
Additional responsibilities include the development of special test requirements during the
development phase of the product.
Experience in the design of automatic test equipment and test fixtures for analog and digital
electronics as well as electro -mechanical devices and BSEE is required.

Diagnostic System Engineer
The diagnostic system engineer will be responsible for the design and development of the
diagnostic systems for an optical computer memory. Responsibilities include the definition of
diagnostic and maintenance philosophy for both manufacturi^q and field test programs.
Experience in diagnostic system for electro -mechanical devices and microprocessors as well as
extensive software experience in diagnostic systems is required. A BS in Engineering. Physics. or
Computer Sciences is required.

Servo Writer Project Engineer
BSEE or MSEE and 5-7 years experience with precision electro -mechanical systems. Specific tasks
will include coordination of the development of systems to initialize and certify optional recording
disks, includes precision mechanics, servo systems, logic design, micro-processor control, wide
band DIA and A/D circuits, and optics. Experience in all of these areas with strength in analog
circuit design as well as project level experience is required.

Read/Write Engineer
BS or MSEE with 2-5 years experience in communications and signal processing theory and circuit
design and analysis of low noise, wide bandwidth (20MHz) amplifiers, and worst case analysis.
Experience in computer modeling of these areas is desirable.

Lead Analog Design Engineer
BSEE or MSEE and 5-7 years experience Candidate will act as section head. and be responsible
for the technical performance of about 6 analog design engineers in addition to own design
responsibilities. Specific tasks will require experience in the analog signal processing, wide band,
low noise amplifier design and hybrid circuit design, with a strong background in worst case design
theory.

We offer you these unique opportunities and challenges with an outstanding growth company in a
perfect climate for both personal and professional growth. Our Westlake Village facility is only 20
minutes from the beach, less than an hour from Santa Barbara, and 35 minutes from metropolitan
Los Angeles in a new, growing, prosperous, smog-free, progressive, recreational community. Call
COLLECT to speak with Ed La Budde right away. (213) 889-1010, ext. 1035. Or send resume to:
Burroughs Corporation
Dept. ELECT
5411 N. Lindero Canyon Rd.
Westlake Village, CA 91361
An Equal Opportunity Employer

Burro ughs
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ENGINEERING MANAGER
PRODUCT DEVELOPMENT
To Become A Part
Of Our Management Team.
We are an advanced technology company with a
substantial R & D Budget, dedicated to designing
and manufacturing electro -mechanical systems for
the military. Technology involves lasers, radar, navigational systems & integration with weapons & delivery systems.
We need a director for our applied R & D effort. The
challenge is two fold. First, develop new products or
advanced versions utilizing new combinations of
state-of-the-art electronics. Second, perform business planning with presentations to top management & contractors, for a multi-million dollar
program.

IERAMIC CAPACITOR
SPECIALIST
Advancement potential is excellent—in one
of Engelhard's fastest-growing and most
profitable

departments.

Will

work

among

talented and experienced associates.
Responsibilities include:
• Technical support for field sales reps
and customers; analyzing and resolving production and quality problems.
• Coordinating our laboratory activities
with all capacitor manufacturers.
• Reviewing

customers'

manufacturing

processes and assisting them in the
development of a superior product.
Materials-related Engineering degree re-

This position is located in suburban St. Louis,
reports to a senior vice president, and is a member
of the Strategic Management Team. Salary will be
around $50,000 depending on qualifications, plus
substantial benefit package.

quired plus at least 3 years' experience in

The successful candidate will probably have a
degree in EE, Physics, or ME. Experience will
consist of 10 or more years designing military
hardware
involving
advanced
technology.
Component or systems background is desirable.
Specific experience with microprocessors computers, software, lightweight mechanical devices,
automatic test equipment, electronic warfare, and
vehicles would be helpful.

fringes. Send resume, with salary require-

the field of ceramic capacitors and in-depth
knowledge of all aspects of this industry and
related technology.
Highly competitive salary and exceptional
ments, in confidence to: Ted Stewart, Dept.
EL 1023.
ENGELIPIAIREP
ENGELHARD
ENGELHARD

INDUSTRIES

MiNERALS

A

CHEMICALS

DIVISION
CORPORATION

113 Astor St., Newark, N.J. 07114
Equal Opportunity Employer M/F

Please forward resume to P-2859, Electronics
Class. Adv. Dept., PO Box 900, NY, NY 10020

ELECTRONIC
ENGINEERS

All replies will be received by our personnel
consultants and none revealed without your permission after a preliminary review of mutual
interests.
An equal opportunity employer. INIF

INTERESTED OR WITH EXPERIENCE IN
eElectror
ill

TELECOMMUNICATIONS
TECHNICIANS
Tri-State, a Generation & Transmission Association, headquartered in COLORADO at the base of the beautiful Rocky
Mountains, would like YOU to help us meet the rapidly
expanding power needs of our 25 Member Cooperatives.
From now through 1981, we will be seeking qualified individuals in the area of TELECOMMUNICATIONS.
TECHNICIANS are needed to install, operate and maintain
telecommunications—electronics equipment. Technical
courses required for A.S. in Electronic Technology, or
equivalent education and/or experience, and general telecommunication—electronics experience to include microwave, 2way UHF/VHF radio equipment and a2nd Class FCC License.
Challenges, opportunities, competitive salaries, excellent
benefits and paid relocation are some of the many extras at
Tri-State. Send your resume now to Tri-State Generation and
Transmission Assoc., Inc., Human Resources E., Dept. JB, P.O.
Box 33695, Denver, Colorado 80233.
:In Al firrnalite .4cnienl Equal Opportumtv Employer

TRI-STATE.e
(;A% 1,1? A
C.
ASSOC! TION
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11,4 •s.%1Is.sIt
IN( OHM»! A 11, I,

ANALOG/DIGITAL DESIGN
ENGINEERING
SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT
SYSTEMS ANALYSIS
DATA ENGINEERING
DESIGN TO UNIT PRODUCTION
COST PROJECT ENGINEERING
RELIABILITY ENGINEERING
PARTS ENGINEERING
RADAR SYSTEMS ENGINEERING
INERTIAL DEVELOPMENT
ENGINEERING
Immediate and challenging positions now available
in our 4-season location in Western New York State.
Attractive area housing costs and agenerous
company relocation policy warrant investigation.
Please send resumes, in confidence, to
Edward Weiser, Employment Supervisor,
Bell Aerospace Textron, PO Box 1,
Buffalo, NY 14240
Bell Aerospace TEXTRON
\stile

Division of Textron Inc

An [quai Opportundy Employer M F
.Hc
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Data
Communications
Books.
McGraw-Hill's Compilation of
Data Communications Standards
Presents all 89 user-relevant data communications standards
promulgated by CCITT, ISO, ANSI, EIA. and (IS. FTSC. Also
includes descriptions of the
standards organizations, plus
relational charts of similar
interfacing standards produced by
different groups. Edited by Harold C.
Folts and Harry R. Karp. 1133 pp.,
clothbound, $165.
Data Communications
Procurement Manual

When you need special magnet fabrication,

The most authoritative and current
information you need to turn data
communications procurement into
asmoothly running, cost-effective
operation. Includes sample
solicitation clauses and forms,
specification checklists on 38 devices,
and 8 useful appendixes. By Gilbert
Held. 150 pp.,clothbound, $24.50

PERMAG HAS THE ANSWER!
...PERMAG grinds, cuts and fabricates all of its products to your
needs. PERMAG's special equipment can make countless kinds
of modifications on all kinds of magnetic materials, precisely and
promptly. Close tolerances are our specialty. Our 9 modern plants
are stocked, staffed and equipped to meet your every requirement.
ALL ACROSS THE COUNTRY

in the magnet. held, PERMAG c No. I'

NEW YORK •BOSTON •ATLANTA •TOLEDO

Practical Applications of

CHICAGO •DALLAS •LOS ANGELES •SAN FRANCISCO

Articles from Data Communications
magazine cover architecture and
protocols, data-link performance,
distributed data processing, software,
data security, testing and diagnostics,
communication processors, and
digitized-voice and data-plus-voice.
424 pp.. paperback, $13.95

Consult Yellow Pages for address & phone number of PERMAG near you

Circle 133 on reader service card

e nrAwhatem

"See us at the Design Engineer

New

leleser

NO
CREEP

Basics of
Data Communications
This compilation of essential articles
from Data Communications magazine includes chapters on terminals,
acoustic couplers and modems,
communications processors,
networking, channel performance. data-link controls,
network diagnostics. interfaces, and regulations and policy.
303 pp.. paperback. $12.95

Electronics Magazine Books
P. 0. Box 669
Hightstown, NJ 08520
Tel. (609) 448-1700, ext. 5494

PQ Heat Sink
Compound
with

HIGH THERMAL
CONDUCTIVITY
167 x 10

Order today, using this coupon!

u cal/sec

cm°C. min

Show

Booth 2604"

NEW SILICONE
FREE PQ Heat Sink
Compound is ideal
for electronic assemblies & circuit
applications where
excessive heat can
reduce service life.
• NON-SILICONE base fluids
PREVENT CREEPING
• HIGH THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY (16 7 x 10 'cal
sec cm ° C. min )

• EXCEPTIONALLY LOW
BLEED AND EVAPORATION
characteristics
• EXCELLENT
LUBRICITY
means easier, more efficient
applications
Meets Western Electric Spec

hifi
11-41! il

Please send me...
copies of Data Communications Standards @$165.
copies of Data Communications Procurement Manual @ $24.50
copies of Practical Applications of Data Communications @ $13.95
copies of Basics of Data Communications @ $12.95

Name

PERhiAà

MINNEAPOLIS/ST. PAUL

Data Communications:
A User's Guide

KS-

21343 Available in 4 oz applicator
tip tubes.

ADS

250 lb

1 lb

cans. 40 lb

pails.

drum

238B Wilson Avenue
Newark, New Jersey 07105
201/589-0250

Newark • Buffalo

\gee

Title

Company
Street/P.O. address
City/state/zip
O Bill me
D Bill my company
! Payment enclosed (payment must accompany orders under $25)
Ten-day money-back guarantee applies on all books.
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Advertising Sales Staff

The biographies of 5,240
of your colleagues...

Advertising sales manager: Norman Rosen
3200 Wilshire Blvd., South Tower
Los Angeles Calif. 90010 [2131 487-1160

Market managers:

Components: William Boyle. Rochester. N.Y.
Computers & Peripherals: Frank Mitchell. Boston
Test 6 Measurement: Don Farris. San Francisco
Semiconductors: Norman Rosen. Los Angeles

Profiles the Top Management
of Major Electronics Firms
throughout the World
—and more

Atlanta, Ga. 30309: Peter Stien
100 Colony Square. 1175 Peachtree St.. N.E.
[4041 892-2868
Boston, Mass. 02118: Frank Mitchell
Paul F. McPherson. Jr.
607 Boylston St.. [6171 262-1160
Cleveland, Ohio 4411 William J. Boyle
17161248-5620
Fort Lauderdale, Fla. 33306: Peter Siren
3000 N.E. 30th Place. Suite #400
[3051 563-9111
New York, N.Y. 10020
1221 Avenue of the Americas
John Gallie [2121 997-3616
Matthew T. Reseska [2121 997-3617
Philadelphia, Pa. 1911e Matthew T. Reseska
Three Parkway. [212) 997-3617
Pittsburgh, Pa. 1522:k Matthew T. Reseska
4Gateway Center. (2121 997-3617
Rochester, N.Y. 14534: William J. Boyle
Powder Mill Office Park, 1163 Pittsford-Victor Rd..
Pittsford. N Y. 14534 [716) 248-5620
Chicago, III. 80611
645 North Michigan Avenue
Jack Anderson [312] 751-3739
Robert M. Denmead [312) 751-3738
Detroit, Michigan 4820t Jack Anderson
1400 Fisher Bldg., [313) 873-7410

This is the only reference devoted solely to biographies of the
most influential people in electronics: corporate executives...
technical managers ...designers and developers of important
products and processes ... government and military officials...
academics ... editors and publishers... securities analysts...
directors of trade and professional groups ... and consultants.

McGraw-Hill's

Leaders in
Electronics

Dallas, Texas 75201: John J. Uphues
2001 Bryan Tower. Suite 1070
[214) 742-1747
Denver, Colo. 80203: Harry B. Doyle, Jr.
655 Broadway. Suite 325
[3031 825-6731
Houston, Texas 71003: John J Uphues
601 Jefferson Street. Dresser Tower
(7131 659-8381
Los Angeles, Calif. 9001fk Chuck Crowe
3200 Wilshire Blvd.. South Tower
[213) 487-1160
Costa Mesa, Calif. 92626: Edward E. Callahan
3001 Red Hill Ave. Bldg. #1 Suite 222
17141 557-6292
San Francisco, Calif. 94111: Don Farris.
Larry Goldstein, 425 Battery Street.
[415) 362-4600

Prepared by the Staff
of Electronics
651 pages
As easy to read as any professional
publication in electronics

Paris: Michael Sales
17 Rue-Georges Bizet, 75116 Paris. France
Tel 720-16-80
United Kingdom: Simon Smith
34 Dover Street. London WI
Tel: 01-493-1451
Scandinavia: Andrew Karnig and Assoc
and Simon Smith
Kungsholmsgatan 10
112 27 Stockholm, Sweden
Tel 08-51-68-70 Telex: 179-51
Milan: Ferruccio Sucera
1via Baracchini, Italy
Tel: 86-90-656
Brussels:
23 Chausses de Wavre
Brussels 1040, Belgium
Tel: 513-73-95
Frankfurt/Main: Fritz Krusebecker
Liebigstrasse 27c. Germany
Tel: 72-01-81
Tokyo: Akio Saijo and Hirokazu Nakamura
McGraw-Hill Publications Overseas Corporation.
Kasumigaseki Building 2-5. 3-chome,
Kasumigaseki, Chiyoda-Ku. Tokyo, Japan
[58119811

With LEADERS IN ELECTRONICS on your bookshelf, you no
longer have to search through many different sources for biographical data on your colleagues. What's more, you don't have
to strain your eyes reading minuscule type, nor do you have to
waste valuable time trying to decipher seemingly endless paragraphs of abbreviations. Boldface type spotlights the various
information categories so that you can scan entries rapidly to
pinpoint what you need.
Unique convenience feature...
Index of biographees by affiliation
A special 80-page index lists individual organizations alphabetically, complete with the names and titles of top employees. By
looking up the names in the general biography listing, you can
get acomplete profile of the organization's top management in
amatter of minutes. Plus an easy-access listing of independent
consultants in every electronics specialty.
Electronics Magazine Books
PO. Box 669, Hightstown, NJ 08520

Acct. No.

Send me
.
copies of Leaders in
Electronics @ $39.50 plus applicable sales tax.
McGraw-Hill pays regular shipping and handling charges on pre-paid orders.
Imust be fully satisfied or you will refund full
payment if the book is returned after ten-day
trial examination.
LI Payment enclosed

L Bill firm

Charge to my credit card:
Diners Club
L_

342

H Visa

L. Bill me

[1 American Express
Ci Master Charge

Date Exp.

On Master Charge only,
first numbers above name
Name
Company

City

1

Electronics Buyers' Guide

Street

Signature

Business Department
Thomas M. Egan
Production Director
[2121 997-3140
Carol Gallagher
Production Manager
[212) 997-2045
Betty Preis
Production Manager Domestic
[212) 997-2908
Thomas Kazich
Production Manager Related Products
[2121 997-2044
Karen Walpole
Production Assistant
[2121 997-2843
Frances Valione
Reader Service Manager
[212) 997-6057

State

Zip

H.T. Howland, General Manager
[2121997-6642
Regina Hera, Directory Manager
[2121 997-2544

Classified and Employment Advertising
Frank Ebert,, Manager
[212) 997-2557
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compoemicrosystems

ADVANCED MASS
PRODUCTION IS WORTH
STATE-OF-ART VISUAL
INSPECTION AND MONITORING
MEANS, such as
IS 09VP-1000-001
LASER MICROPROJECTOR

DB/65

If you were designing the ideal 6500 development
system, what would it contain?
How about — in circuit emulation, hardware breakpoint, powerful debug monitor, symbolic disassembly,
on-board ram, scope sync and lots of switches for
versatile operation.
Oh yes, you'd also want a low price of around $1450
(U.S. only).

224 SE 16th St.
P.O. BOX 687

AMES, IA 50010
(515) 232-8187

Circle 135 on reader service card

Operable in normally illuminated production rooms.
Featuring liquid-crystal screen with no "grain" and

high-accuracy resolution.
Incorporating UNIQUE DEVICE FOR COMBINING
INSPECTION WITH MICRO-WORKING of objects,
with a laser beam several-to-dozen microns in diameter.

EXPENSIVE EQUIPMENT &
ELECTRONIC COMPONENTS
With snap-action industrial

THERMOSTATS
Selco's quality snap-action
thermostats can be cheap insurance for expensive electronic power
supplies, SCR's, transformers,
appliances, automotive components-anywhere that damage or
failure can be caused by operation
at improper temperature.
Compact, surface-mounted
Selco thermostats are also ideal for
making or breaking current in
alarm systems, heaters,
blowers, coolers, freezers,
and other temperaturecritical devices.

You can depend on SeIca leapaction thermostats. Reliable and
positive, these quality units have
fixed set points ranging from 75°F
to 250°F, with 30°F temperature
differential. Some models open on
temperature rise, others close.
Manual reset styles also available.
Attractive quantity discounts.
Immediate delivery from stock. Com,-.
plete literature, samples, and
price quotations on request.

,..
---- P
\

1

actual sue

COMPANY

7
oad •Buena Park, California 90621
Telephone (2131921-0681 TELEX 655457

Circle 138 on reader service card

Magnification

x110; x207; x500; x845

Field of vision, mm

2x 2.5; 1x1.13; 0.4 x0.5;
0.2 x0.25

Resolution at x845
magnification, microns 1.5
Screen size, mm
Screen brightness,

200 x268
lm/m2

Power required, kW

150
3.0

Overall dimensions, mm 3,000 x2,000 x1,800
Mass, kg

1,200

LASER MICROPROJECTOR
also profitably used for:
•
•
•
•

retouching photo masters
matching thin-film resistors of integrated circuits
mass-spectral analysis
microbiological studies,
and elsewhere

TECHMASHEXPORT
35, Mosfilmovskaya Ul. 117330 Moscow, USSR.
Tel. 143-86-60. Telex: 411 068 TEHEX SU

Circle 141 on reader service card
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THE FUSION SPLICER
A fusion splicer is expensive and difficult to use! Right?
WRONG!! Not since the MFS-10 came along. A Compact
3" high briefcase contains everything you need for high
quality splices.
--

e Low Cost
• Light
• Self Contained
• Fully Portable
• Precision stainless steel
alignment blocks
• 50X microscope for viewing of cleave and finished
splice
• Unique microscope mounting system
• Backlit Fusion Area

F
Z

• Built-in simple cleaving
fixture
• Sturdy compact base for
minimum space requirements
• Compact Simple to use
torch for fusion
• Lighting operates from
AC or internal batteries
• Usable in the lab or in
the field
• Available from stock

$1,485.00 U.S.

(FOB Plant)
Dealer Inquiries Invited

PM and VR steppers —
responsive and precise —
with slewing rates to
20,000 steps/sec.
and higher . We
offer an unlimited range of
step angles,
frame sizes
and configurations.
And high
torque/size
ratios.
Options include: dampers, heat sinks,
encoders, pulse
sources, drivers,
preset indexers,
gearheads, and
more.
Standards and
specials — the best
of both

Send for literature.

Eastern Air Devices
Motor Div . of Electro Audio Dynamics Inc Dover, N H 03820
Tel. (603) 742-3330 • TWX (510) 297-4454

FOUNDATION ELECTRONIC INSTRUMENTS INC.

1794 Courtwood Cres.. Ottawa. Ont.

K2C 2135

EAD, Holtzer-Cabot and Janette motors

1613) 226-4000

Circle 145 on reader service card

Circle 142 on reader service card

Who stole page 39?
This whodunit happens all the time.
By the time the office copy of Electronics
Magazine gets to your name on the routing slip,
apage is missing. Or maybe the reader service
cards. Or an entire article has been clipped.
Sometimes you never get the magazine at all.
Other times the magazine is (glory be!)
intact But dogeareci. Or otherwise abused. Or at
the very least, you get it late.
OK, we'll grant that asecond-hand,
third-hand, or maybe seventh-hand copy of
Electronics is better than none. But it's no
substitute for the copy that comes directly
to you—to your home if you wish—with
up-to-the-minute news and information of the
technology in this fast-moving field.
'lb get your very own subscription to
Electronics send in asubscription card from this
magazine. And if they are missing, write to
subscription department, Electronics,
McGraw-Hill, 1221 Avenue of the Americas,
New York, N.Y. 10020.
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Electronics Magazine.
The one worth paying for.
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Distributed I/O Control for the
80's from Opto 22
64 I/O Stations Per Host
omputer
192 I/O Points Per Station
SimpleTwisted Pair Communication To The Host and Station-toStation
Digital and Analog I/O Modules
'Efficient Protocol
,ersatile Command Set
atchdog Timer
Latched Inputs and Time Delays
Extensive Communication
Attachments
Isn't it what you expected from
Opto 22?

Serial communication link with
host computer via two twisted
pair wires. Choice of RS-232,
20 ma current loop, RS-422 or
optically coupled interfaces.

15461 Springdale St.
Huntington Bea
CA 92649
(714) 891-5861
(800) 854-8851
Telex: 692386

Link to 63 additional addressable
SAMUX II units.

1

Modules per station range from
96 digital power I/O plus 48
analog to digital plus 8digital
to analog or up to 192 digital
power I/O.

AMG. Mar. ZIC

61011011F-dvt
•Taw

—4aw

Distributed by Hamilton/Avnet
Circle 901 on reader service card-.1111

1
3-SERIES
PHOTOCELLS
from Clair«
Low in cost ....high in performance

We produce 24 standard
types of P-series photocells,
hut if you can't use a
standard type, we'll design
acustom cell to meet your
specific requirements. This
is only one reason we have
been known LS the "light

touch in automation and
control - for 25 years.
Give us your "light"
problems. We'll develop
the solution. Call (914)
664-6602 or write Claires®,
560 South Third Avenue,
Mount Vernon, N.Y. 10550.

CLAIREX ELECTRONICS
ADivision of Clairex Corporation
Circle 902 on reader service card

